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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Turbine design has been driven by the need to increase turbine inlet temperature and

aerodynamic efficiency while achieving adequate life through cooling. Turbines could be further

improved if the aerodynamic design could reduce the heat transfer to the wall. This would benefit

the turbine either in the form of higher gas temperature at fixed wall temperature and cooling flow,

reduced cooling flow, reduced wall temperature, or some combination of the three. At the current

state of the art, this type of integration of the turbine aerodynamics and cooling is still primitive -

commonly limited to attempting to preserve laminar flow over as much of the suction surface of

the airfoils as possible.

The overall goal of this work was to examine, in a preliminary fashion, how the heat load

to turbines might be reduced by aerodynamic design. The effort consisted of three distinct

investigations: (1) a look at boundary layer modification to reduce heat transfer, (2) an

examination of the role of inviscid flow aerodynamics on heat load, and (3) an estimation of

measurement technology required to assess the heat transfer and aerodynamic performance in a

modern turbine test facility. This report is thus organized into three independent sections, the

important results of which are summarized in the following paragraphs.

An examination of the literature indicated that riblets - shallow wall grooves oriented in the

streamwise direction - offered the most promising method of influencing the boundary layer to

reduce turbine heat transfer. Riblets have been extensively tested and shown to reduce drag on too

order of 5 to 10 percent. Their influence on heat transfer had not been well documented. Since

riblets are not well understood theoretically, heat transfer effects could not be establishe.i

analytically or numerically; an experiment was required.

As a starting point, the influence of riblets on heat transfer in an incompressible, zero-

pressure gradient, flat plate boundary layer was parametrically investigated. A two-dimensional,

low turbulence, constant pressure, constant wall temperature wind tunnel was constructed with one

wall flat and the other with riblets. Measurements were conducted simultaneously on both walls.

The walls were heated electrically and the heat flux to the fluid was inferred from a measurement
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of the electrical dissipation after accounting for other heat losses. Overall heat transfer coefficient

accuracy was estimated at better than 0.5%. The boundary layer profile was measured with

traversing probes. The observed drag reduction followed that reported by other investigators

reaching a maximum of 7% at 15 wall units. The heat transfer reduction followed that of the drag,

reaching a maximum value of 5%, also at 15 wall units.

Overall, the results of these tests were encouraging. Future work in this area might include

extending the wind tunnel testing to boundary layers with curvature and pressure gradient and

eventually rig testing a turbine with riblets. Should these flat plate results translate directly to

similar performance on an engine turbine, a 5 percent reduction in cooling air and a 0.2 to 0.7

percent improvement in aerodynamic efficiency would result. For a large gas turbine, the riblet

dimensions would be on the order of 20 microns. Thus, they might be considered a patterning on

the surface or thermal barrier coating.

Section 2 of this report deals with the development of a two-dimensional turbine airfoil

design tool to facilitate design optimization for minimum heat transfer. In particular, an integral

method was developed for predicting heat transfer and boundary layer losses in a two-dimensional

airfoil. The objective was to develop a fast computer code capable of predicting loss and heat

transfer trends that was compatible with the ISES inverse design code that is widely used by

industry for the two-dimensional design of airfoils. By adding the heat transfer to the coupled

inviscid-boundary layer formulation of ISES, the optimization of airfoil shape for minimum heat

transfer would be facilitated.

Losses and heat transfer in the code were characterized by the boundary layer momentum

and enthalpy thicknesses respectively. These integral parameters are calculated by the forward

integration of three simultaneous differential equations using closure relations developed from the

Falkner-Skan wedge flows. Local heat transfer was estimated from a new empirical integral

formula developed from finite difference solutions. The resulting code gave good comparison

with a much slower finite difference code. Comparison with experimental data was as good as

that with the finite difference code.
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Further work in this area would be to fully integrate the new boundary layer solver with the

inviscid flow solver and its design optimization tools. Design of optimized nonadiabatic turbine

blading could then be attempted.

The third section of this report deals with estimation of the errors associated with

measuring heat transfer and aerodynamic performance in a modem, short test duration, turbine test

facility as might be best suited to the testing of many of the concepts evolving from the previous

two sections.

The analysis centered on estimating the nonadiabatic influences on aerodynamic efficiency

measurements arising from the transient nature of short duration testing. These effects are

quantitatively small but nonnegligible. It is shown that they can be estimated to sufficient precision

so that the aerodynamic measurements in short duration facilities can yield the same or better

accuracy data than the more expensive continuous operating ones. The development of new types

of instrumentation is not required.
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SfT.IONI
THE EFFECT OF RIBLETS ON HEAT TRANSFER IN THE INCOMPRESSIBLE.

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER OVER A FLAT PLATE

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Fnglish Symbols

a pipe radius, equation 2.37; RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.3

A area; wall law constant, equation 2.22; temperature law intercept, equation 2.61

b RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.9; experimental error

B wall-law intercept, equation 2.21
c plate temperature variable, equation 3.15

CD coefficient of drag, - (D/A)/I p U2

Cf skin friction coefficient, =- w / p U2

Ch integral Stanton number, E (Qw/A)/p U2 CP (TW - To)

Cp specific heat at constant pressure

C, specific heat at constant volume

D drag

e 2.718282...

f function

G shear velocity integral, equation 2.48

h enthalpy, equation 2.35; riblet height

H shape factor, equation 2.31

1 current

k thermal conductivity

K shear parameter

1 heated section length

L length

M molecular weight

p pressure

Pr Prandtl number

q heat flux per unit area

Q heat flux

R resistance; gas constant

R2 coefficient of determination

S universal gas constant



Re Reynolds number

St Stanton Number q,,/p U'. C, (T, - T.)

s riblet spacing; plate temperature variable, equation 6.1; deviation statistic

T temperature

u uncertainty

U freestream velocity

u, v, w Cartesian velocity components

V voltage

w riblet width; heated section width

W Coles wake function, equation 2.26

x, y, z Cartesian components

Z boundary layer variable, equation 2.54

Greek Symbols

(X coefficient of thermal expansivity; RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.1

13 Clauser pressure gradient parameter, equation 2.24; RTD calibration coefficient,

equation 8.1

x2 chi-square statistic
boundary layer thickness; RTD calibration coefficient, equation 8.1; displacement

thickness, equation 2.32

E emissivity, equation 3.8

TI enthalpy thickness, equation 2.33

K K~rmain constant, =0.4

X. boundary layer variable, equation 2.49; plate temperature variable, equation 3.20

viscosity

v kinematic viscosity

nt 3.14159...

n Coles wake parameter, equation 2.27
0 momentum thickness, equation 2.30

p density

o Stefan-Boltzmann constant, equation 3.8; standard deviation

T shear

Q ohms

b back
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c calculated

CVD Callendar-VanDusen

e boundary layer edge

ec effective center

h heater, heat transfer

i inner, i-th

I laminar

m measured

a n-th

o outer, stagnation; constant temperature; at 00C

p constant pressure

r radiative

s side

S B Stefan-Boltzmann

t turbulent

T thermal

v constant volume

w wall

x,y,z at x,y, x

T shear

00• freestream

turbulent fluctuation
* plate temperature variable; boundary layer displacement thickness

+ law of the wall variable

A ( ) difference

d( )/d() derivative
o( )/V() partial derivative

time average

V ( ) gradient

V2 ( ) Laplacian

o ( ) order of magnitude
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1. INTRODUCTION

A great number and variety of technological applications of interest to the aerospace

engineer involve turbulent, convective heat transfer. A few prominent examples are supersonic
flight vehicles, heat exchangers, and gas turbine engines. Accurate prediction and control of
turbulent heat transfer are of particular importance in the design of the turbine section of aircraft

engine gas turbines, where the freestream temperature of the fluid flowing past the turbine blades
is above the melting temperature of the blade material. Indeed, the savings from a decrease in the

design heat transfer to a turbine blade of a single percent could easily be on the order of hundreds
of thousands of dollars. The proven, turbulent drag reduction device riblets shows some potential

to effect just such a decrease.
Recent research has validated riblets as a method of reducing turbulent skin friction.

Researchers have found that the turbulent drag of a fairly flat surface can be reduced as much as 8

percent by riblets with heights and spacings near 10 wall units, where one wall unit or viscous
length is:

L ~=-V=v/UJ7.

Indeed, Caram and Ahmed (1989) have measured up to 13 percent total drag reduction on a

ribleted NACA 0012 airfoil with a freestream Reynolds number of 2.5x 105.

If the Reynolds analogy, that heat transfer and momentum transfer behave similarly, is
valid in this case, this reduction in drag should be accompanied by a corresponding decrease in

total heat transfer, which could be used to increase turbine efficiency. If the Reynolds analogy is

applicable to riblets, a total reduction in blade heat transfer and hence percent cooling needed of
about 5 percent might be expected. The loss in turbine efficiency per percent of cooling air has
been estimated to be between 1 and 3 percent. A typical turbine might have 3 to 5 percent cooling

air. Thus, the successful application of riblets on a turbine blade might result in a rise in turbine
efficiency of between 0.15 and 0.75 percent per cooled blade row, not an insignificant amount.
Typical values over the turbulent region of a turbine blade are: T=-1800 K, U=850 m/s, v-6xl0-5

mE/s, and Rex--2x10 5 to sx 106, So that Cf4x 10-3. To obtain riblet height and spacing of around
10 in wall units, the riblet dimensions would therefore have to be on the order of 10 microns,
which appears to be feasible. However, previous research in this area has been inconclusive, so

that it has not been possible to predict the effect of riblets on heat transfer with any certainty.
The motivation for this project is the desire to determine whether riblets may be used to

reduce heat transfer on a turbine blade. Based on this, the specific goals of the project are:
• measure with high accuracy the effects of riblets on flat plate heat transfer,
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"• determine the relation between this effect and the effect of riblets on skin friction,

"• ascertain the dominant parameter or parameters which affect this relation.

Towards these ends, theoretical and experimental backgrounds on both the turbulent boundary
layer and riblets are presented. The design criteria and process of a low speed, turbulent bound;,

layer, heat transfer wind tunnel and test section are detailed. The experimental apparatus,

procedure, analysis, and results are described. In depth treatments of the calibration, calibration

accuracy, test, and test accuracy analyses are appended.
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2. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

2.1. The Turbulent Boundary Layer Over a Flat Plate

A. Introduction. Most flows of interest to the aerodynamicist contain bounded shear

layers which exhibit rapid, nonlinear, unsteady motion: turbulent boundary layers. The fluid

motion in these regions is so complex that full, analytical solutions are intractable. Indeed, the
analysis of turbulent flow is limited to the statistical theory of turbulent correlation functions and

the semiempirical analysis of turbulent mean quantities.

The former method is outside the focus of this project and will not be discussed.
Similarly, many numerical methods of solving both the integral and differential forms of the time
averaged momentum and energy equations using digital computers exist, one survey of which
may be found in White (1974), but are outside the scope of this project and so have not been

examined.
The mean flow equations used in the experimental design are briefly derived below. The

time averaged thin shear layer equations of motion are given. The velocity profile similarity laws
are derived via dimensional analysis. The integral form of the equations of motion and the
empirical formulae derived from them are described. The White formula for skin friction and iti

derivation using inner law variables are treated. A brief description of the Reynolds analogy and

its use in predicting Stanton number are given.
The coherent structures of the turbulent boundary layer and their ramifications are briefl\

examined. A comparison is made of the momentum and heat transfer structures in an attempt t,

gage the robustness of the Reynolds analogy. Research to date supports the soundness of the b,-1C
assumption and its rooting in physical mechanisms, but the accuracy of the results are low enoui

that no refinement of the analogy with them can be made.

The effect of wall roughness on the turbulent boundary layer is very briefly described.
Essentially, each type of roughness has its own particular set of dynamics and mean flow effect,

and so must be treated individually.

B. Mean Flow Analysis. Following the original approach of Reynolds (1895), the
properties of the flow are treated as the superposition of a steady element and unsteady fluctuatiot,,

and analyzed via the time-averaged equations of motion. Incompressible turbulent flow with

constant transport properties but with possible significant fluctuations in velocity, pressure, and
temperature are considered. Taking coordinates x parallel to the freestream and y normal to the
wall, a thin shear layer is assumed so that:
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•,1,

x

where:

S -= y (u = 0.99 U),

from which follows the standard approximations:

U >)V

and:

The mean flow structure is assumed to be two-dimensional so that:

w=0

and:

z) -.

These assumptions yield for the time-averaged continuity equation:
a-u a•v

(2.1)

x-momentum:

-FU -3 F _ 2 uv" UuT+vT-=-- T- +V-----
x yx -y 2 agy ax"

(2.2)

y-momentum:

Ty = -P-'ayi (2.3)

and energy:

-aT -aY a aT - aF ( --
PCv(u- + (k7 - PC VIT) + Ty (9- - pu'v'.

y y (2.4)

Bernoulli's incompressible relation at the edge of the boundary layer.

dPe ="pUedUe, (2.5)

can be integrated to obtain:
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2

p=P (x)-pv (2.6)

Substituting this relation into equations 2.1 through 2.4, with the assumption:

a -,2 -,24v -u =)0

and the notation:

V (2.7)

and:

T' (2.8)

yields for x-momentum:

-bu - aj dUe 1 aft
u-+ v- = U -- x- +-

X y e T(2.9)

and energy:

-T -4T aq ýu
u-+ v- = + Tý-

UTX- y TY ay,(2.10)

C. Dimensional Analysis. Several useful dimensional analyses of the momentum

properties of the flow in the boundary layer are based on observation of data of the distribution

across the layer of the viscous stress:
a-u

and the turbulent, or Reynolds, stress:

To allow simple comparison, both terms are nondimensionalized by dividing by put 2, where:

U U f-

P vV 2(2.11)

As in figure 2.1, The Distribution of Stress in the Wall Region of a Turbulent Boundary Layer,

three regions are apparent: first, the outer layer or inertial sublayer (y÷>30) where:

11



u 0'v' du÷
2 +

u dy+

second, the overlap layer or buffer region (5-1O<y+<30) where:

U'V' du+
2

u~ dy+

and, third, the inner layer, laminar sublayer, wall region, or viscous layer (y+<5 -10) where:

u'v' du+

u dy

Dimensional analysis has proved fruitful in describing these different regions.

For the inner region, Prandtl (1933) deduced that:
u = f('C, p, 1,y),

(2.12)

the proper nondimensional form of which is:
u+ f(Y+)' (2.13)

where: + U

u
u

(2.14)

and:

+ yu

V (2.15)

Very near the wall, the viscous shear dominates and the velocity profile should be linear to the first

order so that equation 2.7 gives:

w 9 y 
(2.16)

or, after nondimensionalizing:
+ +

u = Y(2.17)

Kdirmrnn (1930) deduced that in the outer region:
UC-• U f(,[w, P, Y, 

(218
(2.18)

or:
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U--ue = f(l).u_ 8
"Ut (2.19)

As first noted by Millikan (1938), the two functions must merge smoothly:

i 0 (2.20)

which can only be true if, in the outer layer:

u+ I I
u =-1lny++B

K (2.21)

or:
Ue-u_1iy')

+ y

K 6(2.22)

where values of (k,B) of (0.4,5.5) by Nikuradse (1930) and (0.41,5.0) by Coles (1955) and of A

of 2.35 by Schultz-Grunow (1940) have been suggested. The useful formula for all three region,:

+ + -KB + + (+)2 (K+

y =u +e le -1- Ku - - .
2 6

(2.23)

was deduced separately by Spalding (1961) and Kleinstein (1967) by matching the formulas for

eddy-viscosity in the inner and log regions. However, experimentally measured velocity profilc,.

depending very strongly on pressure gradient, diverge from these formulae for y+ > 300, often

called the wake region. Clauser (1954, 1956) modified the outer law to account for this effect b\

introducing an equilibrium parameter P3:
U-u

= _f(-, 13),Ueu 8
u (2.24)

where:

1: d x "
dx (2.24)

With this in mind, Coles (1956) proposed an approximate wake function which could be used to

correct equation 2.2 1:
u+ I1I y + + B+ W(Y),

K K 6 (2.2-5)

where:

w(Yý) =2 sin2 (2.)
62(2.26)
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and:
0 .75

=0.8(p+0.5) 
(2.27)

D. Integral Analysis. Further information about the various boundary layer attributes

may be obtained from the momentum and energy equations in their integral form. As in the case

of the laminar equations, both 2.9 and 2.10 can be integrated across the boundary layer as

suggested by K"rmdn (1921) with the no-slip/no-jump conditions:

u(x,O) = v(xO) = 0

and:

T(x,0) = Tw(x)

and the freestream matching conditions:

U(x,8) = UC(x)

and:

T(x,8) = Te (x)

to obtain:

dO 0 dUe tW Cfj + (2 + H) ex 2 2dx U dx pU 2 2(.8

e (2.28)

and:

dil qw St,
dx pU C p (T - TW) (2.29)

where:

f_ 1- -- dy 8f 8 (I - d(-----)d),

0 0 (2.30)

0 (2.31)

iy8 I(I u (- )dy-8 )1• "'d(8L),y

0 0 (232)
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tv~j~u-1) dy 6J c 1) dT )4
JU C ff- T) (e~ 8rf =h 8o p 0 eCt

(2.33)

ST y(T=0.99Te), (234)

and:
-2

'-C T+2L.
0 P 2T

(235)

A simple solution of the Kdirmdn integral momentum equation for a flat plate, where:

Cf = 2dT,
x

(2.36)

was found by Prandtl (1927) by assuming that the pipe-friction relation:
- 1/4

Cf a- (2.37)

holds for a flat plate with 8 replacing pipe radius a and by deducing from velocity-profile data that:

O= a
10"

(2.38)

Substituting into the momentum equation and integrating yields:

cc X64/5
(2.39)

which can then be used to obtain the following formulae with empirically determined constants:

Cf 0.0592 Re 1 /5,x ,(2.40)

-8 -= 0.37 Re-"'.
X x

(2.41)

_ 0.036 Re-/ 5,
X x

(2.42)

and:

* =0.046 Re-' 5 ,
X x

(2.43)

where:

U x
Re = C

x
V (2.44)

and x is the the streamwise distance from the apparent turbulent origin.
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Another useful empirical relation was formulated along similar lines by K~rmln (1931)

and Schoenherr (1932):

o ( 0.0586

C -logo (2 Re 0 ) + 0.8686 logl 0 (2 Re0)

E. Inner Law Analysis. A second useful approach to the governing equations, taken b.\

Kestin , nd Persen (1962), concentrates on using inner-law variables. With the Spalding-

Kleinstein formula, the continuity equation can be integrated for v, from which the convective

acceleration can be calculated. Substituting into the x-momentum equation yields:

du +2 u dt
U -iu - ,

(2.46)

which can be integrated to obtain:

du
,t(x, y) - w(x, 0) = '.-x G(u+),W dx

(2.47)

where:
2

G=-Ju÷ dy+.

(2.48)

Evaluating this equation at the outer edge of the boundary layer, where:

y = 8

t-0,

and:

with:

U
u (x)'
"t (2.49)

yields, after some rearrangement:

Ue = G0X) dX

v d(2.50)

This can then be integrated to give:
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Rex= f G() dX,

0 (2.51)

which in turn can be integrated using the Spalding-Kleinstein formula, equation 2.23, to obtain thc

most accurate formulae for turbulent skin-friction known presently:

1 3 e ezZ 3

G(k)= - + [e ( Z 2  2Z+ 2 )-2 --- ]
K (2.52)

and:

14 e ezZ
Re 1X +e-[e (z 2 -4Z+6)-6-2Z-12 20

K (2.53)

where:

Z- KX.
(2.54)

The form of these equations is, however, rather unwieldy so that the more commonly usc, I

form is that of a least-squares approximation made by White (1969):

0-48 X
G(k) = 8. 0 e ,

(2.55)

which yields the simpler formula, accurate to 2 percent:

Cf 0.455

In (0.06 Re) (2.56)

F. The Reynolds Analogy. The basis of most analyses of heat flux and temperature

distribution in the turbulent boundary layer is still the analogy of Reynolds (1874). In this analogy,

a dimensionless ratio is formed of the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity and eddy-conductivity called the

turbulent Prandtl number:

Pr Pt k '
t

(2.57)

where:

- p u'v'

(2.58)

and:
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pCp VT'
t DT/ay (2.59)

Reynolds postulated that since momentum and heat flux are equivalent phenomena:
r,r f(Pr) =- 00().

From this, a law of the wall is expected for the temperature profile similar to that of velocity.

KirmAn (1939) provided a method of calculating this profile by noting that the ratio of heat

flux and shear was approximately constant across the boundary layer:

q _k + kt dT qw
+ l+ttdu tw

By introducing the turbulent Prandtl number, this may be separated and rewritten in the non-

dimensional form:

+ ( - T)pC u )C 1+ u/t +
Tw 0 q,/Pr_+_ __ du.

(2.60)

For Prandtl number near unity, this can be integrated using the Spalding-Kleinstein relation.

However, the algebra is quite complicated so that it is more convenient to use a curve fit for the

layer provided again by White (1974):

+1 I
T - In y+ + A(Pr),

K (2.61)

where:

A(Pr) = 12.8 Pr°'68 -7.3. 
(2.62)

This law of the wall and the velocity log law can be evaluated at 8 and the former subtracted froi ,

the latter to give:

Uqwl[u-- + (A - B) I = (Tw - Te) C P x ~w,

"t (2.63)

which can be used to form the Reynolds analogy. KArmdn's approximation to this formula,

including a temperature correction for variable viscosity:
Cr

St =
2 P0.4 04,/rd 0 (

2Pr (2.64)

was found by Reynolds et al. (1958) to be accurate to within 4.5 percent. Although this analogy

has received much attention, such as in Kestin and Richardson (1963) and Taylor et al. (1990), no
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simple improvement has yet been found.

G. Coherent Structures. One way of testing the assumptions of the Reynolds analogy is

to examine the correspondence, if any, between the physical structures of the two modes of

transport in the boundary layer. The investigation of ordered structures in the turbulent boundar\

layer began with Fage and Townend (1932). The existence of coherent vortical structures in the

wall layer and their key role in the production of turbulence were first hypothesized by Theodor, ii

(1952). The measurements of Laufer (1954) and Klebanoff (1954) showed that both the

production and dissipation of turbulent energy peak near the outer edge of the wall layer
(y+=l 1.5). In the past two decades, much interest has arisen over the coherent eddy structures

observed in turbulent boundary layers in the near wall region. Most researchers agree that these

reacting parcels of vortical fluid control the dynamics of the boundary layer and are responsible for

the majority of transport of momentum, heat, and mass.

One particular sequence of quasi-deterministic, randomly located coherent structures

collectively called the bursting process was identified by Kline et al. (1967) and Kim et al. (1971)

as playing a key role in the production of new turbulence and the transport of turbulence within the

boundary layer on smooth walls. A sketch of this is shown in Figure 2.2, The Bursting Process.
This process is actually a conceptual grouping of many elements:

"• streamwise vortices,

"* low speed streaks,

"• inflectional velocity profiles,

"• lifting and oscillation of the streaks,

"• ejection from the wall of a portion of low-momentum fluid, or a burst,

"• a large-scale sweep of the wall by high-momentum outer fluid.

Blakewell and Lumley (1967) were the first to show that previous hot-wire anemometry

velocity data in turbulent pipe-flow were consistent with a pair of counter-rotating streamwise

vortices in the near wall region (y+ < 50) by using a set of space-time correlations with an

orthogonal decomposition theorem. Later analysis by Blackwelder and Eckelman (1978)
suggested that these structures have a lateral wavelength of =100 wall units, a streamwise length of

=1(XX) wall units, and random occurrence in space and time. Kim and Moin (1979) found that

these vortical structures tend to angle upwards at =45 degrees. Jang et al. (1986) have proposed a
mechanism for their production by using weakly nonlinear perturbation methods to show that

direct resonance theories exhibit a mean secondary flow consistent with their existence. Aubry et

al. (1988) have carried out an extremely complicated modelling of the wall region with dynamical

systems and bifurcation theory and claim that the resulting equations model the behavior of

streamwise rolls which exhibit the characteristics of the counter-rotating vortices described above.
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However, a "vortex" is not a mathematically well-defined entity and streamwise vorticity is

difficult both to calculate and to measure. Indeed, if their existence were not strongly supported by

the visualization studies of Head and Bandyopadhyay (1981) and Smith and Schwartz (1983), few

would not be skeptical of their existence.

The pair of vortices is thought to produce between them low speed streaks, which are

easily observed and therefore well-accepted. These structures have random length scales with a

width of =20 wall units and a length of =1000. Oldaker and Tiederman (1977) and later Smith

and Metzler (1983) found a lognormal distribution of their spacing with an average of =100 wall

units and a most probable value of =80. The latter found an average persistence of -480 wall time

units, with some streaks lasting up to 2500.

In the later stages of their evolution, the streaks lift up perpendicularly from the near wall

region. Offen and Kline (1974) showed that this lift-up is typically 100 to 400 wall units long. At

a height above the wall between 10 and 20 wall units, oscillation begins. Kline et al. (1967) and
Emmerling (1973) estimate oscillation wavelengths of =200 wall units, but little data exist because

the oscillation period is very brief. Suggestions have been made that this oscillation and the

resulting breakup are due to the spanwise and streamwise inflectional profiles, but current

inflection instability theory is valid only for steady, two-dimensional situations and so this cannot

be corroborated.

Downstream of the lift-up, parcels of low speed fluid are ejected to between 20 and 50 wall

units, often in groups of two or more. As the parcels reach closer to 50 wall units, they develop a

chaotic motion and breakup, dispersing and mixing with the outer layer. As indicated by

Nakagawa and Nezu (1981), this is responsible for the majority of turbulence production at this

height. A sweep of high speed fluid from the outer layer follows the mixing and disperses the

small scale mixing motion. Falco (1979) estimated the sweeps to be =100 wall units square.

Further details of the bursting process and coherent structures in general exist in abundance

in surveys such as A.K.M.F. Hussain (1983), R.F. Blackwelder (1988), and Kline and Robinson

(1988) to name three, but they are not germane.

As with mean flow analysis, most research and analysis effort in the study of coherent

structures in the turbulent boundary layer until fairly recently have concentrated upon momentum

properties, with the result that the relationship between the near wall structures and heat flux is

much less clear than with shear. Zaric (1972a, 1972b, 1973, 1974, 1975) appears to have been the

first to study the statistical relationship between the momentum and the heat transfer in the near

wall region on a smooth surface. These and other studies summarized in Khabakhpasheva (1986)

reported close correspondence between the two modes of transfer. More recently,

Khabakhpasheva (1988), Nagano and Hishida (1988), Perepelitsa (1988), Kasagi (1988),

Slanciauskas (1988), and Kays and Moffat (1988) have shown conclusive evidence that for the
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canonical smooth, flat plate, turbulent boundary layer, instantaneous turbulent heat transfer is

strongly associated with and dominated by the coherent turbulent momentum structures. All have

noted a similarity between the more obvious coherent momentum structures such as streaks and

bursts and equivalent coherent heat flux structures. Perry and Hoffman (1976) found that the

momentum bursts and sweeps were accompanied by similar occurrences in heat flux =75 percent

of the time. Iritani et al. (1983) used temperature-sensitive liquid crystal display tunnel walls and

hydrogen bubbles to verify the existence of high-temperature streaks, their association with =70

percent of the low-speed streaks, and a spacing within 10 percent of the spacing of the low speed

streaks. They further observed low temperature streaks with -72 percent of the sweep events.

As in the research that has concentrated on direct examination through measurement of Cf

and St, the research on the physical structures of heat and momentum transfer seems to indicate

that the basis of the Reynolds analogy is sound to within the accuracy of the current experimental

methods and instrumentation for the canonical, smooth, flat-plate case. Unfortunately, this

accuracy is low enough to prevent using the results to refine the analogy and, even if this were not

the case, no results are available for noncanonical cases. Indeed, while this conceptual model of

the primary method of turbulence production in the wall boundary layer has provided a useful

framework within which to organize and direct boundary layer research, it has yet to provide

quantitative prediction schemes of use to the engineer.

H. The Effects of Wall Roughness. Surface roughness has only a minor effect on

laminar flow because the laminar boundary layer is entirely dominated by viscous effects. Indeed,

Gatski and Grosch (1984) have shown that for low speeds the pressure drag associated with

laminar flow over roughness elements is almost exactly equal to the skin friction drag on the

equivalent flat surfaces.

Even small roughness elements on the solid surface of a turbulent boundary layer will

break up the viscous layer and cause a dramatic increase in vertical momentum exchange,

however, resulting in higher bursting frequency and intensity as well as skin friction. A large body

of research, one survey of which may be found in Clauser (1956), on many types of rough walls

has shown that roughness has the effect of shifting the mean velocity profile downward a constant

amount that only weakly depends upon the type of roughness. Studies such as Grass (1971) and

Lewkowlcz and Das (1978) have shown that the flow dynamics very near the roughness elemeII0,

are altered in magnitude but not in general nature. Therefore, the assumption that the lowest

possible skin friction attainable in a turbulent boundary layer is that over a smooth wall has usually

been made.

In the last decade, however, researchers have discovered that each type or class of

roughness has its own set of dynamics and mean flow effects. In particular, a surface with small
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ribs aligned in the streamwise direction, or riblets, has lower total skin friction than a smooth

surface under certain flow conditions.

A. Introduction. Riblets are very small ribs placed into the turbulent boundary layer in

alignment with the freestream for the purpose of reducing skin friction. A simple picture of their
placement and the terminology, height h, width w, and spacing s, used in their description is

presented in Figure 2.3, Riblet Placement and Terminology.
Experiments have shown that the data for the variation of riblet drag reduction with riblet

height and spacing approximately collapse onto one curve of similar shape when plotted as the
ratio of the drag of the ribleted test plate to the drag of the flat test plate minus one versus spacinI::

in law of the wall units. This curve is shown for riblets of various ratios of height to spacing in

Figure 2.4, Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets. Each curve has two distinct regions: a "dr;,

bucket" or region of drag reduction for h+ between =5 and -25 wall units, with maximum drag
reduction of =7 percent at h+ =10 wall units, and a drag increase region for h+ above -25 wall

units, with the rate of drag increase with h+ proportional to aspect ratio (h/s). The core of riblet
research and validation was done primarily by Walsh in the late 70's and early 80's at NASA

Langley.

The Langley work aroused great interest in both research and industry circles. In the area

of research, many papers have been published in the last 5 years on riblets in an attempt to
understand better the mechanism behind them. In industry, most large companies in fields where
drag is important, such as aerospace, maritime, pipe transmission, etc., have looked at the possible

application of riblets in their areas. The 3M corporation manufactures vinyl laminates with riblet

surfaces, which have already been used successfully on yachts and planes. British Maritime
Technologies has developed a versatile method of molding riblets into a thermoplastic coating

which may be economically sprayed onto many surfaces.

Many mechanisms of riblet drag reduction have been proposed but, as yet, no consensus

has been formed on which theory, if any, is valid. The most likely mechanism seems to be the

damping of turbulent fluctuations near the base of the riblets. Many researchers, however, feel that

more than one mechanism is at work.
No conclusive research has been conducted on the effect of riblets on heat transfer.

B. Previous Research into Riblet Effects on Skin Friction and Turbulent Boundary

Layer Structure. The first person to examine the possibility of reducing the turbulent drag of a

surface with riblets seems to have been Liu in 1966 at Stanford University. As part of a process of
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studying the bursting process and its effect on turbulent shear, Liu (1966) and Liu et al. (1966)

hoped to use the riblets to suppress the finer scale near wall turbulence and confine the turbulent

bursts to their initial propagation region. Although they measured reduction in bursting rates of 20

to 25 percent and two instances of possible drag reduction of up to 3 percent in their range of

h+=45- 110 and s+=190-370, they did not feel that their data indicated sufficient turbulence

suppression to result in tangible overall drag reduction. In addition, they encountered the problem

that has plagued all riblet and most turbulent boundary layer research: the accuracy of the

experiment is the same ,rder of magnitude as the effect under scrutiny.

Bath (1968) was led to consider the possibility of reducing pressure drop in pipelines with

riblets by reports of turbulent skin friction reduction near a comer. He performed a semi-empirical

analysis of riblets based on the data from these reports from which he predicted the possibility of

significant drag reduction at h+=10-20. Kennedy et al. (1973) attempted to test this prediction.
However, numerical discrepancies are present in their paper. They claimed to have tested at h+=2()

but print figures which, if correct, indicate that they instead tested at much higher values. At their

test point, whatever it was, they found skin friction per surface area reduction but no total drag

reduction.

In the late 70's and throughout the 80's, the ideas of Liu and Bath were validated at NASA

Langley as part of the drag reduction programs of D.M. Bushnell outlined in:

"• Hefner and Bushnell (1977),

"• Bushnell (1983),

"* Hefner et al. (1983),

"• Wilkinson et al. (1987),

"• Bushnell and McGinley (1989).

Apparently, initial interest at NASA was generated in the early 70's by observations of reduced
drag on aerospace vehicles with very small, streamwise-aligned cooling fins. Over the course of
their research in the 70's and 80's, the effect of riblets on skin friction, including repeatable total

drag reduction of up to 7 percent, was measured with a variety of riblet shapes and sizes over thc

entire range of h+, s÷ and h/s, and their use in reducing total aircraft drag was validated. This wi,

primarily due to the careful and systematic work of M.J. Walsh:
"* Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979),

"* Walsh (1980, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1990a, 1990b),

"* Walsh and Lindemann (1984),

"• Walsh et al. (1988, 1989),

"* Walsh and Anders (1989).

Other research at Langley on riblets includes Lindemann (1985), Lazos and Wilkinson (1987a,

1987b), Wilkinson (1988), and Lazos (1989). Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979) tested
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rectangular, triangular grooved, razor blade, semicircular grooved, and alternating transverse

curvature riblets. They obtained up to 4 percent drag reduction with two of the triangular grooved

models. Walsh (1980) further tested the drag characteristics of triangular or V-groove and

transverse curvature riblets, with in depth boundary layer tests over the V-groove model, and

found up to 7 percent drag reduction for h+ below 30. This analysis was continued in Walsh
(1982, 1983) and Walsh and Lindemann (1984), confirming the aspects of the "drag bucket" at

various Reynolds numbers and attempting to optimize the riblet geometry. Walsh (1985)

examined the preliminary results of the application of riblets on a Learjet, estimating a possible

overall drag reduction of 4 percent, with side benefits such as increased corrosion resistance,

reduced cabin leakage, and reduced paint need. Walsh et al. (1988, 1989) obtained up to 6 percent

drag reduction on the riblet test sections applied on the fuselage of the Learjet at flight conditions.

Walsh (1990a) ascertained that small deviations in the peak geometry of riblet films suitable for

application on commercial transport can result in up to 40 percent degradation in drag reduction

performance. Lazos and Wilkinson (1987a, 1987b) obtained up to 8 percent drag reduction with

"thin-element" rectangular riblets and Lazos ascertained that riblet performance is unaffected by

average aircraft skin contamination. Wilkinson (1988) determined that suction and blowing do not
increase the drag reduction ability of riblets measurably. Walsh and Anders (1989) and Walsh

(I 990b) have provided in depth summaries of the riblet research performed to date.

During the same period, riblet research was being conducted in Germany based on

observations of the squamation, or ribbed scales, of certain sharks (although the author has heard

a story, probably apocryphal, from someone who worked under Dennis Bushnell that his interest
in riblets was initially spurred by examination of the skin of a shark he caught in the Chesapeake

Bay). Although biologists have known of the very fine ribs on the scales of certain sharks for

almost a century, the first to speculate on the fluid dynamic purpose of these structures were the

Russian scientists Burdak (1969) and Chernyshov and Zayets (1970) in the late 60's. Later woi k

by Reif (1982), Reif and Dinkelacker (1982), Rashi and Musick (1984), and Reif (1985)

confirmed the existence of riblet-like structures on shark scales aligned with the skin surface flow

and of the same order of magnitude in size in wall units as riblets. Spurred on by these

observations, Nitschke (1983) and Dinkelacker et al. (1988) measured up to 3 percent drag

reduction due to riblets in pipe flow; Bechert et al. (1985, 1987) confirmed the findings of Walsh;

Bechert (1987) experimented with three-dimensional riblets but found no addition to the drag

increase over that of regular riblets, and Bartenwerfer and Bechert (1987) and Bechert and
Bartenwerfer (1989) attempted a theoretical analysis of riblets, the demerits of which are discussed

below.

Other basic corroborations of Walsh's results include:

* Hooshmand et al. (1983),
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"• Bacher and Smith (1985a, 1985b),

" Chen (1986),

"• Khalid (1986),

"• Wallace and Balint (1987),

"• Enyutin et al. (1987),

"• Sawyer and Winter (1987),

"• Savill (1987),

"• Reidy (1987),

"• Pulles (1988).

Coustols et al. (1987), Reidy and Anderson (1988), Choi et al. (1989), and Rohr et al. (1989)

have studied riblets in tandem with some other drag reduction device. The characteristics of

riblets at high subsonic and transonic speeds were examined by Squire and Savill (1987, 1989),

Gaudet (1989), and Coustols (1989). Gaudet (1989) has estimated the penalties of off-design

operation. A list of studies of the use of riblets in some application and the application under

research would include:

"• Johansson and Alfredsson (1985)- ship drag reduction,

"• Eilers et al. (1985)- sailboat drag reduction,

"* Choi et al. (1987)- yacht drag reduction,

"• McLean etal. (1987)- Learjet drag reduction,

"• Anon. (1987a)- the same,

"• Beauchamp and Phillips (1988)- drag reduction on an axisymmetric body,

"• Valkenberg (1988)- bobsled drag reduction,

"• Caram and Ahmed (1989)- airfoil drag reduction,

"• Truong and Pulvin (1989)- diffuser efficiency rise, and

"• Lin et al. (1990)- control of turbulent flow separation over a ramp.

The effect of riblets on the structure of the turbulent boundary layer has been studied by:

"• Gallagher and Thomas (1984),

"• Nieuwstadt et al. (1986),

"• Djenidi et al. (1987a, 1987b),

"• Choi (1985, 1986, 1988),

"• Choi and Johnson (1989),

"• Pulles et al. (1989).

Choi (1988, 1989), Vukoslavcevic et al. (1987), Djenidi et al. (1988), and Pearson (1989) have

suggested various drag reduction mechanisms. The effect of riblets on skin friction in the laminar

boundary layer has been examined in Khan (1986), de Saint Victor (1987), Djenidi et al.

(1987a,1988,1989), and Launder and Li (1989) as well as in several unpublished papers
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summarized in Coustols and Savill (1989). In addition to those coming from NASA Langley,

recent surveys of riblet research include Choi (1984), Guezennec and Nagib (1985), Savill et al.

(1988), and Coustols and Savill (1989).

Despite this large body of research, some disagreement exists on the basic effects of riblel,

on the turbulent boundary layer structure. For example, a rich variety of conflicting data has been
reported on the effect of riblets on the bursting process. Hooshmand et al. (1983), Hooshmand
(1985), and Pulles (1988) found an increase in burst frequency over riblets. Bacher and Smith

(1985a, 1985b), and Pulles et al. (1989) found no change. Walsh (1982) found no change in
frequency but a drop in intensity. Liu (1966), Liu et al. (1966), Gallagher and Thomas (1984), and

Savill (1987) found a reduction in frequency. Choi (1989) found a substantial increase in

frequency but a drop in burst duration of almost 50 percent.

Researchers do show agreement, however, that low speed fluid is entrained between the

riblets, damping and displacing upwards the turbulent fluctuations. That riblets damp rms
turbulent fluctuations by up to 10 percent in the lower half of the boundary layer for s+ <50 wall

units has been shown by:

"• Walsh (1980),

"* Hooshmand et al. (1983),

"* Nitschke (1983),

"* Hooshmand (1985),

"• Vukoslavcevic (1987),

"* Lazos and Wilkinson (1987b),

"• Choi (1989),

"* Pulles et al. (1989).

In addition, Kozlov et al. (1989) have shown evidence of an increase in transition Reynolds
number of 20 to 50 percent over riblets under low freestream turbulence level conditions.
Furthermore, Bacher and Smith (1985a, 1985b), Gallagher and Thomas (1984), Lazos and

Wilkinson (1 987b), and Choi (1989) found an increase in streak spacing over riblets of -30

percent.

Lazos and Wilkinson (1987b) found evidence of discontinuous doubling of vertical
distance of the point of peak turbulence intensity above thin-element riblet "valley floors" at s+=50

wall units. This result would seem to point to the existence of a minimum value of riblet spacing

below which a significant percentage of the turbulent fluctuations is excluded from the groove.
That this value of spacing is approximately one-half the average spanwise streak spacing has been

taken as evidence of interaction between riblets and the coherent structures of the turbulent

boundary layer. However, questions remain as to why the value of riblet spacing at which the
discontinuity occurs should be one-half the streak spacing and not some other multiple. Further,
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this discontinuity is not accompanied by any corresponding discontinuity in drag, so that one mi

conclude either that this characteristic is a second-order effect with minor influence on mean val, ,cs

or that it was produced by some probe-model interference.

Research on riblets in tandem with some other drag reduction scheme, such as polymer- -r

LEBUs, has shown that the drag reduction effect is essentially additive. Research on yaw has

shown that riblet drag reduction decreases linearly with yaw rise to zero at about 30 degrees.

Similarly, researchers have found that riblet drag reduction decreases linearly with pressure

gradient rise to zero at P=0.5. No degradation in riblet performance due to high subsonic and

transonic freestream flow has been observed. Despite the results of Bechert (1987), very recent
research on three-dimensional riblets summarized in Coustols and Savill (1989) suggests that th,

might be used to increase maximum total drag reduction to as much as 11 percent.
Interest has arisen recently on riblet use in laminar flow. Computational treatments such ais

Khan (1986), de Saint Victor (1987), Djenidi et al. (1987a,1988,1989) as well as several

unpublished papers summarized in Coustols and Savill (1989) indicated the possibility of up to I

percent drag reduction due to riblets in the laminar boundary layer. This has not been encountercd

experimentally and more recent computational work such as Launder and Li (1989) has cast some

doubt on the past calculations. Further discussion of these views is presented below in section

2.2.D.

C. Previous Research into Riblet Effects on Heat Transfer. Only three studies have

been done on the effect of riblets on heat transfer to date that the author is aware of, all

inconclusive: Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979) and Lindemann (1985). All found that the

Reynolds analogy factor, the ratio of the Stanton number to half the coefficient of friction, was

changed by anywhere from -10 percent to +30 percent, depending on the particular riblet model.

The variation of the ratio of riblet heat transfer to flat plate heat transfer in these studies seems very

generally to follow the same characteristics as the drag reduction but, since the scatter of the data is
so large, in both cases this is difficult to tell. However, minimal heat transfer data were taken in

the region of drag reduction in Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979) and, furthermore, the heat

transfer effects are not presented versus riblet height or spacing in wall units. Again, in

Lindemann (1985), the Reynolds analogy factors measured are shown, but not any specific drag or

heat transfer effects versus height or spacing in wall units.

D. Suggested Riblet Drag Reduction Mechanisms. Almost as many suggestions for

riblet drag reduction mechanisms have been made as papers on riblets published, none with any

wide success. A list of the more plausible suggestions would include reduction in some burst

parameter, thickening of the viscous sublayer, streamwise vorticity diffusion, and reduction in
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turbulent intensities.
Various studies have suggested that riblets affect burst frequency, duration, and intensity.

However, the bursting process is not rigorously defined. Further, some questions, which time

constraints prevented the author from examining in any detail, have arisen as to the validity of the
VITA burst detection method currently used by researchers. As well, Gallagher and Thomas

(1984) have detected significant spanwise variation of the burst parameters over riblets. Until

these three problems have been resolved, it would be premature to draw any conclusions about the

effect of riblets on bursting as a mechanism. In addition, the technique most often used to detec!

thickening of the viscous sublayer is the measurement of the decrease in bursting rates, so that the
same conclusions must be drawn about this mechanism as well as its association with bursting.

Some agreement appears to exist that the longitudinal pair of vortices associated with
bursting are indeed more widely spaced over riblets. Bacher and Smith (1985a) have proposed

that the riblets act to dampen these vortices by allowing the production of secondary opposing

vortices at their peaks. As yet, this secondary vorticity has not been detected, but it might well be

beyond the resolution of today's instruments.

Pearson (1989), hypothesizing that vorticity data in the turbulent boundary layer are as well

explained by one vortex as by two, has used the technique he developed in Pearson and Abernathy

(1984) coupled with conformal mapping to show that riblets act to diffuse a single time-evolving
vortex, which should then reduce skin friction. Two critical weaknesses are immediately apparent

in this theory: the assumption of a single vortex and the use of conformal mapping.

The first assumption is based on the fact that the time averaged vorticity data can be as well
explained by a pair of counter rotating vortices as by one vortex rotating one direction half the time

and the other way the other half. However, many of the flow visualization studies appear to show

pairs of vortices. Computations of w from the continuity equation using conditionally sampled

data of u and v as done in Choi (1989) seem to bear this out.

The use of conformal mapping, the second weak link in the analysis, is predicated on the

argument that the mean convective terms and the Reynolds stress term in the Navier-Stokes

equations are very tiny near the riblets. However, while this is true in the riblet valleys, it does not
seem to be true near the peaks, and it is certainly not true at the height at which the presence of the

vortices has been measured. Furthermore, while the absolute value of the turbulent fluctuations

does indeed asymptote to zero at the wall, so does the mean velocity, with the consequence that the
relative local turbulence level reaches a maximum and constant value, determined in studies such

as Klehanoff (1954), Spalart (1986), Kim et al. (1987), and Alfredsson et al. (1988) to be

approximately 0.4, throughout the viscous region. Indeed, if one ignores these terms, then one is

in actuality analyzing the laminar boundary layer, the aspects of which in relation to such an

approach are discussed below.
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In addition, and perhaps more critically, even if such assumptions were valid, the method

of conformal mapping would be incapable of producing any quantitative predictions about the

effect of riblets on skin friction because inviscid theory does not give realistic results near a solid

boundary. The only way to satisfy the no-slip condition at a solid boundary in inviscid theory is ti

specify arbitrarily some type of flow with zero velocity at the boundary, such as Couette flow ovw.

a stationary wall, in which trivial case the predicted skin friction is merely the viscosity times the

specified value of the slope of the Couette flow at the wall. The theory of Bechert and

Bartenwerfer (1989) of a correspondence between an apparent riblet height and drag reduction is

also based on inviscid theory and conformal mapping and so is limited in usefulness to the

generation of orthogonal computational grids.

Some researchers have argued that if the mechanism of riblet drag reduction were purely

viscous, riblets should work in the laminar boundary layer as well as the turbulent. Many

computational treatments of riblets in the laminar boundary layer have been performed, primarily

due to the relative simplicity of the calculations involved. The use of conformal mapping in these

treatments to calculate skin friction effects, and hence the treatments themselves, are invalid for the

same reason as in the treatments of the turbulent boundary layer described above. Other

researchers have used finite element techniques to perform similar calculations predicting up to 4

"percent drag reduction. Some questions have arisen, however, as to the numerical accuracy of the

computational grids used in these studies. As pointed out in Launder and Li (1989), Djenidi et al.

(1988) used only four calculational nodes in the upper quarter of the riblet peak, the region where

90 percent of the drag of their computational model occurred. Since insufficient grid refinement in

viscous flow finite element analyses may lead to drag underestimation, their drag reduction results

could be due to numerical error. Neither experimental research nor calculations by Launder and Li

(1989) using a very fine mesh have detected any such laminar riblet drag reduction.

The evidence seems to indicate that it would be incorrect to assume that the drag reduction

can be explained without accounting for turbulent effects. In particular, the finding of Kozlov

(1988), that riblets delay transition by 20 to 50 percent, can be explained only by the damping of

turbulent fluctuations. In this vein, many researchers have noted that the riblets have the effect of

creating a higher apparent spanwise viscosity in the wall region similar to that found in a turbulent

boundary layer near a comer in studies such as Bragg (1969).

Indeed, one of the first suggestions of the possibility of using riblets to reduce turbulent

drag, the empirical analysis of Bath (1968), was based on the data contained in Nikuradse (1926.

1930) and Leutheusser (1963) of decrease in skin friction near a comer. Bath assumed that

between the riblets and halfway up their side the skin friction may be calculated by a non-

dimensionalized fit of these sets of data and that on the top half of the riblets the skin friction is

equal to some constant, M, times the flat wall skin friction. He then integrated to obtain the drag
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for a variety of values of riblet height, spacing, and M. His results indicated that if M is =-5 or It

than for riblet heights less than 20 wall units, drag reduction will occur for s+ between 5 and l(X)

wall units, with a minimum between 10 and 20 wall units. That such a simple, empirical approak
predicted correctly the ranges of drag reduction seems to indicate strongly that riblet drag reduction

can be explained by viscous damping of the turbulent fluctuations alone.
The author notes that the effect of riblets on the turbulent fluctuations is highly similar to

the damping of shear turbulence by a transverse magnetic field. In particular, the percent damping

of the Reynolds stress as shown in Walsh (1980) and Pulles et al. (1989) is almost the same as

that present in a magneto-hydrodynamic flow with values of the ratio of Hartmann number to

Reynolds number of =100, as shown in Lykoudis (1980). Unsurprisingly, the reduction in

turbulent skin friction and hence drag for this value of Hartmann to Reynolds number are

approximately 10 percent, very close to that of riblets.

E. Predicting Riblet Effects On Heat Transfer. The standard method of calculating

heat transfer effects, the Reynolds analogy, is of dubious value in predicting the effects of riblet,

on heat transfer for two reasons. The first reason is that its accuracy is the same order of

magnitude as the probable effect of the riblets. Second, its validity depends upon local condition,

such as surface roughness. Specifically, Walsh and Weinstein (1978) note in their survey of thc

field that the rise in heat transfer due to wall roughness has always been found to be less than thc

rise in drag. More recent studies of "spire" geometry roughness, however, have shown net heat

transfer reduction in the presence of drag rise.

The previous research on heat transfer over riblets is problematical for many reasons. l,'

three studies at NASA Langley measured heat transfer effects varying from 10 percent reduction

to 40 percent increase. The first difficulty in applying their results is that their data are not

presented versus riblet height or spacing in wall units. The second is the extremely large scatter.

the same order of magnitude as the effect measured, of the data as it is presented. Third, the

research was performed before the optimization of riblet drag reduction and so may not represent

the heat transfer effects at the point of maximum drag reduction. Fourth, the author notes that

while the repeatability claimed in Walsh and Weinstein (1978, 1979) and Lindemann (1985) was

quite small (2 percent), the experimental error of the measurements, although not mentioned, must

certainly be higher than that. The author bases this on the fact that their driving temperature

differential was only 5 degrees Fahrenheit (compared with 25 at the Stanford heat transfer

facilities described in Moffat and Kays (1984), the acme of the field) and the fact that they used

thennocouples, a temperature measuring device the accuracy of which is estimated in Eckert and

Goldstein (1976) and Anon. (1988) to be 0.2 degrees Fahrenheit or above. Thus, the error of thcir

temperature differential measurement would be at least 5 percent!
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Riblets could have four possible effects on heat transfer: a rise, none at all, a decrease, or

variable effect depending upon some flow or riblet property which does not affect the momentum

transfer. Although the latter case seems the most unlikely, no convincing indications exist as to

which of the other three is the most probable.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

3.1. Design Basis

A. Project Goals. This project was motivated by the desire to increase turbine efficiency

via decreasing turbine blade heat transfer. Therefore, the overall project objective is to gage the

potential for using riblets to reduce turbulent convective heat transfer on a turbine blade. Towards

this end, the specific primary goal is to measure with high accuracy the effects of riblets on

turbulent convective heat transfer. In addition, secondary goals are to examine the relation between

this effect and the effect of riblets on turbulent skin friction, and to determine the dominant

parameter or parameters, if any, which affect this relation.

B. Design Criteria. Based on these goals, the primary criteria of the design were taken to

be:
"• heat transfer measurement accuracy,

"* the ability to test at appropriate riblet spacing in wall units,

and the following secondary criteria were chosen:

"* skin friction measurement accuracy,

"* the ability to test at streamwise distance Reynolds numbers similar to those of

the turbulent section of a typical turbine blade.

The primary criterion of heat transfer measurement accuracy was based on the primary

goal of the project. A major difficulty in research into the effect of riblets on the turbulent

boundary layer is the limits of the accuracy of current measureme at techniques. The difficulty is

that this accuracy is often the same magnitude as the effects under scrutiny. Since the primary goal

of this project was to measure the effect of riblets on heat transfer, the accuracy of the heat transfer

measurement was taken as a primary design criteria to obviate this difficulty. The effect of riblets

on drag is on the order of a single percent. The Reynolds analogy indicates that the effect on heat

transfer should be the same order of magnitude. Therefore, to resolve the effect on heat transfer,

the heat transfer measurement accuracy should be less than 1 percent. Based on this, the level of

accuracy of plus or minus half a percent was taken as the major design objective.

The primary criterion of ability to test at appropriate riblet height was based on the project

objective. According to the Reynolds analogy, reduction in heat transfer is most likely to occur

during reduction in skin friction. The project objective focuses on the reduction of heat transfer.

To maximize the chance of measuring heat transfer reduction, the ability to test at riblet heights and

spacings, where skin friction reduction is likely to occur, was taken as a design criterion.

The secondary criterion of skin friction measurement accuracy was motivated indirectly by
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the primary goal, since the skin friction must be known accurately to determine the wall unit

scaling length, and directly by the secondary goal of ascertaining the relation between riblet effect

on heat transfer and on skin friction.

The secondary criterion of test Reynolds number was based on the project objective.

Although the effect of riblets does not seem to be a strong function of Reynolds number, many

boundary layer characteristics are. Thus, to be certain that the measured results could be applied to

a turbine blade, the ability to test at Reynolds numbers equal to those that might be expected on the

turbulent region of a turbine blade was chosen as a secondary criterion. As mentioned in the

introduction, this Reynolds number range is 2x10 5 to Ix10 6 .

C. Design Constraints. Two design constraints, other than the ubiquitous ones of finite

time, money, and experience, were the tunnel dimensions and flow regime and the 'iii.,ts of riblet

machining available.

D. Design Parameters. The design parameters were:

"* riblet type, height (h), and spacing (s);

"* test section streamwise distance (x);

"• freestream velocity (U-,);

"• wall temperature (Tw);

"* test plate width (w) and thickness (t);

"* heater number (NH), size (xHi), and resistance (Ri);

"* temperature sensor type, number, and location.

E. Design Process. Because of the difficult nature of accurately measuring skin friction

and heat transfer in the turbulent boundary layer, careful error analysis was incorporated into the

design process from the very first stages and is described in some detail, both in Section 3.2 and i1

Appendix D.

The base of the design process of choosing values for the design parameters consisted of

deciding upon the general configuration of the experiment. This decision for both the skin friction

and heat transfer aspects of the experiment was based upon the standards of previous research.

Given the general configuration, the riblet physical type and size were determined from the limits

of machining available for the project and the limitations due to the heat transfer aspects of the

research. The range of test nblet spacing in wall units was determined from a survey of the

NASA Langley research results. These parameters, coupled with the velocity range of the wind

tunnel, then determined the streamwise distance of the test section necessary for various test

section Reynolds numbers. Based on these determinations, the test section was sized. The
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physical details of the design of the test walls themselves were established from considerations of

the limitations imposed by having to machine the riblets directly onto one of the test walls and of

the measurement accuracy of different heat transfer configurations. Tunnel wall test temperature

was chosen to minimize heat transfer measurement error. Given the desired wall temperature,

heater sizes were determined so as to minimize the streamwise variations in this temperature, and

hence the measurement error, due to the discreteness of their heat flux input. Their size and

necessary heat flux input, coupled with the power supplies available, set the heater control circuitry

needs. Based on these needs and the available electronics, the circuitry was designed. The type of

temperature sensors used in the experiment was chosen for accuracy and affordability. Their size

and placement were determined from the dimensions of the tunnel wall and heaters.

3.2. Experimental Design

A. Test Configuration. The starting point for the test design was the search for a general

configuration suited to the standards of previous research on riblet skin friction effects, coherent

structures, and momentum transfer as well as that on heat transfer in the turbulent boundary layer.

In the first three areas, the standard experimental configuration centers around the

canonical, flat plate, turbulent boundary layer case. The standard features of this case are:

"* a flat, solid wall, smooth other than the presence of the transition trip and

riblets in riblet experiments,

"* a fully turbulent boundary layer,

"* zero pressure gradient,

"* two-dimensional mean flow,

"* steady outer flow with low freestream turbulence,

"* Newtonian, single phase, incompressible test fluid,

"* no force fields.

This case is the simplest and easiest to test and analyze because it contains the least number of

independent parameters possible without curtailing the validity and applicability of the results.

Furthermore, it is a momentum transfer research community standard, allowing the widest

comparison of test results. For these two reasons, the momentum transfer aspects of the

experiment were designed around this canonical case.

In the realm of heat transfer research, two standards prevail: constant heat-flux and

constant temperature test walls. In each of these cases, the streamwise length of the heated wall

upstream of the test section, the heated starting length, may vary from the starting length of the

momentum boundary layer to nothing. A configuration of constant temperature wall with heated

starting length equal to the momentum boundary layer starting length was chosen so as to simplify
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the design calculations, allow for direct comparison of Cf and St, minimize forward test section

heat loss, decrease the sensitivity of the temperature boundary layer to variations in wall

temperature in the test section, and to enhance similarity between momentum and heat transfer

conditions. In addition, this configuration is what would be expected on a turbine blade, since thc

amount of cooling flow used in a turbine blade is determined from how much cooling is needed to

keep the blade temperatures below a certain upper limit and not vice versa.

To avoid one of the primary sources of measurement error, the repeatability of a particular

flow state in comparing test runs, the standard practice of simultaneous testing of flat and ribleted

areas was incorporated into the design. The most common riblet test configuration, adjacent

ribleted and flat test sections, ensures the most similar boundary layer conditions and so is the

optimum for determining effect on skin friction. However, this setup does not allow for simple

thermal isolation of the test sections from each other. For this reason, it was decided to have two

separate, heated walls on opposite sides of the tunnel, one with a flat test section and one with a
ribleted test section, termed A side and B side respectively. As in the majority of riblet tests, the

riblets were designed to begin far enough before the test section to allow flow adjustment,

generally several inches, as well as to cover the entire test section. To ensure equal buoyancy

effects upon the heated air over the two test sections, these walls were oriented vertically.

B. Riblet Type and Physical Size. Choice of riblet type and size was based on machining

and heat transfer limitations. Most riblet research uses the plastic V-groove type riblet laminates
manufactured by 3M. However, the plastic from which the laminate is made is unsuitable for use

in a heat transfer experiment. Thus, the choice of riblet type was limited to what could reasonably

be machined in the lab machine shop into a test plate suitable for heating. The simplest such

configuration is the thin-element-type riblet, rectangular grooves with extremely fine ribs, valida ILed

by Lazos and Wilkinson (1987).

The spacing was constrained to 0.020 in, the smallest width of jeweller's circular saws

generally available. Riblet height was chosen to be 0.015 in by taking the height-to-spacing ratio of

the optimum riblet configuration of Lazos and Wilkinson (1987). The material of the heated walls
was taken to be Aluminum both for the relative ease of machining it and for its high conductivit'.

which it was hoped would tend to decrease the temperature variation in the test section due to

heater misadjustment. Lengthy trial machining on Aluminum plate indicated that, with the

available equipment, a riblet width of 0.005 in was the minimum attainable without riblet

deformation.

C. Test Range of Riblet Spacing in Wall Units. According to the Reynolds analogy, the
most likely situation for heat transfer reduction is during maximum drag reduction. The ability to
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be able to test under conditions of maximum drag reduction is therefore necessary to fulfill the

second primary design criteria. As can be seen in Figure 2.4, Drag Reduction of Thin Element

Riblets, the optimum condition for height-to-spacing ratio of about 0.8 is s+=10. The region of

drag reduction is s+<20 and sufficient range to cover the variation of the riblet effect on transfer is

obtained from s+=10 to 50. Based on these observations, the test range of s+=10 to 50 was taken

with the focus of s+=10 to 15 as a possible point of maximum reduction.

D. Test Section Sizing. The test section streamwise distance was constrained by the wind

tunnel velocity range, the riblet physical size and range of test spacing in wall units, and the test

Reynolds numbers. The wind tunnel designated for use in the experiment had a flow regime of

freestream velocity from 15 to 45 m/s. The values of test section Reynolds number predicated by

the second of the secondary design criteria thus constrain the test section streamwise distance

since, from equations 2.11, 2.15, 2.44, and 2.56:

h~ f~U fh hu h U•o\-

h+ =f( h, U ,Cftest fluid ) h
pL

(3.1)

Cf(P Rex. 0.455

In (0.06 Re)
x (3.2)

and:
U x

Re =f( U , x, test fluid) = .,
V (3.3)

where x, the apparent turbulent streamwise distance, is approximately the streamwise distance.

For Rex = 2 x 105 to I x 106, Cf 4 x 10-3. At room temperature and pressure, the viscosity, v, of

the tunnel working fluid, air, is approximately 1.8 x 10-5 N-s/m2 . Therefore, in the region of

optimum drag reduction, from equation 3.1:

U_ - 8 to 10 s,

hf
JE2 (3.4)

lower than the original velocity regime of the wind tunnel, but close enough to be reached with

minor modifications to the apparatus. The approximate streamwise location of the test section for

the desired test regime is then, from equation 3.3:
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Re v
X X=0.5 to 2.25 m.U

00 (3.5)

The general dimensions of the test section inlet area, 8.1 cm by 24.29 cm, were sized to fit

the tunnel contraction built and attached to the wind tunnel during previous research activities. This

section area constrained the streamwise distance for the desired velocity range to below 2 m to

avoid pipe flow in the test section. Due to the space limitations of the test cell and for simplicity

sake, this was decreased to 1.8288 m.

To allow for testing at a particular Reynolds number over the entire range of s+, a modular

tunnel section form was chosen. The modules were to consist of groups of heated strips which

could be used to form the two test walls by attachment to the tunnel frame in different

combinations, making it possible to position the test segment at different streamwise distances.

The particular modules chosen for the tunnel configuration were the pretest section, 0.9144

m in length, to ensure fully developed, similar heat and momentum transfer turbulent boundary

layers; the test section, 0.3048 m in length; and two 0.3048 m length spacer sections. To allow

flush abutment of the sections, the tunnel frame was designed with four rails along each corner of

the tunnel onto which the wall segments could be bolted, allowing test section midpoint

streamwise distances of 1.066 m, 1.371 m, and 1.676 m. A heat-resistant clear plastic was chosen

as the material for the two side walls to allow visually dependent probe positioning and the

possibility of flow visualization.

E. Test Wall Design. Given the riblet machining experience and general tunnel layout, the

configuration of the heaters was chosen. The most common design of heated elements

comprising the test wall of a heated boundary layer experiment as evident in, for example, Satterlee

(1955), Reynolds (1958), Reynolds et al. (1958a, b), or Moffat and Kays (1985), is that of thin,

thermally insulated, individually heated, metal strips with heat flux gages to measure side and back

losses. Several elements of this type of design were rejected in an attempt to increase

measurement accuracy as well as to compensate for the constraints imposed by the necessity of

machining the riblets directly onto the B side test section.

Trial and error in the lab machine shop indicated that the only way to ensure riblet

uniformity and alignment to within 5 percent of riblet height, or 25 microns, was to machine thcm

into a single, precision plate. Therefore, all the individually heated strips to be ribleted were sized

from a single precision plate, rebonded and thereby thermally insulated with syntactic foam epoxy,

and then, in the resulting single plate, machined to specifications. To allow this latter plate to

withstand the stresses of machining and attachment to the tunnel frame without having to include

some type of strengthening member perforating, and so compromising by some unknown amount
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the effectiveness of the epoxy insulation, the number of epoxy joints was minimized by insulati

the individual test sections only from the surrounding guard heater sections and not from

themselves. This, it should be pointed out, sacrificed the accuracy of the resolution of the heat

transfer measurements within the test section relative to one another for the sake of the viability, ,'

the entire ribleted plate, but not the accuracy of the heat transfer measurements as a whole.

Evaluation of this feature of the design in practice and its influence on the results are presented in

Section 6 and Appendix D.

Research into the limits of the current heat flux gage technology led the author to conclude

that the back and side heat losses could be more accurately measured with the use of adjustable

guard heaters and direct insulation temperature measurements.

F. Setting Wall Temperature. Given the general physical dimensions of the test section,

the operating wall temperature was constrained by the goal of high accuracy of St measurement.

From an energy balance of the i-th heated section of tunnel wall, the convected heat flux at the wall

surface at the streamwise midpoint of the section is:

-% h -% , -( I -I

A.1 
(3.6)

where Qhi is the heat flux from the i-th heater, Qbi the back loss of the i-th section, Qsi the side

losses from the i-th section, and qri the radiated surface heat loss. The Stanton number is then,

from equation 2.29:

St. =
I PUe C (TWI- T)

(3.7)

The primary source in error in Sti is the error in Twi, contributed through the driving temperature

differential, ( Tw, - Te ), and the radiated heat loss, qri. The latter is given by Stefan-Boltzmann Law

of Radiation:
qr, = (Tw- T•)

(3.8)

where E is the emissivity of the body surface and ; the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Using a

Taylor series approximation as described in Appendix C, the error in Stanton number is thus:

u 2 S, _ )e 2p U..2- ) 2

(3.9)

where:
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j(3.10)

To minimize this error, the most accurate, affordable temperature measurement device was chosen

for use: thin-film, platinum resistance temperature detectors (RTD's) with a four-wire resistance

measurement configuration. The minimum error attainable with such a configuration and the

calibration apparatus available were estimated to be =0. 1 C. For this value and the general design

parameter values above, the error in Stanton number, approximately a function of Twi only, is

shown versus (Twi- Te) in Figure 3.1, Stanton Number Measurement Error. As can be seen, the

primary reduction in Stanton number error occurs below 50'C. Because the minor reduction in

error above 50'C would be offset by other factors such as viscosity variation, this was taken as the

design driving temperature differential.

G. Heater Sizing. The width of each of the heated strips was determined from a simplified

thermal analysis of the tunnel walls. The governing equation for two-dimensional heat transfer

with no heat generation in a medium with temperature invariant properties is Laplace's equation:

V2 T=0.
(3.11)

The actual and simplified boundary conditions for the tunnel walls are shown in Figure 3.2, Actual

and Simplified Tunnel Wall Boundary Conditions. The actual boundary conditions for the tunnel

walls along the center span, ignoring back and side losses, as shown in the top of Figure 3.2, are

so complicated that an analytical solution is not tractable. These boundary conditions consist of

laminar and turbulent convective, as well as radiation, heat flux out of the flow side of the strips

and the discrete heater heat flux into the individual strips on the other. The shaded rectangle

represents one of the two heated tunnel walls. The more darkly shaded section within this

rectangle is the i-th heated strip, of length Ii, located at a streamwise distance xi, with Qj heat flux

input. The simplified boundary conditions shown below the actual ones are an approximation for

the i-th heated strip. In the simplified case, radiation effects are assumed to be negligible. The

simplified boundary conditions are thus: one, insulated ends:

-- (x =0)=---(x =l )=O,
ax ax 0 1(3+.12)

where:

x =-XX. +
2'

(3.13)

two, linear approximation of the convective heat flux out of the top of the strip using the value of

the flux and its slope calculated at the midpoint from some empirical formula:
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2 *"•y(*'yw)= ' (q,, + cl" ))

I (3.14)

where:
aqw .x1.I

I I
•x 2'

(3.15)

and, three, constant heater heat flux into the bottom of the strip:
-IT qw, x,

(3.16)

where heat flux is defined positive into the strip. All four of these boundary conditions are linear

but only the first two are homogeneous, so that simple solution by separation of variables is not

possible. However, this simplified case may be broken down further into the superposition of the

trivial one-dimensional problem:

dT qw, xi
dy k (3.16)

and the simpler two-dimensional problem with boundary conditions 3.12:

*T 0 0,
( x (3.17)

and:

T" * c 2x
x yw)= 1 -- ).

1 (3.18)

Three of these are homogeneous so that a solution may be found via separation of variables and

the use of Fourier series representation and then superposed with the one dimensional solution to

give:

*q, xi 8c/k cosh(X y) cos(Xnx ),
T(x 'Y)=T'k W n=O 3 1"2sinh(X w)

(3.19)

where:
2n+l

I.

(3.20)

With this formula, the streamwise temperature differential across strip i for various lengths li can

be calculated from the predicted boundary layer values of Stanton number given the streamwisc
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transition distance.

A transition Reynolds number of I x I0W was chosen to ensure both that no transition

would occur spontaneously before the trip position and that at and past the transition point, the

boundary layer would be unstable and hence remain turbulent. This Reynolds number then

constrained the boundary layer trip position to be 11.43 cm.

Given the transition point, the flat plate solution for laminar boundary layer thickness,

given in Blasius (1908) as:

8_4.950
x ReO.5

x (3.21)

was solved with equation 2.41, under the constraint that at transition:

51 = 80

for the apparent turbulent origin. The Blasius solution for laminar skin friction:

0.664
f Re0.5,

x (3.22)

was then used with equations 2.41, 2.42, 2.43, 2.56, 2.64, and 3.21 to solve for the boundary layer

values along the tunnel walls for various test speeds.

The actual flow area calculated from the displacement thickness was used to iterate for a

tunnel wall angle setting for each segment that produced flow as close to zero pressure gradient as

possible. Given flow of velocity u in the direction x through a rectangular duct of width I and

height h with a boundary layer displacement thickness along each wall 8", the actual flow area is:

Aflow = (1- 2* ) (h- 28*).

If the height can be adjusted to any new value h', then the new height which gives a zero pressure

gradient is:

h'=2e +( 1,)h.
1-25

(3.24)

The values given by this equation throughout the flow regime were used in choosing the height

setting at each of the wall height adjustors that most closely approximated zero pressure gradient

flow. Half this tunnel height setting is shown in Figure 3.3, Tunnel Height Setting and Predicted

Boundary Layer Thickness @ 10 m/s, not to scale.

Given the actual tunnel area as a function of streamwise distance, the velocity and pressure

gradients for various flow conditions can be calculated. From the design values of height setting,

the effect on the velocity is given by continuity to be:
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du u dA
dx A dx"

(3.25)

The boundary layer values along the tunnel walls at their actual can then be calculated from this

freestream velocity and the streamwise distance. The boundary layer thickness and the

displacement thickness determined via this method are plotted in Figure 3.3 in their actual

positions relative to the tunnel wall. From the x-momentum equation, the pressure gradient

resulting from the velocity gradient is:

dp du
d x

(3.26)

or, after nondimensionalizing and substituting in equation 3.25:

p dx pu I-2

dx dx Cf A dxw w (3.27)

Calculations indicated that this pressure gradient parameter for the tunnel wall height settings

chosen was below 0.01 for the regime of tunnel freestream velocity below 15 m/s, practically zero

pressure gradient and certainly low enough to have no measurable effect on riblet performance.

Equations 2.21, 2.23, and 2.25 through 2.27 were used to calculate velocity profiles

immediately fore (denoted as position 1) and aft (denoted as position 2) of the test section. These

profiles were then used to plan the boundary layer traversals.

From these results, equation 3.19 was used to find the streamwise strip lengths, li, in the

three-foot pretest section such that the streamwise temperature differential across the strip was less

than 0.10 C for test speeds less than 20 m/s and less than 0.050 C for test speeds less than 10 m/s,

except at the leading edge of the heated section. These lengths are shown along with the general

dimensions of the pretest section in Figure 3.4, Heaters and RTD's in the Pretest Segment.

In the test segment, a uniform strip length of 5.08 cm was chosen to give temperature

differentials less than 0.02' C for test speeds less than 20 m/s and less than 0.010 C for those less

than 10 m/s. The side guard heaters in the test segment were sized to be 15.24 cm by 4.445 cm to

prevent the boundary layers of the clear side tunnel walls from interfering with the flow over the

test section. The width of the border of epoxy insulating the test section from these guard heaters

was sized to be 0.15875 cm from the constraint that the heat flux through the epoxy for a driving

temperature differential of 0.1 C be less than 1 percent of the convective heat transfer. These

lengths are shown along with general dimensions in Figure 3.5, Heaters and RTD's in the Test and

Spacer Segments.

In the spacer segments, strip lengths of 15.24 cm were determined to be sufficient. Their

configuration is also shown in Figure 3.5.
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H. Heater Circuitry Design. Given the strip dimensions and the boundary layer value,.

the wall heat flux was integrated to determine the minimum heater flux needed for each strip heoncr

at each test condition. Since only four power supplies were available for the experiment, the

heaters were divided into four sets of parallel circuits. The heater resistances were chosen to give a

maximum power density of 1.55 W/cm 2 to allow the tunnel walls to be heated to operating

temperature within 1 hour. From the heater resistances and power inputs, the necessary voltages

were determined. The voltage of each circuit was taken to be the maximum of the heater voltages

needed in that circuit. The ideal resistance values of the heater control circuitry necessary to allow

the proper drop in voltage for the rest of the heaters in the circuit were then determined for each

planned test point. The actual resistance values were determined by taking a safety factor of 1.5.

The resulting heater control circuitry design is shown in Figures 3.6 through 3.8.

The heater type was chosen to be etched foil elements to avoid the deformation of the test

plates necessary for the use of types such as wire inlays as well as the complexity of types such as

fluid heat exchangers.

I. Temperature Sensor Type and Placement. For the purpose of sufficiently resolving

the surface temperature of the tunnel walls, the general figure of three sensors per heated strip was

taken. The order of magnitude of the number of temperature sensors was then determined from

the number of heaters to be 150. The actual number was constrained to 140 by the data acquisition

system purchased for the experiment. The geometry of the riblets prevented the emplacement of

any sensor on or flush with the tunnel wall surface, so that the sensors were restricted to placement

from the rear of the heated strips some finite distance beneath the surface. For simplicity, the

sensors were designed to be cylindrical plugs that would fit into precisely reamed, flat bottom

holes with the platinum sensing element parallel to the plane of the heated wall surface. To

conserve money, miniature, rectangular, thin-film sensors were set into the bottom of cylindricalI

plugs of thixotropic epoxy in Teflon molds. The epoxy with thermal conductivity and coefficient

of thermal expansion closest to those of Aluminum was chosen. The distance of the sensing

element beneath the wall surface was chosen to be 0.254 cm so as to prevent, first, any chance of

sensor deformation of the surface, especially on the ribleted side, and, second, detecting any locall

temperature distribution effects caused by the riblets, while still having the temperature of the

sensor be within 0.010 C of the temperature of the wall surface for test speeds below 10 m/s. The

RTD labelling is shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 and their placement in Figures 3.9 through 3.11.

Further details of the test apparatus are given in Section 4, Experimental Apparatus.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

4.1. Wind Tunnel

A. Introduction. The low speed wind tunnel used in the experiment, shown in Figure

4. 1, Wind Tunnel Apparatus, consisted of an inlet, a compressor, and the following segments:

orientation, turbulence diffuser, contraction, pretest, test, and spacer. Directions parallel to the flow

are referred to as streamwise and denoted by the symbol x; directions perpendicular to the flow

and parallel to the plane of the test walls, the vertical plane, are termed spanwise and denoted as z;

and, those perpendicular to both the flow direction and the test walls, the horizontal and y.

B. Inlet. The inlet, designed and constructed by A. Bodenhom, was a tube of 5052

Aluminum sheet, 33.97 cm in diameter and 76.2 cm in length, with three outer wooden ribs and a

large, tear-drop cross-section shaped, wooden lip, 58.42 cm in outside diameter.

Because the original exit velocity range of the apparatus, 15 to 45 m/s, was higher in the

original configuration than the desired experimental range of 8 to 40 m/s, two layers of coarse wire

mesh and three layers of fine wire mesh were positioned across the mouth of the blower inlet and

sealed around the edges to produce the desired drop in total pressure.

C. Compressor. The compressor, a 5-Hp Westinghouse Silentvane, type BSY-4103,

consisted of a single stage, radial fan, with 8.26-cm-wide blades and a tip radius of 15.56 cm,

rotating at a nominal speed of 1725 rpm. Exit velocity was controlled by variable angle,

noncambered, inlet guide vanes. The vane angle was set by depressing or raising a steel rod. The

rod was attached, through a universal joint, to a lever which rotated the hub upon which the leading

edges of the vanes were hinged. After positioning, the rod was secured with a clamping bracket

bolted to the inlet wall. The exit area of the blower was a rectangle 24.45 cm by 32.7 cm, with the

longer side oriented vertically.

Further description of the inlet and compressor may be found in Bodenhorn (1982).

D. Orientation, Turbulence Diffusion, and Contraction Segments. The orientation

segment, 30.48 cm in length, was built from 1.9-cm plywood to turn this orientation 90 degrees.

The turbulence diffuser and contraction segments were built from 1.27-cm Plexiglass. The

turbulence diffuser segment, 48.26 cm in length, contained three honeycomb layers. The

honeycomb sheets, 5.08 cm thick, with honeycomb sides 1.59 mm wide, were positioned 2.54 cm

apart. The contraction segment was 53.34 cm long and had a contraction ratio of 4 to 1. The final

flow area exiting into the pretest segment was 24.29 cm by 8.098 cm.
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The different segments were bolted together with a 1.59-mm layer of silicon rubber tape at

the joins to prevent leakage. Internal rough spots on the tunnel walls were sanded smooth and any

indentations were filled with clear epoxy and auto body filler in the Plexiglass sections and wood

filler in the plywood section and then also sanded smooth. These segments were supported by ai

Unistrut, steel U-beam frame, modified to allow levelling of the tunnel.

E. Tunnel Frame. The tunnel frame consisted of two sets of two Unistrut U-beams, onto

each of which were bolted the two clear, Lexan walls and the the two sets of discrete sections of

removeable, heated, wall which comprised the pretest, test, and spacer segments.

The base of the tunnel frame consisted of four 1.8336-m lengths of 3.49-cm by 4.13-cm

Unistrut U-beams, formed from 2.38-mm-thick, extruded, stainless steel. These members were

bolted in pairs with two, 1.27-cm b., 3.175-cm by 12.38-cm Aluminum brackets at each end,

which in turn were bolted onto 9.525-mm-thick Aluminum end plates to form the tunnel frame

parallelopiped.

The end plates were rectangular, metal sheets, 42.069 cm by 23.336 cm in outside

dimension, with a rectangular hole the size of the contraction exit flow area in the fore plate and the

size of the maximum flow area required for zero pressure gradient flow at the lowest design speed

in the aft plate machined from their centers. The fore plate was bolted permanently to the

contraction segment while the rear plate was supported by a second Unistrut frame which allowed

streamwise and spanwise tunnel levelling.

The clear side walls, Lexan polycarbonate sheets, 1.27 cm by 7.779 cm by 1.84309 cm in

size, were bolted directly to the inside of the Unistrut tunnel frame using 0.635-cm 1/4-20 Helicoil

inserts set into the Lexan at 15.24-cm intervals. Silicon sponge tape insulation, 1.59 mm thick,

was applied to their surfaces of contact with the heated walls. Three types of probe ports were

machined into the Lexan walls at various positions: pitot-static probe ports, boundary layer, and

hot wire.

The pitot-static and hot-wire ports were located at the horizontal or y midpoint of the Lexan

walls at streamwise distances equal to the midpoints of the four tunnel segments, the former in the

bottom Lexan wall and the latter in the top, so as to allow positioning of the probe tips in the

geometric centers of each segment parallelopiped. The pitot-static ports were 3/8-27 threaded

holes with 4.76-mnn inset lips. The probes were passed through the ports and secured at the

correct position and flow relative angle with 3/8-27 tightening pipe collars that were screwed flu sh

with the inside of the tunnel walls. The same configuration was arranged for the hot-wire probe,

except with 1/2-20 pipe collars.

The boundary layer probe ports were located in both of the Lexan walls to allow boundary

layer traversals immediately fore and aft of the test section of both heated walls for all three of the
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tunnel configurations. These ports were slots, 1.27 cm by 6.03 cm, with the longer dimension of

the slot oriented horizontally, having a 6.35-mm external lip, 4.76 mm deep, on the upstream all, I

downstream sides of the port. These lips allowed the bolting of port inserts to the 1/16-36 Helicoil

inserts set into the Lexan around the port and prevented the port inserts from slipping through thc

port. Two types of port inserts were machined from Plexiglass. The first type was a solid block

constructed to sit flush with the inside of the Lexan walls when bolted in position. They were
placed in all the ports not in use to prevent flow disturbances. The second type was constructed

from two, lipped strips of Plexiglass, 3.174 mm by 6.03 cm each, connected on the bottom with a

slitted, rubber strip, 1.27 cm by 6.03 cm by 1.59 mm. This insert was bolted into position around

the tube of the boundary layer probe, after it had been placed through the port, so as to minimize

the disturbance of the flow at the inner lip of the port while still allowing horizontal movement of

the probe.

F. Tunnel Heated Walls. The heated tunnel walls, from the flow side to the external side,

were comprised of:

"* a layer of metal plate, into which the RTD's were epoxied,

"* a layer of heaters glued to the back of the plate,

"* a layer of insulation glued to the heaters,

"* guard heaters glued onto this layer of insulation, and finally,

"* a second layer of insulation glued onto the guard heaters.
A tunnel cross section area perpendicular to the freestream is shown in Figure 4.2, Tunnel Quarter

Cross Section, exhibiting these layers. Since the tunnel cross section is rectangular, it exhibits

symmetry about y and z axes passing through its center. Therefore, only one quadrant is

necessary to show the full details of the tunnel.

The metal layer in the pretest, test, and spacer segments was 1.27 cm thick, 1060

Aluminum plate with a spanwise width of 26.67 cm, machined to a tolerance of 0.13 mm.

Measurements showed that the variation in any plate dimension was not more than 8.47 microns

per cm. The two pretest plates were 0.9144 m in length. The test and spacer plates were 0.3048 m

in length.

The test sections of the two test plates were sawed out of the original plates with 1.59-mm

saws to allow for insulation of these sections with foam adhesive. Using a precision clamping

frame, the test plates were epoxied back together with Eccobond SF40 syntactic foam adhesive as

insulation, filling the saw cuts around the test sections as completely and as exactly as possible (see

Figure 3.9). The material properties of the SF-40 epoxy, as given in Anon. (1979), were: k =

0.125 J/m-s-0 C and cc = 37.8 x 10-6 m/m/PC. For simplicity and for greater precision, these saw

cuts extended fully across the plate in the spanwise direction, resulting in one spanwise strip of
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insulating epoxy in each of the side guard heated plate sections (i.e., those sections heated by guard

heaters H23 through H25). This may be seen in Figure 4.3, Photograph of the Ribleted Test Plate,

where the epoxy joints show as white strips. This was assumed to have negligible effect on the

heat transfer in the test sections. The tolerances on the joints were 5 percent, i.e., 76.2 microns,

due to minor misalignment of the test section during bonding. Care was taken to ensure that no

discontinuities existed at any of the epoxy joints as well as that the tolerances of the test plate

dimensions were not increased by the joining process.

After insulating the test sections, one of the test plates, denoted as plate B, was ribleted by

cutting the grooves with a saw on a milling machine. This plate is shown in Figure 4.3. As can Ie

seen, the riblets were of uniformly good quality except for three rows located 3.8 cm from the

vertical edge of the plate. These rows appear as white streaks close to the ruler in Figure 4.3.

Fortunately, these rows were outside the test section and, therefore, of minimal importance.

Measurements with a disc micrometer and a depth gage indicated that the riblet midpoint-to-

midpoint spacing was 0.67 mm ± 0.02 mm, the height 0.38 mm ± 0.012 mm, and the width 0. 14

mm ± 0.01 mm, where the error includes both streamwise and spanwise variations. A

photograph of the leading edge of the ribleted plate is shown in Figure 4.4, Photograph of the

Leading Edge of the Ribleted Plate, and a cross section of the riblets in 4.5, Photograph of a Riblet

Cross Section.

Close inspection of the riblets in the regions of the spanwise and streamwise epoxy joints

with a stereoscopic microscope indicated that there were no detectable discontinuities along the

riblets at the joins. Indeed, the riblets in the epoxy joints were actually of higher quality (i.e..

greater uniformity) than those in the test plate itself.

The RTD holes were machined into the back of the metal plates with precision, flat bottom

reamers as per Figures 3.13 through 3.15. The RTD's were then epoxied into the plates as

described below in Section 4.2.A.
The wall heaters were etched foil elements, from 12.7 microns to 25.4 microns in

thickness, sandwiched between two layers of 50.8 micron Kapton Polyimide sheeting with a 25.4-
micron-thickness of FEP Teflon adhesive. Their areas and room temperature resistances are given

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Their leads consisted of 25 cm of 18 gage, Teflon insulated, silver-tinned,

stranded copper wire soldered to the foil elements at 0.5-cm square, 0.25-mm thick tabs. These

wires were in turn connected to 1 m of 14 gage, stranded, copper wire. For each test segment,

these leads led to a wire-strain-relieved, 10-cm by 25-cm by 30-cm Aluminum box, in each of

which were bolted seven strips of 10-screw-post terminal connectors. At these connectors, the

shunt resistors, the various voltage measurement leads, and the heater control circuitry were

interfaced. The heater control circuitry, which was connected to these two interface boxes with 3

m lengths of 14-gage wire, was contained in three standard, 48.26-cm wide, fan cooled, panel
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racks.

The heaters were attached to the back of the Aluminum plate with 0.254 cm of RTV

Silicon rubber adhesive. A 2.54-cm-thick layer of Calcium Silicate board insulation, sprayed with

high gloss, high temperature paint to deter crumbling, was affixed on top of the heaters with a

1.27-cm-wide strip of RTV Silicone rubber adhesive 0.635 cm thick. The thermal conductivity of

the insulation board at its test operating temperature, as described in Anon. (1988b), was k =

0.04625 J/m-s-0 C. This combination of board and RTV adhesive provided a sealed, insulating

pocket of air 0.635 cm thick between the back side of the heaters and the insulation. Etched foil

guard heaters, similar in type to, but of a thicker and more rugged construction than the tunnel wall

heaters, 30.48 cm in streamwise width and equal in spanwise width to the heated plate, were

affixed to this insulation with another layer of RTV Silicon rubber adhesive and similarly insulated

at the rear with a second 1.27-cm-layer of Calcium Silicate board.

The tunnel wall heaters were powered by four Hewlett-Packard SCR-10 series, model

6479C, option 003, 10kW, DC Power Supplies. The guard heaters were powered by a STACO,

type 3PN2210, 3kW Variac.

The heated wall segments were attached to the tunnel frame between the two Unistrut

members of one side so that they rested against the tops of the two clear Lexan walls. They were

bolted to height adjustors on the tunnel frame via 1/4-20 Helicoil inserts set 1.27 cm into the plates

5.08 cm from either end. The height adjustors were 1.27-cm by 1.27-cm by 2.22-cm steel blocks

attached to the Unistrut members with spring loaded bolts, which allowed them to be raised and

lowered so as to vary the tunnel wall angle (see Figure 4.2).

Large shear on the epoxy joints during wall angle adjustment caused a hairline fracture in

one joint which necessitated a design change and clamping of the joints. Due to warping of the

Unistrut members, the bolts passing through the steel blocks into the Helicoil inserts in the plates

were subjected to extremely high moments. In one test plate, this caused a hairline fracture in one

of the epoxy joints during wall angle adjustment. For this reason, only the plates without epoxy

joints were secured to the tunnel frame and adjusted in this manner. To clamp the fractured joint

back together and strengthen the other joints, small U-brackets were precisely machined to slip

onto the edges of the plate at the joints, thus effectively clamping the joint and preventing any shear

force from acting on it. The brackets were sized so as not to extend into the flow. After the

fractured joint had been clamped, the largest discontinuity at the fracture was less than 5 percent of

the riblet height (i.e., less than 20 microns), almost undetectable, and so it is assumed the fracture

effect on the flow was at least an order of magnitude smaller than the effect under scrutiny. To

allow attachment of the two test plates to the tunnel frame at the correct angle, four spacers were

machined from strips of PVC into wedges, shaped at an angle equal to the desired wall angle for a

test speed of 10 m/s, for placement between the test plates and the Lexan walls. The two test plates
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were then clamped tightly into place against these spacers with two large C clamps. Because of, c
great amount of time needed to make these adjustments, the tunnel walls were set at only one
angle, 0.0054 rad ± 1.5 percent, with the use of an inside micrometer, and the design feature of

variable streamwise test segment positioning was discarded.

The single tunnel configuration, shown in Figure 4.1 was thus pretest segment, followed

by the test segment with a midpoint of 1.0676 m, in turn followed by the two spacer segments.
Airtight, flush, butt seals at the segment joints were formed with tightly compressed Silicon rubber

tape by carefully aligning the plates using a straight edge and visual sightings. The ribleted test
plate was aligned with the tops of the riblets flush with the surface of the upstream pretest plate.

The misalignment of the tunnel from the true center line of the contraction was less than

0.0035 rad. The effect of this upon the flow field, as may be approximately calculated from the
solutions for flow in divergent and convergent channels, was several orders of magnitude less than
the effects being measured and so assumed to be zero.

4.2. Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

A. Temperature Sensor Apparatus. Ambient temperature was measured with four

liquid-in-glass, partial immersion, mercury thermometers, two of which were 0. IC gradation,

00C to 100'C range and two of which were 0.2'C gradation, 0C to 200°C range. The
thermometers were suspended via 1.27-cm wide, Styrofoam-insulated, thermometer clamps and

shielded from radiation and convection heat loss with cylindrical shields, 20 cm in length and 7 cm
in diameter, constructed of 1.5-mm Aluminum sheeting. Readings were taken using

thermometer-attachable, magnifying eyepieces. The thermometers v ere readable to at least half

their gradation spacing.
Test plate temperature was measured with 140 Omega, type F3105, thin-film, platinum,

resistance temperature detectors (RTD's). Each sensor, a description of which may be found in

Anon. (1988a), was comprised of a single-winding, platinum substrate, 0.1 mm by 1.75 mm by 2
mm in size, encased in a 2-mm by 2.3-mm by 1-mm ceramic block, shown in Figure 4.6, Thin

Film RTD. The leads consisted of two 2 mm lengths of strain-relieved silver-palladium
protruding from the ceramic block onto each of which which were soldered, with the use of a

stereoscopic microscope, two 0.5 m lengths of color-coded, Teflon-coated, 36-gage, 7/44 strand,' I,
silver-plated copper wires. Each of these four-wire sensors was potted in 9.91-mm-long, 3.23-
mm-diameter cylinders of Eccobond 285 epoxy with the ceramic block positioned flat at the

bottom, as shown in Figure 4.7, RTD in Epoxy Plug. The material properties of the epoxy uscd
in the plugs, as given in Anon. (1985), were: k = 1.507 J/m-s-0 C, and a = 2.9 x 10-5 m/mP/C.

After calibration, they were epoxied into the metal tunnel walls, with the same epoxy used to fornm
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the cylinders, in holes 10.16 cm deep, with a diameter of 3.45 mm, machined with precision, flat

bottom reamers.

Some difficulties occurred during the potting of the cylinders in the pretest section,

probably due to some reamer wear, and several RTD's were destroyed. The rest of the RTD's read

the same temperature to within their accuracy with the wind tunnel running but the heaters off, so

that it seems reasonable to assume that the RTD's which were not destroyed were not adversely

affected.

The four 36-gage leads running from the RTD's were twined tightly and then attached to

the back of the metal plates with Teflon tape in a symmetric pattern so as to allow easy gluing of

the heaters over them. These leads were in turn soldered to 6 m of 20-gage, 20-twisted-pair, flat-

ribbon, wire cable at micro-solder terminal strips. The terminal strips were bonded inside an

Aluminum box, 5 cm by 8 cm by 4 cm in size, with wire strain-relief. The 6-m lengths of flat-

ribbon wire cable were joined through strain relief ribbon connectors to 30-cm lengths of similar

cable, in turn linked to the screw-post terminal strips in the front end data acquisition four-wire

input connector.

The RTD's were read through the Fluke Helios I system front end via serial port by a 16

MHz, NEC Powermate SX brand, AT-type, personal computer running Labtech Notebook under

the DOS operating system. The front end system consisted of the main Helios I chassis and an

extendor chassis both containing A/D boards. The main chassis contained five pairs of 20-channel

RTD/Resistance Four-wire Connectors and High Performance Scanners. The extendor chassis

contained two pairs of 20-channel RTD/Resistance four-wire Connectors and High Performance

Scanners and one pair each of a 20-channel Voltage Input Connector and Scanner and a 20-channel

Current Input Connector and Scanner. During calibration, the four wire scanners were used to

read the resistance of the RTD's. Given the calibration curve constants, the data acquisition

program calculated temperature directly from resistance, using a Newton-type algorithm to solve

the Callendar-VanDusen equation. The temperatures were output directly to files which were

ported to a DEC Vaxstation II for analysis using the FORTRAN 77 program HEATCALC2.

B. Heater Power Sensor Apparatus. The power output of the twenty heaters in the test

segment was determined by directly measuring the voltage drop across each of the heaters (Vh)

and by indirectly measuring the current via the voltage measurement across shunt resistors (Vsh)

with known resistances as shown in Figure 3.11. The 20 channels of voltage input on the Helios I

were used to read the voltage drop across the heaters directly by connecting a set of two 3-m leads

from the front end in parallel with each heater. The 20 channels of current input were modified to

allow the measurement of large currents. The shunt resistors originally wired into the current injit

connector were removed. Six-inch lengths of Inconel wire, used for its extremely low resistancc
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sensitivity to temperature, were connected in the test segment interface boxes in series with each
heater and a set of two 3-m leads were then connected to the front end in parallel with each of these

new shunt resistors. Four-wire resistance measurements of the new shunt resistors over the range

of test currents showed no detectable change due to temperature effects. Their resistances are

shown in Table 4.3.

C. Velocity Sensor Apparatus. Dynamic head of the freestream flow was measured
directly using four United Sensor, type PAA-12-KL, pitot-static probes, constructed of 3.175-nmu

diameter stainless steel tubing, with a flow-angle variation insensitive, manifolded, triple static h, ,Ie
arrangement. The probe tips were positioned in the center of the tunnel cross section. These
probes were connected via 3.175 mm inner diameter, 6.35 mm outer diameter, color coded,

rubber, ribbon tubing to a set of pressure valves. The pressure valves were used to control the
probe or probes of origin of the total and static pressures. From the valves, both a total pressure

and a static pressure line of 6.35 mm diameter, plastic hose led 61 m to a MKS Barotron, type 3I 10
CD-100, differential pressure transducer. The transducer was read on a Graphon, type GO-230
VDT, over a DEC Vaxstation II, running the VMS operating system, using the FORTRAN 77
subroutine BARATN written by Philip Lavrich and the FORTRAN 77 program READPRESS?.

with a type 170M-6C MKS Barotron Signal Conditioner and type 170M-27C Digital Readout,

accurate to ± 0.08 percent. Dynamic head was converted to velocity using values of atmospheric

density calculated from ambient pressure read with a Setra model 370 digital pressure gage

accurate to 20 Pa and ambient temperature read with the mercury thermometers described above.

Boundary layer velocity was determined from the total pressure measured with a custom

built, total pressure, boundary layer probe, shown in Figure 4.8, Boundary Layer Probe, and the
static pressure from the pitot-static probe in the center of the test segment with a similar method as

for the freestream velocity. The boundary layer probe was positioned using a three degree of
freedom vernier slide apparatus constructed from a single degree of freedom 25.4 cm vernier slide

and a 2-degrees of freedom 5-cm and 3-cm vernier positioning apparatus. This apparatus could be
bolted to the tunnel frame at various positions to allow appropriate positioning of the probe.

Freestream turbulence levels were measured with a TSI, model 1213-20, hot wire probe
via a Dantec, type 56C17, CTA Bridge and type 56C01 Mainframe both graphically and

numerically. Graphical readings were taken visually using a Tektronix, type 555, Dual Beam

Oscilloscope while numerical readings were performed using the NEC PC described above
running ILS, with a Data Translation, type DT2821, 20 channel, A/D board.

D. Sensor Calibration Summary. A relative accuracy was assumed for the mercury
thermometers based on their tracking during temperature cycling. Three of the four mercury
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thermometers had been used in previous Gas Turbine Lab research and found to track accurately to

within the limits of their readability. The new mercury thermometer purchased for this research as

well as the three old ones performed in the same manner in tests. Therefore, the relative accura( .

the closeness of the difference in readings between two of the thermometers to their actual

difference in temperature, was assumed to be equal to their readability, though the absolute

accuracy, the closeness of the reading of any one of the thermometers to the International Practu .I
Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS-68) defined temperature at the thermodynamic state of that

thermometer, is certainly much lower. Since the primary source of temperature error in the

present research originates in temperature differential terms, for which absolute accuracy is not

essential, this was deemed acceptable. That the thermometers would read approximately zero

degrees when immersed in an ice bath was verified, but due to constraints on time and money n,

attempt at rigorous, triple-point calibration was made.

The RTD's were calibrated from measurements made during two temperature cycles usi) ng

a nonlinear least squares fit of the data to the Callendar-VanDusen equation. The RTD temperat ure

cycling measurements were performed by sampling sensor resistance during cycling from room

temperature to 100°C in a heated, insulated, mixed, calibration bath of Fluorinert fluid, with the

four mercury thermometers, evenly spaced throughout the bath to assure temperature uniformit%'.

as the reference temperature. A nonlinear least squares subroutine was used to find the coefficicnis

of the Callander-VanDusen equation, the standard equation used to relate temperature and

resistance for platinum RTD's, from the calibration data. A first calibration of the RTD's was

performed and analyzed. The RTD's were then subjected to temperature cycling, ten sets of 3

hours at room temperature and 3 hours at 100°C, roughly estimated to be equivalent to that of the

actual testing. A second calibration was then performed to ascertain the stability of the sensors.

The error due to this instability was incorporated into the second calibration. A third calibration

had been planned after testing was complete but was prevented from being performed by time

constraints.

The calibration results showed a combined statistical and experimental RTD calibration

error of slightly under 0.1PC and good statistical agreement of the data with the calibration

equation. A typical RTD calibration curve is shown in Figure 4.9, Calibration Curve for RTD 0 I.

Over the range, the data show no hysterisis, little scatter, strong repeatability, and good agreement

with the calibration curve. The distribution of the total, maximum, combined statistical and

experimental, RTD error is shown in Figure 4.10, Distribution of RTD Error. The average error

was 0.09'C, within the desired range of 0. I°C. The distribution of the reduced chi-squared

statistic, often referred to as the "goodness-of-fit" statistic, for the second, nonlinear, least squarTcs

fit is shown in Figure 4.11, Distribution of RTD Chi-squared. More than 96 percent of the RTi 's

had a reduced chi-squared under one, the value which is usually taken as the benchmark near or
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below which a fit is considered statistically reasonable. Approximately 77 percent of the RTD's

had both total error under 0.1PC and reduced chi-squared less than 0.616, the value for which th. 1e

exists a 95 percent probability that a random sample will have as large or larger chi-squared. FLi

details of the calibration procedure and results are given in Appendix B.

Although no rigorous calibration of the other data acquisition equipment was performed.

every factory calibration was thoroughly checked for accuracy. The four-wire resistance channel,

of the Helios I were checked against those of a Fluke 8520A Digital multimeter. The voltage a., I

current channels of the Helios I and the Data Translation A/D board were checked with a high

precision voltage calibrator. All electrical inputs were checked with an oscilloscope to ensure thc

absence of significant, electrical noise. The Setra atmospheric pressure gage was validated with

Logan airport pressure data. The dynamic head measurement apparatus was checked for leaks by

being overpressurized. The accuracy of the Barotron both with and without the 200 ft of pressure

tubing was checked with an inclined manometer. All of these were found to be within

specifications.
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5. TEST PROCEDURES

5.1. Heat Transfer Measurement

Heat transfer was determined through direct measurement of heater power at

approximately constant wall temperature, which was then adjusted to account for side, back, and

radiative loss, as well as for the minor variations in upstream wall temperature.

At the beginning of each test run, the heaters were turned on at close to maximum voltage

to bring the tunnel walls up to temperature. Usually, for this, half an hour was sufficient. When

the tunnel walls were within 5PC of the nominal operating temperature, the wind tunnel was turned

on and adjusted to test speed. Real-time temperature displays of several of the RTD's in each

segment were displayed and used to make the gross adjustments to the voltage controls on the four

main power supplies and the back heaters Variac. An iterative procedure of fine tuning the

temperature in each of the segments on each tunnel wall was performed by slowly adjusting the

rheostats in the heater control circuitry using real-time temperature displays from the particular

segment. Usually five sets of iterations over a period of approximately 3 hours were sufficient to

bring the temperature of each of the tunnel walls to +-0.5'C. An iterative, fine adjustment

procedure was then performed on each of the two pretest and two test segments individually.

After some initial trial and error with the most efficient temperature displays and rheostat

adjustment techniques, this procedure was sufficiently refined so as to make it possible to bring

test plate temperatures on both sides to within the accuracy of the RTD's, approximately 0.1 C,

over a time period of I to 3 hours, for tunnel speeds greater than 9 m/s and less than 20 m/s.

During this lengthy period of heater voltage adjustment, ambient temperature in the test cell was

held constant to within 0. IC by constant manual adjustment of an air conditioner and two heaters.

Temperature gradients within the test cell were minimized with use four high-power fans.

Once the temperatures of both walls were within the desired range, test data consisting of

30 samples, at a sampling rate of 0.05 Hz, of the temperature of each of the 140 RTD's, the voltage

drop across each of the 20 test segment heaters, and the voltage drop across each of the 20 shunt

resistors in series with the test heaters, were taken. Simultaneously, the ambient temperature and

pressure were measured and 30 samples of freestream dynamic head in the test segment were

taken at a sampling rate of 2 Hz. This body of data was reduced to heat transfer results using the

Fortran 77 program HEATCALC2, listed in Appendix B.

5.2. Drag Measurement

Drag measurements were based on velocity profiles taken immediately fore and aft of the
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test sections of both sides. After the tunnel had been adjusted to the desired test speed, the

boundary layer probe and probe positioning apparatus were attached to the tunnel at the appropri.te

spot. The dynamic head of positions in the boundary layer was measured using the boundary

layer probe total pressure and the static pressure measurement from the pitot-static probe at the

center of the test segment. The probe was visually zeroed against the tunnel wall and manually

adjusted to each new measurement position. Each measurement consisted of 30 samples of

dynamic head readings taken and converted to velocity with the Fortran 77 program

READPRESS2. Ambient properties were measured and maintained in the same manner, as

described above in Section 5.1, as for the heat transfer measurement.
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6. SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

6.1 Skin Friction Analysis

A. Introduction. The coefficient of skin friction fore and aft of both the ribleted and flat

test plates was measured by performing a nonlinear, least squares fit of the log law to mean

boundary layer velocity profiles measured at these points. Essentially, the technique is a numerical

implementation of the Clauser plot graphical method. Coefficient of drag was calculated by

integrating coefficient of skin friction across the test sections.

B. Background. A correlation method for calculating coefficient of skin friction from

mean velocity profiles was chosen as the most appropriate for this experiment of the various ways

available. The methods of measuring coefficient of friction, the non-dimensionalized wall shear

stress, fall into two categories: direct and indirect. The direct methods involve some form of

floating element sensor and so are not practical for simultaneous drag-heat transfer measurements

on the same surface. The indirect methods are comprised of momentum balance and correlation

methods. The momentum balance methods include the measurement of pressure drop over a

constant area duct and the use of the von KArmrin integral momentum theorem to relate

momentum thickness to shear. In this case, the first method is inapplicable because it requires

fully developed pipe flow. The second method was discarded because of its inaccuracy, based

both on an error analysis of the integral momentum equation itself as well as on evidence cited in

Haritonidis (1989) and in the riblet studies Hooshmand et al. (1983), Walsh and Lindemann

(1984), and Gallagher and Thomas (1984). Correlation methods include the Preston and Stanton

tubes, the Clauser plot, and Reynolds number type correlations. Both the Preston and Stanton

tubes are infeasible for use over riblets and so were not considered. Reynolds number type

correlations such as equations 2.45 and 2.56 are only valid over a flat plate and so only useful for

corroboration. The Clauser plot method, so called for the graphical technique employed in it, is

based on the log law. The standard method involves iterating for ur until u+ falls on the line given

by equation 2.21. On log paper, this is just a straight line. Of the various methods, this approach

was chosen as the easiest and the most accurate, under the circumstances.

However, as mentioned in Coles and Hirst (1969), the Clauser plot method requires a

rather subjective choice of what percent of the boundary layer is used to make the fit, since the

region of accuracy of the log law is not known a priori. More of the profile data may be used, so

avoiding this problem, if the wake law is incorporated into the fitting. Coles and Hirst determined

that, if the wake law were used, the data in the section of the boundary layer for y/8 between 0. 1

and 0.9 resulted in values of skin friction that had good correlation with those predicted by theory.
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For this reason, the wake law rather than the log law was used to correlate data from the center

80% of the boundary layer with a value of skin friction.

The wake law, equation 2.25, may be rewritten by making use of definition 2.14 as:

u - { I In Re +.I In,,. +B+ Bin 2(
Ue XY2 K 2

(6.1)

Three approaches may be taken in using this equation to determine Cf by correlation with the

velocity profile data: solving it numerically at 8; performing a nonlinear, least squares fit of it to

the selected data with Cf as the coefficient of the fit; and, performing a nonlinear, least squares fit

with both 8 and Cf as coefficients.

C. Skin Friction Calculation Methodology. The three methods of using equation 6.1 to

determine Cf were evaluated via a Monte Carlo type analysis, with the result that the third method

was found to be the most accurate and robust. Monte Carlo-analysis, one discussion of which

may be found in Press et al. (1986), is the analysis of simulated input data, usually with some

amount of simulated error generated by a computer according to a predetermined distribution, so

as to gage the ability of the analytical methodology to reproduce the parameters used to generate

the input data.

First, equation 6.1 may be evaluated at 8 and solved with a simple Newton root finder by

rewriting it in the form:

u(y= 8) 1llnRe + In + KB+ =0.
le (6.2)

This method is referred to by the author, somewhat incorrectly but for convenience sake, as Coles-

Hirst method number one (C-Hi). Unfortunately, this is subject to the inaccuracies of determining

8, the standard technique of which is linear interpolation. Since the slope of the velocity profile in

this region is very large, this inaccuracy is quite high.

An attempt was made to use an alternate method of determining 8 but was halted by

problems with the nonlinear iteration needed to perform it. Researchers such as Reynolds et al.

(1958) have made the observation that if a least squares fit of the power function:

u (Ynl

(6.3)

is performed, then via equation 2.32:

8- (n+ 1) 8*.
n

(6.4)
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This has a .- uch sounder basis than interpolation because it uses information from the whole

boundary layer instead of just two points. However, some peculiarities inherent in this technique

were noted. The peculiarities were first observed when it became evident that the two techniques

would sometimes give predictions for 8 differing by significant percentages. It was felt that this

could be due to the inaccuracy of the initial value calculated by interpolation, so that to refine the

results, iteration was introduced. With iteration, the problem is essentially the minimization of a

nonlinear function in one dimension, the solution of which is path dependent. An attempt was

made to apply the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares solution methodology outlined in

Marquardt (1963) as implemented in the Fortran code of Bevington (1969) and Press et al. (1986).

Unfortunately, this was unsuccessful due to time constraints. Trial and error on the experimental

profiles were used to find a simple technique and tolerance that produced reasonable answers.

However, when profiles artificially generated from the wake law with varying percentages of

random perturbations were analyzed with the program, linear interpolation was found to be a more

reliable predictor in about 70 percent of the cases. Most likely, this was due to the author's

particular methodology which time constraints prevented being improved. For this reason, the

results of this method are not treated in any depth and not used in the estimation of Cf.

The accuracy in Cf calculated by C-H1 is thus limited to the accuracy of the interpolation

for &. Its worth lies mostly as an indicator of the accuracy of the interpolated 8, i.e., when Cf

calculated in this manner is close to Cf calculated by the more reliable methods then the value of

the interpolated 8 itself may be regarded as fairly reliable.

The second method is a nonlinear least squares fit of equation 6.1 with the single

coefficient Cf, denoted as method C-H2. The third method adds the extra coefficient n and is

denoted as method C-H3. After some evaluations, the latter method was chosen as the most

accurate for four reasons. The first is that even though the tunnel was designed for zero pressure

gradient, in general some finite pressure gradients, albeit very tiny ones, did exist in the test

segment due to the discarding of the variable wall angle design feature and the limitations of wall

adjustment. The former method is unable to account for this. Second, variation in the extra

coefficient allows adjustment of the wake law function to fit the aggregate of data in cases where

the value of interpolated 8 is inaccurate. Third, it was found to be a more reliable predictor

approximately 75 percent of the time when used to analyze wake law generated profiles with

random perturbations in a Monte Carlo-type analysis. Fourth, it was found to be more accurate in

100 percent of the analyses of wake law generated profiles with no random perturbations,

especially as the number of generated sample points decreased. Indeed, fairly extensive Monte

Carlo testing of the VPFIT7 program with wake law generated profiles indicated that this latter

method was accurate on average to within 3 percent for random perturbations in velocity as large

as 15 percent and to within 0.25 percent for perturbations less than 2 percent. For no perturbations,
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it was accurate to within 0.01 percent for numbers of generated sample points as low as 8.

D. Calculating Drag from Skin Friction. Two approaches were taken in determining

the Cd from Cf. The first of these was simple integration using the trapezoidal approximation. The

second was integration usiihg some assumed function. While the trapezoidal method is less

sensitive to error propagation, it tends to overestimate drag. Calculations with the the assumed

function method indicated that this overestimation was negligible.

Considering two-dimensional flow, the drag per spanwise length s is:
x 2

L/s =f cwdx.

X1 
(6.5)

Nondimensionally this is:

x2 x 2

CD= D/s U-X I 1 f 2 dx-X2 - f Cf dx

D1 2 x2 -x1 2U X2  j
P e(X2-x) Xd P1

(6.6)

Therefore, the ratio of coefficient of drag of the ribleted plate to that of the flat plate is:
x 2  x2

D .~ D =f=Cfdx/f Cfdx,
DxPC D F X 1 

(6 .7 )

where the subscript FP denotes the flat plate value, because x1 and x2 are the same for the ribleted

plate as for the flat plate. The integral of skin friction must be calculated numerically from the the

measurements fore and aft of each of the two test sections.

The first method used to calculate this integral was a simple trapezoidal approximation:
x 2

f Cfdx = (x2 - X1 ) (Cf, XI + C )f, x2)/2.

XI 
(6.8)

In essence, this method is really just the use of a straight line fitted between the two points to

calculate the integral. Since it is known that the variation of Cf with streamwise distance is not

linear, some inaccuracies are inherent in this method.

It is known that:
Cfc -'I /n

(6.9)

where n of 5, as in equation 2.40, is usually taken. If the function:
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C=a
f b

(6.10)

is assumed to describe the variation of Cf with streamwise distance, then the constants a and b can

be determined from th- *wo measured values of Cf. Evaluating equation 6.10 at x, and x2 and

solving for a and b gives:

In (Cf. X, / Cf, X 2)
In (x2 /x1) (6.11)

and:
a=Cf x1.b

(6.12)

With these constants, the integral of Cf is given by:
x2j Cd a Ixib-x'-b

Cf dx - b 2 1

xl (6.13)

However, although this method avoids the overestimation inherent in a linear approximation, the

error propagation due to the methods of calculating the constants overshadows this. Its use is

restricted to a double check on the trapezoidal approximation. The results indicated that the

difference between the two methods was very minor, much smaller than the error propagation

through either equation.

E. Calculating Riblet Spacing in Wall Units. Local s+ is easily calculated via equations

2.15 and 2.11 once Cf is known. Since Cf varies quite slowly with x, s+ is approximately constant

across the test sections. In addition, the values of s÷ on the ribleted test section are quite close to

those on the ribleted test section. Thus, if we are interested only in an approximate value of s+ to

characterize the test results at a particular test condition, it is quite reasonable to take the average of

the four s+'s calculated with the four C's.

To extend this to a function of s+ versus Reynolds number for the purpose of calculating s+

for the St measurements, a least squares fit of equation 6.10 can be made to the riblet skin friction

data.

F. Comparing Flat Plate and Ribleted Drag Results. Both the standard format of

presentation of riblet research data and a more exact but less frequently used format are useful in

illuminating different aspects of the results. The ratio of the drag of the ribleted plate to the drag of
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the flat plate, or one minus this amount which gives the percent reduction, as a function of riblet

spacing in wall units, is the most commonly used format to present riblet test results. This format

is the most common because it succinctly presents the bottom line: the amount of drag reduction

and how this varies with s+. However, since the amount of total drag reduction is a function of

total streamwise length of the ribleted section, albeit very weakly, in addition to s+, this method has

the potential for inaccuracy. Furthermore, s+ is not constant but a function of streamwise distance,

since CQ varies with streamwise distance. In addition, some researchers have suggested that the

effect of riblets on skin friction at a position is also a function of the distance from the leading edge

of the riblets to that position as well as the distance from the leading edge of the boundary layer.

Although the inaccuracies seem to be an order of magnitude smaller than the effect of riblets, no

conclusive measurements have been performed to support this. The majority of these inaccuracies

may be avoided by comparing riblet and flat plate drag results as skin friction versus Reynolds

number. Since both methods illuminate the results in useful ways, both are used to present them.

The same holds true for the effects on heat transfer.

Nondimensional values of friction and drag are used in the momentum transfer analysis

and its presentation instead of the dimensional quantities most often used in riblet studies so as to

mirror the heat transfer calculations, for which the nondimensional forms of the transfer are

necessary. In most riblet studies, the most common format of presentation shows the percent

change in drag due to riblets. If the ribleted and flat plate test sections are tested in the same flow,

so that the density and freestream velocities are exactly the same over each test section, then the

calculated amount of percent change in drag or skin friction will be identical to the percent change
in coefficient of drag or skin friction. However, since it is practically impossible to attain exactly

the same wall temperature in the ribleted and flat plate test sections, the same will not be true of the

convective wall heat flux and the Stanton number. To allow meaningful comparison of this heat

fluxes of the two test sections, non-dimensionalization must be used. To mirror this process, the

momentum transfer calculations are performed and presented in similarly nondimensional form.

6.2. Heat Transfer Analysis

A. Introduction. Stanton number, nondimensionalized convective heat flux, was

calculated from direct measurements of heater heat flux and adjusted to account for back, side, and

radiation losses and wall temperature variation based on an energy balance of the test sections.

Interpolation, extrapolation, and splines were used to calculate the temperature in the pretest plate at

three spanwise positions at the streamwise midpoint of each heater and in the test plate at four

spanwise positions. These temperatures were used to estimate the radiation heat loss via equation

3.8, the side losses via Fourier's law of heat conduction, and using the temperatures at the back
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guard heaters, the back losses again using Fourier's law. These values were then used to calculate

the convective turbulent heat flux at the wall with equation 3.6. Definition 2.29 was used to

calculate Stanton number from this. The solution for the effect of a step rise in temperature on

Stanton number was used to correct these values for the variation in upstream wall temperature.

The choice of the method of measurement was a design decision because of its effect on

test plate configuration. For this reason, the background of and reasoning behind the choice are

discussed in the design Sections 3.2.A., E., and F.

B. Local and Integral Stanton Number. The heat transfer equivalents of local skin

friction and total test section drag can be calculated from the calculated values of convective heat

fluxes from the test sections into the flow. The local Stanton number is the nondimensionalized

form of the local, convective heat flux at the wall, qw:

St =-
U2

pU C (Tw - Te)
P W e(6.14)

This coefficient is analogous to the local skin friction coefficient. A similar coefficient analogous

to the coefficient of drag may be calculated based on the convective heat flux over the entire test

section, Qw:

QJ/A

M e T(6.15)

This coefficient may be thought of as an integral form of the Stanton number. In addition, for the

flat plate case tested in this research, it is equivalent to the average Stanton number over the test

sections. These local and total convective heat fluxes may be found from an energy balance of the

test sections.

C. Energy Balance of the Test Sections. The convective heat transfer at the tunnel wall

was calculated from an energy balance of the test sections. Both an overall heat flux, analogous to

the entire test section drag, and the heat flux of each heated subsection of the test sections,

analogous to the local skin friction, were calculated.

The total convective heat transfer out of the test sections was calculated by considering

them as control volumes and performing an energy balance. The Aluminum plate test section and

the test section heaters were taken as the control volume on which the energy balance was

performed. The Aluminum plate test section of each of the test plates, both the flat and the

ribleted, was the 8-in by 7.06-in rectangle, 0.5 in thick, in the center of the Aluminum test plates

(see the upper left of Figure 3.5). The test section heaters consisted of four of the 2-in by 7-in
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Kapton heaters and the adhesive holding them to the rear of the plate. The heat flux from these

heaters was treated as uniform heat generation in an infinitesimally thin plane located on the

surface of the heaters closer to the flow. The heat transfer out of this control volume consisted of:
"* loss out of the sides, through the strip of foam epoxy insulation into the surrounding

plate, via conduction, noted as Qs;

* loss out of the front, into the flow, via forced convection, termed qw locally and Qw in

total;

"* loss out of the front, into the flow, via radiation, qr; and,

"* loss out of the rear into the insulation via conduction, Qb.
The heater heat flux was calculated from heater voltage and current. The conduction losses were

calculated via Fourier's law of heat conduction from the test section and surrounding plate and
insulation temperatures and conductivities. The radiation loss was calculated from Stefan-

Boltzmann's law of radiation. This balance may be rephrased in equation form as:
4 4 4

YQh =YQi +I(qw +qr )A +Qi
(6.16)

where Qhj are the heater flux inputs, Qji are the losses out of the sides of each subsection, qwi and

qn, are the convective and radiative losses out of the front of each subsection, Ai are the subsection

areas, and Qbj are the back losses out of the subsections.
This equation may be solved for the sum of qwi times Ai, which is equal to Qw. The same

energy balance may be done for each subsection of the two test sections to allow solution for each

qwi, but with low accuracy, since the subsections in each test section are insulated only from the
surrounding plate, not from each other. Further discussion of this issue may be found in

Appendix D.

D. Heater Heat Flux Calculation. Heater heat fluxes were calculated from direct
measurements of heater voltage drops, Vhi, and indirect measurements of heater current, lh,. The

heater currents were calculated from measurements of the voltage drops, Vg, across the shunt

resistors, of known resistance Rshi, in series with the heaters. The two voltage measurements for

each heater are shown in Figure 3.7. The i-th heater heat flux is thus:

Vsh

Qhi = Vhi lh = Vhj lshi= V'hi R'--

sh
(6.17)

E. Conduction Loss Estimation. The heat losses through the back of the test sections

were calculated via a one-dimensional solution of Fourier's law of heat conduction through three

materials from test plate temperature and insulation temperature measurements. Fourier's law of
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heat conduction, as treated for example in Arpaci (1966), relating heat flux per unit area and

temperature:

q=-kVT,
(6.18)

where k is thermal conductivity, can be solved for the case of one-dimensional heat transfer

through three materials a, b, and c, given their conductivities and the temperature before material a,

TI, and after material c, T4, to give:
kT2 - T,=i-k •

Y2 1 (6.19)

where:
k/(y4 - y3) T+ kc/(Y4 - Y3)

k- / /(y3 _Y2 ) +k a (y2 - y ) 4

T2= + k /(y 4 -y 3) kc/(Y4 -Y 3 )
k a / (y2-Yl) kb/ (Y3-Y2)(6 0

y is length, station 2 is between materials a and b, and station 3 is between materials b and c. The

total conduction heat loss may be found by multiplying equation 6.17 by the area of the loss plane.

Applied to the heat loss out of the back of the test sections (see Figure 4.2), T1 is the

temperature at the back of the metal plate and T4 the temperature at the back of the first insulation

layer, material a is the pocket of insulating air, material b the insulation, and c the layer of Silicon

adhesive (see Figure 4.2). T1 can be estimated from the heater heat flux and the test plate wall

temperature and T4 is measured directly by the insulation RTD's. Values of conductivity provided

in the product specifications sheets were used to perform these calculations.

Side loss may be estimated in the same manner as back loss from the test section and

guard heater section temperature measurements. For equations 6.16 and 6.17, material a is the

Aluminum in the test section between the RTD and the layer of insulating foam adhesive, material

b is the adhesive itself, and material c is the Aluminum in the side guard heater section between the

foam adhesive and the other RTD (see Figure 3.5).

For the case of front or rear heat loss from a test section unit to a heated plate guard section,
the same formula as for side loss applies. For heat loss from one test section unit to another, the

formula may be simplified to the one material case.

F. Radiation Loss Estimation. Radiation heat loss was estimated from Stefan-
Boltzmann's law of radiation, equation 3.8. An emissivity of 0.05 was used based on the experi-
mental results described in Singham (1962). The difference between the temperature of the RTD's
near the test wall surface and the actual surface, in general less than 0.050 C, due to the 0.1 -in depth
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of the RTD sensing element beneath the surface, can be included in addition to the uncertainty in

the emissivity in the estimation of the radiation heat flux error as shown in Appendix D.

G. Adjusting for Wall Temperature Variation. The solution for the effect of a step rise

in temperature on Stanton number, as given in, among others, Kays and Crawford (1980), was

used to correct the coefficient of heat transfer values for the variation in upstream wall temperature

via a discrete approximation of the standard formula:

St + 1 (s) S=I~) +J1-( ) AT d )

StAT. Ao

(6.21)

where s is the streamwise distance at which the effect of some upstream variation AT(x) from ATo

is being evaluated.

6.3. Estimating Riblet Effect on Turbine Efficiency

An approximate estimate of the effect of riblets on turbine efficiency can be made from the
test results. Research such as that by Choi et al. (1987), Lin et al. (1990), and Caram and Ahmed
(1989), who have measured up to 13 percent total drag reduction on a NACA 0012 airfoil at a
freestream Reynolds number of 2.5x1O0 due to riblets, indicates that the momentum transfer
properties of riblets on surfaces with curvature are comparable to those measured over flat
surfaces. Therefore, riblets should produce roughly as much total heat transfer reduction on a

comparable airfoil as on a flat plate. Assuming that this reduction in total airfoil heat transfer was

fully attainable on a turbine blade row, the amount of cooling air needed to keep the blade at its

design operating temperature could be decreased by at least the same amount. The increase in

turbine efficiency due to this decrease in needed cooling air can then be estimated from the
approximate amount of decrease in turbine efficiency per percent of cooling air. This loss in

turbine efficiency per percent of cooling air has been estimated by Hawthorne (1956) and

experimentally ascertained by Barnes and Fray (1965) and Nouse et al. (1975) to be between 1 and
3 percent. Using a typical amount of percent turbine cooling, 3 to 5 percent, the increase in turbine

efficiency can then be calculated.

6.4. Test Results

A. Introduction. The measurements of flat plate skin friction coefficient agreed with the

values predicted by the empirical formula equation 2.56 to within the predicted experimental error.
The measurements of the effect of riblets on skin friction and drag validated the particular riblet
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configuration used in the experiment as producing drag reduction below riblet spacing of 30 in

wall units in a similar manner to the thin-element riblets used by Lazos and Wilkinson (1987).

The maximum reduction in drag was approximately 7 percent with an error of ±4 percent at a

riblet spacing in wall units near 15. The measured flat plate Stanton number values agreed with the

values predicted by equations 2.56 and 2.64 to within estimated experimental error of ±1.2 percent

for Reynolds numbers above 7x105 . Below this Reynolds number, measured values were lowcr

than predicted values by as much as 4 percent. However, this is still within the error margin of the

empirical formulae. Convective heat transfer was lower over the riblets for s+ below 20, with

maximum reduction of 5 percent at s+ of 15. This maximum reduction might translate to a 9-

percent decrease in total heat transfer reduction to an airfoil. If this whole decrease could be

realized on a turbine blade row, it might result in a turbine efficiency rise of between 0.15 and 0.75

percent.

B. Effect on Skin Friction. The coefficient of skin friction measured over the flat and

ribleted test sections is shown in Figure 6.1, Effect of Riblets on Coefficient of Skin Friction,

versus Reynolds number. The measurements over the flat plate, plotted as black diamonds, show

close agreement with the values predicted from equation 2.56, plotted as a solid line. Indeed, a

least squares fit of equation 6.10 to this data, plotted as a dotted line, gives results within 1 percent

of equation 2.56, certainly well within experimental error and the uncertainty in the equation. The

measurements over the ribleted plate, plotted as clear diamonds, are less than the flat plate

measurements for Reynolds numbers below about 1.5x106 and greater than for Reynolds numbers

above. These data show more scatter than the flat plate results, as indicated in the lower R value of

the least squares fit of equation 6.10 to them, plotted as the dashed line. Some of the data at lower

Reynolds numbers seem to indicate that a point of maximum skin friction is reached at a Reynolds

number of about 750,000 and that the riblet skin friction approaches the flat plate values with

decreasing Reynolds number. This trend is consistent with previous riblet research. Maximum

reduction is approximately 7 percent at Reynolds number of around 650,000.

C. Effect on Drag. The effect of riblets on coefficient of drag is shown in Figure 6.2,

Drag Reduction of Thin Element Riblets. This graph shows the percent reduction in test plate drag

due to riblets as a function of the average riblet spacing in wall units in the test sections. Four

curves from Lazos and Wilkinson (1987) for similar riblets are shown as in Figure 2.4 for

comparison. The results show drag reduction below s+ of about 30 wall units, with maximum

reduction of 7 percent at approximately 15 wall units. The data in the drag reduction region are

quite close to the results of Lazos and Wilkinson (1987) for the riblet aspect ratio of 0.58 used in

the experiment. The single data point in the drag increase region, at s+ of 55, does not seem to
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agree as closely. However, since time constraints prevented more data points from being obtained

in this region, this trend could not be verified.

D. Effect on Stanton Number. The local Stanton number measurements were subject to

fairly large conduction loss experimental error and showed fairly wide scatter. This error was due

to the fact that the test plate subsections on which an energy balance was used to calculate the local

values were not insulated from one another, merely from the surrounding plate, as discussed in

Section 11.4.B. Due to this error, to which the calculation of the integral or average Stanton

number was not subject, and because they were too numerous to present with any clarity in oae

graph, they are not discussed in any detail in this section.

The measurements of average or integral Stanton number, the calculations of the effect of

riblets on which had uncertainties of 1.1 percent on average and less than 1.3 percent in all cases,
showed reduction in heat transfer due to riblets for Reynolds number below 650,000 and s- below

20. The effect of riblets on Stanton number versus turbulent Reynolds number is presented via the

integral or average test section Stanton number in Figure 6.3, Average Test Section Stanton

Number versus Turbulent Reynolds Number for the Flat and Ribleted Plates. The measurements

over the flat plate, plotted as black diamonds, are uniformly lower than the values predicted from

equations 2.56 and 2.64, plotted as a solid line. However, they are certainly within the error range
of the prediction formulae. The measurements over the ribleted plate, plotted as clear diamonds,

are less than the flat plate measurements for Reynolds numbers below about 650,000 and greater

for Reynolds numbers above. Maximum reduction is approximately 5 percent at a Reynolds

number of around 450,000. The effect of riblets on the integral Stanton number versus riblet

spacing in wall units calculated from the curve fits shown in Figure 6.1 is shown in Figure 6.4,
Effect of Riblets on Integral Stanton Number. The results show heat transfer reduction for s+

below 20 with maximum reduction of 5 percent at s+ of 15. The general trends of this effect are

approximately the same as for the effect on drag, a region of drag reduction and a region of
increasing drag with increasing s+ above this region.

E. Effect on Reynolds Analogy Factor. The effect of riblets on the Reynolds analogy

factor as a function of Reynolds number is shown in Figure 6.5, Reynolds Analogy Factor

Variation with Reynolds Number. The factor variation for the flat and ribleted test sections were

calculated from the least squares power fits of the coefficient data as a function of Reynolds
number. The results for the flat plate, the dotted line, agree to within the error range with the

constant value predicted by equation 2.64. The results for the riblet, plotted as a dashed line,

increase from approximately the flat plate value at a Reynolds number of 5x10 5 to 35 percent
higher than the flat plate value at a Reynolds number of 2.5x 106. These results are quite similar to
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those reported by Lindemann (1985). The variation of the analogy factor with riblet spacing,

shown in Figure 6.6, Reynolds Analogy Factor Variation with s+, was calculated easily from the

fits of coefficient of friction to Reynolds number. The results are the same as for Figure 6.6, with

riblet factor equaling flat plate factor at s+ approximately equal to 20 and 35 percent greater at s+ I

80. No rigorous error analysis of this calculation was attempted.

F. Estimated Effect on Turbine Efficiency. Assuming that the entire 5 percent

reduction in Stanton number could be achieved upon a turbine airfoil, a reduction in cooling air
needed to keep the blade at operating temperature of 5 percent would be expected. For a typical

turbine, this reduction may be 0.15 to 0.25 percent of the total air flow. Using the sensitivity given

in section 6.3, a rise in turbine efficiency of between 0.15 and 0.75 percent would thus be expectcd

due to the implacement of properly sized riblets on turbine blades. Based on an s+ of 15, such
riblets would have to have a spacing of 17 microns. To preserve the aspect ratio of the riblets used
in this experiment, a height of 8 microns and a width of 2 microns would be needed.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. Conclusions

The thin element riblets used in this experiment have been shown to produce drag

reduction characteristics similar to the thin element riblets studied in Lazos and Wilkinson (1988).

They showed a reduction in drag for riblet spacing below 30 in wall units, with a maximum

reduction of 7 percent at a spacing of around 15 wall units.

These riblets have also been shown to reduce turbulent convective heat transfer by up to 5

percent. This range of reduction occurred for riblet spacing below 20 in wall units with maximum

reduction at 15 wall units. The effect of riblets on heat transfer was similar to that on turbulent

skin friction with the exception that, outside the region of heat transfer and drag reduction, the rise

in heat transfer over a ribleted surface versus that of a flat surface with increasing spacing in wall

units was greater than the corresponding increase in drag. One way of restating this trend is that

the Reynolds analogy factor rises from being approximately equal to the flat plate value at s+ equal
to 20 to about 35 percent higher than the flat plate value at s+ of 80. Thus, the rise in drag with
increasing s+ is exacerbated for heat transfer by rising Reynolds analogy factor.

These results indicate that it should be possible to use riblets to reduce the heat transfer to a

turbine blade by approximately 5 percent, thereby increasing turbine efficiency by up to 0.75
percent. Assuming that the reduction in heat transfer over a flat plate due to riblets could be

realized on a turbine blade, a reduction in the amount of cooling air required to cool the blade to
operating temperature of about 5 percent might be expected. Using the calculation method
described in Section 6.3, this reduction might produce a rise in turbine efficiency of between 0.15
and 0.75 percent.

Riblets sized for a typical turbine blade to have the value of s+ found to have the maximum

heat transfer reduction in this study might be produced in the blade thermal barrier coating. The

riblet dimensions in wall units of the measured point of maximum heat transfer reduction in this
study were spacing of 15, height of 7, and width of 2. To produce these dimensions, using the
typical values for turbulent flow over turbine blades given in the introduction, the blade riblets
would need to have a physical size of spacing of 17 microns, height of 8 microns, and width of 2
microns. On a typical turbine inlet guide vane, the thermal barrier coating deposited on the surface
to reduce heat transfer is often around 130 microns thick. A riblet of the correct size for reducing
heat transfer might thus be produced on a turbine blade directly in the thermal barrier coating,
although this study has not addressed the feasibility of producing such a microstructure.
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7.2. Recommendations

The present work indicates that riblets show a distinct potential to increase turbine

efficiency by reducing turbulent convective heat transfer. In general, further research is needed to

corroborate this result and to determine the optimum riblet geometry for maximum reduction. In

addition, for the purpose of validating that these results will indeed be attainable on a turbine blade,

the effects of wall curvature and freestream turbulence on riblet heat transfer reduction need to be

examined.
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APPENDIX A- STATISTICAL AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

TERMINOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY

A.I. Measurement Uncertainty and Error Pronagation

A. Introduction. In the engineering world, rigorous uncertainty analyses are often not
performed. In many cases, this is simply because they are not necessary. For many engineering
purposes, approximate answers are quite satisfactory. However, as engineering fields such as gas
turbine design become more developed, higher accuracy, and so more rigorous uncertainty
analysis, becomes necessary. Since this is certainly the case with this project, an uncertainty
analysis as rigorous and complete as time would allow was performed. Unfortunately, neither the
definition of uncertainty nor its analysis are trivial. Indeed, some latitude exists in both the
classification and analysis methodology. For this reason, the terminology of this analysis is
described along with the method used to calculate error propagation in some detail.

Uncertainty is taken to mean the maximum error which might reasonably be expected. It
is an estimate of the accuracy of a measurement, the closeness of that measurement to the "true"
value. This uncertainty is assumed to be composed of statistical uncertainty, the scatter of the data,
and instrumental uncertainty, the estimate of the total uncertainty inherent in each measurement.
The Student's "t" test is used to form a combined estimate of the total, maximum uncertainty for a
certain confidence level. The statistical concept of data weighting may be used to perform
regression which takes into account this uncertainty.

B. Statistical Uncertainty. The statistical uncertainty, often called the random error, is
the variation of repeated measurements. The most widely used method of gaging its magnitude is
with the square root of the variance, called the standard deviation, Y. The standard deviation is

defined to be the root mean square deviance of the data from the mean:

0- lm [1 (x x- )2]
SN--• Ni=l

(A.1)

where N is the number of observations, xi are the observations, and gt is the mean. For a set of

observations distributed symmetrically about the mean and with the mean as the most likely value,

approximately 68 percent will be contained between gt+a and 9±-o. If the scatter is distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution, as is assumed in all cases here, the standard deviation of a

finite number of observations can be estimated by the statistic s:
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(A.2)

where n is the number of measurements, xi are the individual measurements, and x, the average

measurement value, is the maximum likelihood estimate of the mean.

The Student's "t" test is often used to weight the statistic s to account for the sample size

not being infinite. The weighting value is a function of the specified confidence of the result and

the degrees of freedom, v, the number of observations in excess of the number of parameters

determined from the sample (e.g., when a sample of size n is used to determine the mean, x, the

degrees of freedom, v, are n- 1). The most common confidence level used in physical sciences and

engineering is 95 percent. The weighting value for this level, the 95th percentile point of the two-

tailed Students "t" distribution, is denoted as t95. For v=30, a sample number often chosen as

small enough to be feasible and large enough to allow accurate gaging of statistical value, t95 =

2.04. Once this statistical parameter is known, we may conclude with a 95 percent confidence

level that, for a finite number of measurements with no experimental uncertainty, there exists a 68

percent chance that the true mean of the data, g, will fall within the interval x±t95s.

It should be noted that for observations with inherent experimental uncertainty, the

statistical uncertainty is not independent of the distribution of the experimental uncertainty.

However, since this inaccuracy is conservative, i.e., causes the statistical uncertainty to be over-

estimated, and more importantly, is usually miniscule, it is considered acceptable in general.

C. Experimental Uncertainty. The experimental uncertainty, also termed systematic

error, is the estimate of the uncertainty inherent in each measurement due to factors such as the

total uncertainty of the calibration, the material variation in instrument manufacturing, and

unknowns. It is denoted as b.

Experimental uncertainty may be accounted for in calculations of the statistical parameters

describing a set of data with weighting. If each data point xi has its own standard deviation aj, the

maximum likelihood estimator of the mean is:

E 1O2)

S (A.3)

For the case where the standard deviations for a body of data taken at one condition are comprised

solely of experimental uncertainty, this weighting may be neglected, since experimental uncertainty

is approximately equal for most measurements made under similar conditions. This is not true in
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general for a body of data taken at different conditions, especially when those data points are
themselves averages of sets of data, and so cannot be neglected when performing regression

analyses, as covered below. The effect of the standard deviation of each datum on the confidence
interval of the mean must also be included in any rigorous calculation via error propagation

analysis.

D. Error Propagation. In many cases, and certainly in this case, the parameter of interest

is measured indirectly by calculating its value from other more basic properties. In these
calculations, the measurement uncertainty is propagated through the calculating functions to the

parameter. This may be approximated by the Taylor series methods. Given a dependent variable

f such that:
f = f(Xl, X2' .... , Xn),

(A.4)

with uncertainties in the independent variables Uxl, U,2,..., uxn, the resulting uncertainty in f is:
2 Of)22 ý'f )2'

2 
(A.5)

In strict analyses, the statistical and experimental uncertainty are propagated separately, but in this

study, the decrease in accuracy in uncertainty estimate due to combined propagat'c,, is an order of
magnitude smaller than the uncertainties themselves and so is deemed acceptable in general.

E. Total Uncertainty. For simplicity, a single estimate of the total expected uncertainty is

used. The most widely accepted method, recognized both by the National Bureau of Standards

and industry, is the combination:

u =± (b + t9 5 s),
(A.6)

The parameter u itself, it should be noted, is not a statistical confidence interval because the

distribution of b is both unknown and unknowable by definition. However, as mentioned in
Abernathy et al. (1980), most reasonable assumptions for distributions of b result in u covering a

statistical confidence level of at least 95 percent. Thus, if the distributions of the statistical and
experimental uncertainties are roughly Gaussian, we may conclude with a 95 percent confidence
that the true mean value of a dependent variable f will fall within the interval f±(b+t95s) 68 percent

of the time, where f is the average of fi, b is the uncertainty in f due to the propagation of the
uncertainties of the independent variables xij through fi, and s is the root mean square deviation of

fi from f.
More detailed treatment of this subject may be found in the references from which the

above is derived: Kline and McClintock (1953), Bevington (1969), Abernathy et al. (1980), and
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Moffat (1982).

A.2. Regression and the Goodness of Fit

A. Introduction. The analyses in this study often involved the fitting of an equation to a

set of data. The fits were performed via the maximum likelihood method: the coefficients of the

fit were chosen so as to maximize the probability of the observation of the actual measurements,

assuming a Gaussian distribution. This was performed, as is standardly done, by minimizing chi-

squared, the least squares method. Chi-squared is defined to be the weighted sum of the squares

of the deviations:
2 " [1 (\

["1 2 ( Yi - Y(Xi) )1

(A.7)

where yi are the measurements of the dependent variable, xi those of the independent variable, ai

the standard deviation of the independent variable, and y(xi) the fitting function evaluated at xi. The

minimization of equation A.7 can be performed analytically for fitting functions which are linear in

their coefficients. Single value decomposition was used to avoid the spurious coefficients often

generated by simple solution of the normal equations. In several segments of this study, least

squares fitting was performed for equations which were nonlinear in their coefficients. In these

instances, the solution had to be found by iterative, numerical techniques. The Levenberg-

Marquardt method, as outlined in Marquardt (1963) was used for its robustness and simplicity.

Algorithms from both Bevington (1969) and Press et al. (1986) were used at various points in this

research by incorporation into Fortran programs, In addition, the results obtained from these

algorithms were verified with the IMSL mathematical library of Fortran subroutines. Listouts oi

the subroutines as incorporated into the programs may be found in the listouts in Appendices B, C,

and D.

B. Significant Uncertainty in Both the Independent and Dependent Variables.

Some difficulties arise as to the proper procedure to be taken when the ratio of the standard

deviation of the dependent variable to the dependent variable itself is of the same order of

magnitude as the ratio of the standard deviation of the independent variable to the independent

variable. For this case, rigorous solution via the least squares method is complicated enough to be

considered intractable for most analyses. To circumvent this problem, Bevington (1969) suggests

taking the root mean square of the two deviations and treating that as if it were the standard

deviation of the independent variable in the standard case with zero dependent variable standard

deviation. However, if the units of the dependent and independent variable do not agree, then this
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will be dimensionally incorrect. Two other options exist to obtain a combined uncertainty: use the

root mean square of the percentages of the standard deviations or nondimensionalize the data so

that dimensionality will not enter the problem. The author feels that the former method makes the

most sense and so has used it with the exception of the case where nondimensionalization

produces variable ranges of equal magnitude, which in any event, is equivalent in result to the

former method for monotonically decreasing or increasing functions.

C. X2 Minimization Methodology. For the case where the fitting function is linear in its

coefficients, minimization of equation A.6 is quite simple to perform with standard techniques, but

can produce spurious and occasionally numerically incorrect results. A set of normal equations

may be found by setting the derivatives of equation A.6 with respect to the coefficients equal to

zero. However, these equations are often very close to singular, especially for fitting functions

such as the polynomial used to calibrate RTD's, equation B.3, where the coefficients of the higher

terms may be very small and of opposing sign, so as to cancel each other out delicately. In this
situation, in addition to containing spurious coefficients, the results are subject to large, and to a

great extent, unpredictable numerical error.

A more robust technique uses single value decomposition to force these coefficients to tend

towards zero. Single value decomposition is merely a technique of decomposing a matrix into two

orthogonal matrices and a diagonal matrix. It may be used to decompose the inverse of the

weighted fitting function matrix, mij-1, into an orthogonal matrix usj, the transpose of an

orthogonal matrix, vji, and a diagonal matrix, wk. Using this r thc , in Press et al. (1986), the

solution for the coefficients, ai, of a set of fitting functions Xi is:
n

(u.. bI ii l i .) Vij'

j= 1 . (A.8)

where:
Xj(xi)

m .. =- ( i

iJ

(A.9)

are the error weighted fitting functions, and the error weighted independent variables are:

b. = Y

(A. 10)

The uncertainties in the coefficients may be derived from these equations to be:
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The total uncertainty of the fit may be calculated as a function of the coefficients and the dependent

variables from equations A. 1I using the Taylor series error propagation method.

When the fitting function is nonlinear in its coefficients, minimization of equation A.6
must be performed via an iterative, numerical method. The most widely used and robust of the

techniques available is the Levenberg-Marquardt method. This method is a coupling of two non-
linear iteration schemes, the steepest descent method and the inverse-Hessian method. Both of

these methods use the Hessian matrix, the second derivative of equation A.6 with respect to the

coefficients of the fit, to iterate a solution. The steepest descent method is used far from the

minimum to close in quickly on the general region of minimum X2 where the inverse-Hessian is

used to refine the coefficient estimates nearby. Marquardt (1963) put forth an elegant criterion for

switching between the two methods based on a suggestion of Levenberg, thereby combining the

strengths of each of these methods. Since the solution is numerical, the uncertainty in the

coefficients must be estimated numerically from the x2 curvature matrix. Fortunately, as shown in

Bevington (1969), this is quite simple.

D. Goodness of Fit. The most common and very simple test of the goodness of a fit is

whether the reduced X2 of the fit is less than 1.5. The reduced X2 is defined as X2 divided by the

number of degrees of freedom, v. The reasoning behind this statistical test is quite simple: if the

observed and predicted deviation of the data are approximately equal, the reduced X2 is

approximately one. A more rigorous statement of the test can be made by considering the integral

probability of observing a particular magnitude of reduced X2 based on the Gaussian distribution.

Using this technique, for a reduced X2 of 0.616 or below, with a number of degrees of freedom of

30 or more, at least a 95 percent chance exists that a random sample of data points would yield at

least as high a reduced X2. Similar percentages may be calculated for various conditions for

comparison.
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APPENDIX B- RTD CALIBRATION ANALYSIS AND ERROR ANALYSIS

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

B.1. Calibration and Calibration Error Analysis Methodology

A. Background. The use of platinum resistance thermometers as a standard temperature

interpolation instrument in the range 0 to 500°C was first suggested by H.L. Callendar (1887).

Improvements in the purity of platinum and other construction materials as well as in design and

calibration techniques increased the stability, accuracy, and repeatability of these instruments to

such a degree that they have been used as a common standard for temperature measurements near

room temperature for many years. Indeed, the most recent definition of an international

temperature scale, the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS-68), uses a

particular type called the Standard Platinum Resistance Thermometer (SPRT) as the interpolation

instrument for realizing the scale from -259.34 to 630.740 C.

The SPRT consists of a fine helical coil of pure platinum wire wound around a miniature

X-beam formed from two thin strips of mica, which in turn are suspended in an evacuated Pyrex

or quartz sheath. Most commonly, the resistance of the platinum element is read via a four-wire

measurement such as the current source/voltmeter method used in this experiment. The standard

interpolating equation for SPRTs relating resistance and temperature until 1968 was the original

Callendar equation, with an extra term added by VanDusen (1925):

TDVDT T3V T 1M

100 100 100 100
(B.1)

where:

•TCVD is Callendar-VanDusen temperature,

•R the resistance at TCVD,

•&, the resistance at TCVD equal to zero, usually 100 0,

-a the temperature coefficient at TCVD equal to zero, required by IPTS-68 to be

0.003925 QIQI.C or above,

•8 Callendar's original characteristic constant, typically 1.5, and,

- a characteristic constant added by VanDusen, most often below lxl0-13.

The four constants in this equation are taken to be invariant with temperature, and are determined

by taking resistance measurements at four triple points, usually those of Tin, Zinc, Oxygen, and

Ice. This equation, termed the Callendar-VanDusen equation, was replaced in the IPTS-68 with a

20-th order polynomial. Between the ice and tin triple points, the difference between the two

equations is given by:
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With the use of the 20-th order calibration equation, the SPRT error between 0 and I 00°C may be

as low as lxlO-30 C. A more detailed treatment of SPRTs may be found in Riddle et al. (1973,

1976).

Inexpensive, miniature platinum resistance temperature detectors (RTD's) have been

developed recently in an attempt to retain some of the SPRTs' accuracy and repeatability while

decreasing their expense and bulk. These RTD's consist of a miniature sensing element, a coil or
film of platinum, embedded in some type of epoxy or enamel block. The particular type used in

the present research is described in Section 4.2.A. While the accuracy of RTD's, approximately

0. 1C, is as much as 100 times worse than that of SPRTs, their cost is 100 times less. RTD's

may be calibrated in the same manner as SPRT's.

B. Calculation Methodology. The RTD's were calibrated by using an iterative, non-

linear least squares method to fit the solution of a simplified fojm of equation A. I for temperature

as a function of resistance to a large sample of resistance measurements in the range of interest, 0

to 1000 C.

Unfortunately, the author did not have access to triple point calibration equipment. For this

reason, the RTD calibration was performed by using a least squares method to fit the Callendar-

VanDusen equation to a large sample of data.

A simplified form of the Callendar-VanDusen equation may be solved explicitly for

temperature. The Callendar-VanDusen equation, equation B. 1, is actually a fourth order equation

for resistance as a function of temperature. For convenience, it may be rewritten as:

R(TCVD) = a0 + a, TCVD + a2  + a3  + a4TCVD 2 TýD +al TVD N TVD'(B.3)

where:

ao RO,(13.4)

al R0o (X11 +1 )

$5S)

100
(B6)

Raaf

3 100'
($7)
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and:

a4--

1002
(B.8)

While this equation is quite easy to fit to a set of data, it must be solved numerically for

temperature for a given resistance using some root finder subroutine. In general, however, P3 is

either zero or extremely small (less than lxlO- 13) for temperature measurements above 00 C.

Thus, a3 and a4 are also extremely small (less than Ix10-16), with the consequence that the

contribution of the third degree and higher terms is 10 orders of magnitude smaller than ao. When

solving equation B.3 numerically for temperature, the error introduced by neglecting their

contribution is Ix lO03 °C or less. Since this is two orders of magnitude smaller than the expected

accuracy, it may be ignored. The resulting second order equation is not only simple to fit but also

explicitly solvable for temperature as a function of resistance:
T~Db, -j4Tb2-b3R"',

TCVD 3b (B.9)

where:

b al

2a 2 ' (B.10)

( a, )2 ao,

4a 2  a2(BlI)

and:

b
S(9.12)

To achieve acceptable propagation of experimental error in the calculation of these

coefficients, they must be determined from a nonlinear least squares fit of equaticn B.9. The
coefficients b, are proportional to the inverse of a2. Because a2 is very small, the error in

determining its inverse is quite large. For this reason, the error in TCVD calculated from equation

B.9 using the coefficients determined with equations B. 10 through B. 12 is on the order of 100
percent. Acceptable error in equations B. 1, B.3, and B.9 may be achieved by fitting equation B.9

to the data directly. Since this equation is not linear in its coefficients, this must be done using an
iterative nonlinear least squares fit method. The Levenberg-Marquardt method, as detailed in

Appendix A, was used for this purpose. The program used to perform this is listed in section

B.2.A.
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C. Calibration Equipment Setup and Operation. The calibration equipment included

a stirred, combined heated and cooled, insulated bath of Flourinert liquid, into which all the RTD's

were placed along with the four partial immersion, mercury thermometers. The calibration bath

was a cube approximately I cubic foot in size. The bath liquid, trade named Fluorinert, was a

chemically inert, electrically nonconducting fluid with high thermal conductivity. The bath

apparatus included a heating element used to heat the bath, a mechanical stirrer to ensure uniform

temperature, a tap water inlet cooling element, and a temperature control device. The temperature

control device consisted of an integrated bath thermometer and a temperature setting device to

electrically control the heater. The cooling element was controlled manually with an on/off tap in

the rear of the bath. The walls of the bath, themselves insulated, were further insulated with a

uniform layer of half-inch-thick Styrofoam. The top to the bath opening used during this

calibration was a similar layer of Styrofoam constructed by the author to allow insertion of the four

mercury thermometers, evenly spaced across the bath, in addition to the RTD's, with minimal heat

loss.

At low temperatures, stable bath temperature settings were achieved using the built in bath

heater and cooler, where at higher temperatures, temperature settings only marginally stable, but

stable enough to allow the successful taking of calibration data, could be achieved. The internal

bath thermometer neither agreed with nor tracked with the mercury thermometers and so was not

used to measure temperature. With the stirrer operating, the four mercury thermometers

distributed across the calibration bath read to the same temperature to within their readability and

tracked exactly. For this reason, it was concluded that the temperature variations across the bath

were minimal. At lower temperatures, the heater and cooler could be used in some combination to

set the bath temperature to a desired level, with the bath remaining stable at that temperature for at

least 30 seconds, more than long enough to take data from all RTD's. At higher temperatures,

between 75'C and 100°C, the heat loss from the bath was large enough that no combination of

heater or cooler settings resulted in temperatures that were stable for more than 20 seconds.

Through trial and error, it was discovered that between approximately 5 and 25 seconds after the

heating elements shut off, the temperature of the bath was the stable to within 0.075°C. For

approximately 5 seconds after the heating elements were turned off, the bath temperature would

continue to rise slightly as the element cooled to the temperature of the bath. Only 20 seconds after

the bath temperature had stopped rising, it would begin to drop as the bath cooled. Fortunately, the

software running the calibration data taking operation needed only 5 seconds to load after being

activated and 15 seconds after loading to fully take data. This allowed the calibration data to be

taken in the 20-second period of temperature stability by keying the software to run just as the

heater element turned off. Thus, even though bath temperature was only marginally stable at

higher temperatures, it was possible to ensure that calibration data were taken at constant bath
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temperature.

In the first calibration run, measurements began at room temperature and proceeded to

close to 100'C. In the second calibration, this order was reversed, with no apparent effect on the

results.

D. Calibration Error Analysis. The uncertainty in temperature reading due to the error

of the calibration, both statistical and experimental, was determined via equation A.5 from the

uncertainty in the calibration constants calculated numerically by the programs listed below. An

estimate of the uncertainty in temperature reading due to the effect of the cycling of the tests was

derived from a second calibration performed after simulated temperature cycling. The maximum

difference between the temperatures calculated from the first and the second calibration constants

was used to estimate this uncertainty. The sum of these two values was then taken as an estimate

of combined total temperature uncertainty.
The error in Callendar-VanDusen temperature calculated from resistance and various

calibration constants may be determined using equation A.5. The inverse of the curvature, or

Hessian, matrix used to perform a nonlinear least squares fit of equation B.9 to the calibration data

is the variance of the coefficients. Thus, the square root of this numerically evaluated matrix gives

the errors in the coefficients. Applying equation A.5 to equation B.9, the error in temperature

calculated from equation B.9 due to these errors and the error in resistance measurement is:
• 3i22 2 2 '

2 aT"2 + T2 : •T 2

(B.1O)

where Ub, are the uncertainties calculated from the fit, uR is the uncertainty in resistance:
Jir

•--= 1,

(B.I 1)

0 = 0.5 (b - b R )-1/2,

(B.12)
0Z = 0. R b - 3R)-1/2,Ob3 0.5R(b 2 -b 3 R)' 2

ab32
(B.13)

and:
-YT

--=0.5 b3 ( b2 - b3 R -1/2

(B 14)

A similar method may be used to calculate the errors in the Callendar-VanDusen

temperature calculated via Newton-Raphson numerical solution of the Cailendar-VanDusen
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equation. Equations B.10 through B.12 may be solved for ai to give:

b2 - b2

% b3 3.5)

2 b1

(B.16)

a2=-.,
(B.17)

and:

a3 a 4 = 0 -(B.18)

The errors are:

�u�ao= 2bl)2 2 1)2 2 b 2

I bb23 2

(B.19)
u =N• 2 (2--2 2 ,2bI)2'

33 (.20)

UbbU

a2  2

1,3 (B.21)

The error due to assumption of zero a3 and a4 is contained in these and does not have to be

accounted for separately. The Callendar-VanDusen coefficients and their errors may be calculated

from ai and Uai or bi directly via equations B.4 through B.8:

= 0 , (B.22)

a a - 100a2
a° 

(B.23)

10,000 a2100 a2-a' (B.24)

13=0,(B.25)

UR = ta ' (B.26)
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a- )2 + U2 (122 1002

2 a1 a . 2 a . -2a0) (B.27)

and:

S 10 000 +u 2 ( 10,00 )2 + 10,000a 22'
U) a+ 2 a2 C1o a 2

0a. (B28)

The Newton-Raphson method may be used to solve the formula:

f W 0(B.29)

for x. Rewriting the Callendar-VanDusen equation in this format yields:

f(TcvD)=R0+RoTCVD +R0 a&( TD )-R 0 o5( -X.) -R=0.f TCD)= O R "TCD100 100
(B.30)

The error in TCvD calculated in this manner may be determined from the chain rule to be:

J 2 aTcvD2 2 aTcvD 2 2 (TNvD 2 2TCVD2U~cwD Uo -TR° + u• + U, a8 + uR aR '
(B3.31)

where:

aTCVD Df f -

(B.32)

0 'CVD _ af af

(B.33)

a _s M W(;}.

(B.34)

0(.35)

afv -Roat-2O 2 TCVD/1 0 0 2,
$13.36)

=1 TCVD + TvD o 2

010010 '
(B.37)
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af ROTCD+R08( LCV R 0 a 8( TV

aa 10 100
$1.38)

(100 100 '

(B39)

and:

aJf

(B.40)

Since the computer front end used the numerical solution to calculate temperature from stored
Callendar-VanDusen coefficients, equation B.31 was used to calculate Callendar-VanDusen
temperature error.

As can be determined from equation B.2, in the range 0°C to 1000C, IPTS-68 and
Callendar-VanDusen temperature differ by so little that they may be taken to be the same, with the
difference being taken account of by adding their maximum difference in this range, 0.010C, to the
total maximum error, if the total desired error may be larger than 0.01°C. Thus:

T=-Tis_68 =TCVD (B.4)

and:

UT = UTcvD +0.01.
(1B.42)

To account for the effect of the temperature cycling during data runs, the effect of simulated

cycling was added to the error estimate. After the first calibration had been performed, the RTD's
were subjected to a temperature cycling estimated to be approximately equivalent to that which
they might experience during testing. This cycling consisted of 10 sets of 3 hours at room
temperature and 3 hours at 100'C. After the cycling, a second calibration was performed. The
maximum difference between temperature calculated using coefficients from the first and second
calibrations, that at the highest calibration temperature, was then added to the final, total,
maximum, error, estimate. The program written to perform this set of calculations is listed in
section B.2.B.

9.2. Calibration Programs

A. Nonlinear, Least Squares, Calibration Program. The following printout of

program CURFIT shows the FORTRAN program written to perform the nonlinear, least squares
fit of equation B.9 to the two sets of calibration data taken for the 140 RTD's.
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uom wufit do 30 i-Iqtw

poamsmub(nummaU pt-32)
imw 4k

+ swnefi~ns).aO3),i W3.hlts,(s Kmpb) p -s c
mwa bmpd"aSA^14O) chissyl-.0.

3bw- o 1 call flt(smanams a- i~~~~fl~iy

aminhin s d"1.chior

cbiwjl.0. wyif (,.) CbiRq
doS5.-1.3 c

c~ti+~ 4 iwJK2)**M2MX2)-,(3)ax(jD.
amp. m).0 * SWoa13)lO.*25R(D2*Zb(2-b3)a(D))*
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20 MuemsvW)or~wm )**Zi3)*

do 30 ,.,imu + 9*naW()12*(2 *XIYW)12)*2)
sigmnb(Ia=0. sinwmma3)-*aiW3b(3W)*2

30 ciutuwe
do 35 i-O1,5)@G
do 34 j-l1p cvd2)(a2)-IOD.a(3)Ya )

doMD-1.140aiuncvd ()IDO.aipm(3)Aml*A)
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+ ied-sl00D) 100 fonats(lxfL.3,2xMl.6,2x~ffl3.2..U.6,.2af.3.2xU.6,
wr1f~l1.40) + 2x~f@5)

40 fonmetl ..................................... nI;x 110 conutinu
+ . RID Calibrmti S'.lX. c

+................................ *** .I.x. wntb(1 .12D)
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mead(9:(I.3ynd4I) tsntpa) 140 acatmic

41 Continu
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70 Committe do2Zk.1.Ipma
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do 20 -1,140 + ((tahbAxpdo I .k-4a)),zebj-dwW UkAt)).tab
, mpea3fc).aJ~moa4k(.).a
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210 %v.U3.1J.S14s1U.A13.A1UJ1 dsurrolo

230 condom saw

230 do 124 i-

C do 123 j-1

ClOW10) .u~j.fi~.
dCIO(11) 123 m in

daw123 124 ono

ad Cfind saw powuzuos

c c

c ~do I40j-1.

c do130k-1pro

sub--uin fi~saox~y.@iwy.bxigb~yrikchwW) + 4bqrt(@lp i(jjr*&Ik%1k)))
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C rcdoqoM.0
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call thcftinaka~j(i).b.yf) Soto 100

Yf~it(i OYf) Mdir
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wre(*,) 'Scyi of ng # in~b kmfm, tChr
m- 1. anm=

cuman

B. Calibration Error Program. The following printout of program CALTEST shows

the FORTRAN program written to calculate the final, total, maximum, RTD calibration

uncertainty.

dov(I0)

mal d1.dZ3A4A5.a(Z140).n24l4).dK2.4O).
* uqKI(.40).b(2.I40,3)AbhuiP(I

4
0). do 190 i-1,140
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B.3. Calibration Results

A. Summary. The calibration results showed an average, combined statistical and

experimental, RTD calibration error of slightly under 0.1 VC and good statistical agreement of the

data with the calibration equation. Over the range of resistances and temperatures, the data showed

no hysterisis, little scatter, strong repeatability, and good agreement with the calibration curve. The

average total, maximum, combined statistical and experimental, RTD error was 0.090C, within the

desired range of 0. IC. More than 96 percent of the RTD's had a reduced chi-squared under one,

the value which is usually taken as the benchmark near or below which a fit is considered

statistically reasonable. Approximately 77 percent of the RTD's had both total error under 0. 1 C

and reduced chi-squared less than 0.616, the value for which there exists a 95 percent probability

that a random sample will have as large or larger chi-squared.

B. Full Results. Shown in table B. 1 are the full results of the calibration. For each RTD

are listed:

" j 2 Nv, the reduced chi-squared of the second calibration;

"* aTc,12, the maximum uncertainty in temperature calculated from the second set of fit

coefficients via equation B.9;

* aTcvD2, the maximum uncertainty in temperature calculated from the second set of fit

coefficients via iteration of equation B. 1

* AT 2 , the difference between the maximum temperature measured with the liquid-in-glass

thermometers and that calculated via the second calibration constants from the resistance measured

at that point in the calibration process;

* ATcal, the maximum difference between the temperatures calculated from the first and

second sets of calibration constants;

"* uT., the total, maximum uncertainty given by the sum of aTcai and ATcA;

"* the second set of fit coefficients RO, a, and 8; and,

"* the second set of fit coefficients bi.
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B.3. Calibration Results

A. Summary. The calibration results showed an average, combined statistical and

experimental, RTD calibration error of slightly under 0.1 TC and good statistical agreement of the

data with the calibration equation. Over the range of resistances and temperatures, the data showed

no hysterisis, little scatter, strong repeatability, and good agreement with the calibration curve. The

average total, maximum, combined statistical and experimental, RTD error was 0.09°C, within the

desired range of 0. IC. More than 96 percent of the RTD's had a reduced chi-squared under one,

the value which is usually taken as the benchmark near or below which a fit is considered

statistically reasonable. Approximately 77 percent of the RTDls had both total error under 0.1 0C

and reduced chi-squared less than 0.616, the value for which there exists a 95 percent probability

that a random sample will have as large or larger chi-squared.

B. Full Results. Shown in table B. I are the full results of the calibration. For each RTD

are listed:
"• X2 /v, the reduced chi-squared of the second calibration;

"* aT,12, the maximum uncertainty in temperature calculated from the second set of fit

coefficients via equation B.9;

• aTcvD2, the maximum uncertainty in temperature calculated from the second set of fit

coefficients via iteration of equation B. 1

• AT 2 , the difference between the maximum temperature measured with the liquid-in-glass

thermometers and that calculated via the second calibration constants from the resistance measured

at that point in the calibration process;
• ATcd, the maximum difference between the temperatures calculated from the first and

second sets of calibration constants;
"• UTn, the total, maximum uncertainty given by the sum of GT,,,2 and ATc.i;
"* the second set of fit coefficients RO, a, and 8; and,

"* the second set of fit coefficients bi.
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APPENDIX C- MOMENTUM TRANSFER ANALYSIS. ERROR ANALYSIS.
PROGRAMS. AND RESULTS

C.I. Momentum Transfer Measurement Equipment. Setun. and Oneration

A. Static Pressure. A Setra model 370 digital pressure gage, accurate to 20 Pa, was used
to read static pressure. The accuracy of the factory calibration was verified with Logan Airport
pressure data. The gage was read visually via its LCD display and the results were entered into the
READPRESS2 program before taking velocity measurements. During velocity measurements, if
the reading changed by more than 10 Pa, the program was stopped and rerun with the new value.
In the majority of velocity measurement runs, these changes occurred infrequently and so, it was
assumed, did not compromise the accuracy of the measurements.

B. Dynamic Pressure. Dynamic head of the flow was measured directly with pitot-static

probes and a boundary layer probe via an MKS Barotron, type 310 CD-100, differential pressure
transducer. The transducer was read with a type 170M-6C MKS Barotron Signal Conditioner and
type 170M-27C Digital Readout, accurate to ± 0.08 percent. The readings were performed
through a Graphon, type GO-230 VDT, over a DEC Vaxstation II, running the VMS operating
system, using the FORTRAN 77 subroutine BARATN written by Philip Lavrich and the
FORTRAN 77 program READPRESS2.

The accuracy of the pressure tubing and transducer apparatus was fully verified. The
accuracy of the transducer itself was verified with an inclined manometer. The absence of leaks in
the tubing from the probes to the transducer was verified by overpressurizing the system and
measuring the drop in pressure with time. The effect of the tubing on the pressure readings was
validated as being less than the error range of the instrumentation by comparing readings with and

without the tubing in place.
A pressure variation check algorithm was used to ensure that the transducer was accurately

reading the probe pressure. Due to the length of the tubing between the probe and the transducer,
pressure changes at the probe took several minutes to be fully measured at the transducer. To
ensure that, when the pressure taps were used to switch from probe to probe or the boundary layer
probe was moved across the boundary layer, the true steady-state was being measured, a variation-
check algorithm was built into the program READPRESS2. In the velocity measurement
subroutine AVEPRESS, two sets of the average of ten velocity measurements were taken and
their percent difference written to screen. As the pressure taps were adjusted or the probes moved,
the variation and then asymptoting of the probe pressure to a new steady state value could thus be
noted. When the difference was less than 0.5 percent, it was assumed that steady state had been
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reached, and the actual measurement was taken. This stabilizing process usually lasted anywhere
from 2 to 5 minutes, depending on the magnitude of the change in probe pressure.

The approximation for time-averaged dynamic pressure used in the experiment was the
average of 31 readings taken over a period of approximately 45 seconds. Actual time-averaging
was not used because of the complexity and error inherent in realizing such a process on the
particular equipment used.

C. Turbulent Intensity. Turbulence levels were measured with a TSI, model 1213-20,
hot wire probe via a Dantec, type 56C17, CTA Bridge and type 56C01 Mainframe both

graphically and numerically. Readings were taken visually using a Tektronix, type 555, Dual

Beam Oscilloscope and numerically using the NEC PC described above, running ILS, via a Data

Translation, type DT2821, 20 channel, A/D board.

C.2. Momentum Transfer Analysis and Error Analysis Methodology

A. Introduction. Various momentum transfer boundary layer parameters were

calculated from the velocity profiles measured with the boundary layer probe and the pitot-static

freestream probes. Using Bemouilli's equation, velocity was calculated from the measured

dynamic head and the density given via the state equation from ambient pressure and temperature.

The measured height of the boundary layer probe above the test walls was adjusted for the

effective center displacement due to the total pressure gradient in the boundary layer. The

boundary layer thickness was calculated via interpolation. The momentum and displacement

thicknesses were calculated by numerical integration of the boundary layer velocity profile. The

coefficient of skin friction was calculated from a nonlinear, least squares fit of the log law to mean

boundary layer velocity profiles fore and aft of the test sections. As mentioned in section 6.1 .B,

this technique is a numerical implementation of the Clauser plot graphical method. Coefficient of

drag was calculated by integrating coefficient of skin friction across the test sections. The error

analysis, performed using the methodology discussed in Appendix A, indicated that the results
were good to plus or minus 4 percent, exactly equal to the benchmark value given in Harotinidis

(1989) as what should be expected.

B. Calculating Velocity from Dynamic Head. The measured dynamic head and density

calculated from ambient pressure and temperature using the equation of state were converted to
velocity via Bernouilli's equation. Bernouilli's equation gives:

0 2P0o-P=•-pu .

(C.1)
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The density, p, can be found from the equation of state:

p
"P

(C.2)

where R, the gas constant for air, is given by:

M'
(C-3)

using 9t, the universal gas constant, and M, the molecular weight of air. Thus:

u= 2((9t/M)T P - Pp0
(C.4)

where (P. - P) is the notation used to symbolize the average of 31 dynamic head measurements.

The uncertainty in velocity due to experimental error, statistical uncertainty, and actual fluctuation

of the velocity itself is given by:

2 •
aU2. 2 ýaupap +U(PoP) a(p° _ P) '

(C.5)

where the absolute values of the partial derivatives are:

u 1 (Po- P)'

P (C.6)

and:
1

a(- P)=(2p(P-P))
TP 0 P) 0(C.7)

The errors in p and (Po - P) are:

U 2 2a

u pap 2apW
paP"T~r'(C.8)

and:

u (P. P) -b(p. p) + 2.04 S(po_ p),
(C.9)

where:

•'= / (•M)T,

(C.Io)
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a).p =_ ____

0 (9tNo qý(c.1 1

UP = 20 Pa,
(C.12)

ut. = 0.05 K, (C.13)

b 0.0008 (P- P)

(C.14)

s(p._ p) is the standard deviation of the 31 dynamic head measurements, and the 2.04 factor is the

t95 value for 30 degrees of freedom. The same formulae were used for both freestream and

boundary layer velocity calculation.

C. Calculating Boundary Layer Probe Placement. If a pitot probe is subjected to a

gradient in total pressure in any direction other than parallel to the probe, the effective center of the

probe is displaced from its geometric center towards the region of higher total pressure. As

mentioned in Benedict (1984), this displacement, S., for a square-edged pitot tube can be

described by the empirical formula given by Sami (1967):

5
ec = 1.025 K - 4.05 K,D

(C.15)

for K < 0.3, and:
8
S= 0. 195,D

(C.16)

for K > 0.3, where D is the outside probe diameter and K is a shear parameter defined to be:
D(Au/Ay).

2u

(C.17)

The velocity, u, and the velocity differential, Au, for the experiment were approximately 10 m/s;

the height above the test plates, Ay, was approximately 0.0254 cm; the outside diameter of the
probe, D, was 2.5x10- 2±_5x10-4 cm. Thus, K was approximately 0.01_+0.01, which gives (8,c/D)
= 0.01_±0.01 or 8, - 2.5x10-4 cm. Fortunately, this displacement is tiny for the flow conditions of
the experiment, and so the large uncertainty in its magnitude does not significantly degrade the
probe placement accuracy.

The position of the effective center of the boundary layer probe, the position of the pressure

measurement, can be determined from the distance between the test wall and the lower lip of the

probe, the outside diameter of the probe, and the effective center displacement. The probe
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placement vernier reading, yv, was calibrated with the distance between the lower probe lip and the

test wall by zeroing the probe against the wall to determine the zero distance vernier reading, yvo.

The actual distance between the position of pressure measurement and the wall is, therefore:

Y=(Yv-Yvo )+D+8e.
=12 ec8)

The Yvo was determined before each boundary layer traversal, at which time it was entered into the

program READPRESS2. Before each pressure reading, yv was read and entered into the

program, which then automatically calculated y. The uncertainty in this distance y is

. 2 2uy Yu Y 6cc
(C.19)

However:
u =u =0.005cm,

Yv Yo (C.20)

UD O.0005 cm,
UD (C.21)

and:

u 81 = 0.00025 cm,
(C.22)

so that:
u = 0. 0071 cm.Y (C.23)

D. Interpolating for &. A searching algorithm was incorporated into VPFHT7 to find the

y position with u closest to but greater than 0.99 ue and the y position with u closest to but less than

0.99 tIe. The standard interpolation formula was then used to find the y for u equal to 0.99 u,. The

error propagation formula was then applied to this equation. The simple but lengthy resulting

equation may be found in the subroutine BLCALC in BLCALC.FOR.

An attempt was made to use an alternate method of determining 8 but was halted by

problems with the nonlinear iteration needed to perform it. As mentioned in Section 6, researchers

such as Reynolds et al. (1958) have made the observation that if a least squares fit of the power

function equation 6.3 is performed, then, via equation 2.32, the boundary layer thickness is given

directly by equation 6.4. This method has a much sounder basis than interpolation because it uses

information from the whole boundary layer instead of just two points. However, some

peculiarities inherent in this technique became evident which, although they could possibly have

been worked out given the time, the author felt were reason enough to regard its results with some

suspicion. First, path dependent iteration was necessary to obtain similar initial and final values for

& With iteration, the problem is essentially the minimization of a nonlinear function in one
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dimension, the solution of which is path dependent. An attempt was made to apply the

Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least squares solution methodology. Unfortunately, this was

unsuccessful due to time constraints. Second, when profiles artificially generated from the wake

law with varying percentages of random perturbations were analyzed with the program, linear

interpolation was found to be a more reliable predictor in about 70 percent of the cases. It is quite

likely that this was due to the author's particular methodology, which time constraints prevented

being improved. For this reason, the results of this method are not treated in any detail and not

used in the estimation of Cf.

E. Integrating for 0 and 8". A simple trapezoidal approximation was used to integrate

the velocity profile to determine momentum and displacement thicknesses. For n measurements,

the trapezoidal approximation of equation 2.32 is:
n

8 i-2 2  -I(C.24)

where:

h. (yi - yi-1)
8 (C.25)

and:

U.

e
(C.26)

The approximation for equation 2.30 is:
n0-=Xlhi (gi +gi., ),

8 -22 I,(C.27)

where:

U.
g. U '

e
(C.28)

The uncertainty in the fast integral is
n U2 I "• i f i +' / f - 1 12] 2 (12)2 + l n- 2 ) 2 2 hn 2

S/+8 (.. .) ++ u hi2(hi +hi 1)} +uf (-

(C.29)

The error in the second integral, u0/8, is the same except that g replaces f. These dimensionless

integrals were converted to dimensional form by multiplying by 8, with the resulting dimensional

error given by:
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2 °2

u.O= ' + *

S)() (C.30)

F. Determining Skin Friction. The three methods of using equation 6.1 to determine Cf

were taken: solving it numerically at 8; performing a nonlinear, least squares fit of it to the data

with Cf as the coefficient of the fit; and, performing a nonlinear, least squares fit with both 8 and

Cf as coefficients.

First, equation 6.1 may be evaluated at 8 and solved with a simple Newton root finder by

rewriting it as equation 6.2. This method is referred to by the author, somewhat incorrectly but for

convenience sake, as Coles-Hirst method number one (C-Hi). Unfortunately, the method is

subject to the inaccuracies of determining 8, the inaccuracy of which is detailed above. Since the

slope of the velocity profile in this region is very large, this inaccuracy is quite high. The accuracy

in Cf calculated by C-HI is thus limited to the accuracy of the interpolation for 8 and so its worth

lies mostly as an indicator of the accuracy of the interpolated S. The formulae for the error in this

Cf, derived in the same manner as equations B.31 through B.40, may be found in subroutine

blcalc.

The second method is a nonlinear least squares fit of equation 6.1 with the single

coefficient Cf, denoted as method C-H2. The third method adds the extra coefficient I and is

denoted as method C-H3. As mentioned in Section 6, the latter method was chosen as the most

accurate for four reasons based on the results of a Monte-Carlo analysis. The first is that"

though the tunnel was designed for zero pressure gradient, in general some finite pressure

gradients, albeit very tiny ones, did exist in the test segment due to the discarding of the variable

wall angle design feature and the limitations of wall adjustment. The second method is unable to

account for this. Second, variation in the extra coefficient allows adjustment of the wake law

function to fit the aggregate of data in cases where the value of interpolated 8 is inaccurate. Third,

it was found to be a more reliable predictor approximately 75 percent of the time when used to

analyze wake law generated profiles with random perturbations in a Monte Carlo type analysis.

Fourth, it was found to be more accurate in 100 percent of the analyses of wake law generated

profiles with no random perturbations, especially as the number of generated sample points

decreased. Indeed, fairly extensive Monte Carlo testing of the VPFIT7 program with wake law

generated profiles indicated that this latter method was accurate on average to within 3 percent for

random perturbations in velocity as large as 15 percent and to within 0.25 percent for perturbations

less than 2 percent. For no perturbations, it was accurate to within 0.01 percent for numbers of

generated sample points as low as 8.

"The Levenberg-Marquardt method outlined in Appendix A.2.C was used to perform the
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nonlinear least squares fit. The calculation of the error in Cf determined in this manner was

performed by the fitting subroutines directly using the inverted curvature matrix.

G. Integrating for Drag. Two approaches were taken in determining the Cd from Cf.

The first of these was simple integration using the trapezoidal approximation. The second was

integration using some assumed function. While the trapezoidal method is less sensitive to error

propagation, it tends to overestimate drag. Calculations with the the assumed function method

indicated that this overestimation was negligible.

The ratio of coefficient of drag of the ribleted plate to that of the flat plate is given by

equation 6.7. The integrals of skin friction in this equation must be calculated numerically from

the the measurements fore and aft of each of the two test sections. The first method used to

calculate this integral was a simple trapezoidal approximation given in equation 6.8. Essentially,

the method is just the use of a straight line fitted between the two points to calculate the integral.

Since it is known that the variation of Cf with streamwise distance is not linear, some inaccuracies

are inherent in this method. The calculation of the error propagation through equation 6.8, the

equation for which may be found in subroutine DRAGCALC in the file CALCDRAG.FOR, is

quite simple.

The variation of Cf with streamwise distance is actually closer to that of equation 2.40. If

the function equation 6.10 is assumed to describe this variation, then the constants a and b can be

determined from the two measured values of Cf. Evaluating equation 6.10 at x1 and X2 and

solving for a and b gives equations 6.11 and 6.12. With these constants, the integral of Cf is given

by equation 6.13. However, although this method avoids the overestimation inherent in a linear

approximation, the error propagation due to the methods of calculating the constants overshadows

this.

This error in Cd propagation through equation 6.13 can be determined fairly simply in

steps. If the definitions:
Cf, x

rl-Cf. X2'

f X2 ' 
(C .31)

and:
x2r2 -x-
r2X 1 

(C.32)

are made, equation 6.11 becomes:

In (r,)

In (r2)' (C.33)
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so that"

J 2% 1 br rb
S( In (r,) r 2  In (r2)

(C.34)

where:
-2 2r

2 r 2 (r 1  ,
UU~f . -1U -r1  Cf C uC'• f. AJ Cf, )a ( ucf )'Cx

(C.35)

and:

r2 U) 2 2"
U IU2 (r) 2 (r2)

T2 V Xi x , X 2 x 2  (C .3 6)

Equation 6.12 may be used to derive:

)/2 b 2 U2 b -1 )2 2 2'

U a .4( x i) +' ( bI x b a )I 2(x, (C .37)

With these values, the error in Cd is thus given by:

u2 .u (Ed)2 2 2( -b 2  2 + { X1 bI x)-1 -bIn (x2)

2(C +Yu2 (axi +U ( d a X2.
I -b b I-2

(C.38)

Since the magnitude of this error is fairly large, the use of Cd calculated in this manner is restricted

to a double checking the trapezoidal approximation. The results indicated that the difference

between the two methods was very minor, much smaller than the error propagation through either

equation. The error in the ratio of the drag of the ribleted plate to that of the flat plate is found very

easily from the errors in both drags.

H. Calculating Riblet Spacing in Wall Units. Local s+ is easily calculated via equation

2.15 and 2.11 once Cf is known. The calculation of the error propagation through these two

formulae, the equations for which may be found in the program VPFIT7, is very straightforward.

Since Cf varies quite slowly with x, s+ is approximately constant across the test sections. In

addition, the values of s+ on the ribleted test section are quite close to those on the ribleted test

section. Thus, if we are interested only in an approximate value of s+ to characterize the test results

at a particular test condition, it is quite reasonable to take the average of the four s+'s calculated with

the four Cf's. To extend this to a function of s+ versus Reynolds number for the purpose of

calculating s+ for the Ch measurements, a least squares fit of equation 6.10 can be made to the
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riblet skin friction data. Since this method is based on an approximation which is only good to 5

or 10 percent (i.e., that s+ is constant in the two test sections), no rigorous error propagation

calculations were performed on the curve fit coefficients.

I. Measuring Freestream Turbulence. Several linear calibrations with velocity

measured via the pressure transducer were used to transform hot wire voltage into velocity. A

generalized form of King's Law relating mass flow to the fourth power of the voltage is usually

used to calibrate hot wires. However, the form of the equation is rather inconvenient for simple

least squares regression. Since the item of interest is a small fluctuation, a linear approximation in

a small velocity range is sufficient to resolve the fluctuation at the velocity at the middle of the

range. Repeated linear fits in various velocity ranges can be made to measure the fluctuation over

the whole range of freestream velocity. For linear calibration ranges of 0.7 to 1.0 m/s, the

coefficient of determination R2 was approximately 0.9, close enough to one to consider the linear

approximations reasonable. Furthermore, though the linear approximation will tend to

underestimate the velocity above and below the midrange of the approximation, due to the higher

order variation of the actual curve, the error in the magnitude of the fluctuations above and below

the midrange velocity will tend to cancel each other out. The time-average value of 2 seconds of

voltage data taken at 27 kHz at four different velocities was used for each calibration. The

turbulent fluctuation was then taken to be the root-mean-square fluctuation of the velocity

calculated from 2 seconds of voltage data taken at 27 kHz at the velocity at the middle of the

calibration range.

C.3. Momentum Transfer Anal, Xses Programs

A. Velocity Measurement Program. Listed below are the various program units

comprising the program READPRESS2. The program was used to measure freestream and

boundary layer velocity. The various units include:

- REGDEF.INC and READPRESS2.INC, the two include files used to define the data

structure of the program;

"* DRIVEREAD.FOR, the set of subroutines for driving the program menus;

"* READPRESS2.FOR, the main set of subroutines driving the dynamic head

measurements and performing the velocity calculations;

* AVEPRESS.FOR, the subroutine performing the stability check algorithm and calling

the pressure reading subroutine;

"• BARATN.FOR, the subroutine to read the transducer readout; and,

"• DRV 11 .MAR, the transducer interface handler used by BARATN.FOR.
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REGDEF.INC:EN

"C REGDEF.INC: Dormithict tuw~d for acamfuu dnicm mgim SUBROUTINE TO INITIAILIZ13 PROGRAM VARIABI.ES AND CONSTANTS
"Cm totu QboTu& 1ismu~mw tmu bb IANKed with dw awo uh
"C in RV I I MAIL Routnks. MAPQB. mum -c aldW befa.
C accamet ammkn mgaipu. MsAPQB cmess. Nap to ft Qbma.
"C VO spae pin t vima addmee forth d~evic regims. ak SUBROUTINE KNIT
"C COMMAON /REGS/.
C INCrLUDE `RHADPRESS. INC

ffMGR*4 RICSRIOUDRII. CARACTERI1 TEST

I DRVI I vegifmwr .fremu
I DR2CS. m)R2OU. DR21N.CALMPB
2 DRVCS. DRVOU. DRVIN. 1.GTU
3 HCSRA. HDORA, HCSRB, HDBRB, KG.RF

4 HCSRC. HDHRC, HCSRD. HDBRD I)A) N
COMMON IREGS4 DfICSDRIOU*DRIIN GPEN(UNrrLE.P0Jý?ATA.DAr.STATUS-'NEW')

I DRl ngism" o SCm~l #I VIRIWr9.S)
I DR2CS. DIC2OU. DR2IN. 5 POMATXI(IX.* READI'RESS MKS BARATRON PRESSURE

I DR2 ,egixf fc. Scw'alw# 2 READING ...
2 DRVLS, DR YOU. DRVIN, #)f

DRV teaima~ for Tt*rnear ENDIV
3 HCSRA. HDRRA. HCSRR, HDBRE.

DRJmisfr fo flsa 6 WRnUE(.-) 'ENTER ATMIOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN PASCALS'
4 HCSRC. HDRRC, HCSRD, HDBRD READ)(-.) PO

I(fxwt: DRV II-J hua 8 mg) SIGMAPO-0.0002PO
INTL~GER*2 GETREG WRITE(*.,) 'ENTE.R ATMOSPIERIC TEMPERATURE IN CEI.CIUS'
EXTERNAL GlITREG REF.W**-) TO

IFunctiont to iced a devic m&Wf TXOTO+273. IS
SIGMAT"~.0S

SIGMARHO-SQRT((SIGMAP(R-TO))-2.(SIOMATO.POAR.TO-2))-.
2)

WRIE(*,I0) PO.SIGMAPO~TO.SIGMATOJlHO.SlGMARHOREAD RE~S I~r.IF (PLAG) WRTTE(9.1 0) PO.SIGMAPO.TO.SIGMATOy.R1OSIGMALRIIO
READP ESS2INC:10 PORMAT(/.IX.To =.E14A,6 +/-%E14.6,1Paj,

& IX.'To -'P9-.Z /-. 4.2. Degwa KeIýW`J.
& IX.Rluo ='.P8.6: +/V^P46, KgWn3V.)

* READWEFSS.INC- comnno block lide fr. READPRESS2 *WRflF(*.) 'ENTER R TO REDO RETURN TO CONTINUE'
........................................... READ(*.II) TEST

I II PORMATIAl)
PARAMETFR(R-237.0379) FP (TEST EQ.Rt) GOTO 6
COMMONIFLAGS/ FLAG TYPE 13
COMMONIATM/ RHO. SIGMARIIO. PO, SIGMAPO, TO. SIGMATO 1S IVRMAT(IX.READPRESS: VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS WITH1 THE
COMMON/SEGDESCRlI TSIS.TS2S,TS3S.TS4S BARATRON'/,
COMMON/MISCI DUMMY & IX:MAKE SURE TI-E BARATRON IS SET To READ ICPA/JIX

+ AND THAT ThE RANGE I IEAD muLT~IFER IS SET TO 0.1')
REAL RIIO.SIGMARJIO.PO.SIGMAPO.TO.SIGMATO RETURN
REAL. tHAD.SIGMAHEAD.VP.L,SIGMAVIIL.SIHEXCP END
REAL SIONSTAT
INTEGER IJIC
CAh&R1ACE*20 TSIS.TS2S.TS3S.TS4S ......................................................
CHARACTER*I DUMMY *SUBEROUTINE TO STORE TIM TUNNEL CONFIGURATION DATA
LOGICAL 14-AG ......................................

SUBROUrTINE CONFIG

INCLUDE 'EDRS.N

DRIVEREAD.FOR: TSIS-.IPO0YTSEGMENT
TS2$.`TST SEGMENT`
TS33S1 ST 1 FOOT SEGMENT

............................................................ *.. TS4S=2ND I POOT SEGMENT'
D*IVEjAj)OR CO0TO IC0

* A PROGRAM TO TAKE VARIOUS PRESSURE READINGS I WRITE-.10)'IST
WITH THE MKS HARATRON. STORE THE DATA, AND CONiVERT 10 PORMAT(IX.ENTER 20 CHARLACTER STRING DESCRIBING THE 'A31.

* PROBE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS TO VEaoary I UNNEaLSEGMENT APTEETHE3 FOOT SEGMENT:')
15 FORMAT(A2O)

* REQUIRES: BARATNJIOR *READ(*.IS5) TS2S
DRVII.MAR *WRnTE(.,l0)'2NDV

* READPR&SS2.FOR *RPAW(.15) TS3S
* ~WRITEC.1O) 3RD`

WRrTTF.N BY11iM ST()NE 9/16/99; REVISED 1211l3/699 RFAD( .I5) TS4S

............................. .. *...............*. WRITE(,.20) TSIS.TSS. TS3S, TS43
* 20 PORMAT(JIX,rUNNEL CONF1GURATIGN:J,

PROGRAM DRIVIREAD & 6X.'PIRT: '.2J.6X:SECOND: '.A20J.6X.1VIIRDt '.A20J.
& 6xyOURTH: 'A20.6

* INITAIX/F PROGRAM T*YPE 25
23 FORMAT(IX.JENTER R TO REDO, RETURN TO CONTINUE))

CALL KNIT READ(,.30) DUMMY
30 FORMAT(AI)

flITALVZ TUNNELD CONFIGUJRATION DATA FP (DUMMY.EO.R) 00Th I

CALL CONFIG IC0 IF (FLAG) WRITE(9.20) TSIS. TS23. TS3S. TS43

* CAIL UP TFIE MENU DRIVER RETURN
END

CALL MRNDEV
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... .. *o .. o ... # ...o .. o ... 0SUBROUTINE TO TOGGLE THlE WRITE TO FILE OPTION 014CFF
- SUBROUTINE TO DRIVE THE3 MAIN P"OCEAN )NEW o

0 SUBROUTINE TDOGWRITOPILE
SUBROUTINE MENDRY

o INCLUDE R.EADPRESS.DiC
IrNaLUDE REkDURESS.INC`
INTEGER CHOKE I PIAG-.NiOTJ'IAG

oI TYPE 10 IF (FLAG) ilIEN
10 PI3RMAT(IXREADI'RESS: MAIN MEXU'JIX. OPTdON

A ----------. x Ol'EN(UNrr9.STATUS-`UNKNOWN`)
* 'I: TAKE VELO3CITY MASUREMENrj.IX, ELSE
* -2; TAKE EIL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT'y.1X, OPT-low
* '3: CHANGE WIND TUNNEL CONFlOURATIONJ.1X. C1.OSEaUNlTrq)
* 4* TOGGLE WRITE TO PILE OPTION'J.1X, ENDIP
* 1: EXITrPROGRAMoj/.IX.o
* E~NTER MENU CHOICE (I -SY) WRITBIWS) OPT

READ(-.2D) CHOICE 3 P3RMIAT(IX.IIIE WRITIE TO PILE OPTION IS TOGGLED '.A3J.
20 FORMAT(12) a IX.XcNMa R TO RETOGGLE. RETURN TO CON'11NUE)')

* REAIX.10) DUMMY
IF ((CHIOICE.GE.1)AND.(CHOICRLLE.4)) THEN 10 FOMAT(AI)

IF (CHOICE EQI1) THEN W' (DUMMY.EQ.-R) GOTO I
CALL VELMEAS

ELSEIF (CHOICELEQ.2) THEN RETURN
CALL BLMEAS END

EL.SEIF (COIDCE.EQ.3) THEN
CALL. CONFlO

ELSE
CAll TOGWRITOPILE

ENDIP
ELEP(CHOICE.EQ.S) THEN READPRIESS2.FOR:

GOTO 1000
ELSE

TYPE 30 **** . . .
30 P)RMIATIX.'INVALID MENU CHOKER- ENTER ONLY INTEGERS ADRflO-
FROM I TO 5) oRAPES.O

ENDIF * WRITTEN BY TIM STONE 9116A19

I00 COF (FLAG) a.OSE(UNIT=9) ooooo*ol*Ioooooo"oo

............................. ....................-....... .oo.......o.oo- o...o

END *SUBROUTINE TO READ THE NECESSARY PRESSURES AND OUTPUT*
:,ND.RESULTING VELOCITY AS CHOSEN IN VELMEAS.,.. ~o

SUBROUTINE TO MEASURE WIND VEL.OCITY IN THE CENTER OF EACH SUBROUTINE REAflVELMESG)

OF THE FOUR TNESGMTSIMFUCIT INTEGER*2 (I-N)
TUNNEL ,iwr..INCUJORREGDFF.INC

.-* ......... o.. o~... o.... .....o-- ......oooINCLUDE READPRESS.INC
CHARACTER02D TSEG

SUBROUTINE VELMEAS CAAM0 TP

INCLUJDE'REPADPRESS.INC 1-25
INTEGER CHOICE 10 WRITIE010) 13EG

10 PORMAT(1XOPEN THE PRESSURE VALVES POR THE ',A20J,
I WRITE(0 10) TSIS. TS2S. TS3$. 1543 & IX.'(PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUHY)

10 inRMAT(I X,'READPRESS: VELOCITY MEASUREMENT MENUV, IS PRMAT(AI )DUM

"a IX.I:,'A30j, 16 CALL AVEPRESS(HEADSIGMAHEADSIGHEXPSIGHSTAT)
"a IX:3: A20J,
"a IX:3: 'A201 IF (HEAD.LT.0.0) THEN

"a I X:5. RETURN TO MAIN MENUX 22 YP 2
"a IX-ENTER MENU CH0ICE (I -S) 25 PORMATIX.F.RROR READING VELOCITY- NEGATIVE DYNAMIC

READe,2D) CHIEHEAD-J.
20 FORMAT(I2) & IX,'ADORT. TRY AGAIN, OR CONTINUE? (A. T. OR C))

RFAD(0.IS) DUMMY
IF (CHOICE EQ.I) THEN IF (DUMMYEQ.Tr) THEN

CMIL READVEIXTSIS) GOTO 16
ELSEIP (CHOICELEQ.2) THEN ELSEIF (DUMMYEQ.'A*) THEN

CALL READVEI4T2S) E REF TURN
ELSHIP (CI4OICE.EQ.3) THEN ESW(DUMM4Y.EQ.C) THEN

CAL.L READVELMT3S) HEAD-A ESUIEAD)
ELSEIP (CIIOICE.EQ.4) THEN ELSE TYE0

CAI L READVEL(TS4S) 30P 30MTI.NTRA ,ORCOL'
ELSEFP (CHOICEEQ1.5) THEN 30P0MTOXENE 22T R Nr

ELSE OT o 
NI OO2

TYPE 30 ENDIF
30 RORMAT(IX.INVAL.ID MENU CHOICE. ENTER ONl.Y INTEGERS VLSR(OELRO

00OM I IO SIOMAVEL-SQRT(SIGMARIR)O*2*IIEArll(2-.RJItO.3).

ENOIP & SIGMAHEAD"/210 RHOIIERAD))
SIGHSTAT-I00.*SIGHSTAT/FHEAD

IODO R71JRNSIGHEXP=10.*SIGIIUXP/lIEAD

ENDWRITEX-.35) TSEG, VEL. SIGMAVEL, SIGOISTAT, 5101330'
33 PI3RMAT(IXN'ELOCTrY IN THE .AMO. *%1`11-4, +/- ',P7A.

........... *o ....... -o... ...... ...... a& 'M/S'jX,STAT. ERROR - '.F86.%' J.E3'. ERRtOR
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A '(ENTE.R Rt TO RETAKE THE MEASUREMENT. RETURN TO WRDfE(.,180) YM(INUM).YA(INUM).SIGYM.SIGYA
CONTINUED) 130 POlMAT(IX.-YM.YA -'.2PI0.6. +/- '.310h..CM.'j.

READ(.IS5) DUMM-f & I X'ENTER It TO REGO. RETURN TO CONTINUAr)
IF (DUMMY.EQ.-R') GOCTO 16 RBADV.140) DUMMY

IF (DUMMY.EQ.Rt) GOTM150
IF (RLAG) WRfl'E(,40) TSEG.HEAD.SIGMA~iEAD.VELSIGMAVEL

40 FORMAT jXVELOaI-Y MEASUREMENT IN TME 'A20::J.IX. 190 CALL AVFMSS(HEAD.SIGMAHERAD.SIOHEP.SIG~iSTAT)
* DYNAMIC HEAD - *.E12.4.'+/- '.E12.A PASCALS'j.X. IF (HEAD.LT.OA0) THEN

& VFJ.CTTY .* PEA: +/- .F7.4: M/Sj 2W0 TYPE 210
*210 FORMA711X.-ERROR READING V.I.OCITY- NEGATIVE DYNAMIC

RETURN HEAD'J.
END & IX-IRY AGAIN, NEW POSITON, ABORT OR CONTINUE?.

*A X T. N, AORC))
* READ(.,140) DUMMY

............................................. IF (DUMMY.EQ.T) THEBN

* SUBROUTINE TO MAKE BOUNDARY LAYER VELOCITY MEASUREMEN *GOTO 190
.................. o ........... ................... EL.SEW (DUM.MY.EQ.N') THEN

* GOTO 150
SUBROUTINE BLMEAS EL.SEFP (DUMMY.EQ.*A!) THEN

* CLOSE(10)
IMPLICIT WM~GER*2 (I-N) RETURN
ENCIIJOB REGDEP.INC ESEIF (DUMMY.EQ.-C) THEN
INCLUDE ?READPBESS.INC HEAD-ABS(HEAD)
REAL X.YM(019).YA(99).,ZSIGX.SIGYM.SIGYA.SIGZ ELSE
INTEGER NAVO TYPE 220
CHARACTER*I SIDE 220 FORMAT(I X.ENTER T. N. A, OR C ONLY)
CHARACTER30D PNAME GOTD 200

ENDIF
SIGX-0.005 ENDIF
SIGYM-0.005
SIGZ-0.005 VELýSQRT(2.0-HEAD/RH-O)
SIGYA-SQRT(2.)SIGYM SIGMAVELSQRT(SIGMARHO-2IIEAD/(2.'R1403)I

* & SIGMAHEAD-:21(2.*RHOHIEAD))
TYPE I SIGHSTAT-100O.SIGHSTAT/HEAD

I FORMAT(IX:OI'EN THIE BtL PROBE PRESSURE VALVE AND THEd. SIGHF{XP.I0.*SIGHEXP/ti4AD
"A IXAPPROPRIATE STATIC PRESSURE VALVE-J,
"& I X.'(RESS RETURN TO CONTINUED) WRn-E(-,230) X.YA(INUM).Z.VEL.SIGHSTAT.SIG1IEXP

READ(-.140) DUMMY 230 R)RMAT(IX.BL VELOCITY AT,3'NIA, INO4E.S -'PSA. WSJ.
* & X.ISTAT. ERROR - .FB.6. %'J.-EG. ERROR =JFgh: %'J.

IF (FLAG) THEN & 1X.XENTER R TO RETAKE. RETURN FOR NEW Y POITION. 'J.1X.
TYPE 10 &*MFOR NEW X7.ZPOS.. S POR NEW SIDE, ETO ENDY)

10 PORMAT(IX,'ENTER TEL VEL DATA FILENAME) READ(-.140) DUMMY
READI*.2L1 FNAME IF (DUMMY.EQ.R) GOTO 190

20 PORMAT(A20) IF (FLAG) THEN
OPEN(UNrr=10.FILE.ANAESTATFUS=N;EW) WRITE(9.2A0) INUM.YM(INUM).SIGYM.YA(INM).SIGYA.JIAD,
WRrrtEI0,30) PO.SIOMAPO.TO.SIGMATO.RHOSIGMARHO M IMAJIEAD.VEL.SIGMAVEL

30 PORMAT(IX:PO - E46 1 E46 ~.XT .240 PORMAT(J.IXI2.4(2X.P3.6).3ZX.EI124).2(2X.FBA))
+ P8.21 I42. K.X'RHO -.. 6 -. F, WRrITl0,250) INUM.YAGINUM).SIGYA.VIEL.SIGMAVEL

- KGIW3'.) 250 RJRMAT(IX.12.2XYFB.6.2X.F8.6.2X.P7A.2X77.4)
ENDIP ENDIF

* INUM-INUM.1
40 TYPE 50 F (DUMMY.EQ.M4) GOTO 90

50 RIRMAT(IX.'A(FLAT) OR R(RIBLETED) SIDE? (ENTER A OR B)) IF (DUMMY.EQ.S') G07TO 40
READ('.140) SIDE IF (DUMMYEQ.-E) THEN
IF ((SIDE.NE.'A`).AN14DSIDE.NE.'B') THEN RETURN

TYPE 60 ELSE
60 PORMAT(IX.ENTER A OR B ONLY) GOTO 150

0OTO 40 ENDIF
ENDIP
WRITE(-70) SIDE END

70 R)RMAT(IX,*SDE -. AIJ.IX.
& '(ENTER C TO CHANGE, RETURN TO CONTINU)')

READ(-.140) DUMMY
IF (DUMMY.EQ. C) GOTO 40
IF (FLAG) THEN
WRITE(9.30) SEX AVEPRESS FOR:
WRfEIT.30) SIDE

30 RIRMAT(J,1X,'* BL MEIASUREMENTS ON SIDE '.Al. ' *j) .**..*.*.....*.. .*..... **........o~ ... o ......... o ... .

90 TYPE 100 AVEPRESSPOR-
100 ORMT(IX.TITERXO.O.MPOS.OF HE t. POBEIN M:)A SUBROUTINE TO TAKE VARIOUS PRESSURE READINGS

100PORAT(X.'NTE X.YO20 OS.OP HEEL ROB INCM.) WITHTHmEMKS BARATRON. STORE THE DATA, AND CONVERT
READ(*.I 10) X.YM(0).Z* POEPESR EAUEET OVLCT

110 PORMAT(3F105)PRBPRSUEMAUENTTOVLCY

12 INUM. 0)XY(0..IG.IYMSG1 SUBROUIYTNE TO TAKE AN AVERAGE PRESSURE READING
12D~~~~~~~ W**.3)XY()ZIXIGMSG .. o...oo~ ........... o . .....**.............

130 PORMATXIX.XO.YO.ZO-'.3F0.5.' ,,.'.3F3.5.' Odd.
& IX'(ENMB Rt TO REDO, RETURN TO CONTINUEY) SUBROUTINE AVEPRESS(HFAD.S1GMAHEAD.SiGtIUXP.SIGHSTAT)
READ(.140) DUMMY

140 PORMAT(AI) IPII NEE* IN
IF (DUMMY.EQ.'R') GoTrO 90 OELCTITGR IN
IF (FLAG) THlEN4 REAL PRESS(35)

WRITER(9,145) X.YM(0).Z.SIGX.SIGYM.SIGZ INEE TEST.DPA
WRflE(0.145) X.YM(0).ZSIGX.SIGYM.SIGZ CHARACER IEADFESS.INC

ENDIP INCLUDE REGDFW.INC
145 FGRMAT(IX.'XO.YO2D.?h'.3PI0.5. +/- '.3PLS: CM.') ICLUDE IMAPQB()

150 TYPE 160
160 FORMAT([IX.'ENTER Y POS. IN C3A. ITER.0

READe.I170) YM(INUM) I1OAL.1

170 PORMAT(PIOJ) I PRESS(1).0.

YA(INUM)-YM(INUM)-YM(0) DO 101.1.10
CALL BARATN(ISTAT. IREMOT. IOUT. MEXPN)
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PR115(3 )-PES5(1).100.*PLDAT(I0U)I.rr (H.IOOAT(EMN)Y10. 10 IN - 0ETREGO(HDBR)
It0 CONETINUE IF (C4E10 AND. IN) SR1. 0) (30 TO 10

V1.4QRT(ASS(1.0P3ESS(I)WRHO)) IP5STWAIF OR)IWWONB341
is PRESS(I1.0. I I 4 IN- ETREG(HD)MR

DO020 1-1.10 1 TEST BT 3&11 FR~f DATA READY PULSE
CALL BARAThCISTAT. IRRMOT. lOUT. 1EXPON) IF (C40010 AND. IN) EIQ. 0)100 TO I I
PR115(1 )-PRESS(1).1000.*FWAT(1OUT)010.G'LOAT(ELXPON)YIO. I WAIT TILL & I1I3IS1HIG

20 CONTINUE IDIJIA - GETREG(11)3A)
VELSQRT(ABS(.0-PRBS30M)RHO)) I READ DATA FROM DATA BUFFER A
V2.(VEL-VI)#VEL IBUFE . CETREGO(HBRB)
V2a%00.V2 I READ DATA FROM DATA BUFFER B
WRITE(.30) VEL.V2 C

30 pORMAT(IXBARATEON VELOCITY READING - ISA. .%Jt.IX. C CONVERT THE DATA FROM BUFFER A
+DMLTAV -'.M3. %'d.1X.REflJRN-1 SANRESLOJ31,T-TAJCE DATAI C

flER-WrrMl IACC . 7X AND. ISUPA
Fp (nuR m.LIOOAL) THEN 14 LSS = do mi digk
READ(-.(AIY) DP~ IBUPA - MUFAtl0X

HLUE I Sh ifjtA&4 bib
VI-VEL IACC . IAa * I0CrFX.AND.I3UPA)
00703 5 I Noot 4bib mil diit

ENDIP IBUFA - [3UFAI10'X
F (DPEQ.T) MhEN Sk rI aig 4 bibm

lACC . [ACC + I00CP7XAND.IBUFA)
lEAD-0. I NmzI4 bif 1001s ajt
SKIGSTATO0. MUFA - IBUPA/101X
SIGFIEXP-0. I Shif A&Ji4 bia
D0401-1.31 [ACC - [ACC + 100I(PX.AND.IBUWA)

CALL BARATN(ISTAT. IREMOT, KIUT. IEXPON) INon 4 bits m IO~ digk
PREsS().I000.-FLAT(IOUnIVI.--(FLOAT(IEU

9
N)) C .

HEAD=IIEAD.ABS(PRESS(I))/31. C CONVERT THE DATA PROM REGESTER 8
SIGHE-.SIG*IEXP.(0.001PPRESS(1Y31.)02 C

40 CONTINUE C TEsTBfl'B-14(IOKBMI
SIGHEXP.SQRT(SIGHEXP) C
DO050 1-1,31 IF (C40(110 AND. IBUFF) NE. 0) IACC - [ACC. (1000

SIGHSTAT-SIGHSTAT.(PRESS(I)-HEAD)*-2130. C
50 CONTINUE C TEST POLARITY (BIT 10.1.)

SIGHSTAT-SQRT(SIGHSTAT) C IF NEGATIVE POLARITY, NEGATE RESULT
SIGMAHEAD-2.04-SIGHSTAT+SIGHEXP C

IF ((20010 AND. IBUFB) EQ. 0) IACC - -IACC
ELSE C
VI -VEL C PUT RESULT IN IOUT
IF (DP.EQ.-S) THEN C

IOOAL-10 MOIT - lACC
ELSE C
IGOAIl- C CHECK IF THERE IS AN ENCOUJNTER OF OVERRANGE.

ENDIP C
lTER.0 IF ((1000010.AND. IBUFB).NE.0) ISTAT - ISTAT + 2

GOTO IS C
ENDIF C CHECK WGOOD DATA BITB-12 IS MGH

RETURN IF ((100010 AND. IBUFB).EQ.0) ISTAT - ISTAT. 1
END C

C NOW DECODE EXPONENT
C

331113. 3111'.AND.'17770 ! ONLY LOOK AT BITS 0.9BARATN.FOR: IF (IBUFB.EQ.I1776O0) THEN
MXPON -.

ELSE IF (IBUFB EQ. '1775-0) THEN

SUBROUTINE BARATN(ISTAT.IRMOT.IOUT.IEXPON) ]EXPON - -7
C SUBROUTINE TO READ MKS INSTIblENTS BARATRON PRESSURE ELSE IF (19111' EQ. '177310) THEN
C READOUT VIA THE DRV11J HIGH DENSITY PARALLEL INTERFACE EXPON - -6
C - C C ELSE IF (181"1 EQ. '176r0) THEN
WRITTEN BY PH-ILIP L LAj(5j 7Jn9j35 1E7PON - -2

C- - - -- CELSE IF (IBUFB EQ. 17570) THEN
IMPLICiT INTEGER*2 (I-N) MEXPON- -I
INCLUDE REGDHE.INC ELSE IF (IBUFB.EQ.'1737'0) THEN
Dcmx fix mpp to 1,. im EXPO -IN = 0
14IEER-4 STATUS, LIBSWAIT ELSE IF (13111' EQ. '1677-0) THEN

c IEXPON -.-9
C SET CONTROL STATUS CODE FOR ALL REGISTERS ELSE IF (IBUFB' EQ. 1I5770) THEN
C IEXP0N -- 5
1 ISTAT -0 ELSE IF' (IBUFB EQ. 1I37M0) THEN

CALL CLRREO(UlCSRA) IFJO'N --.4
CALL a.RREG(HCSRB) ELSE IF (I BUFII EQ. '7770) THEN
CALL CLRREG(IICSRC) IKIO'ON - -3
CALL CLRREG(4CSRD) EISE

c I rsRROR CODE 4, W(PONENT NOT RECOGNIZED, SET EQUAL TO 0
C CHECK IF MKS NEEDS PULSE TO INITIATE DATA CONVERSION IRXPON - 0 1 SET EXPONENT-0
C ISTAT . STAT +4 ISIITERROR CODE 4

IF (IRFAMOT.NR.) THEN END IF
IPULSE TO INITIATE CONVERSION C

CAL L PUTREG(I.HDERC) RETURN
STATUS - USSWAMT(.1) END

10.1 Secmwd
CALL. PUTREG(0,HlDBRC)

C END IF DRV I 1.MAR:
C GET DATA IN REGISTERS A AND 0
C
"C WAIT POR DATA READY STOlE TO CO LO, THENI WAIT FOR HIGH TITLE DRVII-HANDIAR
"C THIS ENSURES NOT TAKING THE SAX& READING OVER AND OVER L.IBRARY /SYSSLIBRARY LIB/ NEEDED FOR 530730(3W
C
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HIS DEFINES TNE COMMON BLOCK WITH DEVICE ADDRESS ADDL3 #2.R4,SDRVOU
AND CONTENTS ADDL3 ",R4.SDRV IN

.PSECr QBUS S*K13 SAXFFPPPMO.NDRJ-QBA.R4
PIC,OVR.REL.GBL.SIIR.NOEXE.RD.WRTJLONG Agbai kr DEVI I -J

DRIADO: BDLXL I Scan valve measi ADDL2 SASEAD.R4
DR2ADD: BDLKL I Scut valeiw masface MOVW R4.SHCSRA ;STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POR CSRA
DRVADD: .BLKL I Traversernokfice ADDL3 "4.RSHDBRA ;STrOE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE 10 SUF, A
DRIADD: BLXI. I Dhswitu karfasce ADDL3 M4R4.SkICSRD STIORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE CSRD

ADDL3 6.R4.SHDBRB :STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE 10 SUP. B
fluin wre tlu adtpd aiese for the duice megsts ADDL3 MUR4SII(SRC ,MORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE CSRC

ADDL-3 N110E4.SHDDRC ;STOEE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE 10 SUF. C
.PSEcr KEGS ADDI-3 012,14.SH1CSRD ;STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE CSRD
P1C.OVKRtELGDL.SHR.NOEXE.RD.WRTJLONG ADDL3 #14)t4,Sl-[DBRD ;STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE 10 SUP D

SDRICS: BLKI. I Scan vsdw Iattsfac
SDRIOU; BLKI. I MOVI. #DRL-QDA.DEIADD
SDRIIN: BLXI. I MOVI. SDR2-QBA.DR2ADD
SDR2CS: BLKI. I Scan valve binface MOVI. ODRV-QBA.DRVADD
SDR20IJ: BLKI. I MOVI. O)RJ QBA.DJADD
SDR21N: BLKL. I MOVL.#SSS-NORMAL.RO
$DRVCS: BLXI. I Travnsra nowfac RET
SDRVOU: BLXI. I
SDEVIN: BLKI I ROUTINE TO GET CONTENTS OF DEVI I REGIS'E.RS
SHCSRA: BLKI I Batiftrn banfamsc Usage: VALUE - GETREL3REGADDI
SFU)BRA: DLKI I ARGUWMNT: REGADD is mapped address of regune
SHCSRB: DLKI I VALUE is returnd inR
SHOBD: DLXI. I
SHCSRC. BLKI I ENTRY GETREG.M<R3.R4.R5.K6>
SIIDDEC:. BLKI I tani d(sp).6; addtas. of tugiava suppled in a53
SHCSRD: DLXI. I moss 0(c3).zO
SlIDBRD: BLKI. I RET

.PSECT CODE GBL.NOSHRLONG ROUTINE TO PUT WORD SUPPI'lED AS ARO. TO DEV I I EG.
* Usap: CALL PUTREG(VALUE,REGADD)

MACRO LIBRARY CALLS TO DEFINE SYSTEM PARAMETERS ARGUMENTS: VALUE Word to put as &I out
* REGADD mapped addfreve of regisur

$SSDEF GLOBAL NO RETURNS
SSECDEF GLOBAL
SIOUV2DEP GLOBAL ENTRY PUTREG.

0
M<R3.R4>

MOVI. 4(AP).R3
DEFINE LOCAL SYMBOLS MOVI, S(AP).R4

MOYW (R3)j(R4)
DRI-QBA-A0771770 QBUS ADDRESS POE DEVIlI TO Scan Vaiwc MOVL OSSS-NORMAL.RO
DR2ZQBA-N071760 QDUS ADDRESS POE DRY I I TO Scan Valve 42 RET'
DRV-QBAwAOr7O(KI QDUS ADDRESS FOR DRVI I TO Travetier
DIU-QBA-

0
0770I 00 QBUS ADDRESS POE DEV IIl-J TO Barskcst ROUTINE TO CLEAR A DEVIlI REGI STER

MAP-QRA-AOT7IXEO QHUS BASE ADDRESS FOR MAPPING Usaic: CALL CLRREG(R.EGADD)
qktas- o-hoe =A~o

7
6

0 000  
;beginning of insaice ontQbut ARGUMENTS& REGAIDD mapped .ddches ofrevanu

* NO RETURNS
STIORAGE POR IN AND OUT ADDRESSES POE CALL TO CRMI'SC

ENTRY CLRREG.
0

M<R3,R4>
AREAPO: LONG A01000(21 ;ANY ADDRESS IN PO MOVL 4(AP).R3
BASEAD: BLXI. 2;VIRTfUAL ADDRESS OP SECTION ON RETUJRN1 (3KW S(R)

MOVL #SSS-NORMAL.RO
ROUTINE TO MAP A SEMTON OP QBUS I/0 SPACE TOD USER RET

ADDRESS SPACE
NO ARGUMENTS ROUTINE TO SET BITS ON ADRVII REGISTFR
RETURNS: DRI CSR ADDRESS IN DRIADD Usage: CALL. DISRF.G(MASK.RE.GADD)

DRl CSR CONTEINTS IN DRICS ARGUMENTS: MASK Mask with bits to set
DR I OUT CONTENT'S IN DRIOU REGADD mapped address of mgaisr
DRl IN CONTENTS IN DEIIN ND RETURNS
DRY CSR ADDRESS IN DRVADD
DRY CSR CONTENTrS IN DRVCS ENTRY BISREGAM<R3Jt4.RS>
DRY OUT CONITENTS IN DRVOU MOYL 4(AP).K3
DRY IN CONTENT IN DRVIN MOVL 8(AP),R4

MOVL (R4).RS
ENTRY MAPQBýAM<R4,R5> bis-2 (R3).(RS)
SCRMPSC-S INADE-ARE-AP0. - MOVL #SSS-NOKMAL.RO

RETADR-BASEAD, - RET
FLAGS.#<SE3M-EXPRFG!SECSM-3YRT!SECSM PFNMAP'.

PAOCNTaS9. - ROUTINE TO CLEAR BITS ON A ORVI I REGISTER
VBNd#<OUV2SAL.QB0SP.MAP-QBA-qbumiokbaan).9> Usage: CALL DICREG(MASKAREGADD)
DLDS ROOKAY * ARGUMENTS: MASK Moak wirth bits to des,

HIANDLE ERROR ON CALL TO CRMPSC * REGADO, Mapped ~adrssdftegisw
PUjSIIAL.(R0) NO RETURNS
CALLS #I,GALIDSSTOP

OKAY: B1(33 #AXPITIF000.#DRI-QBAjt4:I2 LSB OF DRI CSR scetss, ENTRY BICREG,AM-A.R,4,R5>
ADDL2 BASBAD.R4 ;ADO BASE ADDRESS OF SECTION MDVI. 4(AP)RI
MOVL R4ASDRICS;STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS FOE CSR MOVI. S(AP).K4
MOVW #0.(R4) ;INMTALIZE D~i CSR MOVL (R4)jR5
ADDU 412.14,11DRIOU ;STORE VIRTUJAL ADDRESS POE BUFFER. DICW2 (P.3)XR5)
MOVW #0.(R4) :INTIAI.DE DRI OUtrPT REGISTER MDVI. OSSS-NORMAL.RO
ADDL3 MR4StDEIIN;STOR VIRTUAL ADDRESS MOR IN BUFFER RET
BIKL NAXFFFFF000.#DR2- QBA.R4

12 LSD OF DR2 CSR address, END
ADDL2 BASEADR4 ;ADD BASE. ADDRESS OF SECTION
MOYL R4.SDR2CS ;STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE CSR
ADDI2 #2,R4.SDR2)U ;STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE BUFFER
ADDL3 0R4StDR2IN:STORE VIRTUAL ADDRESS POE IN SUFFER
DICL3 NAXPFP000M.#DRV QRA,R4

*Reaest for DRY
ADDL2 NASFADR4
MOVI. R4,3DRVCS
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B. Momentum Transfer Analysis Program. Below is listed the units of VPFIT7, the

momentum transfer analysis program used to interpolate for &, integrate numerically for 0 and 8*,
calculate Cf fr-om a nonlinear fit of the wake law equation to velocity profile data, and integrate Cr
for Cd. The program units include:

*COMMONBLK1. FOR through COMMONBLK3.FOR, the program common block

include files;
"* VPFIT.FOR, the main program unit including the menu driver;
"* BLCALC.FOR, the main calculation unit which drives the numerical integration, the non-

linear least squares fits, and the miscellaneous newton solving;
"* WRTOFILE.FOR, the subroutine to write the analysis results to file;
"* CALCDRAG.FOR, the subroutines to store the necessary Cf data and integrate for Cd;
"* AIR.FOR, the subroutine to calculate air properties as a function of ambient temperature;
"* MRQMIN.FOR, MRQCOF.FOR, COVSRT.FOR, and GAUSSJ.OR, the subroutines

from Press et al. (1986) used to perform the nonlinear least squares fit; and,
*RTNEWT.FOR, the newton solver subroutine also from Press et al. (1986).

COMMONBLK1 .FOR;5: rdss-pm -

ml c~wsAiscfdOi(3),dd%3).utai&(3),siguE3)

*cortmnxi~kl~m tw. r uctervanco for d.1 p analysis -* 181 (m ).cbiaq().cbaar(3.ch1~.cuaq2.pumm
......... **** ..................**reel sdl.sd2.8d3.I&.d~dSmftflU.W pltS(3)JD1111(3)..iWmh

pw.an rQkO.41 ,tk.5..qw.Oi.pi=3.141592654) wal uIPl.4.4)A.dyt(4).n(4).am.(4,4).uip(4),v.v .2.3

knW rk.MaUhINpdl~dr~.12djkikia4).dhz.&z

COMMONBLK2.FOR; 11: haufhm

co.m~moribi or- corne block file for tbA cda~lgaticra

parratlrt.(99)

* ~COMMONBLK3 .FOR;7:
caonmorv.'pwul/ ykjayk~ybxuigyb.yplAawsisypms.

* bsigubst.ob~ubdtipbrfh,ukA&mgkuiphum,
* i&Ui'.tqorI.SiPPWI,Vft~igpt * carm.m~k3.fg- crmm iockrfierI.tN .lcuiaem

camnicrto.us ohksujIndW .nd2,MCikId ...................

"* d1walsogimlo mal mwKZZ5)wcv4A.5,).d(2.migdRW.)
c-wWu.CWIc/I fjuigs4.hsuiakichiw.chinqr1 .chisq2, mel s~A5*3K).bf()5).dbW* 2.5).sugacfi(2.5)

"* pNIMn mal indl na2.id3A*xt(2.2)
covzao,~cak3 ad) .Ad2A.st.d4.sd5n.mnusmbhplus~ismsp.uivnh,

caranm bcloilct MYNIvN2.v SYa3.vw4AlplUdy~aA.
*comj.i,*I vl.vv3jia&

*Chem~aleg ax mr ~u4.c a VPFIT7.FOR;7:

-081 rhOMot.3aiJ.tO.cpSI.sIWcP.

Mel VuI.1uW&Ak8.1s8)3wAflhfie)Mp~(1Wflx) ............
rel v~rx.8nm)Y~ia)Gv~x.bmu ' vpddr Prr Io I cluae A houiti~cs km
Ml SiybMM).pha(I..),.*W0U1(,ma) *1 veoit e
rel f...u)uw~u)~~hma)ubuna **..................................
nlminpbCK3zlmx.aknm).s),tk(maa)
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* nma prownsmcm drsive&s amel CIA emc

.. . . . . 0 .. .. . .. 0 . . ..

I "to~0clwtl
10 konw4~.I;TflL Valocity Ptafi~e Amalyuodjlx. caM cm

* 'l: Azwy Oins flkd1x. CbbbU4
* 2 Analyze a Set dfTwo PflwO'J.1x. M -4
* '3: A.FdI PllSato(Faej.1 x, mu w

1
m

* 4: Umiwerac a Dmanuny Tee Cam mel Aiulyzinl.x. =0 dl wlDh
* 5: Exit Pengnm'd.1e. can Ae

Xm 1~. Z 3.
4

. or5y) CIA 1 8 1l
see"IX choic aleff(cla~iaq:l4')

20 finnul~a1) ine-

* (choicmAq.3'Y),or(ck-gceq 4)) them Cel wn~t~
cd1vpmda

elif(cboicmxl.) dw=~)tuki,

am I dlmm0l1)

an dm023z

v p uwlysm driver sumbroutn*

Inam ýp anslysim sulwmouti

eulecatmne vpvmd 00000000000l0

injud~cocwinmitk2.fae walwantin vpuul

I "tywo icudo'conamblk2-fae'
10 tumt(I x.emw tccfo data dir (MD0)')

16W.20) a-- * eutilin vorabes
20 femnt(&

4
)

wnul(1.30) flon can ink
30 ftoiaý lxdas dir. -'A4. nib.0.S4-1 3.-3

* (amwn r to tedo, wautnm so o.)) ,i~pam0.0254-0.1l-3
maA .40) dwumny nu-0.0254-21.03. 3

40 famugola) s*ign,0.02540Zle-3
if ((dumny.aq.Y).orcuzmy~q.R')) ptnl I ubn(9)

frfrmfifvpraIkhnie/oiatcht2 if(chaimiset.7do dn
oepm~1 Zfle-fimum3Aatue'nsw'w.,e-=103) can m

* fdias.h can*ra

60 farrmuuxhcreer6dw.nmnv otdga file)
,eac*.

7
0) finum I *calcuiaidaltl mud itoemr

70 fkrui~m6)
wriw(* S) bunI do 40 it.1 -

so fouta(l xuycatdam file nu =',s4. i).gt.(40.99%e)) ndl-n
, (Caenf to reaclo retun to Canty)) 40 aemamm

reatE.90) danmny nth1lid1
90 frtmnial) nd21

if ((dawrxyq.'rj)cw.dummny~q.Ij))gSoto50 do So i-2..vq
Cell vp.ul uIeif J4. ) nd2-i
Cdl wrtoftl 50 cardn"

eleeif(cdmrneq.?) ha dlu(0.99%e)(O"*-u1n 2)*(y(nl)1~&)-~~iýnd2))
93 " 100 d)99enZ)anI-e2)
100 fanmuu(1x.anr a atb fce ekh de..t to ezulyna dald)1.(.9e-)dT~~d)en2)

~aA4. 1(1)3 d'nmnoy ed3.eiu(ndl )*(0."99-vn)))y(edh)-y$ncl2Y
110 rmaln~s) + Ce nll)-u n2))"*2

if ((duny.a'm).ud4dunmnyiw.V)j) goto 93 09

fumml-duneny/ll (%(bdl)*nd23))

call Y'torlb eiwklt(l)'.erqn(d1 "2emd2'2.d3-2ad4-2.m -2)

chknhz=2 *cell u~omibnetok pw fonm aloaled.,
F, - I dwnmy/IZ
call v'pinu caD %lmlc
cell wft~fdo
con pim ce +,l9+
callh&@omk

eleaif(chianýe.)w junha60 i-.3
nclhbndttui~w

F nu-'eI iny).llh~i'e2
call -w + ep~~lm2(lwnrau~ym2
Coll unori jctvea~)p
CAU dimoe ei.y (lu m~~m2

* +
dtb)&x-2 60 oee
flw, I -ear
Call .pew form
call .,norde mud
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* ee(M64W37

malmr. to sued in va. pat. 6m a dma Me *r*4 A'Ad
...... . . 0.-4 bhmlaI.'fA sA luck -O 41E-9.alU4a6-91.

+ (a r to ream il pmmua. moim to amLY)

* wilm.5)
hi3'mI6nalf 1 lx* p to Petr g..mubda profile. Mu. to CWL)

-Ta .) Wafath d- A calculatin Iara prWuiW 10u'E1aiy)3h"
capan(II)0WfillAmmeoldd) if((6kAq.~p'),aLhkiAq )) dm
020(10,10) po,-aio~tAio/bomAiuAnhoae-iws-mm utt
wriftV.l0) poa~~~t.oaeomsw~U6 wrb(*.7)

10 1 fut~A14A,5xpI4.6j/xfII2.5xj4.2j. 7 hufx)me unguisul of ruiduperturbation)
+ 7a.U.6.5a~3th.6t.6n5.2.5ax4.2dj.i2nA plw*) Vie

* iw(*.) VqL -'.warnS
al0 akt(agperw~aa'~w~ir * W M& e. MLt to COU.Y

y(l).00D if(harm.kqi) a-w 6

W~)-4.0 O
sisma()-l' .4PiNWA
adl -"op+2 mf

do 2D i=2.(pts 1) mmumm.l1w-VID

y$i).(,yi$0.13)flOO. do 8 e.aq,1

20 cantian Wie07
30 FORMAT(1X.12.XFI.6.2X.FI.6.2XJ'7A.2X.P7A) ybIi)-)(iYdml

dIONVOO) ypllli)-$Dwpm

aijvnpft)-.0.l110. a~dfiX10.+pomtvwirk21(0i5-ra(nmd .4)D u~dAtiY100.

* tf((uGi).44-)d.(6~kCJ'-P')) then
lotlan~wfif(.*)'fwWstsoRatrar inaqwo

ad xt-

SWAb. to gme a well. proEf. theia wake law s .gt(i).O.00%(i)

reual cmW(- .pi fa',b( ,.ufrnx yb~a4,).1

weal*k~ No~Mateal~a

pa-1.0217e+S I-eatWist
si~o-2DA34 1~(1.10)
to-2423 10 faruwiJI
4Wgo.0.5 + Ix.O... .... 0 0..0....... ..... ...
,4,ý1.207211 + Ixa, Wake L.aw Generated TBL Vel. Prof. A Aald.'j
siporh-.0.13032 + ' .............

I n
5  

'uul~nm daimed Fasaer velocity.i oaw WHNO 1 .2lm toaigw.pD~gpoAnji.aiub.qpsagcpj.4MR,iw
Meg*,*)a W . eswwa~ek~ltuslic~o~t
Wrje%(.) 'w5 f 10a* (r tochzi. MtU1T1 10 CONY + rectd.RUWAOMe~pa
POeAaE. sblac6 20 formulsEx.1o * 'f6.2.' W1 .. 3'K.lx.Thb
if((fikhAq.''or~famkaq.'R')) gao I + @I2A.' /-',at 16: pWarZJIx.'damity .'.3A..+V.
sivac-.0051M + M.6,'k&1aaA3'd.1x.'Cp -'.a12.6.' */- *.at 26.6' J/f K4.1 x.

2 WW..() 'gams r.d +ya 'S g.'jet 26.,/-'sl2.6.'N Wvej.1i,'k -'.e12.6.
16AMaE'w)ll " + .~2WwK'~aN.S3'+/.'slA Wml~lx.r0.4J.l.1x

-~aym'(ma: (cm-f o w P .wetetuto cinLY + %le .*43.5*' +i '.fg.6.' taVs.1 x.'delta -'.elI 1.5. of
MA~a1y)' (An. + /I.x.'Ika'hm S'J~a'-'jet l5, 'md.
if((fmA%~q').or.(f"Akq. ')) too 2 + 1x.'doddchek ='*169.'m'j.x,'Xotuxb='. *1&9.'o!j,

3 aui~m(0.)emm mowin diet. in an. (38 ar46Y + 1a.-Xbui, '.g16.9:' welxU.1tet - 'gl 6.9j.1 x.* '.
x.. t + * g169j.la.'Ut -'4g16.9.' =Naj~l x of tp -. j.x.

wrnio( .) 'Xdis -'A:t. (mu. fto dwWt. return to cc.)' + 1% .~ velocity po"taaaiut intoaaced - 51A

if((fwmAq. emfamaclqR') gao 3 Ub-eiM(9

call +i~tiuk~aawug r sigy 'Aab.' u 'Asb.
+ sipa 'tab. y/d '.tsb,

aaogaeoww.+ ' m %im b. yplux '.tab.
zu .5-40.0254 + * lm
CAll WureoI(0..zdO-Ip,0.0.au.tovmAot1 40 foauwm R.s21a2.(A1aIAIfl
mc.0.0254aal do 30 t-tya
at-to1-10o -rit(12.60) ktayj).tabjpli),tbv~)tab~A).~i
wnu4,) 'Xt.Xot - '.atxto * 0ybfQb.ab~i).A~byolti).tab.uplffi)

50 coqinv
weat~~~a~~pa 60 fai~ll.)

cI.0A55WoIq(0.0Vwea))--2
call fr.d(3 a- V m+4A0I~cfjvmW)

iae"AW-lPROW a
&ldchvk-0.I4 6J-mm-67.)Ym
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NW-it

do 10j-w1.3 ~C~.((ijh)"

awmi04. 10 COMM

doXp 0~=.

.t8UPINW"J.5.

uibwimm.)1)
U5LAwi(I)-O

uMD.O.ncasionslim proileb dim

100 Wumvti(*) *J0iawmizing %Vlocky rum cl aw

20 coutham

BLCALC.FOR; 146: rmmcelr
* (siwm~whcIm( IYjpu**2)r

....~ck.................. toawka mgwus cacuao dýkhwo~~i~~.- ve. prof. po~we rt
* hcimo.es and local dd-kialm coefflckt*ibmnx'awopwaw rdk~oJ

* gi bubulf boundary layer velocity dma *id 12nUI3Sdo!iWiil
.................................. *... + Uvjoet~ W/ &aopow 1

†........ ddi=qr-.
dbieF1-M

suboutimu bkic wic-

include *cowmMk2.foew.W'*

dwac~ d --1W

initanlize tbi valuminam

C .t()Xa.m^Vin -'.vw2,a(I).var
vwIu-rn-I)wzimIAcirldim2
if(vmr~1) Em.
da-OA*da

I om- if (dhi2.gtdhuqrl) dbe,

do10p1ims l ddbopl.mhtyb~ub.aigenb..bA~l))

wrbo(*lf.mwJ2S *k pENSb S -4

*o~-lm (a%(DE * I
0-w~ la1 andifq2gc)E

ulg~mi4(0ui~j(El)jD)f
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w,~cat Ilmiy~ Xay~lma

w,~, 'did~ltl):.-,~l1) * 0.SCtwh))

wafm(6z)Wimumony i d) t vk aeuIOG~IN )

35~~m nbyiw~l4iuhoal
if CuloX5 w s* y4feigltfiqf) ~ fu

elm ~hp~

elhms(Ma*qflMw qwI kft a= o wamm 1WC

36 wrbo(*¶) 45 c
+ u sariidigmlop. dm or MotIS& iec.f? (o caMY

w4o.(ely)f" hb calculaw kommo-whochor atutmet ofd
if(bkoaqýdon

silis~)md * (am pw~
2

elm uig~c~ib(2.log1O(2.,ewa)0hS6X¶,edu
1W...() gob oc - only +

cowli ay)tb I* +h~ A./ fte

w* only tdos fro&ms tO.l~y~dta)<9J for ue im fib mleltcfCt

* ~ m~aalsacglbCf(C-to'

do4i-~wcict).uuwwt(1A-2I.le4.1 A.4.el))
if((ybWi.Sg0.l)ýmn4yb(QA.J0.9)) thas x
ak-nk~l + (laosllml)uitkpouflsqit(03*cfdl))Yit.
jifckekq.) &f-i + d"2.2-qfk)

sipk(nk).eiayi)
u~nk)-mb(i) + lag(s0.-Sctcb~l))Ydc*b2.-k))
statwahk)-WiO) mi~~)ý l*2v*2v*2

emul wuibC¶W*)cfM.dclh 1-.iefil
40 ~
*acl valcm NM&cdatofC mr n Cf (C411)

wrho(IM hoiuzkt to cue.ý 2nd af(C-HY
wdiu(*,)'mc.Q Cf Whda dhF(2).O.
ui((cA-d-Aq l),w~cdamkeq.3)) dini cbiel.O

e-m. 02(1ltel1

xtM46. m(3)au~gei
meldi gintnu1.

call oiuadv(O..xbri,..olxri.atqaopeieo) *call fatirs ugbe. lim /c w Cas doe cudy CMxlliewc

ateul~~~~~~aoE 5~~~0 call n .kitk.a..aaIcx alu.4

m-mx~pa if(*WhLV(2)chiaqrl)49tO.OfMl I) d
dwhaOASSOf*.06uiut))-2 chaqrledtiy(m
*sipfebe0.O-ct~h $gao 50
call fbwddul *.3.lA+4.O.l .ci~b,.atW) owi!

dslcwck01wOpm'fnxt*(6fl.))Am call u ~kvk..Jal.~rlle4
arrioml-'f Wh -.4wh:+.mc~ chkqa(z&uum)

manCf (Wittu) to cdlc. Vl.w fitmgch~ev~~
wriu(O.) Xaqv2.CKM4i e lasZal

wriW*(O) coc. lst uelof el. rdsflmOaWNWm
.(l )-cf.h an 2nd Cf (C-tQ to ca,. 2nd vo.1.1k
nip~l)wigcwb
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wrWO(*) 'ca. r- 2ndva. ft from 2n Ct Or COd COICEP3GAUAA91AR.Aimp

sam2)withlta(l) do65j.I1qm
@(3)-Wo ut/gud
Bia(3)oi(s-=02siw2.(a Wg )"

2
) savUI-Jsipbfrj)

cIal c&Wakfl4y~.uwvbmWm4Mata YPimIj)o-mj)
+ sbfsu.Bibkedp(2Z)

wvkeo(",) Tha X@V2 - .t~qu2) udCJ~I

utP2)mtn%qrtOi5cfcb(2))j.~wfj
s~ud(2) %24(O25%igc*2((025igcdd2)%w)*2)/ siWq )tijpG*PwfI~i)

+ (0.5*dch2))) 65 coti

o*W2(a@lma(s*M2WYtda (2))**2. do701-1.3
+ (sala Im2Ygwi)*2) & O- cpiomV2

@(1>-smvC2) 70 codrv

awo)fjiplfmlftigl~lf) pwf .*... ... . . .....*.** .*.** . .. C...

i-2 abratiem camckdfdy~xp~gjWA¶'.*.a
do 55 j-l1 A + ypfAigyp&.dbitQ

"abt~j).bmift
sipWb&iD-siaubfj) * ipa: xj..y. yp.tlm. a(] >-aI a(2).da~ha. a(3)-mal/ww.

ai~u~ij~i~dfj)*outpum: ypflt-0/z frm waim law fth

satppuxj).wagphFfa) mal xp~nk).s yak)j~&.aC4)A*u4).
vqwKij.f.qtwff * dydo4).pink).spfpthkqyW.
.appwlxj).uagupwlffj)

55 canton

*cal.. 3rd a0cC-t) call wdzlaw(*pi).A.jftfl(i)Ayda)
*cal fiI~x(i)A**i)AAlP-s4YrK))

wrti*.O)'batng to calc. 3rd Cf(C-HY var-(*)-yprd~i))
chiaq,(3).O. cW&W-vinftlwrMplvi))iD
chiaqrl-0. 10 aOM&

mC2).6,h~l) -

a(3)-mlodm amid

liew~l)-l...............
liga(2)-4 *car.. MWw in Wo ban waie law re*

*call fitdn vab. w/ Cf mod tp as co.Mfckuts

60 call uwyndyitk~Aokkrka.4jkta,2,eAwati$C4,
+ chjaq,(3).pmnm) k*u xpabqy. aCI)-Cft .(2)Wlm. a(31gWm1 a(4)a4p

~(a~d)-hiqr~g0.l)ik. owuqa aiypimof/f) &Ma wake law fit
chkslVItuq(cr3)
guoto60 audd, cammU~kl .me

endif real qxwgzp4),xip(4).v-dydx.dydm(4).AMg

call uyi~a~lcke~4iaZowlh..dydio0i(.5a m~l))(1Adtk p)42.pinC4)-

* dwisqr3).pmna) + sauMD.5p~am0ipiav*5;ACW2)y

cfd03).al) + (tkaC(2)))
9apfdh(3)..qm(- l.ual )) cal wobelw(xpA~nAydR)

qwih~a4) .iy(oalpdydx)**2

wriu(*.) 7sW3.Cf dwtw3)l aigypigyp-uig,(i)-dyd,(i))-2
* 10 oatitme

*u3rd Cf (C-H) to alic. 3rd vol. firt xey.oqrt(.iswp)

wrf*.)'clc. 3rd mtof vl.ft fitolm 31d CfaOf irael
si1~)-4"fd3) WA

2~(Z2wita~l)

a(3-wapa cmialla Y+. a+, said U from wake law

-al cakkfty~bjipea f^Aug$. itatwlcqIfa~r~xzjp.AgyMWq~xlpL.
+ obtfmipbI~chbcp(3)) , PAiPp-yp-usppypwlfsipwI)

wrix*,) lhal Xqr3 bro .chiw(I *weImu ()hu ()Mkv

ate 3)"m~vqrI(O.S5fclW
3
)) MVU mips. apypi ypueaiia. ypwlaypiu from wake law

sig3)05t3)- OSfh3)Chipa **2.((0.25%iech(3)%a)2YW
+ (0.3%fdX3))) inda6, oumincklI.W

+ (lata3p) , ypwI(Wuy).sawgiw(np).yl .y2pwylsuy2y3jyS3y
4

a(Z-eatau3) pl&

viga(3).siaahlwl) a~)*2
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y2-(mfrdyl))-2 9 wvb(*o) walusdv. dIy.ftmml .apyp..w

ypli)lIdx().2. .*(4)*y2)A+tb -
y3-L.%(4)*yZtk d

aiW~li) xy3*2" *)4 nowmem sohw to caic. dela fro wab law ghm Ca& won
10 -mo

la(I0uivp(2) ..b- XI.m~XZXACC vwarAmwt)
ai.wl~).Wpw2)PARAMETER (JbCmA2D)

* RTNHWT.5-(Xl+X2)
laton DO 11 I-1)MAX
ad CALL dv1"v(RflNEWT.PDPF..r)

* DX-FADP
....... o~ ..................... RTNEWr.RTNEWr-DX

*Sut., to oveluta the wake law and daiv~. for uwmammt Is sulm.. * l1((XlIR1NEWI)-(RTNEVFrX2).LT.0.) wi(
......... ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ............. wmd ou d 1 in biede inwtmsl

* F(KAU5(DX.LT.XACC) RETURN
subroutin wdmkew(qp^A.dya) I1 I CONTINUE

ww w .*) Tmdl exuceahd maamaam inWabom
in upm. x-y. a(1).CI s(2)dlta. m03igiua. a(4).V ENDO

*owp- y-A. &dsy~mmsFd

iaarludc'ommemarikil Joe * Sur. to eval. wink law foar vuhr. firldi
real xpAM4).yp~ydm(4).y1 y2.y

3
v

4  0000. ....... ....

Yl-aq,%O(l-*()) subroutine d asd~ pypdy.vaw)
y2-ioSdxp@(3))
y3-lolyl) Ein~cld'ommwmakl .W
y4-(m0.S5piaaf2)))*2 Mal xpYPAyp.yl.y2.y3.,sr

.yp-y *(y2+32.Om4)y4YAk+*1)
dydol>(y2,y34y+2.0*( ftk+.+tb)/4.-yl) Yl-qE0.3%wv)
dydo2)-.a4)*ylp xp~sD5*pixi'a(2)). y2alo4xp)

+ com0.5*tkaMKd~(2)O* y3ulo&(yl)
&ydmal3- ypyl *y2+y3+2.*VY&tktb)-0.99
dydm(4)-yl 2.y4Akt fp-lAt*xp)

cwribo(*.)A dvld: RamjyalAy.C..p.~va
return
eind

and

*Subroutine to fit a~me-Wydeiia)uO Osubs.touio1wylsaraptmadcvlgin 0

1wnction delrg~mpYP9[PJ2PtsA) subroutine &adv(XlC2.XAC~x..ip~utogaaujamwt)
PARAMETER (JMAX.2L1

Mal Ii~np)AypbW),iD4fipp(nli2) RTNEWT,5*(XI.X2)
DO Il J-IPMAX

del'i-aCALL talpsqRTNEWT.F.D4.xvip.utog-m)
do 10 i-Zripts c write(*.) 'boiv: Xc*.y =jmcwt~f

si~uap~)~(al.)R11EWT-RTNEWFr-DX
dedfit-cuk(mv1imyfO2 F((XI-RTNEWI)(RTNEWT-X2).LT.0.)

10 C'Nsimu + wtim(¶1'juimynout ofbranael min trpcv mwtasolver'
IRAUS(DX).LT.XAOC) RETURN

returnI I CONTINUE
Well u~rih(.() vr*@ov uxiagudod ,maximuwm jaive ta'n

mawtmi maluw sub., to find Cf from walm: law Oa. 0. delta0..... .. .......
.0 ...................................0 0mat.. toaval. tripeov forroulm

FUNCTION RTNEWT(XI .X2,XACC~vev)
PARAMETER (JMAX.2fl) subroutine tripe4%pjvp.dyp.-.lripakaa)
RTNFirt..5(XI+X2)
DO I I ).I )MAX ma.cowbk 1
CAlL wakmi.(RTNEW1TPJ'.D,. ta p~yp~dyp.yl .y2,y3.xtrp~utovm
DX-d'JDI
RTNEWr-RTXhEWT-DX yltutqtpap

U((XI-RINHV *RTNEWI.X2).LT.0.) y2.0.371yljyl *uwpu)*-O.2
* wuiw(.,)'junqmd our of brackats in rarmwr y

3
-

3
i5@q

2
o)Ip wi.u iplutauz )*0.5

IP(ADSDX).I.T.XACC) RETURN yp-y2-y3
II CONTINUE dyp-yZ'y

wriW*.O) IRTNEWT exceeded numaximu isemakeiss c W~TW*() V*c Xot~y.Xurip~sagn ,opw pbUg
ETND

and
0Subroutine to .awaaaud the woke law inlution a delta

suruatine wakaadv(xp.ypAyp.var)

raaI ip.yp.d&.yl.y2,y3.v 
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............... 0................ ix,'P' -'f.Ml' +/- '3.1.' wall .mi')

*wmjodsleiw .abuivmgi to write IM velocity profile
analysis MOalmtofile wrim~l270)'r~tb.' y/d '.tab.

* rMu 'A** W~Amo 'Amb

sar* u rog mleom 'Amb.' so- '.1mb.

induh 'coummonbL.0w' 70 faummKJ.1xA2.alal 5))

* naocmabL1r wrioO.) 'low

w*W wl(
2
$M

0 
jM%*WsM~ bW.ub1lhmkj).

"wnu(,) wvintiumlusato file, O* ~ m~i f)Mb.Mbmb~piftbrk.D b.

wrim(I1.1O) so agn

wriN(12IO) 90 oromuuz!a.i2.3(a1.015))

10 kmnuta/.Ca

+ law., AosysimofTOL velocityprofile -.1, IO 1W ds

..............f 0 †_0C~ ......0,_

"Imoa~ 1.20) um.toos-tiAO.5gAO.Sihcpsi8c9ppul,

* uidg.imho~deh(~dZ)i.ihat8(2) elwh~dicl3Ck
20 f&nm~x.V of deam pta. - . x.1a'o - '.W.2: +/_

+ 15.3.1lj K'.*zP - '.o12.6.'.I- Xal 2-6.' n&nzJ.I x.
+ 'domity -=.0.6.' +.1-'*.6 k&I-eiV.lx.'cp - '.012A CALCDRAG.FOR; 16:
+ I*/- W2.J I Kjxl.'am - -.012A.' +/. '.c12.6.
"+ 'N. *nA2VJ.lx.'k 's12.6.4I'.cI2.6.' W/flK'J.1C.
"* P Tr '/03.' +/. 110.4.1x.1U %=h ...... 0 ...................6,...
"* 'WJ.Ix.'deta=X-'cl1I: .'*I-XCII..w'.I .hamgsfor emi'arto mm calcuatedcud Ctan

"* .dItedm.'.el 1.5.' +/-'.el131.1 xd1 m -'.@ 15:.' +V .*mt aclaeC n drto
*.11. a] .x'i -'.011 15* . -SAi x.5JI ............ *.*........... ....

"+ 'dam -'..11.5.'* .I'a1S.'m'j. lnXt -416.9.'&'J.
"* ix.'dlin fro ina,.-41..'.-49. ',x.*.......0.......... 0
"+ 'dolts fernpow. fit -*1&69.'+I-'416.9: ~.'m'/.It2m.Cvs fr awn
"* 'data in fr M(W.) _'.g

16
.
9.' M'J.1x a,...... C...........

"+ 'delta from Wh. for. - 'j16.9.' en'

if (cboicxrnc'4') then uhii k

o ily %tab.' a '.tab. iwcluib 'cm ooik3Icx'
+ migu %tab:' ulume 'jtab.

+ robeU , wri:(*.*) 'storing Cf ants'

21 fcxnmatU.1.A26(&1Al
6
))

do 25 il.iya i (chidefx.13) then

+ tsb.u i)tabsaagu~i)da
25 continuemiz-
26 fomntaIlx.iZ6(&1 &

16
.
9
)) ni

andif if((cAkxe-q1l)mcx/kmlihAq.3)) dm

do 100 i-
1

.
5  

else
3

if (ieq.1)'6 rx(id~ptý
wrise(11.3" '*Wb.'l.cfwhsa'gcf,%h.deiaq(1) do 10 i-1.5

elsed (Leq.2) tdon i(o~~
wvbm(11,31) 3(-S.'lecfbsixc&s smvc(mLinq.1) tlin

.IaeciI(Laq3) dunmcudmqa~~ir
writo(1 1.31) 'C-t i-2i.Z)4Cl~i-2).iigcfdiWi2) lofG.2ft

else mvcl9euidojmspcO)wcima
wyite(1 1 A0 'C-W2).ctcl~i-2.sgfci(i-2).chisq~i-i2) avclicmoj-s

3o fiwuumaW 'a I ''..'Cf CAVO '.a 14.7,' +1-',e 14.7, luve xdppi-ci2
* /.I x:Rao~cidtlti'aqiined -'41619) xKmdmpo-mcfli2

if(Ut.5) thme C cmu
wvilo(l AM40 tktb.tp W

wrio(1 1M0 tk~tbtepr~it6ag~rn
andif 0~~~~.0......*.*. 0.... .....

40 fo..nul x'tbd coos. k - '.P.2d.1 x'*l comiv. B saw . . towdm e Cand Cd~d2

* .1. I oe.P. .1 ........... *............

* 13.11j.hxthlcom P(forn fift) .'.fOA.'+V". aovr Fc
* flO.S)

if ((ieql)".m/i.q.4)m.iA~iiq.)) dime Weiads 'comrnemblkiM

k-i-

* neplin*),ujrdtplk)J-ik).SIWI-q(k) Mifdo-Ii) t

60 fotouma1a.Utem .'.M9A' +1' J3A.'m~ &ed in

"* l,% I.h'/ '+/-',f3.1.'.well 1"ihe ow~
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CP . SPECWIiC HEAT AT CONSTA1~F PRESSURE, JAKO K)-
caic. Cd aimi% -apaoih a"-- GNU - DYNAMIC VISCOSITY. (N S)/(aa-2)

* K - TIERMAL CONDUcrIvrrY, W/mnK)
do 10 i-.5 PR - PRAS4DTL NUMBER
od-sd1fvcEmm.2,i).usvwEmds.Ij)Y. * DATA POR AM AT I ATMIOSPHERE
small SO.m c~2, ".* 5URCE- HUSENRAMhNBS CIR 564

* (031mvwcEns.1 Mo)~z QC296J655
sd24(mvxdmi&Z-mvx1(=i&.l)) : WRITTEN GERRY OUENNETTIE MODIFIED BY TIM STONE

d-p2).M.*.... .................. a......*n*........o.....

*iw
1

4l ~SUBROUTINE
wrivp(*.) i.*Gp Cd -* K '4 Wini) +./ AIRCIOSKrO~CPIOCPU NUSIOGNUXASIGKAPRS PR)

+ 9*cfi3l.~ki) C
rile(I 1.15) 1 xaidaýc1,A".QgcM1l uidpA DARUNSION TKC7S).CYTABC7S).ONUTAB(53).KTAB(35)

10 cot REAL-4 ONU.UNUTAB,GNUO.KA.I(AB,KOKK
15 iwunz(1.;Cd'.k:.11.:,h:) -'41&.9>e.+V416.9) CHARACTER*12 GAS

Cf* **ta b mommopi * TABULATED DATA

wrtio( 101.(l Tompestm Valeas for ubb
*DATA TIJ 200. 220.- 240.- 260, 230.

do20 i-1.5 2 300,. 320, 340, 360. 380.
sd)-oawcjaW bi ,ijvWvcigc.2.i) 3 400. 42D, 440, 460, 410,
"mor(nw~&I)slimniol)*2 4 S00, 520. 540, 560. 530.

* w.(midn Q~dl trwcau idb.2O)*2) 5 600, 620, U10, 660. 610.
madi -oodl/adI 6 70D, 72D, 740. 760, 790.
odl .1gomd1) 7 300. 350. 900. 950. 1lo0.
md2m~xfrid,2YximuWida,1) a 1050. 1100, 1150, 1200, 1250,
mmd2uorl(0.00SmdI2Msa~sxuide1))-2+ 9 1300, 1350. 1400. 1450, 1500,

* (0.00S1md2/u1(aido2))**2) 1 1550. 1600. 1650, 1700, 1750,
ssd2=ssd2Ad2 I 1900. 1350. 1900, 1950, 2000
sd3.-1ovu2) 1 2050. 2100. 2150. 2200. 2250,
bfij).mdl/d2 1 2300. 2350. 2400. 2450, 2500,
vWinb~)..qt((mmdl -/d1) )-2+(mmad2Wkd2)-2) I 2550. 2600. 2650. 270, 2750,
£cftnv~rdid.I~i)mmvx~uidh,1)%4U)K 1 2300. 235. 2900, 2950. 3000/'
94imaI% ((mmvmAwiudc.1,3)%Ei)avcJmdri..I *2,

* (0.005*fi)IsiiYmmvx~ui&.1I))--2. * p~f ~Ism dta cggsr preave utaM fir AlIR at I aurdsompe
* (a~i~s~ogina~~ui~1))~2) to 200K TO 30D0K

c-I .. b~i)DATA CPTAE/ 3.5062,350033.5023.3.502,3.5038,
vc-mbg~a) 2 3 9.59,3.5091.3.5134.3.518,3.35255,
adi -aKaYc 3 3.1333.,3.5422.3-5523,33634.,3.5754,
" mmdi- (mA i)0sd1~m3i))*2e(scmsd1/c)$2) 4 3.5132,3.6019.3.6163,3.6313.3.6463,
sd2=*&vxtimk,2)--c 5 3.A626, 3.673,.3.6953.3.712D, 3.7238,
a~d2-oql(0.006*cmsd2Aavt(andin.2))-2+ 6 3.7455,.3.7621, 3.7739. 3.7954. 3.8113,

+ ma)~mz~u~,)2 7 3.282. 3.869, 3.906, 3.944, 3.979.
sd3-eavIxt iib.)** a 4.013, 4.046. 4.078. 4.109. 4.140.

S9 4.171, 4.201, 4.250. 4.260, 4.229.
+ (1dI~ia~,))2 4.321, 4352, 4335. 4.413, 4.451,

cfE2,zAisi>.daj-d *(m~ad)) I 4A687, 4.534, 4566, 4.611. 4.662,
vtcd2md.)@ (sd (dd)-2 1 4.719. 4.731. 4.356. 4.947. 5.055,

* (maadl)-2+(md3asd1)*2) 1 5.179. 5321, 5.484, 5.670, 5.332
write(*.) ý'Qxb Cd -. ddft2;xidj),'+/-. 1 6.12, 6.40, 6.71, 7.06, 7.45,

ff.gcfd2.zmdi&.i) 1 7.37, 3.35, 3.36, 9A.40 9.961
write() I' ,22 wd.c~mkci ssf(pii~)

* a9D0in87),bf~i).ab1i) Viscosity bae for air a I ar~~
20 corawas for 20OKTOI1900K
22 fonul(I..Cd(Cj.i1'.i1,,,i -'s).l6.9: +/-'416.9. DATA GNUTAB/O.7742.0.8391. 0.9015, 0.9617,1.020,

+ 1,1.. *it~..1.,I'1.,nb 2 1.076, 1.130, 1.133, 1.234. 1.283.
* 1.9.- 36.)3 1332, 1.379, 1425, 1.470. 1313.

*4 1.556 193". 1.640,.610, 1. 720.
:ifrmcc.calcm&- qt 5 1 .758, 1.796, 1.834. 1.370, 1.906.

6 1.942, 1.977. 2.012, 2.046, 2.00,.
if (diiz.M.Aq.4) d=~, 7 21112, 2.193, 2.271, 2W.46 1420.

do 0 i-1,2 3 2.492, 2.562, 2.629, 2.696, 2.760,
do 25j-1,5 9 2.824, 2.336, 2.947, 3.007, 3.066,
cfdma~ij)-rf.3i2j)/cfdiýl j) I 3.123, 3.190, 3.235, 3.290, 3.344.

"* (sistfd~i.2,jfdmut(iDkfd(Oi,))*2)
wrUK*.) ij.'Cd).CdI - 411ij../ Imars cunducti'iy tabm. for am, at 1 anomphm.

"* sigcfdm~ij) ro MW20O TO I0ODK
.rilo(l 1r35) ij.cfdmt(ij).sigfd&(ij)

25 cmuwmic DATA KTAB/ 0.7494.0.19, 0.985.0.9561. 1.02=
30 c-rwmmm 2 1.037. 1.151, 1.213. 1.275, 1.335.

anckdif 3 1.394, 1.A52. 1309. 156W, 1.620,
35 forrrutt(l .,Cd2/CdICjiI,.il,') -. S16.9: /./* g

16
.
9
) 4 1.674, 1.77,. 1.779. 1.831. 1.991.

5 1.931, 1.930. 2.023, 2.076, 2.123.
eturaa1 6 2.169, 2.214, 2.259. 2.309, 2.348.

0117 2.392, 2.493, 2.600, 1.701. 2.798/

*LINFAR INTERPOLATION ON INPUT TE.WERATUR~E

DO 100 1-1.75
F'(TO1E.TK( I)) (30 TO 200

AIR.FOR; 14: 10D OTIU

STOP

...... ............ .................*** . ***** 200 imfEQI) -nIEN

*SUBROU(iNE AIR(T.MA.RA,CPAOAUAKA.PRA) *WRrMh5,*) INPUT TEMP TOO SMALL'
STOP

* 111S SUBROUTINE PROVIDES THE T1IJiRNODYNAM1C AND TRANSPORT- hNIT(7)-T IF MT~ýT(-)
* PROPERTIES OP AIR vcTOT(-)KcI.T II)

* T * TEMPERATURE.,K
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*AIR SPCF1C HEAT, IJA(KO K)I Do i iSJ-.Frr
* ~DO 17 KI(WI>M

CO-M.0.41 AIFAWJ.K).COVAROJJC)

CP.CO*(CO'rAI(I.)+IVACrP(CPTAB(I)-O'TAB(I-1))) 17 CONTINUE

* ~~ANLSTA(J))-ATRY(USTAJ))
*AIR. VISCOSITY. (KOKM S)I I8 0ON71NUE

GNU-IASE6-SQRTrIO)Al.+l IO0jTO) ALAMDA.10.*ALAMaA
SKIONU.ABS(SIGTOC.31 AS3E-6*(I dSQRlTrO)+3.*1 1O.4/TO"1l.5V 041SQ.OQUSQ

* (1.110.fT0)3 IFDIP
* RETIUN

*AIR ThERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. fW/(M K)I END

K0.2.41411-2
AK-OA325E-S
BXP243.4
CK-11

KIFAM S 1B 1.*(-.ICTOyIO MRQCOF.]FOJR:
v1O05-KO-AX*(.*B !K 10.*.(l.1.CKdTOYrOXKICSQR1TO))
v2-KO*(AXKK)*SQRTM)DK'10.*(-1.*CK(M)*(CK*LOG(1o.y1'O) SUBROUTINE

+ 3r-(l.D.-.C2 ~ r)* MEQCO(,Y.SIG.NDATAAMA.LISTA.MWTTALPIIA.SETA.NALP.
v3SI.OKA IOLS(s I.oC~lfv3 Y')* + CISQ)

SIGKýAB~xim*(I-v&3)PARAMETE (bGMAX.2M

*AIR PRAND71L NUBl DOMINSION
X(NDATA).Y(NDATA).SIO(NDATA,).ALPI4AO1ALP.NAJ.P).RETACMA).

PR-QU*C/KA* DYDA(h4MAX).LISTA(MFW)

SIGPR.SQRTU(SIOGNUCP/KA)--2+(SIGCPOGNU/ICA)-2I(SIGKAO D012J.1IjMMI
DO It K-IU

*CP-GNUICA-2)-2) ALPHA(J.K)=O.

RE~t"11 CONTINUE

~VRN12 CONTINUE
0litsQ.O.
DO 15 I-I NDATA
CALL -xkrghw(X(I).A.YMOD.DYDA)
S102[-1.ASr,([)-SWI(I))
DY.Y(r)-YMODMRQMIN.FOR: DO 14 J=I>FTI
WT-DYDA(LISTA~l))ISIG21

- -Ij

SUBROUTINE ARQMIN(X.Y.SIG.NDATAAMA.isTA.MF~. AIMWJ,K)okIWJ.K).WT-DYDA(LSTA(K))
. COVARALPIIA.NCA.0415Q.ALAMDA) 13 CONTINUE
PARAMETER (MMAX-20) BETAO)-BETAWJ).OWT
DMIMENSION X(NDATA).Y(NDATA).SIO(NATA).A(MA).LISTAC., HT). 14 CONTINUE

* OIISQ-O4ISQ+DY*DY510G2]
COVAR(NCA.NCA)ALPHAtNCA.NCA).ATRYCMMAX).BETA(MMAX).DMMM 15 CONTINUE

AX) DO 17 J-2.MFIT
IIKALAMDA.LT.0.)ThEMN DO 16 K-1 - I
KK=M~rr+1 ALPHACKJ)-ALtIWJ.,K)
DO 12J-1,MA 16 CONTINUE

uIHIT.0 17 CONTINUE
DO 11 K-I>MP RETURN

IP(U.STA(K).EQJ)1HIT-IHIT+l END
11 CONTINUE

IF (IHIT.EQO) TEEN
LISTAIKK)-J
KK-KK.I

ELSE IF (DWAiT.1T ) THEN
PAUSE b~p pommiahm inLISTA COVSRT.FOR:

ENDIP
12 CONTINUE

IF (KK.NEXMAA+1)) PAUSE luirpwip pumutstim in LISTA' SUBROUTIN COVSRT(CCOVAR.NCVM.MA.LISTAMF1T)
ALAMDA0.0.CI DVMENSION COVAR(NCVM.NCVM).LISTA(MPIT
CALL NWQCOP(X.Y.SIG.NDATA.A.MA.USTA.MFTTA1A4A,BEEA.NCA. DO 12 J-1,MA-1

CIISQ) DOl 11 WeI.)iA
OCHIsQ.CIIISQ COVAR(I.J)0.O
DO 13 J.l.MA 1I CONTINUE
ATRY(J).AJ) 12 CONTINUE

13 CONTINUE DO 14 1 I-.FNT-I
ENDIP DO 13 3-1+.1 MFIT
DO 1S 3-I,%IFIT HW(STA(J).GT.ISTA~l)) ThEN
DO 14 K-IMFIT COVAR(LISTA(J)JiSTAOl))-COVAR(1J)

COVAR(2.K)-AI.PIWJ.K) ELSE
14 CONTINUE CVSA)UT()-OA~J

COVAR(J.1).ALR(AJJ)*(I.+AIAMDA) ENDIP SA~)LST())CVA~j

DAJ)-SHtrA(J) 13 CD-rN
15 CONTINUE 14 CONIINUE

CALL OAUSSJ(COVAR>MPTT.CA.DA.I .1) SWAP-COVAR(l.I)
IP(AIAMDAIIO.O.)TIHEN D SJ1
CAIJL COVSRT(CDVAR.NCA.MA.LISTANM1T ODO IS 1 )-COMA J

RENDURN COVAR(Jj)-O.
ENDIF13 CONTINUE

DO 163-I ,hfl COVAR(USTA(I)AJSTA(I)).5WAP
ATRY(LSTA4Th.ATRY(LISTALJ)).DAOJ) DO 16 J-2.MPIT

16 CONTINUE COVAR(I.STA(J).LiSTA(J)).COVAR(I A5
CA-'. MRQCOFX.YSIO)4DATA.ATRY.MAJ.JSTA.MFIT.COVARJDANCA. 16 CONTINUE

cM(41Q) DO IS J.2,MA
IP(O4SQ.LT.OC3IIsQ)TIEN DO 17 1.1 ).1
ALAMDA0.1.IAL-AMDA COVAR(I.J).COVAR(ii)
O01ISQ-I1ISQ
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17 CONTINUE RETURN
ig CONTINUE

RETURN PIVINV.JALICOL.ICOL)
END A(IOLJCOO)-1.

DO 16 .1.N
A(ICO4L)-ICOLL)*PKV1NV

16 CONTINUE
GAUSSJ.FOR: DO 17L-.M

90COL.L).S(ICOLJ.L)PrVRNV
17 CONTINUE

SUBROUTINE OAUSSJ(A.N.NP.8,M.MP) DO 21 LL-,.N

PARAMETER O(NAX).50) INLN.OL)THEN

DIMENSION DUM.MLL4ICOL)

A NP.).B(NPMP).,rV(NI4AX),INDXR(NMAX),INDXC(NMAX) AO13lo).N
DO 11 J-1.N DO,1S LILN
DOi-I AL.aL).A(U.L)-A(ICOLL)*DUM
IPTV(J).O 13 CONTINIJ

I I CONTINUE DONINUE

DO 22 I-I.N DO 19 L,.M
810-0o. D(LL)-B(LLL)-B(K t.L)*DUM4
DO 13 J.N 19 CONTINUE

UPIP((,I).NE.1)Tl1EN 2, CONDTIEP

DO 12 K-IN 22 CONTINUE

IF (IPIV(K).EQ.0) THEN O22 CONTINU

IF (ABS(AOJK)) .(.3IO)THEN DO 2 L-N.,.-,
BKI-AJBS(A(J.K)) IP(INDXR(L) .NL. NDXC(L))ITHEN

]ROW.), DO 23 K=x $4

ICOL¢.-K DU-(KNXR(L))

H.NK AM(KNDXR(L))A(K.ENDXC0L))

ELSE I (IPIV(K).OT.I) THEN ALKCNDXC(L))-DUM
Wri.(**) '@igdur marmW 2 NDTI

RETURN NI

ENDIP 24 CONTINUE

12 CONTINUE RETURN

ENDIF END

13 MONTINUE
WIv(taxL)-IPIv(ICO)+i
IF' (1ROW.NE.lCOL) MiENRT E .F :
DO 14 L.I.N

DUM.AVIROWJ.)
A(ROW.L)-A(ICOL.L)
A(ICOL.L*DUM FUNCTION RTNEWT(X1.X2.XACCa)

14 CONTINUE PARAMETER (JMAX-20)
DO 15 L.1.M RTNEWr,,.(X,+X2)

DUM.B(IROW.L) DO II M JMAX
B(IROW.L)=B(ICOL.L) CALL. W•k~ý(RTNEWT,PDFIA)
B(ICO4J.)-OUM DX-FiDP

15 CONTINUE RTNHEw.RTHEwr.DX
ENDI DK(XI-RTNEWT)*(RTNEW'r-X2)LT.O.)PAUSB 'juqed out of brackdo'
INDXR(F)-MOW F(ABS(DX)LT.XACC) RETURN
INDXC(I)-ICOL II CONTINUE
IF (A(ICOL.ICOL).EQ.0.) t PAUSE VTNEWT eIeeding mawmm hrm'

.,iu(",) 'inglr mantz' END

C.4. Momentum Transfer Analysis Results

A. Freestream Turbulence. The root-mean-square freestreamn turbulence was measured

to be below 1 percent for freestream velocities above 8.5 m/s and below 0.8 percent for freestream

velocities above 12.5 m/s.

B. Streamwise Pressure Gradient. The streamnwise pressure gradients were small

enough that their effect upon riblet performance was negligible. For freestream velocities below

15 n-us, the drag and heat transfer reduction range, the streamnwise pressure gradients measured
with the pitot-static probes were all less than 8 Pa/m and the majority were less than 3 Pa/m. In

terms of the Clauser pressure gradient parameter, all 13 were less than 0.07 and the majority were
less than 0.02. The results of the research into the effect of pressure gradient on riblet performance

summarized in Coustols and Savill (1989) indicate that, for these values of 13, the degradation in
drag reduction should be less than 1 percent.
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C. Boundary Layer Thickness. The boundary layer thicknesses calculated via

interpolation from the velocity profiles measured over the flat and ribleted plates as well as the
thickness calculated from the empirical formula 2.41 are shown in Figure C. 1, Boundary Layer

Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. The trends apparent in the graph

are fairly close similarity between the flat and ribleted plate results, wide scatter of the data at low

Reynolds numbers, and fairly large discrepancies between the measured and empirically predicted

values. Indeed, for 90 percent of the cases, the calculated values were lower, in most cases

significantly so, than the values predicted with the empirical formula. The results seem to indicate

a fairly serious deficiency in the calculation methodology. Unfortunately, time did not permit

resolution of this particular problem.
Although these results raise questions as to the accuracy and validity of the momentum

transfer results, the particular method of calculating skin friction was insensitive to even large error

in boundary layer thickness and so its accuracy and validity are unaffected by the problems in 8

calculation. The Coles Hirst 3 method of calculating Cf depends primarily upon the slope of the

profile in the lower and middle regions of the boundary layer. In addition, the fit coefficients used

in this method include a parameter to account for inaccuracies in the boundary layer estimate.

Indeed, during attempts to improve the boundary layer thickness calculation methodology, the

author noted that changes in 8 of up to 50 percent affected the resulting Cf calculation by less than

1.5 percent!

The deficiencies apparent in the calculation of 8 propagated through the calculation of the

displacement and momentum thicknesses. The displacement thicknesses calculated via numerical

integration of the velocity profiles measured over the flat and ribleted plates as well as the thickness

calculated from the empirical formula 2.43 are shown in Figure C.2, Displacement Thickness

versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted Plates. The results echo the trends of the d

calculations almost exactly since d directly affects the amount of profile integrated. The

momentum thicknesses calculated via numerical integration of the velocity profiles measured over

the flat and ribleted plates as well as the thickness calculated from the empirical formula 2.42 are

shown in Figure C.3, Momentum Thickness versus Reynolds Number for Flat and Ribleted

Plates. As with 8, the results echo the trends of the boundary layer thickness variation with

Reynolds number very closely.

D. Velocity Profiles and Ct Calculation Curve Fits. The results of three separate

boundary layer traversals performed at the same freestream velocity are shown together for

comparison in Figure C.4, Test of Velocity Profile Repeatability. The three traversals were each

taken on separate days at the same streamwise location but at different spanwise locations, yet, as
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can be seen, the results show very low scatter and excellent repeatability. Indeed, the skin friction

coefficients calculated from the profiles were within a 2 percent range (i.e., they agreed to ±1

percent), which is actually about 1.5 to 2 times more accurate than would be expected based on

studies such as Harotinidis (1989).

Although the possible presence of differences in the boundary layers was not ruled out

with measurements specifically aimed at detecting them nor accounted for in the data analysis, the

values of coefficient of skin friction calculated from velocity profiles fore of the test sections

suggest that the momentum aspects of the boundary layers were similar enough not to degrade

seriously the accuracy of the experiment. Due to time constraints, the velocity profile repeatability

test was performed only upon the flat plate test section side. Thus, an unquantifiable amount of

error could be present in the results due to differences between the boundary layers over the flat
plate test section side and that of the ribleted test section. However, in all test runs, the coefficients

of friction calculated from the velocity profiles fore of the test sections agreed to within their
uncertainties: all were less than 8 percent different, and the majority were less than 5 percent

different. That the values on the ribleted side tended to be lower might indicate that this difference

was due to the 2 inches of ribleted wall upstream of the riblet test section. No attempt was made

adjust the calculation of drag or heat transfer reduction for these possible differences in wall

boundary layers.

One of the many test case validations of the Coles Hirst 3 method of calculating Cf is

shown in Figure C.5, Validation of Profile Analysis Program. A dummy data file was created
using the wake law and analyzed with the VPFIT7 program. These data are plotted as squares.

The resulting curve fit, which predicted the Cf used to generate the data to within 0.005 percent, is

plotted as a solid line.

The complete set of velocity profile measurements from which skin friction was calculated

is shown in Figures C.6 through C. 15. The velocity measurements versus distance from the wall

are plotted in wall units along with the curve fits calculated according to Coles Hirst method 3.

The top graph in each figure shows the profile just fore of the test section and the one below the

profile just aft. The figures come in pairs, the even numbered ones being the flat plate results and

the odd ones being the ribleted results. Thus, Figure C.6 shows the profiles fore and aft of the flat

test section at a freestream velocity of 8.41 m/s, while Figure C.7 shows the profiles fore and aft of

the ribleted test section at that freestream velocity.

Several trends are apparent from the graphs: fairly good fits, somc scatter at lower
velocities, and some periodicity to the scatter. In general, the fits seem to follow the trends

accurately throughout the entire boundary layer. For the most part the fits are quite good except

that at lower velocities some scatter is apparent. Indeed, only for freestream values of 15 m/s and
above are the magnitudes of the reduced chi-squared in the region where the fits would be
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considered good. However, the size of the chi-squared does seem to be from normally distributed

error and not from coherent trends in the data unaccounted for in the fitting equation. Thus, the

only real discrepancy in the results is that at lower velocities an unaccounted for source of normally

distributed error seems to be present. One possible cause might be some form of periodic

compressor disturbance.

At freestream velocities lower than 8.5 m/s, periodic disturbances in the mean velocity

profile were present. The most likely cause is that at these lower speeds, the layers of gauze across

the inlet were blocking enough flow to cause the compressor to enter some type of low frequency

stall mode. Indeed, the velocity data taken up to 10 m/s show periodic fluctuation of the velocity

with distance from the wall. Since the data were taken in order of distance away from the wall,

this trend could be indication of periodic flow disturbances at low velocities. Other less likely

possibilities include the effect of periodic variation in ambient temperature or pressure on the

density and periodic sticking and slipping of the boundary layer probe apparatus.

E. Effect of Riblets on Wall Shear. The full effects of riblets on skin friction and drag

are treated in Sections 6.4.B and C.
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APPENDIX D - HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS, ERROR ANALYSIS,

PROGRAMS, AND RESULTS

D.I. Heat Transfer Measurement Equipment

A. Ambient Conditions. Ambient temperature was measured with four liquid-in-glass,

partial immersion, mercury thermometers. Two of these were 0. IC gradation, 00 C to 100'C

range; the other two were 0.2'C gradation, 00 C to 200'C range. They were suspended via 1.27-

cm-wide, Styrofoam-insulated, thermometer clamps and shielded from radiation and convection

heat loss with cylindrical shields, 20 cm in length and 7 cm in diameter, constructed of 1.5-mm

Aluminum sheeting. Readings were taken using thermometer-attachable, magnifying eyepieces.

Because the thermometers were readable to at least half their gradation spacing, this was taken as

their accuracy. Compared to the estimates of liquid-in-glass thermometer accuracy outlined in

Goldstein and Chiang (1985), this value is slightly conservative. The average of the readings of

the four thermometers was taken as ambient temperature. With the air in the lab sufficiently

mixed with fans, the four thermometers placed around the room showed the same temperature to

within their readability. The uncertainty of the ambient temperature is thus just half the root mean

square of the readabilities.

Ambient density was determined from the ambient pressure and temperature via the

equation of state as described in Appendix C.2.B. Ambient pressure was measured as described

in Appendix C. I.A.

B. Tunnel Wall Temperature. Test plate temperature was measured with 140 Omega,

type F3105, thin-film, platinum, RTD's potted in 9.91 -mm long, 3.23-mm-diameter cylinders of
Eccobond 285 epoxy. Detailed description of these sensors and their use may be found in

Sections 3.2.1. and 4.2.A., and Appendix B.I.A., and B.i.C. A detailed analysis of the uncertainty

in their readings may be found in Appendix B.1.D. and B.3. and Table B.1.

C. Test Section Heater and Shunt Resistor Voltage. The power output of the 20

heaters in the test segment was determined by directly measuring the voltage drop across each of

the heaters (Vh) and by indirectly measuring the current via the voltage measurement across shunt

resistors (Vsh) with known resistances. The 20 channels of voltage input on the Helios I were

used to read the voltage drop across the heaters directly by connecting a pair of 3-m leads from the

front end in parallel with each heater. The 20 channels of current input were modified to allow the
measurement of large currents. The shunt resistors originally wired into the current input

connector were removed. Six-inch lengths of Inconel wire, used for its extremely low resistance
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sensitivity to temperature, were connected in the test segment interface boxes in series with each

heater and a set of two 3-m leads were then connected to the front end in parallel with each of these

new shunt resistors. Four-wire resistance measurements of the new shunt resistors over the range

of test currents showed no detectable change in resistance due to temperature effects.

D.2. Heat Transfer Analysis and Error Analysis Methodology

A. Determining Stanton Number. Stanton number, nondimensionalized convective

heat flux at the wall, was calculated from direct measurements of heater heat flux and adjusted to

account for back, side, and radiation losses and wall temperature variation based on an energy

balance of the test sections. Interpolation, extrapolation, and splines were used to calculate the

temperature in the pretest plate at three spanwise positions at the streamwise midpoint of each
heater and in the test plate at four spanwise positions. These temperatures were used to estimate

the radiation heat loss via equation 3.8, the side losses via Fourier's law of heat conduction, and

using the temperatures at the back guard heaters, the back losses again using Fourier's Law. These
values were then used to calculate the convective turbulent heat flux at the wall with equation 3.6.

Definition 2.29 was used to calculate Stanton number from this. The solution for the effect of a

step rise in temperature on Stanton number was used to correct these values for the variation in

upstream wall temperature.

The choice of the method of measurement was a design decision because of its effect on

test plate configuration. For this reason, the background of and reasoning behind the choice are

discussed in the design Sections 3.2.A., E., and F.

The heat transfer equivalents of local skin friction and total test section drag can be

calculated from the calculated values of convective heat fluxes from the test sections into the flow.

The local Stanton number is the nondimensionalized form of the local, convective heat flux at the

wall, qw, given by equation 6.14. The error in Stanton number due to error propagation is given

by:

U 2 ( St )2 +u 2 (St) 2 +u (2St)2 2 (St) 2  2• U2 StU St qw Uw C +l +(UT. + U.,(Tw e)).

W q, p p (TwTe)

(D.I)
A similar coefficient analogous to the coefficient of drag may be calculated based on the convective

heat flux over the entire test section, Qw, as given by equation 6.15. The error propagation through

this equation is the same as D. I with qw replaced by (Qw/A). The local and total convective heat

fluxes may be found from an energy balance of the test sections.

The total convective heat transfer out of the test sections was calculated by considering
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them as control volumes and performing an energy balance. The Aluminum plate test section and

the test section heaters were taken as the control volume on which the energy balance was

performed. The heat flux from these heaters was treated as uniform heat generation in an

infinitesimally thin plane located on the surface of the heaters closer to the flow. The heat transfer

out of this control volume consisted of:
" loss out of the sides, through the strip of foam epoxy insulation into the surrounding

plate, via conduction, noted as Q%;
"* loss out of the front, into the flow, via forced convection, termed qw locally and Qw in

total;

"* loss out of the front, into the flow, via radiation, q,; and,

"• loss out of the rear into the insulation via conduction, Qb.

The heater heat flux was calculated from heater voltage and current. The conduction losses were

calculated via Fourier's law of heat conduction from the test section and surrounding plate and

insulation temperatures and conductivities. The radiation loss was calculated from Stefan-

Boltzmann's Law of Radiation. This balance may be rephrased in equation form as equation 6.16.

The error propagation through this equation when used to calculate the wall heat flux is given by:

SQ .
UQw• , u0  u +U~s +u Ai'u

Qb= r1i
(D.2)

where Qhi are the heater flux inputs, Qsi are the losses out of the sides of each subsection, qwi and

q, are the convective and radiative losses out of the front of each subsection, Ai are the subsection

areas, and Qbj are the back losses out of the subsections. The uncertainty in radiated heat flux may

be found via equation 3.10. An equation similar to D.2 may be derived for qwi, the wall heat flux

in each subsection of the test sections quite easily.

B. Heater Input. Heater heat fluxes were calculated from direct measurements of of

heater voltage drops, Vhj, and indirect measurtments of heater current, lh1 . The heater currents

were calculated from measurements of the voltage drops, Vshj, across the shunt resistors, of

known resistance Rsh, in series with the heaters. The two voltage measurements for each heater

are shown in Figure 3.7. The i-th heater heat flux is given by equation 6.17, the uncertainty in

which is:

u 2 2 +(u 2 ( 2( .ŽL)2 +U 2  ( h)2UQh Vhi V h-'i V S V sh" R R sh-"•
(D.3)

C. Conduction Heat Loss. The heat losses through the back of the test sections were
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calculated via a one-dimensional solution of Fourier's law of heat conduction through three

materials from test plate temperature and insulation temperature measurements. Fourier's law of

heat conduction can be solved for the case of one-dimensional heat transfer through three materials

a, b, and c, given their conductivities and the temperature before material a, T1 , and after material c,

T4 , to give:

T 2 - T1
b a 

(D.4)

where T2 is given by equation 6.20. The total conduction heat loss may be found by multiplying

equation 6.17 by the area of the loss plane. The uncertainty in this value may be estimated roughly

via error propagation analysis. However, some unquantifiable error is introduced by the fact that

the solution is two dimensional and the real case is not. Due to this, a set estimate of 5 percent

based upon the error propagation limits was taken. The formulae used may be found in the

HEATCALC program listout. The same analysis procedure was followed for the side conduction

losses.

C. Radiation Heat Loss. Radiation heat loss was estimated from Stefan-Boltzmann's

Law of Radiation, equation 3.8. An emissivity of 0.05 was used based on the experimental results

described in Singham (1962). The difference between the temperature of the RTD's near the test

wall surface and the actual surface, in general less than 0.05'C, due to the 0.1-in depth of the RTD

sensing element beneath the surface, can be included in addition to the uncertainty in the

emissivity, estimated to be 5 percent, in the evaluation of the radiation heat flux uncertainty.

D. Adjusting for Wall Temperature Variation. The solution for the effect of a step rise

in temperature on Stanton number, as given in, among others, Kays and Crawford (1980), was

used to correct the coefficient of heat transfer values for the variation in upstream wall temperature

via a discrete approximation of the standard formula 6.21. This equation is very easily translated

to the discrete case by substituting sum for integral and A for d, from which the error propagation

formula follows.

D.3. Heat Transfer Analysis Program

Listed below are the various program units which comprise the heat transfer calculation

program HEATCALC. The various units include:

• HEATCALC.FOR, the main program to perform the calculations and write the results

to file;
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"* CALCFLUX.FOR, the subroutine to perform calculation of the two dimensional heat

flux through three materials;

"* SPLINE.FOR and SPLINT.FOR, the subroutines from Press et al. (1986) used to
perform the spline interpolation of wall temperature; and,

"* AIR.FOR, the subroutine to calculate air properties as a function of ambient temperature,

listed in Appendix C.3.B.

HEATCALCTORread in 7eater lengthe

HEATCAL .FOR ogtk-[aonemjlx~datajhngh~daratatua.'okl)
do0401-1.12

read(9.50) lerrth(l)
prtp h~musi 40 continue

50 formt(lx.*14.7)
real asnda.een~sbconst,to.sot.rho.srho.us.sue.cp~acp.samlght. C1IOO(g)

kl~k2.k3.k4
real mh(2.10).arih(2.10),krim(2.10)..im(2.10) inkalaize radiation parameters
real vrmeaa(2.10.31).svmsuxp(2.10,31 ).svnetat(2.1 0),svntdot(2.10)
reel vsh(2.1 0.31 ).svshexp(2.1 0.31).svetiatat(2.10).avshtal(2. 10) eflSS.O.04
reel tm~ai(2.30.31 ).srtnvoI(2.30).struta(2.30).stmsxp(2.30). Srcona-5.6011 -

* tdist(2.6.5).etdatat(2.6.5),stdexp(2.6.5).Stdtol(2.6.5). bos-.678
* tave(2,S).sta(2.S).tcaler(129).tbtc(2)..tboi((2)
reel t3trn(30.3l).st~lnWo(30).st~nWW(30).st~tnuxp(30). reed In chum W .luans

* tid(2. 12.3).st~ldstat(2. 12.3),st3ldezp(2. 12.3).
* st3ldtc4(2.12.3).t3Iave(2.12) Inars.'(stone.flux.datajrshvaidva
real tlfrTE3g,31 ),atlfrrgto(39).stlfrralat(39),sl 11ryuxp(3g). open(9.tlle-lnarreistatus-old')

* t~ld(2.4.3).stlldetat(2.4.3).stlfdexp(2.4.3). do 701.1.2
sIhtldtot(2.4.3).savecflrat d0oOOJ-1.10

reel qmeas(2.10).eqm(K2.10).qrad(2.4).sqr(2.4).qloa(2.4). read(9.80) rM110-1)
* sql(2,4).qcorw(2.4).sq(2.4).qtol(2),aqt(2).ch(2.4). 60 Continue

sch(2.4).chrat(2.4).schrat(2.4).chrave(2).echrave(2). 70 con~tinue~l1.
* qtloee(2).sqtt(2).qrat,sqraltperch(2,4).avediraI 0trr~x105
reel are,length(t 2).ya(10).xa(10).y~a.x,Z(17).x1.x2.x3.x4.x5 cloee(g)
real dektedeft~dell .de12,d913,del4l.

del5.dt~dave.dtave~dti~lblstpldn.dyl dy2,dy3, read in iottage data
de11sav(2),deI2sav(2),densav(2).

* del4@av(2),deI5@av(2).tdeft(2. 10),tadelt(2, I0),avotdeft(2). write(*.*) ReadlIng voltage data
* aftdetat(2).atdeiq(2).atsdtof(2).textra lnamg.'[slong.flkx.dal't&finurrVJavolrufl da

integer ntrn(2.1 0,5),ntrn(rT2. 12.3).nitlrn(2.4.3).neam~nave. open(B9file-fnanta.status-'old')
* nfree.i.i.k~l.rmn do01001.1.4
charader'4 Inum read1(g.(asfl flag
character35 titam. 100 continue
Cfiaracter*8 flag do110 l-l~nhant

1 10 continua
read! teal into and inkialize. 120 totrmtVt~10.5,19(1x~l1 0.5))

close(g,
I wrke('.) 'enter data input file code nurrter MDEW

read(%.10) mnuni tname.(astone.fkix.data.'/ItnunfVFjtvrun.dar
10 lwryrwt(a4) open(g.flle-fnamestatue-old')

erk(*) Ienter nurmber of samples' do 130 1.1.4
readC.20M neam read(ga811)i flag

20 forrriN(1) 130 continue
I (na~l 0 then do 140 l.1.nsam
oeaeghl-2.04 reed(9. 150Wend140) (vmeaa(2.j.i)4.1 .l10).(vsh(2.4.1)4.11.10)

eke 140 continue
sweght-2.23 150 formatIfIO.5.19(1x~f 10.5))

W41cloweg)
area-2.'7.'(0.02S4)-2 roed In T daf
open output datalfilem

write(',) 'Reading teol plate temperature data'
lname.)astone.llux.data.'//fnurwt*lullr.dar fnams-'[slone.flux.data.'/itnumltVtaidrun.dar
openfl 1,fIllefname.*tatu9-'nee.re1 1000) apen(9,file-tname~st&tus-o~Id)

do 160 1- 1,4
Intialize insulation thermal conductivity red9(a)flag

160 continue
lrt-225 do 170 l-lneaz
142-0.125 read(g.1180.end-170) tu(1j01.0

3-0ý04625 1 70 continue
dell-70r.273. 15 180 lorrrut(tS.3,29( ix.fS.3))
*del , 0 5 coe
call air(dell ,sdel I cxl .x2.del2,sdel2.i4.sk4.del3.sdel3)

flane.ms.iona.flux.data.'/InuryVdJlbndrun.dar
irpjt data aml parameet opn9.leIae.st.alelte-'o10)

do 190 1. 1,4
wrtta(t 1.21) Mumn read(9.'(aS)) flag

21 formatflx.'Full heat calculation from run C.&4/I/) 190 continue
do MO 61-inani
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read(O.210.and-200) Ctan2J)i13)naverneam*1
200 continue do 5101.1.2
210 iornul(16.3.20(108t.3)) do 500 J. 1,30

cioee() IfmeesCtLI~nave).0.

do 22061.,4 1 (iLeq.1) then

220 continue emrtSmruwj0.
do 230 i-1.nea St~w-aery ma~~)

reed(O.240.end-230) (0fTI".44.-1.30) WWId
230 continue do 490 it. lnsarn
240 formatVtS.3.29(1 08tS3)) btilmo.J.ntIS).tmfeaai.jfavS).tmSM(i,.lk)RtM(f&M)

close(9) Ii (ia.e1) t~mlj.na)-t~rl(J.nw)
,t~fmrjk)4kWa(nsaaf

fnaff...[eton..ttux.dala./ftlflurrifllffldrut.dar d8 ont0kinueeu
open(9.tiie-tnamso~latus-'oid')do40i.,ow
do 25061,41 s tnuii." traO.D..

reed(9.(aBy) flag pmmnee(l.jA)4ftmeas.L~nv9))-2
250 continue I (Leq.1) santanuWJ)t3frUal(j)

do 280 i.1,neaaf ()iyln w
read(g.270.end-260) (Iii U.I),.j1.39) 490 continue

260 continue stmew(ij.4qfl(stffmtmI(I.Dflkmt(nfir~e))
270 fornutOi8.3.29(1 0~t8.3)) etnoq(i.I)-stulexp(i.D.4wSight~stm"t~(i.D

clowg() I (ieq~i) than
se to.qt~m n (j)r1batQr4k rroe))

read inT Indices data e~rtotWm-ySm)atgtt gttt3fF -tW'(
endif

Inaffn.[etone.fiux.datatpptlndice.dar 500 continue
open(g.fite-fwanae.stalus'lOd') 510 continue
do 300 1. 1.2
do290j-1.6 do 525 J.1,39

do 280 W..5 tlimfj.navo).0.
read(9.310.end-260) ntmr~i.j.k) tlitruatal(D-0.

280 continue k.1+90
290 continue stlirnes(J).tcaierrIQyflr(flbat(nllfl))
300 continue do 515 it-.nfam

310 fo~rTat(1x.1) tlfm(Jnave).tlim(j.nave).tlfni~ij.k)lflla(rlhaff)
ciose(9) 515 continue

do 520 k-t.nsaj'

open(9,t-fllelarmsa.s~- -, 520 continue
do 340 1-1,2 etifnutt(.j.eilr(sttifrTeti(DAikSS(nfli))

do 330 j..1.12 altintoEU).etlfmexpQi),Sveight~stlftIT ~(j
do 320 k.1,3 525 continue

read(tViO,end-320) nt3lrm~i.J.k) argstetpteTidxnbyoiin
320 continue erag etpaeTidxn ypsto
330 contirnie
340 contnue do 550 6.1.2
350 fornut(lx.i2) do 540 J.1.S

ciose(g) do 530 k-1 .5

rname.,(sion.fiux.deta~lftindlcee-dar aidw lj~k)-stnmiexplmtifil~jk))

do 38061.2 eidUK(I.Jk)-strYoil(l.rint(I.j~k))
do 370 1-1 A 530 continue

do380 k-1.3 540 continue
reed(9,390.end.380) ntlrrlt(j~k) 550 continue

380 continue
370 continue tback(1).tmw(1 .28.nave)
380 continue otbadc(l)-tcaierr(58)
390 fornut~lliR) tback(2)-tmsae(2.28.nave)

ciose(g) sftsck(2)-lcaisrr(86)

read in T eror estimrate T In test plate corne4s

fname.(Istone.fiux.data)caloir.dar do 565561.2
open(9.fili..fnafne.5t51uS.oWd) tdihti,1.1 ).tdlst(I1l .2)-tdist(l.2.1 )ttdiet(I.2.2)

do 400 61,129 tdlst(I.1 .5).tdlat(I.1 .4)-tdbt(i.2.5)ItdIis(i.2,4)
read(M,20.end-400) tcaier(l) tdlet(I.6.1 ). dlst(l.6,2)'tldt(l.5.1 )ltdlat(i.5.2)

400 continue tdist(l.6.5).tdist(I.6.4)tIdut(I.5.5)tdlit(l.5.4)
420 forrrat(57x.17.5) 555 continue

clowg) rearrange3IT indexing
read In treesream PMWeWie

do SW601,2
tnaine&.-(eoneiius.data.uIfnunV~fytirpf.dat' do 570 1.1.12

open(g.fie-ftwauxu.stalus-'old) do 560 W-.3
read(9.470.end-471) to~sto~utho.srhoue~sue t~fdoi.Jk)-t~tm(nt3fmri~i.lk).flavs)

470 formut(tx.fS.2.1 x.f4.2. hISS. ~tx~t6.6.Ixjf7.4.tx.f7A) si3lbtatli.p).sYftme*(l3iirXiik))
471 continue s~ba(i)s,*~4[f~~)

560 continue
calculate Cp 570 continue

call airboo~sto.cp.scp.deI1 edeil .dei2.sdsl2.dei3.sdei3) ?0cniu
estintetes T olf brken uldeRTDS (mufflin ."ff."mr aout rn~dife)

cacuatme T averages and wrote fronm average percent spaumlse variation In 7 puts

erle(.) PetloyN4ng ten"ierature anailes's t3td(1.3.l).t3fd(l .3.3)
nifree-nearnwl stifdezpXt,3.I)-stf~dexp(t.3.3)
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st3SdsWM(1.3.I)-st3WldaU(I.3.3) t318(l.5.3.-drave-3ld(i5.2)
*tldIal(1.3.1).t31ilA0(.3.3) 1318(16. I)-dt3tdwvs~t3ld(L.6.2)
t318(1.9.1).131d(1 .9.2y'(1.-.0.5(O~(t3 .3,2)-tSd(1 .3.3WY t3Sd(L6.3)..d~l3dael3Id(L.6.2)

st3kldep(1 .9.I).2.*st31dxp(I.9.2) l3ld(l.7.3).dt3dave-t3ld(I.7.2)
at31detat(I .9.1).2.*st3ldstat(1 .9.2 t3Id(L8.1)-dt3ldsv.1t3fd(i.6.2)
stdtlot(t.9, 1)o2.ast3WMIot.9.2) t3ld(L8.3)-dt3tdav@*131d(l8.2)
t31d(19,3).t31d(1.9,1) dt31dsy..1 .-0.5-((31d(l.9.2)-t3Id(l.9.3))1131d(l.9.2)

st31dsti(1 .g.3).2.s6t3Id~spa(1.9.2 +tld(L.12.4-.t~lavtd(L2.)A1(.12.2))

st318181(1 .0.3).2.*vt3kItot(1.9.2) t318ld.0,3).dt3tdAve?3d(L.0.2)
t3td(1. I2.1).t3ld(1. 2.3) t318(I1, 1.)-dl~fdaVet-d(l.11.2A
st31dexp(1. IZ.1)-*13Idexp(1. 12.3) t318(O1.t3).dt31dSv9Y3fd(.1 1.2)
st3ldeWd(1 .12,1)-$t~ldsat(1. 12,3) 590 continue

St~dol~l 12,)-s~ld~0. 1.3)calculat I section average Ts
#3td(2.0. 1).131(2,9.3)
st31dexp(2.9.l)-at31dexp(2.9.3) do05991-1.2
st31datat(2.9.1 )-t3ftsAl(2.9.3) do 596 j.11.12
st31dtoI(2.9.1)ost31dlo(2.9.3) t31eve(l.D)-(t3ld(IL 1)4t31d(ij.).1t31d(l.j.3))/3.
13ld(2.1 2.t).43ld(2.12,3) 506 continue
st3ldexp(2. 12. I)-st3ldexp(2.12.3) 596 continue
st3ldstat(2.12,1)-st3tdetat(2. 12.3)
st31dtoq(2.12,l (.&1318186(2,12.3) rearrange V T indexing

use stline to estimate T of danued; nmdIlne RTDe do 620 i.1,2
do 610 (.1.4

ya(1)-t3(d(1.1 .2) do OW W-.3
ya(2)-tltd(1.2.2) tildot.Jk)-tllmgrntllm".J.k).nave)

ya(4)-t~fd( 1.4.2) stild~ta1(Lj~k)..atlrnsta(nt1frlLI~k))
ya(5)-t3fd( 1.5.2) stlfdtltil,ýk).etlffr~ rdlfntltrI(k))
ya(6)..t3fd( 1.6.2) amc continue
ya(7)-13fd( 1.9.2) 60 cniu
ya(8).t31d(1 .10.2) 62 contin)
ya(9)-t3Id(1.1 1.2) ld141.ld1.3
ya(10).131d(1,12.2) *tltdtot(1.4.1)-*tttdlto(1.4.3)
xs( 1).0. 125
xa(2).0.625 calculate lest SeCtian average Ts
xa(3)-l.62S
xa(4).3.375 do 64061,2
xa(5).5.75 do 630 1.1,6
xa(S)-6.5 taws(i.D.(dist(I.i.2).ldlet(l.j.3).tdlet(l.,.4))i3.

xa(g).28.75 630 continue
xa(1 0).33.5 640 continue
n.10
Call splin*(xa.ya~n~y2a) heat flux estima~tioni
W1..75

call spllnt(xa~ya~y2a,n~x.t3ld(1 .7.2)) write(*,*) 'Perofoming heat flux analysis'
x- 1 5,5 do 6801-1.2
call splint(xa~yka.~sn~x~t31d(1 .8.2)) do 670 1.1.10

ya(t).t~td(2,1.2) calcujlate measured heat flux
ya(2)-t3ld(2.2A2
ya(3)-t3fd(2.3,2) VMeas(1.jnve)-0.
ya(4)-131d(2.4.2) swnexp(l.j.nav)-.0
ya(5)-t3fd(2.7.2) sVffutatm(t.j).
ya(6).t3td(2.8.2) vsh(l.Jýnavs).O..
ya47)-t31d(2.9.2) svshexp(I.J.nsv*)-..
ya(B)-t31d(2.10,2) avahewa(kL.-0.
ya(9).t3fd(2.t 1.2) do 650 k.1.narr#
ya(10).131d(2.l 2.2) vnum~l.Jýnsve)-vmem* j.Inave)4vfmsm(i,jk)i/to(nsam)
xa(1).0.125 svThexp(i.j~k).9.e-5*vnfeas(ki~k)+3 .@3
xa(Z).0.625 s-Vmx(l4jna).eVrrxp(Ij4av)
xa(3).l.625 *(swnexj(1Ij.kYtta(n-an'))12
xa(4).3.375 sljnae.s(.nae.slJk/ttnam
xa(5).1 1.75 svehexp(Lkk).5.e-5'sh(i~j~k).3.e-5
Wa()- 15.5 svehaxp(i~j~nava).swhex~#(lj~nave)

xa(7)-19.75 (sex jk)ianal)2
xa(S).24.25 650 cortinfue
xa49).26.75 vwplJnv)srsvnx(i.ae)
xe(10).33.5 svshexp(i~j.nave).sqfl(svshexp(Ij.)nave))
call spline(xa~ya~n.y2a) doG660k-1nsamn
x.5.75 svilutaZ(l.fl-vrrstaltQ~j)
call spllnt(xa.ya~y2a.n~x.131d(2.5.2)) +*Nfnsa(l(.k)-- QJ~(.-~l))*'2
X.i.5 svshstat(l.D-eVsftstst(l.D+
call spllr#1(xa.ya~y2e.n,x.131d(2.6,2)) (vwh(l.j~k)-vsh(l.Jýnave))-'2

660 continue
estimate skle T In heater sections W/out sWe tTDIs swttlff~vsa(Q.)MMl(nrare)I

svshMstatDlWflsaqltwWsa(lmi~(ntmew))
do 59001.1.2 -vnlcl(l.I).svnieap(.llj ),Vs"Ig*tsvrutalli.1)

dt31dave-.1 .05'((131d(.3.2)-t3(d(1,33))It3d(1,32) &vsh~toI(l.().svshaxp(1.J,1l)+swslight'svahstw(iDj
.(t31d(1.9.2).131dl1,0.3))/#31d(i.9.2))

13ld(.1. ,l)-*d31dav*t3ld(l. 1.2) srzhll.D-0.00lrshpl.l)
13ld(l. l.3).dt3fdavs't31d(I. 1.2) 1ne(.~s(41 1)r~h(i.D

l318(l,2.3).dl31dav*et3fd(1,2A2 1"(1.0-2)-2)~i.
l3l8(1,4, t).dr3Mdve*l31d(1,4.2) qmml~mmlII I)*bImeesp.D
t3fd(I.4.3).dr3Fdmv'l3fdQ.,4.2) q1.sfl(vncI9meI4)2
#3fd(1.5.1 ).df31dave136d(l.5,2) (nIjvssl.11))-2)
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N (~ 1Md( a) then ZVl0).211.5
k41 z(1 1).31.

1-j. Iz(12).36.

calculate radiation los heat flux Z(14).40.
z(15)..42.

tire(i.k)-effiss'wnS~amedek z(17)-46.
sqr(I~k)-sq((aemsnst~aredeft)**2 do 710 61.2

* (sta&(LD*4.enffasBbcOnSarea~teve(lJ)'*3)-2 Chnive(i)0.O
* *(sto*4.emlaasboonst~aIea~o**3)*2) schrave(Q-O.

* calculate side loss heal flux for each teso heater section do 00j~1
dWav-t-*ei.k)-to

out at the front ft6rat*(ijk)..t3 .411 Yda

I U. .2) then xt-Z(t34j)+.t
dyl -(1.-I J5.)-0.0254 do 690 62.12

dy3w-.(1 .1 .)-0.0254 var-tA9.
call caLcfux(dyt .dy2.dy3,k.ht.2.kt. V~l~dn-1 J(l.-(zt-t)/xl)-0.9)-var
lstve(I.D.tave(i~k).deit) chma(ikj)-chratlij).lbAstlpctn'dfi

eke 690 continue

OWNd ch(ilj)-ch(i.fl/chrat(J),

out of he ON chVi-D)sqr'(scht(I.D*2
* oro~heia (achn(i.D~h(i.D/chra(i~j))"2)

perah(1.1)- 100. sch(i.D/ch(I~j)
I 0.9q.6) then wrko(*.895) i.j~ch(i,j).peesh(i.j)

dy1l(l .25-1J32.)'0.02S4 695 format(tx.ChCl.i.l1.) - '.10.4.* +/- '.f8.4.%;)
dy2-0.0254116. chrave(l).cltravs(i).dlrat(i.JY4.
dy3.(l. -1J3.)'0.0254 schravw(i)-sqnt(schravei)**2.(schrat(lij)/4.)**2)

call caIcftux(dy1.dy2.dy3,k.k1,klM. 700 continue
* t~e~~j)tav~i~).d~)710 continue

ama
dei2-22.*(tave(l,D-lave(i.1))i(2.'0.0254) calculate aide toss heat flux for whole test section
endl!

do 720 6-1.2
* out at the left skide 40(1)-0

dyl1.(1 .25- 1 J32.) 0.0254 do 7151j.1.4
dy2.0.025411t6. qtot(l)-qtot(i).qcOnvQlj)
dy3.(1.-1 J3.)'0.0254 Wq(Q-msrt(sql(I)-2.sQcVi~j)-2)
call scfdlux(dyt .dy2.dy3.kl .k2.kl. 715 continue

* ldist(i~j.2).ldislti~j.1 ).de3) qtot(I)-qtot(i)/chrave(i

out of the right skide *(sdtrawe(Q~qloI(Q))*2

call caiclux(dyi.dy2.dy3.kt .k2,kl. ?0 cniu

* dIst(I~j.4).fdIst(i.j,5),deI4) calculate variation of delta T across last sections

* outof the back do 728 61.2
aveldelI(ifr.

dyl .(0.5-0.135)'0.0254 alsdsila(i)0..
dy2.(3J16.)'0.0254 atsclex~i)-..
dy3-0.0254 do 726j,-2,5

call calcttux(dyt .dy2.dy3,kI .k4,k3. avetdell(i).Syetdet(ifrtdell(i.D/4.
f dist(ij,3).lbaclc(i)dsI5) atsdexp(O-atsdexp(i).(tadebi~jy4,)**2

720 continue
* total loss; atadexpi)-sqfl(atsdexp(i))

do 727 1.2.5
qioss(i,k).(0.5*7.*(deII +del2frO.5*2.(dSI3.deI4) atsdata(D-atadstat(i).ldeft(i,D-avefdeft(i))*2

+7. 2.'d@15i0.02U4*2 727 continue
aqlRl.k).0.1 qbI~oesi atdsa&W(r)-atlt(asdsfttW(1Y4-)

atSdIOI("saldexp(Q+WadtadIt(i
* calculate convection heal flux and Ch (Stanton 0) 728 continue

qconv(lih)-qmeea(ij).qrad(i~k)-qloes(I.k) calculate heat flux ratio

textra-0.1I -qonv(i~kY(225.-2.'0.0254-7.) avechrat-.(ch(2. 1) )ch(t, 1) +)ch(2.2)Ich(, 12).
write(',) 'defTetra - ',lsxtra cft(2.3)ich(1 .3).dt(2.4yCh(l ,4))14.

taetLJ-sflat~lj)2.sto**2) 40.1 *textra x2.sqn((sch(2.2)/cth(l1.2))**2.(sch(l .2)'ch(2.2)/Ch( 1.2)) 2)
ch(l.k)-(qconv(i~kfra-)/(rho*uekcp~ldelt(i.D) x3aeqfl((Sch(2,3)Ich(I .3)j*'2.e(SCti(t.3r*ch(2,3)/Ch(1 .3))'2
schjl.lk)-aqn((sqc~ik)*ch(i.k)iqcornv(i~k))**2 X4-sqfl((sch(2,4)Ict~i( 4))'*2.(sch(I .4)'ch(2.4)Jcl(1 .4)y*2)

*.(srho*ch(l.k)/rho)"2.e(tsdelt(i~j)'ch(ilk)tldelt(i,j))r2 sasvechral sq lt((x 114.)* 2+ (x2/4.) 24.(x3/4.) -2. (x4/4.) -2)
. (sue'ch(i~k)/ue)*2.(sm'ch(i~k)Icp)**2) qrat-qlot(2)aSvetdel(1IY(Qtot(t )*avdelt(2))

670 continue + *(atsdol)'~qramvevtdei!lt))**2+
680 continue + (mtdtot(2r*qratvtvtdeh(2))-2)

wrte(.725) qrat,aqrat
* adjust Ch for variation In T in sartaing length 725 forrrat(tx,'O/ft +/-5 '1.f7.5)

z(t)-0.25 * write datato file
z(2)-t.
z(3).2.25 wrWe(,) 'Writing resulta t0 tie
z(4).4.5
z(5).7. wrlte*t 1.745) to~sto.rho.srtto.ue,sue
Z(a).10. 745 fwrnma(lx.'To- .'16.2.' *1- '.f4.2J, Ix.'rho- .96

Z(g).t 7.5
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do 77061-2 l0o0 continue
do 760 (.1.10 1010 continue
wrlleI 1,790) lj.vnm(I~.)av).svnlo(Lj. 1020 lonngl(lx.'T(Ith%1.l1': ;p'.Ii.) . '.110.5. '/

760 continue l.p..''.1...-l05.Wb -'J`104,

770 continue '44 +- ;ll.5.' w/ b.'.f10.5,* & 6s.'.l1.)
790 *1-tI.'eeh.l.A.)* lS'4 'Jf 0.6. 1030 lorme(lit.'T(Ifh'.Il.') - '.l.2.30111.2.30~6.2.3x.

do 820 61.2 do 1031 6-1.2
do 810 (-1.10 offfle(1I .1032) ILtbaci~i).stbac(I)i

wglle(1 1.840) lj.ve~l(Ij.nave).svshIoI(I.D. 1031 continue
*vshexp(i.).nav*),svsheta1(ij) 1032 lon11.1a~.1' 1..+1- .16.4)

810 continue

820 continue do 1060161.2
840 lma1 xVa(h'i.,.2') -. 11.5.' .4-J10.5. do 1036 (1.1,2

w/ b-'1 a.5'4.''.fl0.S) Il (Leq. ) wrke( 1. 1060) ).(t~aveQk~fl.k- 1.2)
1035 continue

wrile(1 I(/) N (ILef. 1) wrkte(11.QY)
do 880 1-1.2 do 1040 J.l1,12

do 850 (.1.10 Wrkl.(i;.1060) L~tllave(Ij)
wfiel1 1.870) Ii.rsl(I.D~esmh(1.() 1040 continue

850 continue 1050 forma1(lx,'Tav&(3fh'.il,'.'.12.') - .62
wrile(11,( 1060 forna1(1 x.'ave(3fh'.12,') - '.f6.2,3x.'f.3x.ffi.2)

860 continue WrieIII(1'J
870 1ra1x'ahi1',.'- fO...-',f10.5) do 1065 (. 1.6

If (L~eqi ) wrlte(1 1.2000) (.(tave(k.j).k. 1.2)
wrile(1 1.'(1f) 1065 continue
do 890 6-1.2 Il (l-eqi) -1tol.Q)

do 880 (.1.10 do 1070 J. 1.6
wrke(1 1.900)IjkiaIj)sri.) wrlle(1 1.1090) I.).tave(I,J)&(.elDj

880 continue 1070 continue
writOI NY1'~)) 1080 continue

890 continue 1090 format(1x,'Tave("p',ii,',-,i2.-) - '.f6.2.* 44- .1f6A)
900 lormal(lx,'I(h`,iI.','.i2.') - '.f10.5' '4-.110.5) 2000 formal(lxj'avestp'.I,') - '.l6.2,3x.'-.3x,l6.2)

Wriole( 1(U' wrfte(1 ,Qi'

do 920 1.1,2 do 20056-1,2
do 910 (.1.10 I (Leqi1) then

wrke(1 1.930) I,j~qmees(I,.j).qm(14) do 2004 (-2.5
910 continue wrlle(I 1.2006) 1.ldeftl( j),tsdetl(1 Di..

write(11' I N) tdek(2.j),tadet(2.j)
920 continue 2004 continue
930 formalt(Ix,'Ory~h',i.,'i2.)-.15 ',fl 10.5 endif

wrfte(1 1.2007) i.avetdettl(t.atsdexp(i).atsdstat(I).
wrile(11'II atsdito(()
do 10 10 6-1.2 2005 continue

do 935 1.1.12 2006 lormat(1x.'deftaT(1.'.1l,'). *.010.4.' +/- %00l.4.
it (ileqi ) wrl1S( 1,.960) j(.((tfd(I.(.k),k- 1,3).l1.12) . ;detlOT(2.',i1.')-%'.61.4.'.1- *.010.4)

936 continue 2007 formal(lx,'delTaveC~i1.'). ',elO.4' (B- '.eIO.4.'.S5-.
If (i.eq.1) wrtle(l1'i' 010.4.') W.4-'.1.4)
do 940 j. 1,12

* st'ldexp(i.Jjk).st~fdhlal(l.).k).k-l .3) do 20201-1.2
940 continue do 2010 ).1.4
950 foffrk(1x.'T(3th'.I1,','.t,';'.i11.') -. 110l.5,' 4-,wVle(l1l.2030) 1jqa~.)srij

* 110.5,' w/ b - '.110.5,'& s.-'tO5I1.T3h.l'' 2010 continue
* i2.*'vil'.l1.)'.fl0.S' +/-',fl1.5.'W b - '.110.5. wrile( 1'Y
* '& -i s .1.J1.T~'I...2'p.1' 3 .10.5. 2020 continue
* './- '.Il0.5.'vw b .',l0.5,'& s - .f10.5) 2030 formal(lx.'QOr(ps'.I1.'.'.i2,') - '.f10.5.' '4..110.5)

960 forrnal(lx.'T(3l1V.12,) - '.f6.2,3x.f6.2.3x.f6.2.3x,
* , -3x.16.2.3x,f6.2.3x~l6.2) wrhle(l1'I)

wrtte(11.(Ifl do 2050601-,2
do 9851-1.6 do 2040 J.1,4

it (i eq.1) wilt.(1 1990) (.((tdi&I(I.j.k).k-1I 5)1.1l.2) wrlt.(1 1.2060)IjqosIj.qIi)
965 continue 2040 continue

1t (Leqi ) wwi.11(f)Wlle(I r8111.Y)'
do 970j. 1.6 2050 continue

wvtte( 1,.980) (I,.k.kldisl(I.j~k).sldlot(i~j.It). 206 lornma(lx.'Olooselpe'.I1,'.'.12.') - '310.5:.4- 'J10.5)
* delxp(I.j.k).Stdslal(il,.k),.k1 .5)

970 continue wrlle(Il.Qy
980 lna(x'lp'I.'I.'I1') '110.5..-'. do 2080 61.2

fl11.5.'%WI b . 1105 .* & '.l...x'(pt.l'' do 2070 (.1.4
il''1)- ',fll.5,' 4/- '.1lO.5.* W/b - '.110.5. wrlte(I1.2090) i.j.qoonv(i~j).*qc~i.j)

La l1..Il,'~p~'II'',1'p.1') - .11.5. 2070 continue
* .4 'l1.5' Ib - '.110.5,' & a . ',fll.5./.lx. wrhoe(11.-(q)'

* 'T(tph*tl'.i'.'.i1.'p.1I1-.')3,10'., ./. -. flO.5,, W b -. 2080 continue
* 1105S.' &i s .1.dl.T~'i,,.1''I,)-' 2090 ton'nat(lx.'Oconv(tI6'.l.','.12.') *'.llO.5.' 1-. '.110.5)
* 110.5,' .f. '10.5.' W b - ',fl0.5.'& a - '.110.5)

99 forme1(lx.*T(Iph.I.') - ',16.2,2x~t6.2.2xr~f6.2,2x.l6.2,2x, wFrte(11'//
* 16.2, 1x," I x.16.2.2x.l6.2,2x.t6.2.2x.l6.2,2x.lS.2) do 2110 61,2

wFIIO(I1'U do 2100 (. 1.4
do 9951(.1.4 wVke(1 1,2120) i.i.ch(l.(),sch(q.)

it (le9q.i) wvtte(1 1. 1030) ).Utald(Ili,k).k- 1.3).1.1.2) 2100 continue
995 continue WlfttO( I"1.)

if (l~eqI ) wvr"O1.(I)' 2110 continue
do 100 (.Oý1.4 2120 formal (Ix,'Ch(tfoe.iI.'2')-.105'.-.10)

at~fdexp(I.j~k).st~ldatat(I.j~k).k. 1.3) Wv 11e(1 I,*(//)')
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do 2140 61,2
do 21301-.

write(1 1,2150) 1Lcjhdrxt(i.D.&chra1(i.D
2130 contilnue

wrlle(i 1.(y)*
2140 continue
2150 fomat(1x.'[C1hl-h(dt-0))(1ps'.1.,'.12,) 'J17.5 .'-S L O

f7.5) P IE O

do 21601 61,217)Iclaei.ctaei SIUBROUTINEB SPUNiE(X.Y.N.Y2)
wrhe11,170 i~hr~i.scrav~l)PARAMETER (NMAX-loc)

2160 contilnue DMIENSION X(N).Y(N),Y2(MN.U(NMtAX)
2170 tftrut(ix,'ChiCh(dt..0))ave(',i1.') - .7.5.' +/-',f7.5)

doie( 218 11, 1-.-
wrfte(l 1,2170) Iaqechi).st(I)hr

2180 continue QNo.0
2190 %ortl1xOCi. -. 1., 1 11.5) UN.0.

wrtte(I DO 12 K.N-),I.- I
wVtte(1 1.2200) cirat.scqtat Y2(K)=Y2XK)-Y2XK.)+U(K)

2200 format(lz.'OI~fP - .110.5., ./.10.6) 12 CONTINUE
RFTURN

Clo60(1 1)EN
close(12)
end

SPLINT.FOR
CALCFLUX.FOR

SUBROUTINE SFUNT(XA.YA.YZA.NX.Y)

* akflf DDA.ENSION XA(K).YA(N).Y2ANK)

* uarowti to calculaft 2-D heat flx& mLy KLO-N
o ofnufteuia- 1 IF(11 -L.G.1 TE

S~kU1IDUt~iflyldy2.y3.I~k2k3,K-(KHI+KLO)yl
m~vuim dcf~dy.dy2dy~dk~L3,IP(XAO().ar.X)ThEN
ti A001)KHI-K

mtdy IAyZdy3.tl1td1.i~~k2k3/r31A2.n,b.c. L-
det.1 ENDIP

r31-(hi3/dy3)Ak1Mdy1) Nt
r32-(W3dy3),Kk2,My2) H-XA(KHD-)XA(KLO))
aI.1.+r32 IF (HEQO0.) PAUSE 'Bad XA .zlpaL
bw3i A-(XAKHI)-X)OM
a-s+b -XXK.0M
t2-(&t1+b-VYC Y.AIYA(LfO)+B*YA(IU1I)+
dolt-1-t2 *y ((A~--A)-YZAMKO)*{H-3-B)-Y2AIK))CP-2Y6.
flaxkldeflukdyl RETUJRN

END

DA4 Heat Transfer Analysiis Results

A. Tunnel Wall Temperature. The tunnel wall temperatures were manipulated

successfully to within ±1I to 1 .50C overall and within ±-0. 1 to 0. 15'C overthe test plate sections.

The tunnel wall temperatures are shown in Figures D. I through DA6 A distribution of
temperature is shown from one representative run at each of the test freestreani velocities, 8.48,
9.95, 10.03, 12.47, 14.88, and 20.06 in/s. The temperature distributions during the other test runs

were not different from the ones shown in any significant way. The temperature distribution in
these plots is shown with gray scale contours, lighter for higher temperatures and darker for lower
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temperatures. The distribution is shown for both of the entire, heated tunnel walls, the flat plate

test section side A on the left and the ribleted test section side B on the right. The test sections

themselves are outlined with rectangles. It should be noted that the physical dimensions of the

walls are not shown to scale. The plots show that the temperature of the test sections were of a

uniform temperature to within _+0.1 to 0.1 5C and that the heated starting lengths were of a

uniform temperature to within ±1 to 1.5'C.

B. Stanton Number. The local Stanton number measurements were subject to fairly

large conduction loss experimental error and showed fairly wide scatter but were reasonably close

to the values predicted with empirical formulae 2.56 and 2.64. The local Stanton numbers

calculated from energy balances of the heated subsections of the two test sections are shown in
Figures D.7 and D.8. The values over the flat plate test section are shown versus turbulent

Reynolds number in Figure D.7, Local Stanton Number over the Flat Plate. For clarity, the

uncertainty bars, which were in the 4 to 5 percent range are not shown. The magnitude of this

uncertainty was due to the fact that the test plate subsections were not insulated from one another,

merely from the surrounding plate. The values predicted using equations 2.56 and 2.64 are plotted

as a solid line and the upper and lower limits of the uncertainty range of this prediction are shown

as dotted lines. The results agree within the uncertainty ranges except for Reynolds numbers

below 50,000. The values over the ribleted test section are shown in Figure D.8, Local Stanton

Number over the Ribleted Plate. The values predicted using equations 2.56 and 2.64 are again

plotted as a solid line and the upper and lower limits of the uncertainty range of this prediction as

dotted lines. The scatter in this set of data is almost 1.5 times larger than that of the flat plate data.

However, this difference could very well have been caused by the effects of the adjustment of the

heat transfer characteristics of the flow to the shortness of the length of the ribleted wall upstream

of the test section. The broad trend of increasing Stanton number with increasing Reynolds rather

than the fla: plate trend of decreasing Stanton number with increasing Reynolds number is evident.

The much more accurate measurements of average or integral Stanton number, the

calculations of the effect of riblets on which had uncertainties of 1. 1 percent on average and less

than 1.3 percent in all cases, showed reduction in heat transfer due to riblets for Reynolds number

below 650,000 and s+ below 20. The effect of riblets on Stanton number versus turbulent
Reynolds number is presented via the integral or average test section Stanton number in Figure

6.3, Integral Test Section Stanton Number versus Turbulent Reynolds Number for the Flat and

Ribleted Plates. The effect of riblets on the integral Stanton number versus riblet spacing in wall

units calculated from the curve fits shown in Figure 6.1 is shown in Figure 6.4, Effect of Riblets
on Integral Stanton Number. The results shown in these plots are discussed in Section 6.4.D.
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HI H2 H3 IH4 IH5 H6 IH7 H8

U'l RhI F'2 [1 Rh3 U'Rh3 U' Rh4U

RI RI R2 R3 R3 R4 Rh YV

Rhi~ h2 Rh ~ R42 ~R 4 ~R 4 ýI

R4_ R4

oR R4 LI R h 4 L Rh4

-V--

R4 R4 R4 R

- Switch - Rheostat Rhl: Ohmite H-6 RH770, 0-6 Ohms. <2 Ampsi,• [ 'l Rh2: Ohmite G RH9915, 0-75 Ohms, <I Amp

Rh3: Hardwick-.Indle O-3A, 0-30 Ohms. <1.8 Amps
- Heater - Adjustable Rh4: Ohmite L RH885, 0-I1 Ohms. <3.2 Amps

Resistor RI: Ohmite RS8753, 75 Ohms, <0.8 Amps

R2: RCLAL-50 RS8900, 50 Ohms, <I Amp
Resistor 1 - Hewlett-Packard R3: Ohmite RS8202. 15 Ohms, <2.9 Amps

Power Supply R4: Reon RS8201, 10 Ohms Adjustable, <3.2 Amps

Figure 3.6. Pre-test Segment Heater Control Circuitry. The schematics above show the
heater control circuitry for the two circuits controlling and powering the pre-test segment
heaters.
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HI3 HI3 H14 HIS

Rh3 Rh3 F Rh3 Rh3

SV4

SBHI BH2 BH3 BH4 IBH5 BH6

, Rh6 F Rh6 F Rh6 F Rh6 F Rh6 Rh6

V5: Variac

- Switch - Rheostat Rhi: Ohmite H-6 RH770, 0-6 Ohms, c2 Amps

Rh2: Ohmite 0 RH9915. 0-75 Ohms, <I Amp
Rh3: Hardwick-Hindle O-3A. 0-30 Ohms, <1.8 Amps

- Heater - Adjustable Rh4: Ohunite L RH885, 0-15 Ohms, <3.2 Amps
Resistor RhS: Ohmite L RH890, 0-5 Ohms. <10 Amps

Rh6: Ohmite K RH312, 0-10 Ohms. <10 Amps
-• ..- Resistor -[l. - Hewlett-Packard Ri: Ohmite RS8753. 75 Ohms, <0.8 Amps

Power Supply R2: RCLAL-50 RS8900, 50 Ohms. <1 Amp

Figure 3.8. Spacer Segment and Guard Heater Control Circuitry. The schematics
above show the heater circuitry controlling and powering the heaters in the spacer
segments (top) and the back insulation guard heaters (bottom).
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Positioning of RTD holes an the two 3' sections in (x, z) coordinates

IN 10 0/2" W
&/8, 5 (00)
(5/8", 5 1/4")(f: 518", 5 L/4")- ' "z --

(1 5/8", 9 L/2")+ (1 "

?3 3/8", 5 V4-)
I ~ I

(5 3/4", 5 114")

I T I

(8 L/2 ",5 t4-
I ~ II

(11214", 5 114")
0 36

I * I
I ~ II

I ~ II

(24 1V2", 5 V4")
(2813/4", 5114")

I 36"
I ~ II
I ~ II
I ~ I
I ~ II

(33 3/4"y 9 i/2") (33 3/4", 5 V/4") (3319 /2", 1)

(15 1/2", 5 114")

Figure 3.1). RTD Placement in the pre-test segment.



Positioning of RTD holes on the two test sections in (x, z) coordinates

1. 10 1/2" I--. -(0, 0)

z
(1", 7 7/8") (1", 5 1/4") (1", 2 5/8")
- -------- ---------- ----------

I I I I I

I I I I

(3", 9 3/4") (3", 7' /2") (3", 5 1/4") (3", 3") (3", 3/4")

I I I I 7
I I I I I

I III
I I I I I

I I I II

I I I I
I I I I I

12"
IIII

(7", 9 3/4") (7", 7 1/2") (7", 5 1/4") (7", 3") (7", 3/4")

I I I I

I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I

----- --- --- ,. , - -----. f ---- --

Hole dimensions: 0. 136" (#29)

Figure 3. lo. RTD placement in the test section.
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Positioning of RTD holes on the four 1' sections in (x, z) coordinates

1(0, 0)
z x

(3", 7 7/8") (3", 5 1/4") (3", 2 5/8")

12"

(9"0, 7 7/89") (9", 5 1/4) (9, 2 518"

0. 136" (#29) scale: I inch 2 inches

Hole dimensions: .• • scale: I inch- 1/2 inch

0.1,?

Figure 3. 11. RTD Placement in the spacer segments.
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Impeller Inlet"• /

Motor
Wet Guide Vanes I

--*-Swirl Plate

-'-Orientation Segment

Turbulence Diffuser

Honeycomb - T

Contraction
gment

S- Pre-test Sement

Flat Test Plate Ribleted Test Plate

-u---Test Segment

Spacer Sements

Figure 4.1. Wind Tunnel Apparatus. This plan view of the wind tunnel apparatus shows the inlet,
the compressor, and the following segments: orientation, turbulence diffusion,
contraction, pre-test, test, and the two spacer segments. The scale is 20: 1.
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Figure 4,3. Photograph of the Ribleted Test Plate. This photogript- shows a plan view

of the r~bleted test plate. The scale in inclies can be seen on the rule~r tf. te lower right.

Th-e thick v~'.hte strips are the syntactic foam used to insulate 'he actual test section. the

rectancuiaar center section. All riblets wore of uniformly good Cqual~tv except for .1 row u

th-ree to the rignt of tne test section. whlitch show up as a wavy white line near the ru~er.
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4u- 5 Thin Film RTD. This photograph shows one of the 140 thin tlr-n. platinum
,esisnce temo, erature devices (RTDs) used in the experiment prior to its being set into an

t one ruler gradation is 10 mils.
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Figure 4.7. RFD in Epoxy Plug. This photograph shows one of the RTDs used in the

experiment after being set into an epoxy plug. One ruler gradation is one tenth of an inch.
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f ----- 1 .25"--- 0.120"

1.5"-

-'-• "•-"0.020"

side view

0.5 "
top view

1.5"

0.65"

end on view

Figure 4.8. Boundary Layer Probe. The above three views show the dimensions of the
total pressure probe used to measure boundary layer velocity. The probe was custom built
to allow the possibility of accessing the boundary layer at any point in the tunnel cross
section.
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Profile 3312.al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 8.41 m/s
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Profile 3312.a2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 8.41 m/s
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10 100 1000
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Figure 10.6. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 8.41 m/s.
The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the flat
plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 8.41 m/s.
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Profile 3312.bl: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 8.41 m/s
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Profile 3312.b2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 8.41 rn/s
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Figure 10.7. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at 8.41
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 8.41 mi/s. 179



Profile 3051.al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat Plal
Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.08 rn/s
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Profile 305 .a2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.08 rn/s
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Figure 10.8. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 10.08 m/s.
The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the flat
plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 10.08 m/s. 180



Profile 3051.bl: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestrearn Velocity of 10.08 rn/s
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Profile 3051.b2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.08 m/s
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Figure 10.9. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at 10.08
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 10.08 m/s. 181



Profile 2031.alc: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.88 m/s
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Profile 2031.a2: Velocity Profile Aft of the Flat Plate
Test Section at a Freestream Velocity of 10.88 rn/s
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Figure 10.10. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 10.88
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
flat plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 10.88 m/s. 182



Profile 2031 .b l: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.88 rn/s
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Profile 2031 .b2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 10.88 m/s
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Figure 10.11. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at
10.88 m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft
of the ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3
at a freestream velocity of 10.88 m/s. 183



Profile 3301.al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 15.02 m/s
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Profile 3301.a2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 15.02 m/s
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Figure 10.12. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 15.02
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
flat plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 15.02 m/s. 184



Profile 3301.bl: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestrearn Velocity of 15.02 rn/s
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Profile 3301 .b2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestrearn Velocity of 15.02 m/s
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Figure 10.13. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at
15.02 m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft
of the ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3
at a freestream velocity of 15.02 m/s.
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Profile 3311 .al: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestrearn Velocity of 41.65 rn/s
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Profile 3311.a2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Flat
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 41.65 m/s
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Figure 10.14. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Flat Test Section at 41.65
m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft of the
flat plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3 at a
freestream velocity of 41.65 m/s.
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Profile 3311.b 1: Mean Velocity Profile Fore of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 41.65 rn/s
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Profile 3311 .b2: Mean Velocity Profile Aft of the Ribleted
Plate Test Section at Freestream Velocity of 41.65 mr/s
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Figure 10.15. Mean Velocity Profiles Fore and Aft of the Ribleted Test Section at
41.65 m/s. The above two graphs show the mean velocity profiles measured fore and aft
of the ribleted plate test section and their fits calculated according to Coles-Hirst method 3
at a freestream velocity of 41.65 m/s.
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Figure 11.2. Wall Temperature at 9.95 m/s. The contour plots above show the wall
temperature of the two tunnel walls during run 2161 at a freestream velocity of 9.95 m/s.
The strip on the left is the A side, the flat plate test section side, and the right is the B side,
the ribleted test section side. The test sections our outlined with rectangles. The walls are
not drawn to scale.
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Table 4.1- Size and room temperature resistances of the pre-test segment heaters

Pre-test Segment Heaters
Heater Size Resistance

[W] (in. x in.] [Ohmsj
HIA 0.25 X 10.5 513.05
HIB 0.25 X 10.5 514.54
H2A 0.75 X 10.5 154.23
H2B 0.75 X 10.5 152.96
H3A 1.25 X 10.5 92.34
H3B 1.25 X 10.5 91.C2
H4A 2.25 X 10.5 53.e 4
H4B 2.25 X 10.5 53.32
H5A 2.5 X 10.5 48.10
H5B 2.5 X 10.5 48.09
H6A 3.0 X 10.5 39.11
H6B 3.0 X 10.5 39.39
H7A 3.5 X 10.5 34.19
H7B 3.5 X 10.5 34.36
H8A 4.0 X 10.5 31.00
H8B 4.0 X 10.5 29.92
H9A 4.5 X 10.5 26.74
H9B 4.5 X 10.5 26.71

H1OA 4.5 X 10.5 27.50
H10B 4.5 X 10.5 27.46
H11A 4.5X 10.5 27.56
H11B 4.5 X 10.5 27.23
H12A 5.0 X 10.5 24.60
H126 5.0 X 10.5 24.83
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Table 4.2- Size and room temperature resistances of the test and spacers segment
and back insulation heaters

Spacer Segments Heaters
Heater Size Resistance

[#1 [in. x in.] [Ohms]
H13A 6.0 x 10.5 20.70
H13B 6.0 x 10.5 20.47
H14A 6.0 x 10.5 20.43
H14B 6.0 x 10.5 20.74
H15A 6.0 x 10.5 20.45
H15B 6.0 x 10.5 20.66
H16A 6.0 x 10.5 20.63
H16B 6.0 x 10.5 20.78

Test Segment Heaters
Heater Size Resistance

[#] [in. x in.] [Ohms]

H17A 2.0 X 7.0 91.70
H17B 2.0 X 7.0 91.60
H 18A 2.0 X 7.0 95.88
H18B 2.0 X 7.0 97.97
H19A 2.0 X 7.0 91.11
H19B 2.0 X 7.0 91.45
H20A 2.0 X 7.0 91.71
H20B 2.0 X 7.0 90.95
H21A 2.0 X 7.0 91.74
H21B 2.0 X 7.0 91.77
H22A 2.0 X 7.0 97.00
H22B 2.0 X 7.0 91.94
H23A 1.75 X 6. 137.00
H23B 1.75 X 6. 135.45
H24A 1.75 X 6. 137.92
H24B 1.75 X 6. 136.98
H25A 1.75 X 6. 113.32
H25B 1.75 X 6. 114.75
H26A 1.75 X 6. 113.54
H26B 1.75 X 6. 114.88

Back Insulation Guard Heaters
Heater Size Resistance

[W] [in. x in.) [Ohms]
BHIA 12.0 x 10.5 10.90
BHIB 12.0 x 10.5 10.83
BH2A 12.0 x 10.5 10.87
BH2B 12.0 x 10.5 11.07
BH3A 12.0 x 10.5 10.94
BH3B 12.0 x 10.5 10.97
BH4A 12.0 x 10.5 10.95
BH4B 12.0 x 10.5 10.92
BH5A 12.0 x 10.5 10.99
BH5B 12.0 x 10.5 10.91
BH6A 12.0 x 10.5 10.88
BH6B 12.0 x 10.5 11.00
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Table 4.3- Shunt resistance values

Shunt Resistor Resistance
[#M [Ohms]

RshA,1 0.18
RshA,2 0.187
RshA,3 0.164
RshA,4 0.188
RshA,5 0.194
RshA,6 0.197
RshA,7 0.18
RshA,8 0.187
RshA,9 0.184

RshA,10 0.18
RshB,1 0.192
RshB,2 0.182
RshB,3 0.174
RshB,4 0.166
RshB,5 0.183
RshB,6 0.184
RshB,7 0.19
RshB,8 0.186
RshB,9 0.166

RshB,10 0.182
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INTEGRAL BOUNDARY LAYER HEAT TRANSFER
PREDICTION ON TURBINE BLADES

Chapter 1

Nomenclature

1.1 Subscripts

0OAw: adiabatic wall quantity

0e: edge quantity

00: stagnation quantity

0p: pressure surface quantity

()REF: reference quantity

Os: suction surface quantity

(0.: wall quantity

()0: freestream quantity

1.2 Definitions

A = area
f r!

CD = -u frdq

Cf = T-

Cp = specific heat at constant pressure

D = Diameter, Diffusion Factor

F.- 2 = View Factor from object 1 to object 2

HO20
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H 2 =

TO.

k = coefficient of thermal conductivity

L = streamwise arclength

LMB = Mean Beam Length

M, = Edge Mach Number

p = partial pressure

P = perturbation coefficient

Pr = Prandtl Number

q = local heat transfer

p. U.C 1 To4

r = temperature recovery factor, jPr in laminar flows

R = Reaction

=R = Reynolds Number

St = Stanton Number, •o(AW-rY

T = temperature

TAW = T, + 2c,

TET = turbine entrance temperature

u = local streamwise velocity

Uo = freestrearn velocity

v = radial velocity, normal velocity

V = axial fluid velocity

V9 = circumferential blade velocity
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a = absorption

/3 = Falkner-Skan wedge flow parameter

-/= ratio of specific heats

V0 = deviation angle, the angle between the trailing edge angle of the turbine blade, and the

fluid departure angle in the blade reference frame
S*= f(1 - -- •

-- f I (- P )dy

s• = f ,.u. (1 - J-)dy

bk* = f (I - -A)dy

bT = thermal boundary layer thickness

6U = velocity boundary layer thickness

AW = work across turbine stage

c = emmittance

= efficiency

= normalized normal boundary layer coordinate
O= f-I l-

#.6U

9. = f P.(i - -. )dy

4 = viscosity

p = local density
o= solidity (c•l't• £111100

a=ia = sd )or Stefan-Boltzman constant
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Snqn-dimensional flow coefficient

= non-dimensional work coefficient

w= pressure loss coefficient total pressure across the blade
total - static pressure upstream of bilade)
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Chapter 2

Introduction

A turbine blade design involves a series of tradeoffs. Aerodynamic efficiency, heat transfer,

performance and structural concerns affect the final design. In the turbine, like the rest of the

engine, overall efficiency is the guiding design principle. Historically, the aerodynamic efficiency

of the blades has been the first criteria [17]. Secondly, structural constraints are imposed to

insure that the blade will stand up to the hostile gas turbine environment. High turbine

entry temperature (TET), pressure, and rotational speed combine to make this a very hostile

environment indeed. Yet this environment is getting more hostile due to increasing TET. By

increasing TET specific thrust in a turbofan can be increased [14].

Since cooling is treated almost as an afterthought it is not well represented in the initial

design process. Cooling is accomplished by channelling high pressure air from the compressor

through ducts in the blades and endwalls of the turbine (Fig. 2.1). On the first stages of the

turbine, some of the cooling air is vented through small holes or slots on to the surface of the

blade providing an insulating film to further reduce heat transfer. Since this cooling air is not at

the same temperature as the main flow, less energy can be removed from it in the turbine stage

than had it passed through the combustor [141. The film cooling also reduces the efficiency of

the turbine by mixing with the boundary layer flow and increasing drag on the blades. These

losses can be termed cooling losses.

It is difficult to predict the heat transfer in a turbine stage due to several factors including

high freestream turbulence, pressure gradients, uncertainty in the blade temperature, and three

dimensional effects. Prediction of the transition point, heat transfer in the transitional flow,

separation bubbles, separated flow and unsteady effects all combine to make heat transfer

prediction something of a black art. In fact, the limit on TET is set by the precision of blade-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of air-cooled turbine, with cross section of cooled airfoil section at top

[14, pg. 1761

cooling design techniques [14, pg. 197]. All modes of heat transfer must be considered when

the total heat transfer, and therefore total heat to be removed is calculated.

Since the amount of cooling air needed for the design depends on the heat transfer predicted,

uncertainty in the design is involved. Errors in the loczl heat transfer prediction and hence the

surface temperature prediction can cause additional thermal stresses and shorten blade life. If

the error is large, blade life could be short. In order to meet contractual obligations to blade

life and efficiency several iterations of the build-test-teardown cycle are often necessary. Since

each cycle can cost millions of dollars, it is useful to have a design tool that can accurately

predict heat transfer and aerodynamic losses thereby reducing the number of necessary cycles.

What would happen if heat transfer were considered first, before the demands of aerody-

namic efficiency? If the decrease in aerodynamic efficiency were low compared to the decrease

in heat transfer, the tradeoff might raise the total cycle efficiency. The ISES airfoil design code

written by Drela and Giles [6] uses integral boundary layer techniques and solves the inviscid
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Euler equations for two-dimensional transonic cases. It can act as an analysis tool in which case

it takes as input an airfoil shape and performs analysis at the desired conditions. It can also

act as a design tool in which case it takes an airfoil and manipulates it toward achieving the

specified criteria, be that drag, lift, or other parameter. With some modification ISES could 'e

used to an..lyse heat transfer, and in the design mode manipulate an airfoil toward a specified

heat transfer. From this, one could see how the tradeoff between aerodynamic efficiency and

heat transfer would work, and reduce the number of build cycles required.

ISES has been shown to work well at designing and analyzing airfoils [61. However, ISES

boundary layer equations' boundary conditions specify that the wall be adiabatic. Since this

is not the case on turbine airfoils this condition must be modified. By allowing heat transfer,

lift and drag analysis can be done on non-adiabatic airfoils. In addition, to show the total

heat transferred to the blade, a prediction of the local heat transfer based on the boundary

layer must be made. Green [9] proposed a method of boundary layer and hence total heat

transfer prediction based on forward integration of three simultaneous equations as opposed

to the two used in ISES: the momentum-integral equation, the entrainment equation, and the

total-energy equation [9, Eqns. 17, 19, and A-i]. In BLINT, the boundary layer module of

ISES, the kinetic energy shape parameter equation is substituted for the entrainment equation

as one of two equations. The other is the momentum-integral equation. When combined with

the total-energy equation, we again have a three equation system. These equations are the

basis of the aerodynamic performance and heat transfer prediction in this analysis code.

The computational time involved in solving the boundary layer and Euler equations depends

very strongly on the number of variables. An integral non-adiabatic boundary layer code would

have the advantage of having many fewer variables than a finite difference code. Hence, as ISES

stands now an adiabatic integral boundary layer scheme is included, and the non-adiabatic

modification developed in this thesis is also an integral method.
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transit ion q

Figure 2.2: Distribution of heat transfer on a cooled turbine blade, showing sudden increase at

boundary-layer transition to turbulent state [14, pg. 1781

Previous work by Nicholson [17] has shown that pressure surface heat transfer reduction

can be achieved without significant reductions in aerodynamic efficiency. This reduction was

achieved by tailoring the boundary layer not only near the laminar leading edge region, but

also in the turbulent and relarninarized regions downstream. However, since the highest local

levels of heat transfer are found near the leading edge of the blade in the laminar region (Fig.

2.2 1141), the fraction of heat transferred in this region might be a high fraction of the total

heat transfer depending on the length of the blade. Optimization of the leading edge laminar

region, which this analysis code aides in, could lead to significant reductions on the total blade

heat transfer. This code is the first step in modifying ISES to handle all non-adiabatic flows.

This analysis code takes as input an edge velocity distribution, the Reynolds number, ReL,

the Prandtl number, Pr, and the wall to freestream stagnation temperature ratio, H.. Output

is 0, 6", and 52, as well as the local integral parameters and heat transfer. From these both

heat transfer and losses due to the boundary layer can be examined.
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This thesis will describe and demonstrate a laminar integral heat transfer code that is the

first step in developing a non-adiabatic ISES airfoil design code. The different modes of heat

transfer will be examined to determine their relative contributions to the heat transfer problem.

The trade off between designing for aerodynamic efficiency and designing for low heat transfer

will be examined. Finally, the motivation behind developing an integral boundary layer heat

transfer code, its development and testing against finite difference codes and experiment, and

some recon.mendations for future work will be discussed.
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Chapter 3

Modes of Heat Transfer

This chapter will examine the relative contributions of the three modes of heat transfer

in a turbine environment. Radiation, conduction and convection will each be described and

examined to see where the largest potential for heat transfer improvement lies.

3.1 Radiation

Radiation heat transfer is governed by the familiar Stefan-Boltzman law:

QNET = FI- 2oAI(Tj4 - T2) (3.1)

where F is the view factor that depends on the geometry of the situation, A is the area, and

a is the Stefan-Boltzman constant. This formula is only valid for black bodies, that is bodies

which emit according to the formula:

e(T) = a4T' (3.2)

Since real objects are gray, that is they do not emit according to the above formula but some

fraction thereof, the constant E is added to the formula:

e(T) = caVT (3.3)

where e is the emittance. This is strictly valid only if c is integrated over the entire electromag-

netic spectrum, and in that case CT is called the total emittance. For a gas it is often difficult

to find an equivalent CT since it depends on the pressure, the volume of the radiating gas, and

the composition of the gas.
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To find the radiative heat transfer between the products of combustion and a turbine blade

the following approximation is used:

A = E,(T,)oT; - acg(T.)oTZ (3.4)

[11] where %g(T.) is the absorptivity of the gas at the wall temperature ( where (). designates a

gas quantity). The geometry of the situation is taken into account through the emittance of the

gas. Hottel and Sarafim [151 have devised a factor called the mean beam length, LMB, which

correlates the geometry and pressure into both the emittance and absorptivity of the gas. This

method is not intended to be 100% accurate, but it does simplify the problem sufficiently to

allow rapid evaluation. A complete discussion of gasious heat transfer can be found in Holman

[11].

The combustion process will yield products that are different from air, and therefore these

are the gasses that should be considered in the turbine blade radiation heat transfer problem.

The combustor yields a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen, water vapor, and carbon dioxide, plus a few

minor others depending on the fuel. The emittance of oxygen and nitrogen are small compared

to the emittance of carbon dioxide and water vapor so they are neglected [111. The emittance of

carbon dioxide and water vapor depend on the pressure and temperature of the gasses, as well

as the geometry of the turbine. Figure 3.1 shows the ratio of radiative to total heat transfer

in a turbine. The convective heat transfer is calculated by assuming a representative Nusselt

number from Guenette et al. [101 and several representative temperatures. At no point in the

calculations does the ratio of radiative heat transfer to total heat transfer exceed 9%. With

this in mind tackling the radiation heat transfer problem is not warranted since even a 10%

reduction in radiative heat transfer results in less that a 1% total heat transfer reduction. See

Appendix A for further explanation.
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RADIATIVE VS.
TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER

9.0. 10 ATMOSPHERES
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T, -R

Figure 3.1: Radiative heat transfer/total heat transfer for four pressures as a function of tem-

perature. Wall temperature was 20100 R. Gas was assumed to be products of combustion as

described in Appendix A
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3.2 . Conduction

Turbine blades are currently made of metallic alloys. As such they have high coefficients

of thermal conductivity, k. The result of this is that heat flows freely through the turbine

blade, tending to equalize the temperature across the blade. However, the temperature is also

driven by the local heat transfer which is decidedly non-uniform (Fig. 2.2). The various cooling

schemes also tend to cool the blade unevenly, driving the blade to non-uniform temperatures.

The net result is to have hot spots along the blade, especially at the leading edge where heat

transfer is particularly high.

The interior arrangement of cooling ducts also influences the external temperature profile.

Heat is conducted more easily through portions of the blade that are thick. Thin regions,

such as the trailing edge, will be highly dependent on the external heat transfer to determine

the blade temperature (Fig. 2.2). Thick regions also are more susceptible to thermal stress

problems, so increasing the thickness to make the temperature distribution more uniform is not

the answer.

3.3 Convection

Convection is the primary heat transfer mode in the turbine environment. Internally, heat

is carried away from the surface by the circulating cooling air. Externally, heat is transferred

to the blade due to the higher temperature combustion products. Convection is a function of

the boundary layer temperature gradient as well as the heat transfer coefficient:

-q k -9T (3.5)
A Ty

From Newton's law of cooling x - h(T. - TAw)g so the heat transfer coefficient h is:

h ay(36
(T. - TAW) (3.6)
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The driving temperature gradient for convective heat transfer in compressible boundary

layers is TAW - T,. Non-dimensionalizing by the freestream stagnation temperature yields

- Tm. to= is named H.. P is defined as:

r32TA...W T, + 2c

To, T, + U I

or

TAW 2 + v"Pr(-I1)M,' (3.7)
To, 2 + (-I- 1)M2

For Pr = 1, -T0, - 1. For Pr $ 1, -Am. 0 1, but if Pr r 1 this ratio is essentially 1. Therefore

the driving temperature gradient is approximately 1 - H,.

The heat transfer coefficient depends on several parameters but primarily on the thickness

and nature of the boundary layer. Thin boundary layers conduct more heat than thick ones,

turbulent boundary layers conduct more heat per unit thickness than do laminar boundary

layers [111. Convective heat transfer is most simply predicted by the Reynolds analogy (Eqn.

4.3). A new method of heat transfer prediction will be discussed in Section 5.3.

Each of the three modes of heat transfer has been examined. It was shown that although

radiation plays a part in heat transfer it is a small one. The role of convection from the products

of combustion plays the largest role in turbine heat transfer. Although much of a turbine blade's

surface is probably turbulent, the laminar leading edge region is one of the highest regions of

heat transfer due to the the very thin boundary layer. The model developed here will predict

the local external convectional heat transfer for the laminar leading edge region (Fig. 2.2).
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Chapter 4

Heat Transfer vs. Aerodynamic Efficiency

Gas turbine blade design has traditionally been concerned primarily with minimizing profile

losses at a given blade loading. In order to examine the relationship between blade profile

losses and heat transfer a method is needed that utilizes similar parameters to describe both

the heat transfer and the blade profile losses. Although the diffusion factor method described in

Ainley and Mathieson [1], Smith [21], Stewart, Whitney and Wong [22], NASA SP-36 [13], and

Kerrebrock [14] is an approximate method, it allows the two factors to be compared without

extensive computation. This simplification allows the problem to be generalized to any airfoil,

and allows the two factors to be directly related. From this analysis heat transfer and profile

loss trends can be examined, and the trade off between the two can be shown in a simple

manner.
AW

Several factors influence the blade drag: blade loading %P =-•,is a measure of how muchVe

work can be extracted at a given turbine speed, -P is the flow coefficient or non-dimensional

mass flow. These two factors are related by the reaction, R, defined as the change in enthalpy

across the rotor over the enthalpy change across the rotor and stator combined [12]. The

diffusion factor, D, defined variously as

Vs
D I V- •(4.1)

VP

in [22] or

VD = I2 - V 1  (4.2)D =I W+, 2aVp'

in [14] (where V2 - VI is the change in tangential velocity) is an empirical correlation with the

momentum thickness. w measures the total pressure loss across the rotor and is a good measure

of the 2-D rotor airfoil efficiency [14]. The deviation angle, 6°, is the difference between the
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trailing edge angle of the blade, and the exit angle of the gas. According to [14], 6*--;; this

is why as the solidity decreases, w increases as the flow is not turned completely through the

rotor.

The Reynolds analogy provides a first order method of comparing the local heat transfer

with the diffusion factor through the blade solidity:

St = C- (4.3)
2 Pr

Q is a function of both St and o, D is also a function of a. Therefore the diffusion factor

analysis of [14] can be usei to compare the total pressure loss, w, with the integrated total heat

load, Q.

Figures 4.1 from (20] and 4.2 from (161 show two typical turbines at their operating points.

The factor 'ZI, the non-dimensional power output, is constant at all points on the figures. Any

turbine operating at these conditions would have the same amount of power output per unit

mass flow. These figures show lines of constant non-dimensional mass flow t. As the solidity

decreases, the pressure loss coefficient increases until it is impossible to achieve the specified

power output at any flow rate. Low solidity means a high deviation angle, hence low flow

turning. It is easily seen that by deviating from the point of maximum aerodynamic efficiency

to the left yields lower aerodynamic efficiency but also lower total heat transfer. An analysis of

relative cycle costs, e.g. the price for a 1% aerodynamic efficiency increase, could show where

the point of minimum total cycle costs would lie. From these graphs the trade off between

aerodynamic efficiency and heat load can be seen clearly. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show that the

two turbines are operating at points slightly to the left of their predicted points of maximum

aerodynamic efficiency, as would be predicted in light of the above discussion.

Although first order methods, the Reynolds analogy for predicting heat transfer, and the

Diffusion Factor analysis for predicting aerodynamic efficiency have been combined to show

the trade off between total heat transfer and aerodynamic efficiency. A point of maximum
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HEAT LOAD VS. PRESSURE
LOSS COEFFICIENT

0.30

0.25
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Q

Figure 4.1: Pressure loss vs. heat load for a generic turbine with: reaction = 0.409, 4'4

0.405, solidity = 1.7, showing three mass flows. * designates the operating point of the NASA

TM-83431 turbine which has these stated operating conditions.
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HEAT LOAD VS. PRESSURE
LOSS COEFFICIENT
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Figure 4.2: Pressure loss vs. heat load for a generic turbine with: reaction = 0.230, 'IP - 0.666,

solidity = 1.7, showing three mass flows. * designates the operating point of the NRC/PWC

turbine which has these stated operating conditions.
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aerodynamic efficiency is shown to lie at some particular solidity for a given power output and

mass flow rate. By deviating from this point lower total heat transfer may be attained at

the cost of decreased aerodynamic efficiency. Depending on the relative costs of aerodynamic

efficiency and cooling costs the point of minimum total losses (cooling plus aerodynamic) may

or may not lie at the point of minimum aerodynamic losses. With the proper analysis tool, i.e.

one that can predict both heat transfer and aerodynamic losses, this point of minimum total

losses can be found more easily.
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Chapter 5

Analysis Code

White [24] defines three types of computer generated boundary layer solutions: series expan-

sion, finite difference, and approximate techniques. He goes on the further divide approximate

techniques into integral methods, similarity patching, and weighted residual approaches. Series

solutions are laborious, and are not suited for computational use. Finite difference solutions

have the advantages that they are easily implemented on the computer, and are highly accurate,

but have the disadvantage of being typically slower than integral methods. Integral methods

have the advantages of being simple and computationally rapid. Drela and Giles [61 have writ-

ten a design and analysis code (ISES) which uses the integral methods and has been shown to

be highly accurate as well as rapid for two-dimensional adiabatic flows.

In order to handle turbine flows, which is the motivation for modifying ISES, the boundary

layer solution scheme must be modified to handle non-adiabatic flows. Since BLINT is already

structured to interface with ISES, it makes sense to use the format of BLINT with some

modification to solve the non-adiabatic boundary layer equations. BLINT has the advantages

over finite difference codes of being more computationally rapid. In addition, few integral heat

transfer codes have been written.

5.1 Integral Boundary Layer Equations

The equations used in UNI are derived in Appendix B. By integrating across the boundary

layer the resulting boundary layer equations are functions of only the streamwise coordinate

and the integral boundary layer parameters (0, 5, H etc.). For compressible flow the following
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Kgirmin integral equations and the enthalpy equation result:

a9 e dU,. C(
a-+ (2 + H - M,2) = (5.1)

Od" + (H -1) 0 dU,= 2CD - 2' (5.2)dx +'H*-H' -I"U. dx 2

9 dUe o dH2  (5.3)H --( +I -- 7)= d--('3)

2 U e U. dx

These three simultaneous differential equations are integrated by marching downstream. The

solution is the three dependent variables 0, P, and 62. A Newton-Raphson solver is used

to iteratively solve for the three variable at each streamwise position. The residual for each

equation is found and driven toward zero. Each equation is linearized in essentially the same

way as Chapter 6.10 of 15] except that the edge Mach number and velocities are treated as

constants, since in UNI they are specified.

5.2 Dimensions and Non-dimensionalization

In the equations in this program most variables are naturally non-dimensionalized, that

is they appear in forms like "., - etc. (see Section 1.2). However, the input velocity vs.

streamwise arclength must be non-dimensionalized. Choosing the simplest values p ,ssible, X is

non-dimensionalized by L, the streamwise trailing edge arclength, and U. is non-dimensionalized

by the freestream speed of sound ao = V/ .

The dimensions on 9, 8", and bH are relatively easy to interpret. Each has a significant

meaning: V is the displacement thickness, that it is the distance that the inviscid flow is

displaced from the edge of the airfoil. The momentum thickness also has an important meaning.

It is the thickness of a stream of fluid with the edge velocity U', and edge density p" that contains

an amount of momentum equal to the momentum deficit in the boundary layer. The enthalpy

thickness is similar to the momentum thickness. It is the thickness of a stream of fluid with

the edge velocity U", edge density p., and edge stagnation temperature To, that contains an
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amount of enthalpy equal to the enthalpy deficit in the boundary layer. This is significant in

that this is the amount of enthalpy absorbed by the blade.

The other thi,ýknesses, 0', and 6"', the kinetic energy thickness and the density thickness

are similarly the fluid stream thicknesses containing the same kinetic energy and mass as the

kinetic energy and mass deficits in the boundary layer.

5.3 Unified Heat Transfer and Loss Prediction Code (UNI)

The code takes as input the edge flow velocity vs. streamwise distance, the Reynolds number

ReL, and the wall to freestream stagnation temperature ratio, H,. To identify the particular

gas involved and the dimensioned temperature of the flow the Prandtl number, Pr, at the flow

conditions, a temperature correlation constant based on Pr, and the ratio of specific heats (-Y)

are also needed.

In order to close equations 5.1 through 5.3 five functional relations are needed in terms of

the dependent va.iables and parameters:

H* = H*(Hk,Me,Rea) (5.4)

H** = H*'(Hk,M,) (5.5)

C1  = Ci(Hic,M,,Res) (5.6)

CD = CD(Hk,MC,Rea) (5.7)

Q = Q(Hk, A, Ree, H., H 2 ) (5.8)

M, is obtained from the edge flow velocity at each streamwise coordinate [4]; Reo is a function

of the solution variable 0. Hk, the kinematic shape parameter, relates the given flow to an

equivalent incompressible flow through M,, H 2 and Ha,. Equations 5.4 through 5.7 are given

in BLINT [5]. Two of the five, H* and H", have no temperature dependence independent of

"II, therefore they can be used without modification from BLINT. CD and C1 are dependent
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on the local values of the viscosity, which is dependent on the local temperature and cannot be

modelled effectively by Hk alone. C1 is corrected using the temperature-viscosity relation of

Rayleigh [24].

T n 
(5.9)

PREF TREF

for air n=0.666 [24].

Since CD depends on the integrated values of the viscosity the Rayleigh equation is not the

Proper correction. A correction to CD based on Drela's finite difference code BLAKE [4] is

included in UNI. The quantity rl--• was integrated over the boundary layer at three H,. This

quantity and hence CD was found to vary approximately as 0.2(1 - H,)' over the range of H,

tested (0.6 < H,,, < 1.0).

Q, the local heat transfer, is predicted using an integral shape parameter relationship. This

relationship was not needed for the adiabatic conditions of BLINT and was obtained empirically

by observing solutions from BLAKE. The quantities Hk*C!*(l-Hw) and St*H2 were found for

all the test cases and all the test profiles describes in Chapter 6. The resulting linear relationship

for all points is shown in Figure 5.1. This relationship varies lttle with RCL or freestream

pressure gradient. It is definitely a function of Pr. As H•, approaches 1 (adiabatic conditions)

the relationship is less accurate since the factor (1-H,) approaches 0. This method of heat

transfer prediction yields better results than the Reynolds analogy since that relationship was

developed for flat plate flow and Pr = 1. Even when corrected for pressure gradient (Fig. 5.2

[24, pg. 286]) the new relationship gives better agreement with the finite difference code results.

Reynolds analogy corrected for pressure gradient is:

St• - : (5.10)

2Pr3---

This new relationship is interesting in its simplicity. Deviation from the linear results is greatest

at the points of high acceleration (Fig. 5.1, near the origin). No ReL dependence at all was
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INTEGRAL HEAT
TRANSFER RELATIONSHIP

3.0- PR = 0.7

* PR - 0.0
* PR 1.0
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Hk C I C- Hw,) 1.5

1.0

0.5
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0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

St*H2

Figure 5.1: Integral correlation to determine the local heat transfer coefficient, derived from

BLAKE results. Y-axis is a measure of surface friction and the driving temperature gradient,

X-axis is a measure of heat transfer coefficient
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0
-0.4 0 +0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Falkner-Skan parameter: P

Figure 5.2: Reynolds analogy variation with 0, the Falkner-Skan freestream pressure gradient

coefficient [24, pg. 2861

observed. It is also surprising in its accuracy since it predicts the actual heat transfer as well

as heat transfer trends quite well.

HIk relates the actual flow to an equivalent incompressible flow. In BLINT the only source

of compressibility is through Mach number effects. However, since there is now a temperature

gradient this effect must also be accounted for. In BLINT the relationship between Hk and H

is a simple algebraic one through M, [5].

H - 0.290M(.
H=1 + 0.113M,2

To account for the effects of temperature a more complicated relationship has been developed.

Since M2 is known from the external flow, and H, is given, H and H2 are functions of

the one free parameter, Hk. H and H 2 depend on the velocity and temperature boundary

layer profiles, so in order to correlate Hk to H and H2 , it is necessary to define the boundary

layer profiles in terms of Ht. The boundary layer velocity profile has the following boundary
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conditions:

u(1)- 1

u(0) = 0

UN (1) - 0

where N = I to oo (derivatives with respect to ti).

In the tradition of Pohlhausen (1921) [24] an approximate velocity profile was chosen as a

polynomial of q/. Several velocity profiles using only integer exponents of q were attempted. It

was found that with these formulae it is impossible to attain H,, = 2. In fact, by approximating

u(q) with N terms (u(q) = Alt) + A2172 + + AN 1N) the limit as N-boo reaches H, = 2. By

using a fractional exponent (in this case VF) it is possible to reach much lower Hh,, (in this case

Hk ; 1.6). Hr; = 2 is the lowest Hk that is physically possible without a velocity overshoot

[24]. A third order polynomial was used in order to capture the three boundary conditions

u(1) = 1

u(0) = 0

u'(1) - 0

and an integral condition such that when u(tq) is substituted into the definition of H,, the

specified Hk results. A higher order polynomial could have been used but this would have

seriously complicated the tedious task of defining the polynomial coefficients in terms of H,,.

Since the three boundary conditions are fixed, the shape of the boundary layer velocity profile

is dependent only on HA:.

A temperature profile is assumed across the boundary layer as well IA- = -+Q-(9). The

boundary conditions on this are:

T = ( 0) (5 .12)
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T = (5.13)

The baseline temperature profile shape is that for a flat plate at the given H.. [24]. This shape

is varied by a perturbation function Pr9(1 - v7) where P is the perturbation coefficient.

Since the stagnation temperature ratio is specified yet the density gradient depends on the

static temperature ratio, the static temperature ratio is a derived quantity. This requires that

the temperature and velocity gradients in the boundary layer be coupled. We know that for

flows where Pr$1 the thicknesses 8T and 8u are not identical. For laminar flow an empirical

relationship has been developed to relate &r and Su:

ST _- Pr0.42 (5.14)bu

[241

The solution process is iterative using a Newton-Raphson solver starting at an estimated H

and H2 , guessing Hk and P, substituting the resulting velocity and temperature distributions

into the definitions of Hk and H2 , then correcting Hk based on the resulting H, and correcting

P based on the resulting value of H2. The resulting Hk is used to define the quantities in

Equations 5.4 through 5.8. These are substituted into the residuals of Eqs. 5.1 through 5.3. If

the residuals are larger than the prescribed maxima, a correction is calculated for 6, 0, and 82,

and the process repeats.

The result is an integral, non-adiabatic boundary layer solution scheme similar in form to

Drela's BLINT code. This scheme can be implemented to determine the heat transfer and

profile losses for a non-adiabatic laminar airfoil. It is the first step in modifying the ISES airfoil

design and analysis code to handle turbine airfoils.
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Chapter 6

Test Cases

6.1 Development

During the development process the unified heat transfer and loss prediction code was

checked against Drela's finite difference code BLAKE [4]. Several freestream velocity profiles

were developed as test profiles; these were implemented at different M,, Pr, H., and RCL,

where RCL is in terms of the streamwise arclength. The development test profiles were: flat

plate (constant velocity), a Falkner-Skan wedge flow with 0 = 0.5 (parabolic velocity profile),

and a simulated airfoil profile with flow from a stagnation point over a circular cylinder to

the maximum velocity (2Uoo) followed by a fiat plate region, then decreasing velocity until

separation (sinusoidal velocity increase followed by constant velocity, then a velocity decrease)

(Figs. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3). Ure is given in terms of the leading edge speed of sound.

Since the code i- intended to be used for turbine blade analysis the test conditions were

designed to simulate typical turbine leading edge flows. The development test parameter space

was:

0.0< M, < 1.0

0.7< Pr <1.0

1.0x 106 < RCL < 1.x0 107

0.6< H, <1.0

Tests were conducted by prescribing Pr, H., and ReL for the flow, and allowing M, to

be calculated from the specified velocity. Identical conditions were specified for both UNI and

BLAKE, so the solutions were directly comparable. (Table 6.1).
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FLAT PLATE
VELOCITY PROFILE

0.6 :LOW MACH NUMBER

HIGH MACH NUMBER

0.5 C. -D C , -,,, ,
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Figure 6.1: Flat plate profiles

1. Pr = 0.7, Re = 1.Oxl01

2. Pr = 1.0, Re = 1.0x10 5

3. Pr = 0.7, Re = 5.0x 106

4. Pr = 1.0, Re = 5.0x 106

5. Pr = 0.7, Re = 1.0x 107

6. Pr = 1.0, Re = 1.0xl07

Table 6.1: List of developmental test cases
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PARABOLIC VELOCITY
PROFILE
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Figure 6.2: Parabolic profiles
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SIMULATED AIRFOIL
PROFILES
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Figure 6.3: Simulated airfoil profiles
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CASE 3, H
BLAKE VS. UNI

4.1 UNHI'o

-BLAKS.Oa
- UNi,91S

3.5 -BLAKU8,0

2.9

H 2.3

1.17

0.5

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

Figure 6.4: Case 3, H vs. x. For all cases 3 and 4, the individual points are UNI results, the

solid lines indicate the BLAKE solution at the same H.

Implementing UNI and BLAKE yields several output variables. Since the loss and heat

transfer measurements are of greatest interest, these were the results that were directly :om-

pared. Loss calculations were compared through the shape parameter H, heat transfer calcu-

lations through the enthalpy thickness shape parameter H2. In addition, local values of C1

and Stanton number were compared. Since the integral parameters scale with the Reynolds

number, the shape factors H and H2 are identical for the range of Reynolds numbers tested.

Figures 6.4 through 6.16 show a comparison between finite difference results from BLAKE

and integral results from UNI. The plots are for Re = 5.0x les. In case 3, Pr = 0.7, and case

4, Pr = 1.0. Both are for the high Mach number simulated airfoil flow (see Figure 6.3). The

simulated airfoil case was chosen to represent the developmental cases because of its full sweep

of shape parameter values, from stagnation point to separation.
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CASE 3. H2
BLAKE VS. UNI

1.2- UNIOE
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Figure 6.5: Case 3, H2 VS. X
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CASE 3, St
BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.6: Case 3, Stanton Number vs. z, Leading Edge
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CASE 3, St
BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.7: Case 3, Stanton Number vs. z, Downstream of leading edge
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CASE 3, St
BLAKE VS. UNI

0.180 * UNZOS
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St 0.075

0.040

0.005-0.040i

0.00 O.O5 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

Figure 6.8: Case 3, Stanton Number vs. x, H.I = 0.98. At the point in the flow where

To. -/H', = 0.0, (for this case M, = 0.8325) the denominator of the Stanton number goes toTO.

zero. Since the driving temperature gradient goes from positive to negative, the heat transfer,

Q, changes sign at this point.
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CASE 3, C1

BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.9: Case 3, C1 vs. x, Leading Edge
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CASE 3, C!

BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.10: Case 3, C1 vs. z, Downstream of leading edge
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CASE 4, H
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Figure 6.11: Case 4, H vs. x
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CASE 4, H2
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Figure 6.12: Case 4, H2 vs. z
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CASE 4, St
BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.13: Case 4, Stanton Number vs. x, Leading Edge
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CASE 4, St
BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.14: Case 4, Stanton Number vs. x, Downstream
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CASE 4, C1

BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.15: Case 4, C1 vs. x, Leading Edge



CASE 4, Of
BLAKE VS. UNI
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Figure 6.16: Case 4, C1 vs. z, Downstream
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St WITH

EXTRA LEADING EDGE POINTS
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Figure 6.17: Effect of decreased space between leading edge points on the UNI solutions. The

numbers indicate the streamwise position of the first analysis point. The results show that the

UNI solutions are independent of the leading edge spacing. BLAKE is also independent of the

leading edge spacing; a BLAKE solution is included for comparison

The leading edge difference is < 10% for all cases and quickly goes to < 1% as the solution

moves downstream. At the leading edge stagnation point both St and C! are undefined since

they are normalized by the edge velocity, which is zero. The integral parameters at the leading

edge are calculated by assuming similarity between the first two points. Furthermore, the

first two points are assumed to be related by the Falkner-Skan wedge flow parameter 0. P is

calculated from the velocity distribution at the leading edge.
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6.2 Comparison with experiment

UNI has been compared with two heat transfer experiments: ([171 and [71).

6.2.1 Giedt [7]

The Giedt experiments involved airflow over circular cylinders. The Reynolds number was

ReD = 219000. The temperature ratio was not given. The Mach number was also not given

but it is assumed to be incompressible flow and hence low Mach number. The external flow

was calculated from potential flow for a cylinder in cross flow. The given Nusselt numbers were

converted to Stanton numbers, normalizing with respect to the edge velocity. Figure 6.2.1 shows

a comparison between UNI predictions for the heat transfer and the measured heat transfer

over the cylinders. The UNI Mach number used was Me = 0.1. H. = 0.8 was selected, although

H. = 0.6, and 0.98 were similar.

Agreement between UNI and the Giedt measurements is good. The Giedt profile is the

same as the first part of the simulated airfoil velocity profile used in the development test cases.

6.2.2 Nicholson [17]

The Nicholson experiments involved airflow over a set of typical commercial aircraft turbine

blades. The data sets were taken at the Oxford cascade tunnel. The flow conditions were

To = 430K and T, = 290K, and Re = 1.113x106 . The blades are shown in Figures 6.19

and 6.21. Since UNI requires not the blade shape but the external flow, ISES [6] was used to

generate the external flows for the Nicholson blades. The heat transfer data in [17] is given

in terms of q,.. In order to compare the data directly with UNI output it was converted to

Stanton numbers: the wall to freestream temperature difference is known, and the factor p.U,

can be found from the known stagnation values and the Mach number distribution given in

[17], assuming that the flow is isentropic. Heat transfer predictions of UNI vs. measured
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FLOW OVER CIRCULAR CYLINDER
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Figure 6.18: Giedt heat transfer measurements vs. UNI predictions, ReD = 219000, HW = 0.6,

Mach number = 0.2, z is strear,,se diaetace
diameter
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NICHOLSON HIGH
STAGGER AIRFOIL
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Figure 6.19: The Nicholson High Stagger Blade

quantities of [17] are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.22. Agreement between the UNI values and

those measured by Nicholson et al. is surprisingly good for the high stagger blade. The values

measured are for 4% freestreamn turbulence. No provision is made in UNI to correct for the

effects of freestream turbulence.

The Nicholson low stagger blade data was obtained from an internal Rolls Royce report [3]

as well as Nicholson [17]. Like the high stagger case above the edge flow was calculated using

the ISES code. The blade shape is shown in Figure 6.21. The heat transfer data from [3] was

given in terms of Nusselt number. Since

St. = Nu- (6.1)
Re. Pr

the Stanton number can be found from the other flow properties. Heat transfer predictions of

UNI vs. measured quantities of the low stagger blade are shown in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.20: Predicted vs. measured Stanton Number for the Nicholson High Stagger Blade
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Figure 6.21: The Nicholson Low Stagger Blade
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Figure 6.22: Predicted vs. measured Stanton Number for the Nicholson Low Stagger Blade
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Figure 6.23: UNI Prediction vs. UNSFLO prediction for the Nicholson low stagger blade, with

the stagnation point removed to show the small scale heat transfer

Agreement between UNI and the measured values of the low stagger blade are not as close

as those for the high stagger blade. UNI predicts a narrow, shallow peak at St = 0.02; the

measured values are closer to St = 0.08 with an exceptionally wide base.

Figure 6.23 shows the UNI predicted Stanton number vs. the Stanton number prediction of

Giles' UNSFLO Navier-Stokes code [8]. UNI agrees more closely with the UNSFLO prediction

than the measured data from the low stagger airfoil, especially away from the stagnation point.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

7.1 Discussion

Green [9] states that integral heat transfer methods are not numerous. This is probably due

to the difficulty in predicting the local heat transfer coefficient, and the difficulty in estimating

the shape of the temperature profile across the boundary layer. In UNI, the temperature and

velocity profiles are coupled together by forcing the velocity profile to conform to Hk, and

forcing the total temperature profile (which is a function of both the temperature and velocity

profiles) to conform to H2. For Pr = 1 no other relation is needed, but for Prol some relation

between by and 5b is needed. Since the forcing process is iterative, these conditions on u and

To can be met at each estimate of Hk and H2, then checked against the residuals of the three

basic equations (Eqs. 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3).

The results of the development tests show that UNI agrees well with the finite difference

code BLAKE. This is not all that unexpected since two important factors: the integral wall heat

transfer scheme, and the CD correction for non-uniform viscosity were obtained from BLAKE

results. Since UNI is to be part of a design code, it is important that it accurately predict trends

in heat transfer and aerodynamic efficiency. In this way, different designs can be compared as

to their aerodynamic and heat transfer preformance. UNI has shown that it accurately predicts

heat transfer and aerodynamic loss performance trends. It is also important that it give good

absolute local heat transfer and aerodynamic loss predictions. UNI's developmental cases show

that it can predict local values to better than 10% accuracy as compared with finite difference

codes. However, since UNI is an integral method, it is well suited to be integrated into the

ISES airfoil design and analysis code.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of BLAKE and UNI Predictions for the Nicholson High Stagger Blade

Agreement with experiment is not as good as with theory. This seems to be a common

prob em in turbine analysis, but that does not excuse further efforts. Agreement with Giedt

and the Nicholson high stagger case is good; agreement with the low stagger data is not as

good. Prediction of St and C1 at the leading edge are not good, but if the subsequent analysis

points are closely spaced near the leading edge, greater accuracy is possible. A comparison

between BLAKE and UNI for the Nicholson flows shows that the two codes agree quite closely

(Figures. 7.1 and 7.2).

For a typical development case (Flow 6, HJ, = 0.6) UNI is -40% faster than BLAKE yet

gives comparible results for the integral parameters, heat transfer, skin friction, all of course

for the laminar case. For ISES and UNSFLO, accuracy is highly dependent on the number of

grid points, and go is the time needed to converge. For the viscous portion of the Nicholson low
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of BLAKE and UNI Predictions for the Nicholson Low Stagger Blade

stagger case ISES converged to the same rms remainder -15 times faster than did UNSFLO

for the same number of grid points. This is not to say that their accuracies are identical. When

the non-adiabatic boundary layer scheme is incorporated into ISES, convergence will probably

be slower since H1 is no longer an algebraic relationship with M2 and H. Hk is now found

iteratively through H, M,2, H2 , and the perturbation coefficient, P.

The most obvious shortcoming of this program is its inability to deal with turbulent flow.

In [51 Drela states that for turbulent flow, the primary scaling factor for the wall layer is the

skin friction. In Chapter 3 of [9] Green discussed a method for determining the skin friction

with non-adiabatic flow. It is suggested that this method, in conjuction with the enthalpy

thickness analysis also suggested by Green and developed here would be a good starting point

for an integral non-adiabatic turbulent flow analysis. Because of the difficulty of correlating

the temperature effects with the dissipation and skin friction the extension of this method to
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turbulent flow will probably be difficult. The shape of the turbulent boundary layer would not

be well represented by a third order polynomial. Some way of modelling the layers of turbulent

temperature and velocity boundary layers would have to be devised in order to accurately

predict HA:. For turbine applications the turbulent extension of this code would definitely be

necessary for any practical use.

This code probably could be refined to give greater accuracy at all points in the flow with

better correlations. As was noted for the dissipation coefficient, a correlation to the wall tem-

perature was needed to account for temperature and hence viscosity gradients in the boundary

layer. This correlation, the integral heat transfer prediction correlation, and most importantly

the HAk estimation scheme could be improved to better account for interaction between such

factors as the Prandtl number, the freestream pressure gradient, and the wall temperature. A

correction for freestream turbulence could also be used.

7.2 Conclusions

Although traditionally turbine airfoil design has tried to optimize aerodynamic efficiency,

the potential exists to increase total cycle efficiency by considering heat transfer performance

at the design stage. The ISES airfoil design and analysis tool is an adiabatic code that has

the potential to design turbine airfoils if modified to allow non-adiabatic boundary conditions.

With such a tool turbine airfoils could be designed to tradeoff aerodynamic efficiency and heat

transfer performance to reach the highest level of total cycle efficiency.

Radiation heat transfer was found to have a minor role in heat transfer to a turbine blade

compared to convection heat transfer. Since the percentage of heat transferred by radiation is

i10%, reductions in radiative heat transfer do not have as much potential for reducing the total

heat transfer as do reductions in the convectional heat transfer.

Using a diffusion factor model it was shown that a point of minimum aerodynamic losses
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exists, and that by sacrificing some amount of aerodynamic efficiency lower heat transfer can

be achieved. In a total cycle analysis the point of highest total efficiency might not be at the

point of highest aerodynamic efficiency, and if so designing for low heat load would increase the

total cycle efficiency.

The non-adiabatic integral boundary layer model was chosen over finite difference codes in

view of the number of variables to be solved. Since the computational time and effort required

is strongly dependent on the number of points involved, an integral method has an advantage.

And, as shown in Chapter 6, the accuracy of the two methods is comparable.

A new integral correlation for heat transfer has been developed from the finite difference

code BLAKE [4] solutions to the developmental test case flows. It is surprisingly simple and

highly accurate for Reynolds numbers between 1. x 105 and 1. x 10', Prandtl numbers between

0.7 and 1.0, and pressure gradients measured by the Falkner-Skan parameter between P = 0

and Pi = 1. Since these flow conditions are typical of turbine blade leading edge values this

method should be useful for leading edge heat transfer prediction.
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Appendix A

Gasseous Radiant Heat Transfer

The mean beam length analysis for gasseous radiant heat transfer is one way of looking at a

complex problem. It is semi-empirical in that it applies empirical corrections to the theoretical

gas heat transfer equation (Eq. 3.4). The empiricism comes in through the calculation of cG

and aG of the gas.

The mean beam length is a non-physical length that takes into account the geometry of the

situation. A general rule of thumb for its calculation is LMB = 3 .6V ARE. For several specific

geometries less general formulae are given in [11]. For the turbine application the geometry

was modeled as the radiation of a volume of gas in 4 cylinder to the surface. The diameter was

modeled as the blade pitch, for this case - 1.3 inches. Holman suggests LMB = 0.95D, and in

this case LMB = 0.105 feet was used.

Calculations were made at 500°F intervals (3000°-5000 0F) and at 10 atmosphere pressure

intervals (10-40 atm.) The combustion chemistry was modeled as follows. Assume a hydrocar-

bon fuel (methane) and the following reaction:

CH4 + 202 -- 2H20 + C0 2  (A.1)

If we have a 0.03 fuel to air mass ratio [141 the chemsitry would look something like this. Since

air is approximately 302 + 7N 2 the actual reaction would be:

602 + 14N 2 + CH4 -+ 21M20 + CO2 + 14N 2 + 402 (A.2)

It is assumed that the oxygen and nitrogen do not radiate since their emnittances are small

compared to carbon dioxide and water vapor [111. The partial pressures for both CO2 and

H20 are needed; an intermediate step is to calculate the product PCo 2 LMB and PH2 oLMB.
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These are compared to Figures 8-34 and 8-35 in [il] to find the emissivity eco2 and EH2o.

Correction factors Cco2 and CH.O are applied to correct for the given total pressure, and a

final correction Ac is calculated since both C0 2 and H20 are present. The final formula for c

is:

EG = Cc0 2o0CO + CH2OCHIO - AC (A.3)

aG is calculated in a similar fashion [11, pgs. 419-420].

The convectional heat transfer is calculated by assuming a representative Nusselt number

from [101. The same temperatures were used as above, but no correction for the different

pressure ratios was attempted.

Despite the T4 behavior of radiational heat transfer this analysis does not show the expected

sharp increase in the ratio of radiational heat transfer to total heat transfer as the TET increases

to the stoichiometric limit. This analysis should not be taken as the final word on the subject

aince several values in the analysis were approximate at best. No allowance was made for

particulates in the flow, nor the role that chemistry would undoubtedly have in such high

temperature flows. Still, not even a strong trend toward a great role for radiational heat

transfer was found.
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Appendix B

Derivation of Fundamental equations

We start from three basic equations:

Continuity:

-(pu) + -(pV) = 0 (B.1)

Streamnwise Momentum:

Pu C v = U, +c r (B.2)
Tx~ + ay~s " Pdd~x +aT

and from [9, Appendix A] the enthalpy equation:

d (peUOH2 ) = qw (B.3)
CPTOe

where x is the streamwise coordinate and y is the normal coordinate.

Summing u(B.1) + (B.2) and integrating over the boundary layer we have

f Y a a au a e du, ar(B)
(uT-pu + u-pv + PUT + pvŽ)dy (PCUCT+

Noting that:

a = p u2 + 2puL (B.5)

a(puv) = ,a (P,) + Pau (B.6)

fyo- a-(,uv)dy = ,U.v, (B.7)

and from continuity:

Pav.f a -(pvy_- a 0 (pu)dy (B.8)
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and from the definition of r.:

I: dy = -, (B.9)

we have:

Jo u, _. ad u. .a(u)d (B. 10)

Note that

a (PU(U. - U)) = U. a(Pu) - (Pu) + Pe.dU.(B1)

ax)P eUe- (B.11)

Combining terms and introducing C1

'z (pu(U, - u))dy + d f(PU - pu)d PC = 2 (B.12)

f --•U -ppuu

Divide by pU, and introduce the definitions of 0 and V" yields

1 a (P.U .2O) + 1 dU, S. _L (B.13)

expanding and rewriting yields

a# 20 dU 9 ap, I We , (B.14)

ax + -U 7 px + U',T - ' + T1dx 2

From thermodynamic relations [23] we know

1 ap, - M2 dU. (B.15)
PC ax U, dx

and introducing the definition of H we have

ax 0 dU (2- 2 (B.16)
+ F (B. 162
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which ip the first of the three integrated equations. To get the second of the three integrated

equations we start from (u2 - U,)(B,1)+2u(B.2)

This can be grouped as

22au 2 dU 2 2 a a ar
(u• C pu) + (- v. pu) - 2peUu-•-) + uv - ) + 2puv•gl) - 2u- = 0

(B.17)

Note that

a 2 u 2 a dUb
-(PU(u2  u2,)) + 2u UeýU'(p - p,) = +2 2pu - J (U.2 p u-( 8

ax dx ax" 8x ax dx

also

a2 U . 22 a au
ay - a-(y (B.19)

Substituting into eq. (B.17) yields

a 2U 8' (2 _ ,)V ar
-(P(u 4U)) + 2uU-(p =2p + - u - )p) 2 (B.20)

x ~~dxTYT

Regrouping to form the integrands of #* and 8*6 and integrating over the boundary layer yields

a +~ue ((2 _ U.)V) Ve -- r au~. (
T-(-peUO'); - 2peU• 6"' ((2 U 0) u)* '= 2(ur IV-- f(r )dy) (B21)

The evaluated quantities go to zero since they are zero at the wall and at the boundary layer

edge. Noting this and bringing in the definition of CD yields

a (p.U,3*) + 2p.U'- °6° -= 2p.U•CD (B.22)
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Dividing by p.U(, expanding the derivative and introducing eqn. (B.15) yields

S0* dU, aO* 6**dU,
(3 - M2 .7-'' + + + 2 -. dx -= 2 CD (B.23)

Take eqn. (B.16), multiply by H*, add 0 -d to both sides and regroup to yield

0" dU.= . d (. )" .
(3- M,) = d - (H _ dU. (B.24)

Substitute into eqn. (B.23). Note that

a d" = a0__L _ H. ae (B.25)dx ax 8x

Regroup and rewrite to form

+d + (2H* - H(H - d))-x d"• = 2CD - H*-2 (B.26)

which is the second of the three equations. To get the third -' uuto," we start with the enthalpy

equation, expand the derivative and assume that the recovery !acr is constant in x [24]. This

yields

odH 2  H dO OH2 dp, OH2 dU, q.(B.27
dx + +- U. d --T.U.Cdop (B.27)

Introducing eqs. (B.15) and (B.16) and regrouping yields

0 ±H--2 Q - H2 -(H + l -) (B.28)
dx % 2 2 + Udx)

which is the third equation.
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TURBINE AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
IN SHORT DURATION FACILITIES

Abstract

Short duration, blow-down type turbomachinery test facilities offer the potential for very

low cost, high accuracy testing of axial flow turbines and have been used extensively to generate

heat transfer data. This paper addresses the use of these facilities for turbine aerodynamic

performance testing for research and development in place of conventional rigs. Differences

between the quasi-isothermal testing of short duration rigs and adiabatic testing in steady-state rigs

are explored and shown to be of the order of 1% in turbine adiabatic efficiency. Procedures for

minimizing this difference during testing and/or correcting for the difference during posttest data

analysis are discussed. The errors associated with this correction are shown to be below those

from other sources in the turbine measurement processes. Accuracy requirements for pressure,

temperature, torque, and heat transfer instrumentation in short duration rigs are presented along

with examples of current practice. It is shown that no new instrumentation development is

required for these facilities, so that overall they represent little technical risk. The conclusion from

the analysis in the paper is that turbine aerodynamic performance can be measured in short

duration test facilities at least as well as in conventional, steady-state test rigs.

The aerodynamic performance of jet engine turbines has increased enormously over the

past 40 years, with polytropic efficiencies now in the low 90% range. At the same time, turbine

inlet temperatures have risen on the order of 1000'K through the development of extraordinary

turbine blade and disk materials as well as sophisticated internal and external blade cooling

arrangements. Thus, the turbine designs of the 1980's and 1990's produce much higher power per

unit mass flow and a substantial increase in efficiency compared to their forebears of the 1950's.

The efficiency increase has come through improved design techniques based both on better

understanding of the fluid mechanics of turbines and the power of modem computational tools.
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Underpinning this all are empirical observations acquired through many years of extensive turbine

testing -- on engines, rigs, and subscale experiments. The cost of turbine testing has increased

enormously over the years. An uncooled, "warmish" (450'K inlet temperature) rig test for a large

turbine typically currently costs on the order of $3 million, a cooled test under the same conditions

costs about $5 million. These rig costs have all but stopped turbine research at this level. Even

engine development programs have been greatly affected -- a military engine program may include

only one or even zero turbine rig tests. Thus, the only test a new turbine design may see is in an

engine. Unfortunately, the aerodynamic efficiency measurement accuracy currently possible in a

full scale engine (I or 2%) is considerably less than that demanded of sophisticated turbine design

systems, the result being that design improvements may often not be well evaluated by

experiment.

A similar situation has existed for heat transfer and cooling. During the last decade,

however, a new technology based on transient testing techniques has developed which provides

highly accurate, detailed turbine measurements at relatively low cost 111]. The techniques are based

primarily on the realization that the time scales characteristic of the physical processes within a

turbine may be indeed quite short (on the order of hundreds of microseconds). Given

instrumentation with adequate time response then, a test time encompassing thousands or tens of

thousands of characteristic flow times, sufficient for establishing steady-state behavior, may be

quite short (less than a second). Thus, although the instantaneous power of a short duration

turbine test facility may be quite high (many megawatts), its total energy consumption is very,

very low -- greatly reducing the construction, maintenance, and power costs of turbine testing.

To date, the work in short duration turbine test facilities has been aimed predominantly at

heat transfer and cooling studies. This paper addresses the question of aerodynamic performance

testing of turbines in short duration test facilities. We will review the state of the art of turbine

testing in conventional facilities, examine short duration facility design and operation, compare

analytically turbine performance in steady-state and short duration test rigs, examine

instrumentation requirements and current status, and finally assess the overall accuracy which can
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be expected in short duration turbine test facilities.

2. Current State of the Art in Aerodynamic Performance Measurements

Before exploring the use of short duration test facilities for turbine aero-performance

testing, it is important to define our terms and review the current state of the art in turbine testing.

The goal of aero-performance testing is most usually to determine turbine power output, efficiency

(usually, but not always, adiabatic efficiency), and mass flow capacity. None of these quantities

can be measured directly, however, but must be inferred from measurements of quantities related

by analytical models. Mass flow is calculated from pressure difference measurements across a

calibrated orifice or by temperature, pressure, and velocity traverses of a well-known geometry.

Efficiency is derived from measurements of either the pressure drop across the turbine, the turbine

torque, and mass flow ("shaft" efficiency), or by measurement of the pressure and temperature

ratios across the turbine and knowledge of the specific heat of the working fluid ("rake"

efficiency). Turbine power is calculated from the torque and rotor speed or from the temperature

drop and mass flow.

Often, even the directly measured quantities are "contaminated" by other phenomena. For

example, knowledge of the torque on the fluid is really required for design system verification and

comparison with rake efficiency measurements. Shaft torque, however, is the directly measured

quantity and includes contributions due to bearing drag and disk windage. These must be factored

out by a combination of analysis and measurement. Thus, the net accuracy of the "directly"

measured quantities must include not just instrument error but also the effects of numerous

corrections which are subsequently applied. The accuracy of the desired engineering variables

(power, efficiency, mass flow) are dependent not only on the accuracy of the directly measured

quantities but also on the fidelity of the mathematical models employed. These are often not exact

but contain explicit and implicit assumptions (about perfect gas relations, adiabatic flow, variation

in ratio of specific heats, etc.). Further inaccuracies can be introduced by probe spatial and

temporal sampling errors due to small scale flow inhomogeneities, blade row interactions, probe
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blockage, and similar fluid mechanics effects. In the case of relative measurements (that is,

comparing performance among stages), many of these problems are not significant and are thus

commonly neglected. Also, many minor effects have not been well characterized and so are

neglected on faith.

Turbine performance is now most accurately measured in specially designed steady-state

test rigs in which scale (sometimes full scale) model turbines are operated in isolation. These rigs

operate at temperatures sufficiently below engine operating conditions that super alloy blading is

not required. Although measurements could be taken at room temperature, the inlet air is usually

heated to the 400-800'K range to increase the temperature drop across the turbine, and thus the

measurement accuracy given a fixed temperature sensor resolution. In such a facility,

measurements of adiabatic efficiency of uncooled turbines are typically quoted as having

accuracies of between 0.3 to 0.5%, depending upon turbine pressure ratio.

The measurement accuracy required for such measurements can be analyzed using

standard techniques [2]. (We will assume that the errors are uncorrelated.) Here we consider the

turbine sketched in Fig. I with adiabatic efficiency given as

1 - T2/Tj11=
(1 P2/P)Y/Y"I(

where T2 and T1 are the stage outlet and inlet total temperatures respectively, P2 and P1 the stage

outlet and inlet total pressures, and y the ratio of specific heats of the gas -- assuming the working

fluid to be a perfect gas with constant specific heats. Assuming y is known precisely, the sensor

measurement accuracy required for a given efficiency uncertainty and pressure ratio is given in

Fig. 2. Figure 3 replots the result with dimensional scales on the side added as an example for a

turbine with a pressure ratio of 2.5 and a polytropic efficiency of 91% at a typical cool rig inlet

condition of Ti = 500'K, PI = 6 atm. We can infer from these graphs that state of the art

temperature and pressure measurements of 0. 17'K (0.30 F) and 0.0007 atm (0.01 psi) would yield

an adiabatic efficiency measurement accuracy of 0.3-0.4%, consistent with current practice. A

similar graph for torque-based efficiency measurements is shown in Fig. 4.
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The foregoing considers uncooled turbines only. Internally cooled turbines will be

considered in a later section. Efficiency measurements in film-cooled turbines are considerably

more complicated since allowance for the thermodynamic and fluid mechanic influence of the

injectant must be made. This is done mainly through modelling and estimation and is beyond the

scope of this paper.

The principal point is that turbines, as currently tested in steady-state facilities, run for long

periods of time so as to be adiabatic. Measurement error traceable to sensors and parasitic factors

(bearing drag, etc.) account for uncertainties in efficiency measurements of the order of 0.3 to

0.5% in uncooled turbines, perhaps double that in cooled devices. Because many identified but not

well quantified additional physical effects are present in turbines, these uncertainties are usually

quoted in terms of back-to-back comparisons among stages rather than in terms of absolute

accuracies. We will now examine how similar measurements may be taken in short duration

facilities.

3. Short Duration Facility Operation

The accurate testing of any fluid mechanic device is dependent upon insuring proper

similitude between the test facility and the full scale device -- and turbines are no different in this

respect. Here, the important scaling parameters are Reynolds number, Mach number, air angles to

blading (corrected speed and weight flow), and ratio of specific heats for aerodynamic testing. For

heat transfer, Prandtl number and Ekert number (gas-to-wall-temperature ratios) are also

important. In a short duration test facility, these parameters can all be readily matched to the

conditions in a full scale engine. Although it would be possible to engineer a steady-state facility to

match all of these parameters, this is not done in conventional cool or warm steady-state test rigs

used for aerodynamic testing -- no attempts are made to match the specific heat ratio of the test

gas, or the gas- to-wall temperature due to cost considerations and the apparent small uncorrectable

influence these variables have on turbine aerodynamic performance (this has yet to be firmly

established experimentally).

Short duration test facilities can simulate all of the nondimensional variables important to
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turbine testing primarily because: (a) relatively little test gas is used during a test so that the gas

composition can be chosen for thermodynamic rather than cost considerations; and (b) the turbine

blades remain at almost constant temperature during the short test time permitting the maintenance

of the proper gas-to-wall-temperature ratios during the test time. The key scaling in such a facility

is to set the turbine blade temperature to room temperature which then scales down the main and

coolant flow temperatures to low values quite compatible with accurate instrumentation. The gas

mixture is chosen for ratio of specific heats similarity and the Reynolds number requirements then

set the pressures. The scaling parameters for a typical turbine are presented in Table I for

operation at full scale, in two different size, short duration facilities employing different working

gases. All have almost identical nondimensional scaling parameters and should therefore perform

in a similar manner.

TABLE 1
TYPICAL SHORT DURATION TURBINE FACILITY SCALING

Full Scale Short Duration
Engine (MIT) (WRDC)

Fluid Air Argon/Freon- 12 N2/CO2
Ratio specific heats (y) 1.28 1.28 1.28
Mean metal temperature 111 80K (1 550 0F) 295 0K (72 0F) 2950 K (72 0F)
Metal/gas temperature ratio 0.63 0.63 0.63
Inlet total temperature 1780 0K (2750 0F) 4780K (4000 F) 4780 K (4000 F)
Cooling air temperature 7900 K (9600F) 212 0K (-770 F) 212 0 K (-770 F)
Airfoil cooling air 12.5% 12.5% 12.5%
True NGV chord 8.0 cm 5.9 cm 8.0 cm
Reynolds number* 2.7 x 106 2.7 x 106 2.7 x 106
Inlet pressure, atm 19.6 4.3 3.6
Outlet pressure, atm 4.5 1.0 0.87
Outlet total temperature 12800 K (1844 0 F) 343 0K (160 0 F) 375 0 K (215 0 F)
Prandtl number 0.752 0.755 0.720
Eckert number (y- 1)M2 T/AT 1.0 1.0 1.0
Rotor speed, rpm 12,734 6,190 5,814
Mass flow, kg/sec 49.0 16.6 19.7
Power, kw 25,000 1,000 2,080
Test time Continuous 0.3 sec 1.2 sec

* Based on NGV chord and isentropic exit conditions.
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Given the facility requirements implied in Table 1, there are several feasible and proven

implementations for short duration test facilities, including blowdown [3], piston tube [41, and

shock tube driven designs [5]. We will focus here on blow-down tunnels similar to the ones at

MIT and under construction at the Wright Laboratory. A blow-down tunnel consists of a heated

supply tank separated by a large diameter, fast acting valve from a test section containing the

turbine stage which discharges into a vacuum dump tank. Prior to a test, the facility is evacuated

(0.1 ton-) and the tank and inlet valve uniformly heated to the desired temperature. The supply tank

is filled to the appropriate pressure with the test gas and then the turbine (which is still in vacuum)

is brought up to operating speed by a small motor drive. A test is initiated by opening the valve

and simultaneously energizing the magnets of a direct coupled eddy current brake, which is used to

absorb the turbine power.

During the test time, the dimensional variables in the facility (temperatures, pressures, rotor

speed) change somewhat, but the operating nondimensional ratios of the turbine do not. A choked

orifice downstream of the turbine ensures that the pressure ratio and corrected weight flow are

constant while the eddy current brake maintains constant corrected speed. Depending upon the

type of turbine blading used, the blade wall temperature can remain either nearly constant (solid

metal blades), or rise substantially (thin wall, hollow blades). Figure 5 illustrates the time variation

of important flow variables in a blow-down turbine facility. Note that the conditions important for

aerodynamic similarity -- corrected speed and weight flow and pressure ratio -- remain constant to

better than 1/2% for many tenths of seconds, giving essentially steady-state aerodynamic test

conditions.

4. Short Duration vs. Conventional Turbine Rigs

Short duration test rigs have some very specific advantages compared to conventional

steady-state test facilities -- much lower capital cost, very low energy consumption and operating

costs, ready matching of nondimensional thermofluid parameters, high test-to-test repeatability,

simple beat flux measurement capability -- to name a few. There are also some disadvantages --
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special instrumentation must be utilized, high bandwidth data systems are required, and very slow

data rate techniques such as laser anemometry cannot be easily used. These disadvantages are

relatively minor, however, and really mean that the extraction of information from the two types of

facilities is somewhat different. A less minor difference is that the turbine thermodynamics are

slightly different between the facility types.

In a steady-state test rig, as well as in a full scale engine, an uncooled turbine operates very

close to adiabatically -- there is very little heat transfer between the working fluid and the walls. In

a short duration facility, however, the turbine operates very close to isothermally -- the walls

remain at nearly constant temperature. This temperature may be made close to the adiabatic

recovery temperature but cannot be identically so. Thus, the enthalpy and entropy of the flow

change through the turbine due to both heat transfer and work extraction. This mode of operation

is equivalent to a steady-state turbine which is internally cooled and can be analyzed in a similar

fashion. The heat transfer modifies both the work output of the turbine and its efficiency. Thus,

the nonadiabatic effects must be included in test data reduction and error estimation.

In a short duration facility, we have the freedom to set the inlet gas temperature arbitrarily,

so we will consider two limiting cases. (We will assume that the airfoils and endwalls are not

actively temperature controlled before a test and are thus at uniformly room temperature.) The first

case is the one in which the gas-to-wall-temperature ratio is the one chosen for heat transfer (Ekert

number) similarity, as in Table 1. In this case, the gas-to-wall temperature difference is relatively

large so that the heat transfer is large, and thus the nonadiabatic corrections needed are relatively

large. The second limiting case is the one in which the inlet temperature is set to match either the

nozzle vane or rotor blade relative temperature (it cannot match both simultaneously since the

rotation of the rotor changes the relative recovery factor by about 301K for a 50% reaction turbine

with a room temperature inlet flow). Because the gas-to-wall-temperature difference is much less

in this case, the heat transfer is concomitantly reduced. However, the temperature drop across the

turbine is also reduced so that the relative temperature measurement error is increased. So, at

which inlet temperature should we run?
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If the nonadiabatic corrections to the measurements can be accurately determined, then the

answer is the highest possible inlet temperature to get the most instrument accuracy. But if there is

an uncertainty associated with the correction (as there most certainly will be), then optimal rig inlet

temperature for maximum accuracy will lie somewhere between the two extremes. In the next

section, we analyze the performance of nonadiabatic turbines in order to answer this question

quantitatively.

5. Nonadiabatic Turbine Analysis

We wish to estimate from measurements made in a nonadiabatic short duration facility

what the efficiency and power output would be for the same turbine operated in a conventional

adiabatic facility. To do this, we will first consider a reversible turbine with and without reversible

heat transfer, then a reversible turbine with nonreversible heat transfer, and discuss the treatment of

a turbine with losses and nonreversible heat transfer. In this, we follow the lead of Hawthorne 16]

*who examined a similar problem, estimating the performance loss due to cooling for internally

cooled turbines.

In this discussion, we will let the subscripts I and 2 represent the turbine inlet and outlet

stagnation conditions respectively (only stagnation conditions will be referred to here). Thus, hI

and h2 are the inlet and outlet enthalpies; T1 and T2 the temperatures; and PI and P2 the pressures.

The enthalpies can either be derived exactly from tables of real gas properties at the appropriate

temperatures and pressures or approximated, as is often done, for an ideal gas with constant

specific heats as h = CpT. In the following discussion, we will refer to the enthalpy-entropy

diagram in Fig. 6, which is accurately scaled for the turbine in Table 1. Note that, for each case,

the process is conducted across the same total pressure ratio.

For an ideal process, the entropy change across the turbine would be zero; then the exit

enthalpy in this case, h2is, can be determined from either tabulated properties for a real gas or from

the isentropic relations for a perfect gas with constant ratio of specific heats, y, i.e.:
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"and h2 = CpT2i

The work which is produced per unit mass flow under these ideal isentropic conditions is then

Wis = h I - h2is, as indicated in Fig. 6.

Real turbines generate entropy so that they produce less work than the ideal. For an

adiabatic turbine with losses, the outlet enthalpy is h2ad with a corresponding work output of Wad,

where Wad =h 1 - h2ad. The adiabatic efficiency of this turbine can be defined as:

Ta -(2)
a O -h 1I - h 2 is

For a perfect gas with constant properties, this reduces to the familiar form of Eq. (1), with T2

replaced by T2ad.

In this paper, we are concerned with nonideal turbines which are also nonadiabatic. If the

total heat lost to the walls is Qw, then the work output in this case is:

W = hi - h2 - Qw (3)

where hI and h2 are the enthalpies measured in the test. If we were to compute an efficiency of

this turbine from measurement of the gas inlet and outlet enthalpies (or Eq. (1)), we would have an

indicated efficiency, 1lind, of:

l7ind h--h2  (4)

hI - h2is

We will define the torque efficiency as the measured work output (from torque and speed) divided

by inlet enthalpy, i.e.:

11T _ W h 1 -h 2 - Q = Tlind Qw (5)h I " h2is hi - h2is hl"- h2is

The adiabatic turbine performance is then related to the nonadiabatic test results as:

111 -112 + h-ha ~ d-h
1lad - h, -h2is TIn - hl -h2is (6)

or, alternatively:
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71 ad = IT + Qw h (7)hl - h2is hl-h2is

Thus, we must know both the heat transferred to the walls, Qw, and how to form an estimate of

the adiabatic exit enthalpy, h2ad, in order to "correct" the short duration, nonadiabatic rig

measurement to an equivalent adiabatic efficiency.

At this point, thermodynamics alone is not sufficient; we must invoke some turbine fluid

mechanics. Let us first consider how to estimate the total heat transferred. This can be done in one

of several straightforward manners: (1) comparison of the measured shaft power with the

measured aerodynamic rake enthalpy (i.e., Eq. (3)), (2) a one-dimensional compressible flow

analysis coupled with Reynolds' analogy (as was done by Hawthorne), (3) a two-dimensional flow

analysis with heat transfer (a Navier-Stokes CFD calculation, for example), or (4) by direct

experimental measurement of Qw.

Next we must estimate the adiabatic exit enthalpy, which is not so simple. There are two

sources of entropy (change) which must be quantified -- that directly due to heat transfer and that

due to the influence of the heat transfer upon the turbine fluid mechanics. To calculate the entropy

produced directly by the heat transfer, we must know the temperature at which the heat is

extracted, since AS - BQw/Tw. Except for the shaft and rake power extraction case, all of the

techniques discussed above should yield both the heat transfer distribution and the temperature

distribution with about equivalent accuracy. The additional loss produced (it may be positive or

negative) by the modification to the flow due to cooling should, we believe, be of second order to

the direct entropy change due to cooling. An example might be the change in boundary layer

transition location. We have yet to estimate this effect quantitatively, but believe it to be quite small

considering the small degree of cooling involved. We think that modern computational fluid

dynamics tools could be profitably brought to bear on this problem. The uncertainty in entropy

production from these sources is reflected in the shaded region in Fig. 6, which represents the

range in adiabatic efficiency resulting from estimating the heat extraction to be at either the inlet

relative total or exit static temperature for the nozzle and the rotor.
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6. Measuring Efficiency

We wish to apply the type of analysis discussed in the previous section and that of

Hawthorne to estimate the magnitude of the corrections required to estimate the true adiabatic

turbine efficiency (Tiad) from measurements of an indicated efficiency (Mhind) in a quasi-isothermal

short duration test rig. The specific objective is to bound the uncertainty associated with this

correction due to faulty knowledge of the true flow variables and heat transfer (i.e., measurement

errors) and thus assess the limiting uncertainty on the efficiency measurement. The question of the

process-dependent part of the problem will not be addressed in detail here since the analysis has

not yet been carried out to any greater rigor than did Hawthorne. Using Hawthorne's results, we

estimate that the path-dependent nature of the process can result in a ±20% variation in the size of

the correction factor. Since the process (i.e., the fluid mechanics of the turbine) is known to some

reasonable degree, it should be possible to estimate the actual value much more closely with the aid

of, for example, a coupled Euler-boundary layer solver or a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes code.

Since we have not done this here, we will not refer to the true adiabatic efficiency but rather an

estimate of it, Ijad.

As an example, we will use the turbine in Table 1 with a pressure ratio of 4 and an

assumed polytropic efficiency of 91%. The difference between the indicated and estimated

adiabatic efficiency is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of average turbine Stanton number. It can be

seen that, even at very high Stanton No.'s, the correction factor Tlind - Tlad is on the order of 1%.

Actual Stanton No.'s for modern turbines -- averaged over the inlet and outlet ducting, the vanes,

blades, and endwalls -- have been reported at values ranging from 0.003 [7] to 0.10 [8].

In a short duration test rig, the wall and gas temperatures change continuously -- the wall

temperatures increase (very little for solid m-1,l blades, considerably for hollow blades), while the

gas temperature decays. Thus, both the heat transfer to the turbine and the resulting difference

between indicated and adiabatic efficiency, 11ind - Tlad, decrease as well. An estimate of this is

shown in Fig. 8 for a hollow stainless steel turbine with a 2-mm wall thickness in a blow-down

turbine facility scaled as in Table 1. (An external Stanton No. of 0.003 and no internal heat transfer
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were assumed.) The difference between the indicated and adiabatic efficiency drops by about a

factor of two over 1.5 seconds.

The accuracy to which we can estimate the turbine adiabatic efficiency is dependent upon

two factors: the uncertainty in indicated efficiency, Tlind, which comes from uncertainty in

measurement of the turbine inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures, and the uncertainty in the

estimate of heat flux to the walls, the magnitude of which determines the difference between the

indicated and adiabatic efficiencies. The heat flux uncertainty may be considered as uncertainty in

heat transfer coefficient (or Stanton No.) and wall temperature. (The heat flux estimate may come

from either calculation or experiment; in either case, there is uncertainty associated with it.)

Since the gas temperature and heat transfer decrease during the test time in a short duration

test facility, the error in hind (associated with gas temperature measurement) increases in time for

fixed temperature probe accuracy, while the error associated with heat transfer decreases with time.

If we assume that the only source of error in correcting from indicated to adiabatic efficiency is in

assessing the amount of heat transfer, then the accuracy of the adiabatic efficiency estimate is a

function of both test time and heat flux determination accuracy. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the

same conditions as in Fig. 8, and temperature and pressure measurement accuracies of 0. 17'K and

0.0007 atm respectively. In the case of perfect knowledge of the wall heat flux (BQw/Qw = 0), the

accuracy of adiabatic efficiency estimate decreases with time because the turbine and outlet

temperatures are dropping, so that the relative temperature measurement errors increase. For

relatively poor knowledge of the turbine heat transfer (SQw/Qw = 50%), the heat flux uncertainties

dominate and the efficiency accuracy increases with test time as the heat flux drops. It is

interesting to note that, for this example, the temperature measurement and heat flux errors roughly

balance out for a 2-second test time, so that efficiency measurement accuracy is only weakly

dependent on the magnitude of the heat flux.

As the turbine inlet temperature increases, the accuracy to which the temperature drop

across the turbine can be measured increases, increasing hind accuracy; but the heat transfer also

increases, decreasing the accuracy of the nonadiabatic correction needed. Thus, an optimum test
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inlet temperature which minimizes the total error might exist. This is indeed the case and an

example is shown in Fig. 10 (same conditions as Fig. 9). The value of the optimum inlet

temperature is a function of the uncertainty in the heat flux. In the case of perfect knowledge of the

heat flux, the uncertainty in efficiency decreases monotonically with gas inlet temperature. At high

levels of uncertainty in heat flux, however, the optimum gas inlet temperature drops -- approaching

the turbine wall temperature. For higher levels of Stanton No. than shown in the figure, the

optimum temperature will decrease. For example, the optimum inlet temperature is about 330'K

for an average Stanton No. of 0.01 and 50% 8Qw/Qw.

The above figures are estimates. They are meant to be exemplary and will change

somewhat for different turbines. They show, however, that the influence of the nonadiabatic

nature of short duration rigs is quite small, requiring an efficiency correction on the order of only

1% or so. Furthermore, the figures illustrate that the magnitude of the correction factors needed

can be estimated to the point where they are not a dominant source of error in the turbine aero-

performance measurement.

7. Measuring Mass Flow

Accurate turbine mass flow measurement is required in order to evaluate stage shaft

efficiency and turbine capacity. In an isentropic blow-down type short duration facility, the supply

tank acts as a stagnation plenum so that from continuity the mass flow is a unique function of

stagnation pressure in the tank [9]. Specifically, the mass flow at any given time (t) is:

rfi(t) = -V L =p 2 )(Y) P(0)[ 1 +_L(Y+1/Y1) (8)

dt y- R

where V is the supply tank volume, P(O) the initial tank pressure, p(t) the gas density at time t,

T(O) the initial temperature, y the ratio of specific heats, and r the blow-down time constant

obtained by analysis or by fitting the measured pressure history data to an isentropic blow-down

model. Thus, given accurate determination of the supply tank volume, the mass flow from the

tank can be calculated from the knowledge of the initial conditions T(0), P(0), and the tank

pressure history. The tank volume can be directly measured by filling it with water or by blowing
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down through a calibrated orifice and fitting to the above equation. For comparative

measurements among stages, the tank volume drops out and the accuracy is limited only by the

pressure measurement and thus can be very repeatable.

An alternate method of measuring the mass flow (which requires many more

measurements) is to note that the flow downstream of the turbine is choked during the test time

and therefore the corrected mass flow per unit area is constant, i.e.:

= const P(t)A

rn7= t (9)

Thus, the mass flow can be estimated from surveys of the temperature and pressure across the

flow path of known area. Figure 11 shows the accuracy of pressure and temperature measurement

required for a given accuracy of mass flow. As can be seen, the accuracies required for mass flow

measurement are less than those necessary for efficiency measurement, so that mass flow can be

quite accurately determined in a blow-down type facility.

8. Instrumentation for Short Duration Facilities

The preceding sections have delineated the instrumentation accuracy required for

aerodynamic performance testing in short duration turbine test rigs. The accuracy necessary is no

different than for conventional steady-state rigs operating at the same inlet stagnation conditions.

(By accuracy, we refer to factors such as stability, offset, bias, precision, calibration errors, and

traceability which together contribute to the uncertainty of the measurement.) What is different for

short duration rigs are: (a) that the accuracy need be maintained over only a short period

(seconds), and (b) that the frequency response of the instrumentation must be significantly higher.

The relaxed accuracy stability criteria is useful only when the instruments are calibrated

immediately preceding and following a test run (as is the usual practice).

Instrumentation in a blow-down type test rig must respond on two time scales. The first is

the step change at rig turn-on (typically with a 50 ms rise time) from the quiescent ambient state to

the turbine inlet and outlet conditions, as illustrated in Table 1. The second time scale is that of the

blow-down of the supply tank. This is a relatively long exponential decay with a time scale of 20
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to 30 seconds, depending upon the particular turbine and facility. The result is that the inlet

stagnation temperature and pressure drop 10% and 30% respectively from their initial values over

a 1-second test time. Clearly then, it is the start-up transient which determines the frequency

response required of the instrumentation. We will examine how the time response and accuracy

required can be achieved.

8.1 Pressure Measurement

A pressure measurement system consists of three principal elements: a port or probe

which samples the flow field and provides a uniform static pressure to a remote transducer, the

transducer which converts the pressure to an electrical signal, and suitable signal conditioning and

calibration equipment. The signal conditioning and calibration equipment can be the same for a

short duration facility as for a steady-state rig since the 100-hertz frequency response required is

readily achieved. Commercially available transducers have sufficient accuracy and resolution [101.

The key difference is that close attention must be paid to the pneumatic time response of the

measurement system from the probe entrance to the transducer. Fast (tens of hertz) time response

requires that the resonant frequency of this system be well above that necessary for the turbine

measurements and that the system be well damped. To achieve this, the tube connecting the flow

to the transducer must have a small length-to-diameter ratio and the volume before the transducer

should be as small as possible, ideally zero. The engineering tradeoff is on the tube diameter,

which is limited on the small end by viscous damping and at the large end by blockage and spatial

resolution considerations. These effects are readily estimated from published information and

apply to both wall static and flow probe measurements [11], [121.

Fast response total pressure rakes have been constructed and tested on the MIT blow-down

turbine facility. The rakes (Fig. 12) are of standard vented Kiel head design with 1.2-mm diameter

sampling tubes. To ensure that the rise time for the probes is no more than 20 ms, the total length

of the tubing from the inlet orifice to the transducer face is less than 15 cm. Individual transducers

with very small volumes are used on each port. These rakes have proved stable, accurate, and
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rugged over many blow-down tests [13].

8.2 Temverature Measuremlent

Gas stagnation temperature is conventionally measured with impact thermocouples which

are placed within a vented tube or shroud, arranged so as to yield recovery factors near one and

enhanced time response. The shroud also acts as a radiation shield. These vented thermocouples

are then arranged in rakes or traversed in probes to survey the flow field. In their usual

implementation, the pitot-type arrangements yield time responses which are too long to be of

interest here -- seconds or even tens of seconds. It is possible, however, to engineer such probes

to give both fast (tens of milliseconds) and accurate (tenths of degree) response.

The sources of error in a vented thermocouple probe include recovery factor, radiation,

junction calibration and reference errors, aging and stability, noise, and steady and transient

conduction along the junction support. With the exception of transient conduction, these error

sources are common to all thermocouple probes used in steady-state facilities and thus need not be

discussed here. The transient conduction error is unique to transient operation and results from the

heat loss driven by the temperature difference between the thermocouple junction at the recovery

temperature and the probe body, which tends to remain isothermal during the short (I sec) test

time. If not otherwise taken into account, this error source is dominant and of unacceptably large

magnitude. Fortunately, there are several ways available to reduce this error to an acceptable size.

One technique is to reduce the amount of conduction, either by mounting the thermocouple

junction on a very long length-to-diameter ratio, nonconductive standoff or by actively heating the

probe body before the test to what its equilibrium steady-state temperature would be. Another

approach is to mount a second thermocouple junction at the base of the primary junction support --

thus facilitating a close estimation of the conductive heat loss -- and then apply an explicit

correction during the data reduction process. Obviously, the techniques may be used in

combination 1141.

Fast response total temperature rakes of this type have been constructed and tested at MIT
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(Fig. 13). These are of vented shield design and use 20-mm diameter disk thermocouples

mounted on a 0.076 mm diameter by 7.6-mm long quartz standoff to reduce conduction error.

Servo-controlled internal heaters maintain the probe within a few degrees of its equilibrium

recovery temperature. This probe design reduces the conduction error below that of other sources

and has proved quite rugged over many blow-down turbine tests (Ref. [131). Work is ongoing to

refine the temperature probe calibrations and to evaluate simpler designs incorporating reference

junctions in the junction support to permit posttest correction and eliminate the rather complex

temperature servo loops.

8.3 Heat Transfer Measurement

Heat transfer measurements can be readily made on turbine airfoil and endwall surfaces,

either for cooling system verification or to provide accurate correction factors for isothermal aero-

performance testing discussed earlier. Several different techniques have evolved over the last two

decades but they all use the rate of change of surface temperature of an insulated surface to infer

both the steady and fluctuating components of the heat flux. The key is to thermally decouple a

temperature sensor from the turbine walls. The most basic scheme uses thin film resistance

thermometers painted onto a thermally nonconducting test article, or nonconductive plugs inserted

into the surface (Fig. 14a) [151. An improvement on this technique uses a thin (0.2 mm) ceramic

baked-on layer as the insulator (Fig. 14b) [16]. A third technique uses two temperature sensors

fabricated on either side of a thin (25 lgm) high-temperature plastic (Kapton) which is then

adhesively bonded to the surface to be measured (Fig. 14c) [171. The plastic functions as a

thermal shunt, with the temperature difference between the two sensors being directly proportional

to the heat flux. The accuracy of the heat flux measurement is mainly dependent on the gauge

calibrations. These are generally in the 2-5% accuracy range but could be readily improved to the

1% level if required.

8.4 Torque Measurement

Shaft torque measurement in short duration blow-down test facilities is much less
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developed than are temperature, pressure, and heat flux measurements. At MIT, shaft torque is

measured by calibrating the performance of the eddy current brake. In such a device, the torque is

directly proportional to the square of the magnetic field strength and thus the square of the current

through the magnet coils (the magnet geometry is fixed), which is measured with a shunt during

each test. The brake is calibrated by measuring the rate of change of rotational speed of the rotor

system when the brake is actuated in vacuum. By running at different initial rotational speeds and

with different rotor moments of inertia, the analytical model of brake behavior could be compared

against the actual performance. At the moment, this agreement is at the 1/2% level, which thus

establishes the test-to-test relative accuracy. The absolute accuracy is dependent on the accuracy of

the knowledge of the true moment of inertia of the system, which has not been established yet.

Note that bearing drag is not a factor here. The blow-down type facilities are operated with

extremely low bearing preload in order to reduce bearing heating (at some cost to bearing life, of

course, but that is not a problem here), and thus have very low drag. It is well below 10-4 of the

turbine design torque. Thus, bearing drag need not be factored out of the torque measurement --

an advantage of short duration test rigs.

Another approach would be to mount the eddy brake magnet assembly on load cells and

measure the reaction force directly, as is done in steady-state brakes. Alternately, the shaft can be

directly instrumented for torque -- although there is a conflict between the torque measurement

requirements of relatively low torsional stiffness and the rig dynamics which want high stiffness.

Commercial torque meters with frequency response in the 10 Hz range may be able to yield

accuracies better than 0.5%. Ideally, two or more torque measurement schemes could be used

simultaneously as a consistency check. This is an area in which there is ongoing work.

9. Discussion and Conclusions

We believe that we have shown that aerodynamic performance testing of uncooled turbines

to state-of-the-art standards is quite feasible in short duration turbine test facilities. The only fluid

mechanics difference is due to the nonadiabatic nature of the short duration test process, amounting
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to less than 1% in efficiency in most cases. Furthermore, this effect can be readily estimated to the

10-20% level (better if heat flux measurements are made on the turbine) so that the net contribution

to the turbine adiabatic efficiency measurement is no more than 0.1-0.2%.

The instrumentation required for aero-performance measurements in short duration

facilities is not much different than for conventional steady-state rigs. Pressure and temperature

instrumentation with adequate time response have been demonstrated at MIT and shown to be

rugged enough for routine use. Shaft torque measurement at the 0.25% level (which is not strictly

required) has yet to be demonstrated on such rigs, but relative accuracy between tests to about

0.5% has been demonstrated.

The real proof of the concept is back-to-back testing of the same physical hardware in a

short duration and a steady-state rig. This has yet to be done in a sufficiently rigorous fashion to

permit accurate comparison. In particular, performance accuracy at the 0.3-0.5% level requires not

just accurate instrumentation but also extensive spatial coverage so as to sample nonuniformities in

the flow field with sufficient resolution. A transonic compressor stage was tested in a short

duration and a conventional facility yielding close agreement (Table 2) but since the test goals were

different than those discussed here, instrument calibration was not sufficient to demonstrate

agreement to the fraction of a percent level [1]. This is indicated in Table 2 by the difference in

significant figures for the two sets of test data.

TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF BLOWDOWN AND STEADY RIG DATA

- NASA LeRC STAGE 67 LOW ASPECT RATIO FAN ROTOR -

Blowdown* Steady State**

Mass flow 33.0 kg/sec 33.25 kg/sec
Pressure ratio 1.68 1.688
Adiabatic efficiency 90% 90.6%

* Time average of high frequency response data
** Data smooth in throughflow deck
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This paper makes a case for the aerodynamic testing of uncooled turbines in short duration

test rigs; what about film cooled stages, ,. aracteristic of high pressure turbines? We would expect

the difference in turbine performance between the two types of rig to be much less for cooled

states than for uncooled stages (and it was small for uncooled stages). The short duration facilities

are scaled such that the cooled turbine steady-state, mean-metal temperature is the initial metal

temperature (room temperature) so that there is no thermal disequilibrium as there is for the

uncooled turbine. This is accomplished by supplying refrigerated coolant (see Table 1). Thus, the

mean cooled turbine behavior is essentially the same, independent of rig type. The only variations

are the local ones in the blades as they come to their steady-state temperature distributions, and the

difference between the NGV and rotor mean operating temperatures as designed for engine

operation. These effects are much weaker than the uncooled stage nonadiabatic behavior and thus

should be entirely negligible. Nevertheless, a thorough error analysis must still be done for a

cooled turbine.

Overall, the use of short duration, blow-down type test facilities for turbine aero-

performance testing looks extremely promising. No new technology need be developed to achieve

state-of-the-art accuracy. In addition, information not easily available from steady-state facilities

such as heat transfer can be readily obtained. The very significant cost savings that sl- n

facilities offer may significantly improve our ability to finance the testing that advanced engine

research and development will require.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of turbine showing measurement stations.
All quantities are stagnation variables.
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Fig. 2: Uncertainty in rake adiabatic efficiency measurement (811/li) is a function of the
turbine pressure ratio as well as the uncertainties in measured temperature and
pressure. The numerical scales on the sides are shown as an example for the
exit temperature (T2) and pressure (P2) for a 4-to-I pressure ratio turbine
operated with 500'K, 6 atm inlet conditions.
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Fig. 3: Uncertainty in rake adiabatic efficiency as a function of pressure and temperature
measurement uncertainty for a pressure ratio of 2.5 turbine. The numerical scales
on the sides are examples for a turbine with inlet conditions of 500'K and 6 atm,
typical of cool rigs.
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efficiency. The side bars are for an example with 500°K, 6 atm inlet conditions.
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Fig. 5: Time history for the MIT Blowdown Turbine Rig showing that: (a) although the turbine
pressure ratio is constant at 4: 1, the inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures decay during
the test; and (b) that the turbine corrected speed is constant to 1/4% over the 0.3 second useful
test time. The WRDC facility will have a four times longer test time.
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Fig. 6: A scaled enthalpy-entropy diagram for a 4:1 pressure ratio turbine with an
adiabatic efficiency, lad = 90%. W is the work measured in an isothermal
test, Wad in an adiabatic test. Note that Wad * W - Qw, in general, but
is process-dependent.
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Fig. 7: Percentage difference between the rake efficiency measured in an isothermal
test ('1ind) and an estimate of the true adiabatic efficiency MI•ad as a function
of average turbine Stanton No.
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Fig. 8: The difference between the indicated efficiency as measured with rakes (Tlind)
and an estimate of the true adiabatic efficiency Sftad decreases with time for
the 2 mm thick, hollow stainless steel turbine blades modelled here.
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Fig. 9: The uncertainty in the estimated adiabatic efficiency 8 ad/ad for a quasi-
isothermal test is a function of the uncertainty in the heat flux to the walls
(SQw/Qw) and the test time for hollow turbine blades, since the gas-to-wall
temperature difference decreases with time. The uncertainty in heat flux can
be expressed in terms of uncertainty in Stanton No. and wall temperature (Tw).
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Fig. 10: The uncertainty in adiabatic efficiency is a function of uncertainty in wall heat
flux and inlet temperature for a fixed uncertainty in temperature measurement.
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Fig. 11: Uncertainty in mass flow from rake measurements as a function of temperature
and pressure uncertainty. The dimensional example is for inlet conditions of
500'K at 6 atm.
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Fig. 12: Kiel-type total pressure rake used in the MIT blowdown turbine facility.
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Fig. 14: Heat transfer in short duration turbine rigs has been measured using
these three types of heat flux sensors.
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